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Abstract
While modified begimer Tai Chi classes are now routinely offered by community
centres. we know very Iittlr about the older adults who cnroll and how they benefit. This
dissertation consisted of two studies. In the first study. 19 classes from eight community
centres and four Taoist Tai Chi Socieiies Kere trackrd oyer a full calendar year. Enrollment in
cornmunity Tai Chi (TC) classes w3s highest in the h11. average attendance was good (72%)
and dropout was low (23%). Survrys were completed by 1 16 TC. 63 line dancers (LD) and 42
from Taoist classes for cornparison purposes. The profile of older adults who tend to join TC
and LD classes is predominantly fernale. Caucasian. rnid-60's. relatively healthy and
ph ';sically active. Penonal ex pectations. past experience and ease of learning the movernents
were related to subsequent participation.

In the second study. data was collrctrd at prograrn entry and completion (afier 10weeks) from 20 TC and 18 LD beginnen. and 14 seniors not enrolled in exercise classes

(NE). All groups scored well on the physical and psychophysical measures at baseline. not
surprisingly since most were classified as somewhat to already active. Over the 10 weeks. the

TC group signiticantly improved on two indicators of protective balance. while the LD group
improved on several indicators of static. dynarnic. and protective balance. The NE group
showed no significant changes. Trends of improved flexibility emerged for both exercise

goups: strengh thvas maintained. These findings are encouraging given limited program
duration. but could not be attributed to Tai Chi (or line dancing) per se due to concurrent
participation in other exercise classes. Posnest scores of the TC beginnen were compared to

20 experienced Taoist practitionen. The latter group scored significantly better on only one
indicator. likely due to the fact that both samples were involved in other physical activities.

In conclusion. this project represents the first attempt to profile older adults who enroll

in cornmunity Tai Chi and iine dancing classes and examine the extent of improvement

following a single session of participation in b e g i ~ e classes.
r
Our findings providing a basis

of cornparison for future studiçs.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Overview
1.1 Importance of Physical Activity
The importance of regular physical activity for overall health and wellbeing is now

widely accepted (US Surgeon General, 1996). Nonetheless, it ;s estimated that between 54%
and 60% of North American adults are not suficiently active to achieve health benefits; 25%
may be completely sedentary or not active at al1 (US Surgeon General, 1996). Health planners
and promoters have been challenged to develop cost-effective and appealing options targeting
the "inadequately or completely inactive" segments of the population (Dunn. Anderson, &
lakicie, 1998). Segments of the population typically characterized as sedentary are older.
femaie. come frorn ethnic minonties, have lower incomes and education, and are more likely to
have disabilities and chronic illnesses (Novak. 1997: US Surgeon General, 1996).
Older adults. in particular, are receiving increased attention for a number of reasons.
First and foremost, older adults are the fastest growing segment of the population. In 1998, an
estimated 3.7 million Canadians were over the age of 65. By 20 10, it is projected that persons
over the age of 65 will comprise close to seven million Canadians, over 20% of the total
population (Statistics Canada, 1999). From a societal perspective, physical activity is one
strategy for reducing the health care costs associated with chronic disease and disability in this
target group (World Health Organization, 1997b). From an individual perspective, physical
activity has potentiai physical benefits (such as improved flexibility and strength),
psychological benefits (such as enhanceci mood and relaxation), social benefits (such as fun
and enjoyment), and psychophysical benefits (such as improved sieep and energy levels)
(Myers et al., 1999; World Health Organization, 1997a).

The potential benefits of regular physical activity for older adults are well recognized.

The challenge is encouraging older adults to adopt and sustain more physically active
lifestyle. First. the large and diverse population of "older adults" must be separated into
distinct groups. While 65 has customarily marked the beginning of retirement, due to early
retirement and changing work patterns, both commercial fitness clubs and community
recreation centres are now targeting adults aged 55 and older with respect to recruitment and
progamming (Myers, 1999). Age is not the only criteria for segmenting the older population.
It has been argued that health, fitness. and physical abilities are more important than age per se

in tailoring exercise prograrnming for older adults (Spirduso, 1995; World Health
Organization, 1997a). For instance, Spirduso (1995) recomrnends five segments ranging From
the physicaily elite to the physically dependent older adult. This project will focus on
relatively healthy comrnunity dwelling older adults (aged 55 and over).
Within the commercial fitness sector, there has been a general shifl fiom traditional
aerobic or cardiorespiratory conditioning classes towards comprehensive wellness
prograrnming and mind-body classes such as Yoga and Tai Chi (Grantham, Patton, York, &

Winick, 1998). Over the past decade, persons over the age of 55 have increased their
participation in commercial fitness clubs by 70% (Grantham et al., 1998). While sirnilas
tracking has not taken place in the recreational fitness sector, it appears that many cornrnunity
centres are also now offenng a wider array of exercise programs, including Yoga and Tai Chi,
specifically targeting adults over the age of 55. For instance, al1 the recreatiodsenior's centres
we contacteci in the cities of Hamilton, Burfington, and Kitchener-Waterloo (K-W) were

presently offering Tai Chi classes for older adults. Acwrding to our contacts, these programs
began, for the most part, withh the past 10 yean.

1.2 Tai Chi
This section will provide a general description of the Tai Chi exercise. It's
philosophical basis and origin will be descnbed. Details surrounding the common Tai Chi
forms practiced and the adaptations made to the exercise through its introduction into North
Amenca will be provided. This section concludes with the suitability of Tai Chi for older
adults and the proposed health benefits of Tai Chi practice.

1.2.1 Philosophy of Tai Chi
Tai Chi, most ofien shortened from Tai Chi Chuan, has been translated fiom Chinese

into the English language as the 'supreme exercise'. The dance-like, graceful movements.
consisting of specific patterns and seguencing, engages the body and the mind (Jacobson, HoCheng, Cashel, & Gurrero. 1997). The foundation of Tai Chi is rooted within the philosophies

of ancient Chinese medicine; a holistic system for prornoting health and healing (Kessenich
1998). The underlying theory of ancient Chinese medicine is based on the balancing of 'qi' or

'chi'. 'Chi' is defined as "a vital force, differentiated fiom life force; it is the rhythm of nature,
the creative principle that makes life... (it is) an urge or energy, compounded of spint and in a

mysterious way the physical breath @ e h , 1961,p.6). In a state of good health, 'chi' is
believed to be freely flowing through the discrete channels or 'meridians' of the body while il1
health is the result of an imbalance or a block in the flow of the 'chi'.

In addition to the influence of Chinese medicine, Tai Chi is also iduenced by the
philosophical context of Taoism (Kessenich, 19%). Taoism is one of China's oldest belief
systerns that strives to achieve a harmonious balance between humanity and nature. This
balance is represented by the yin and yang symbol (see Figure 1.1) which symbolizes the
interactions of two fbndamentaily opposïng, yet baimcing principles of nature (Suler, 1991).

According to traditional Chinese medicine, health is based-on the balance of yin and yang and
sirnilar to the 'chi', an imbalance in the yin and yang forces is believed to result in il1 health
(Wolf, Coogler, & Xu, 1997b).
Figure 1.I : Ying and Yang Symbol

The interaction of yin and yang are believed to be vital to the practice of Tai Chi. In
accordance to the symbols of yin and yang? Tai Chi rnovements are circular and continuous

and consist of opposing passive and active movements. For example, when the right hand
pushes fonvard, the lefi hand naturally draws back. The breathing patterns are also
coordinated with the Tai Chi movements. The body moves fonvard and up during exhalation
(yang) and d o m and back dunng inhalation (yin). It is believed that through a continuous

series of opposing changes in posture and breathing, a state of physical and mental equilibrium

can be achieved (Kessenich, 1998). The Tai Chi movements are also believed to prevent
illness by balancing and strengthening the circulation of 'chi' (Koh 1981). The movements of
the Tai Chi set are thought to open up any blockases dong the mendians and balance and
purifi the 'chi' so good health can be attained (Panter & Davis, 1990).

1.2.2 Origin of Tai Chi
ûriginating in China centuries ago as a disciplined martial art, Tai Chi has evolved into

a fonn of meditation and therapeutic exercise that, today, is widely practiced in China (usually
daily in public parks) by ail age groups, including older adults (Masley, 1998). Much of what

is learned about this martial art has been passed d o m through the generations by word of
mouth, shrouded in myth and secfecy (Lewis, 1986). Thus, many theories exist on the ongin

of Tai Chi. The moa popular theory suggests that Chang San-feng. a Taoist priest dunng
the Yuan dynasty ( 1279-1368). was responsible for creating the 'Tai Chi Chuan' sequence
(Lewis. 1986). Some believe that he developed the sequence aHer witnessing a fight berween

a Crane and a snake. while others daim that he was taught the txercise by a fairy in a dream
(Munyi. 1963). A detailed hiaorical account and other theones of the origins of Tai Chi are

reported in Gavin ( 1999).
Over the centuries. Tai Chi has gradually evolved into different foms. for the most part
with a reduced emphasis on the martial arts focus and an increased emphasis on the Mnd-body
interaction (Cemato, 1999; Delza, 1% 1). The different Tai Chi forms range from solo forms,
with 24 to 108 postures. and Chi

un^' breathing exercises to advanced training in 'push

hands", and sword and sabre sets3(Levandoski & Leyshon. 1990). The most common courses
of study focus on the solo foms. Many different forms exkt and the differences are believed

to have resulted fiom lay practitioners integrating their own ideas into the techniques taught to
them by their teachen. The stylistic changes may have evolved from the different body sizes.
personalities. and areas of emphasis of the deveiopers (Alder. 1983). While a detailed
description of the various Tai Chi foms are reponed elsewhere (Gavin, 1999), Table 1.1
provides a basic description of the three most common solo foms of Tai Chi (Chuck, 1998).
Aithough differences in the type and number of rnovements exist, al1 Tai Chi foms
emphasize body relaxation, mental concentration, and movement coordination (Yan, 1995).
-411foms involve a senes of movements that include tuming, shifting one's weight from one

' Breathing exercises that can k pacticed on tbar own or incorponted into the Tai Chi set (Koh 1981).
'A two person contact e . . aimd at disoptiiig tbe oppoaent's m i t a of gmity. Such training is bciieveâ to

increase s-tit?ty and impmz reachon tirne. Risb-bands is the lrqt to Iearning tht self&techniques
The mord and sabre sets are Tai Chi foms that incorporate wcapom. The Tai Chi Sabre is distinguished h m
ihcT~CChiSwordinibatthtfonaerbaso~oocsbarp~aadcbcb~b~tawdsIbctipdis
slightiy c w e d 'Ihe Tai Chi Sword bas two sbarp edges and tbe blaQ is p e r f i straight wiih paralle1 sides"
(Li& 1999).

Table 1.1: Description of T b m Main Tai Chi Foms

Yang
Style

Most
popular
form

1O8

Chen
Style

Oldest form
and most

35

1 Practiced in 2 wide stance. 1 Unifonnly slow
Overail rounded movements
appear soft and gentle
Performed in a low deep
stance. Involves constant
twisting, tuming, and
circulaf movements

difficult to
learn

Perfomied in a high, narrow
stance with minimal a m
movements. involves smdl
deliberate movements. Feet
1 are kept parallel
Information obtained fion Chuck (1998) and Lai et al. (1993).
Similar to
the Yang
style

47

1

1
1
1

Pace with no
variation in speed
during transitions
Varied pacing fiom
almost a standstill
position to
explosive powerfùl
movements
lnvolves one
sequential, smooth
and continuous
movement

leg to the other. bending and unbending the legs and various am,movements (Channer,

Barrow, Barrow. Osborne, & Ives, 1996; Ross & Presswalla, 1998). While the individual
approaches are distinct. they do share the common belief that Tai Chi evolved from the
opposing yin and yang forces and the movements seek to balance the 'chi' within the body and
reduce the chance of illness (Wolf et al., 199%). No matter what fonn of Tai Chi is pursued,
prolonged and continuous practice is required to leam the entire sequence and improve
individual movement patterns (Yan & Downing, 1998). m e n these forms require instruction
tiom a Tai Chi maaer and take months, if not years, to l e m (Alder, 1983).

1.2.3 Adaptation to North Amenca
Interest in Tai Chi has spread to North America possibly due to the perceived and
reporteci health benefits that may be gained through participation (Kurland, 1981). It is
unloiown precisely when Tai Chi was first introduced in North Arnerica, however, we imow

that a Taoist pries began teaching Tai Chi at a Chinese community centre in Toronto in 1970.

The Taoist Tai Chi Society of Canada

-- a non-profit, charitable organization -- now operates

in hundreds of locations. This program evolved fiom the 'Tai Chi Chuan' fonn, and involves
108 progressive movements (Panter & Davis, 1990). The classes are led by trained volunteen.

Participants start by attending a 'begmers' class, offered once or twice a week. The 108
movernents usually take four to six months to cornplete, depending on the frequency of classes
and person's capabilities. Participants then attend the 'transition' or 'middle class'. Under the

guidance of an instructor, this class provides participants with the opportunity to refine the
fonn and fbrther their understanding of Tai Chi.Participants may attend this class as frequently
(several classes are oflen offered each week) and for as long as they wish. Findy, participants

can develop and continually leam the nuances of the art form dunng the 'continuing' or
'ongoing' class. This class consists of the instructors and those experienced with the set (S.
Lawton, personal communication. December 29, 1999). Some locations, such as in K-W and

Hamilton-Mountain, also offer open practice classes to their members. Under the supenision

of a trained volunteer instructor, students can drop-in to review and practice the movements.
Tai Chi is also offered at comrnunity recreation/senion' centres. Participants at the
recreational facilities typically follow an instructor for 60 minutes, once or twice a week for a

limited number of weeks. Within these settings, it is not uncornmon for North Amencan
instnicton to modiS, the Tai Chi movements andlor create simplifiecl Tai Chi forrns that are
presumably easier for begimers to leam (Schdler, 1996). The begimer classes provide a basic
introduction to Tai Chi. Subsequently, interested participants may be encouraged to join the
intemediate or advanced Tai Chi classes, ifoffered at theù centre, while others are encouraged
to join a Tai Chi club or society to progress further (S. Lawton, personal communication,

March 27, 2000).

Tai Chi practitioners may also meet informally in outdoor settings. For instance, Tai
Chi practitioners have been observed to fiequent locations such as the S p a ~ s hbanks in

Vancouver, the Beaches area of Toronto, and Dundurn CastIe Park in Hamilton. In Hamilton,
the practitioners meet each moming to practice their form. Various forms are completed at
these sites. Onlookers are welcome to follow dong and imitate the movements perfomed in
these public settings, however, formal instruction is not provided (G. Waud. personal
communication, September, 27. 1 999).

1.2.4 The Proposed Health Benefits of Tai Chi Practice
Tai Chi may be a pmicularly suitable and appeaiing form of exercise for relatively
health) older aduhs. It is generally viewed as safe and non-strenuous. involving slow.
gracefûl. and dance-like leg and am movements (Cenato, 1999; Chen & Sun. 1997; DeMarco.
1985; Hain. 1999; Kutner. Barnhart. Wolf. McNeeley. & Xu. 1997). The pattern and

sequencing of the Tai Chi movements are also believed to enhance relaxation, concentration,
and coordination. Tai Chi is thought to have both physical and psychological benefits,

including improved balance, flexibility. strength, cardiovascular fùnctioning, motor control,
and psychological weil-being. A detailed account of the documented benefits of Tai Chi is
presented under Section 3.2 - Existing Studies on the Impact of Tai Chi.

1.3 Overall Rationale for the Present Shidy
Given our increasing aghg population, together with the recognized importance of
physical aaivity for healthy aging, the appeal and resulting benefits of various options for
physical activiv for older adults ment investigation. Tai Chi appears to be increasingly

popular in North Ammica judguig by the proportion of community recreation/senion' centres

in southern Ontario who are offenng this activity. Currently, however, we know little about

the types of older adults who choose to take part in community Tai Chi or Taoist Tai Chi
Society programs. Older Canadian adults who are not from Chinese backgrounds are
extremely unlikely to have been exposed to Tai Chi in their early or middle adult years. As
will be discussed in Chapter Two. there is a need to find out why older adults are interesteci in

participating in Tai Chi and their reasons for continuing with this exercise
In addition. we need to investigate the types and nature of outcomes or benefits t hat can

be reasonably expected frorn community Tai Chi progïams for older adults. As will be
descnbed in Chapter Three, most of the studies camed out to date have consisted of controlled
interventions with either young adults (lin, 1989; Jin 1992; Schneider & Leung, 1991; Shih,
1997) or expenenced praaitioners (Lai. Lan. Wons & Teng, 1995; Lan. Lai. Wong, & Yu,
1996; Tse & Bailey. 1992). Funhennore, such interventions tend to be offered at a greater

frequency and duration than the beginner classes typicaily found in community locations.
Therefore. the results may not be generalizable to community-based Tai Chi programs.

1.4 Overall Study Objectives

-

This dissertation consists of two studies a process and an outcome evaluation.
Process evaiuation is the systematic appraisal of program delivery and usage under routine or
normal operation (Myers 1999). It is an attempt to understand the strengths and weakness of
the program, to solicit participants' experiences, and to find out what is happening within the
program (e.g., factors intluencing adherence). Outcorne evaiuation, meanwhile, is the
systematic appraisal of the program's impact on clients, in relation to the level of pariicipation
and baseline characteristics (Mye- 1999). Outcorne waluation investigates the effkts (both
positive and negstive) of program participation, as well as which participants benefit the most.

Study one, the proecss evrluition (took place fiom January to December 2000).
examined issues of recmitment, attendance, and adherence to comrnunity Tai Chi prograrns
directed at older adults. Specifically, this study investigated what attracts older adults to Tai
Chi (in cornparison to another fairly novel fonn of exercise. narnely line dancing), who is
attracted (profile of registrants). and how participant experiences influence patterns of
attendance and continuation.
Study two. the outcome evaluation (took place fiom September 2000 to March 200 1 ).
exarnined several potential benefits of participation, including: balance, lower body strength.
flexibility. and psychological outcomes. The relative benefits of 10 weeks of participation in
the short andior modified forms of Tai Chi offered at recreation/seniors' centres were
compared with line dancing classes and non-exercise classes (including craft, bingo. cards and
pool) offered at recreatiodseniors' centres, and with a traditional, longer form of Tai Chi (108
movements) offered at Taoist Tai Chi Societies.
Line dancing and Taoist Tai Chi classes were chosen as cornparisun activities for both
the process and outcome evaluation audies. Similar to Tai Chi, line dancing is a fairly recent
offerhg in recreatiodsenion' centres and it is unlikely current generations of older adults had
been exposed to these activities as younger adults. Both are instruaed in a group setting, do
not require a partner (unlike other types of dancing), and require learning and practicing a
sequence of movements. The contrast is also important-Tai

Chi emphasizes slow movements

in a meditative mode, usually hithout accompanying music or with mft music (i.e., classical
music or sofl nature sounds). To date, little research on line dancing has been published.

While used for purposes of cornparison in the present project (to assess similarity of adherence
patterns and outcomes), this information will also contniute to the sparse literature conceming

this dtemate type of programming. The Taoist Tai Chi classes, meanwhile. provide a
cornparison of the more traditionai Tai Chi fonn wit h 1O8 movements.
It is important to note that the studies presented in this thesis do not conaitute a

comprehensive evaluation of Tai Chi programs. For instance, program implementation and
cost issues were not addressed. Nor was the evaluation planned in consultation with all
relevant stakeholder groups or using a program logic mode1 or theory as recommended in the
evaluation literature when the primary objective is to inforrn program decision-making (Myers,
1999, Patton, 1997; Rossi & Freeman, 1997). Rather, the evaluation approaches. questions and

measures were chosen by the researcher to address gaps in the published literature, as well as
to assist the prograrns under examination in leaming more about their panicipants. Therefore,
the present studies should be viewed as a stming point in understanding who cornes to these
conununity prograrns, who tends to gay, what are their experiences, and what are some of the
possible benefits. The present findings. hopefùlly, will lay the groundwork for future. more
comprehensive, evaluations of cornmunity Tai Chi prograrns, including an examination of
criticai inputs (Sidani & Braden, 1998) or the contexts and mechanisms necessas, to produce

the desired outcornes (Pawson & Tilley, 1997).
Chapter Two focuses on the process evaluation study, including the development of a
profile of older adults who choose to attend Tai Chi and line dancing prograrns and their
patterns of attendance and adherence. Chapter T h ,meanwhile, presents the outcome
evaluation of community Tai Chi prograrns. Each chapter is seffantained. Chapter Thm,
however, bnngs in relevant findings from the process evahiation (Study One) to assist with
interpretation of the outcome evaluation (Study Two)hdings in the discussion section.

Chapter 2 Study One: Process Evalûation
2.1 Introduction
Currently, recreationlseniors' centres offer a large array of exercise programs, some of
which may be specifically developed for older adults. The majonty of such exercise programs
tend to be class or group based initiatives (Mills, Stewart, Sepis, & King, 1997). Recreational
programmers have also adapted typicaliy solitary activities (such as walking, gardening, and
biking) into clubs or group based prograrns (Ecclestone. Myers, & Patterson, 1998).
Investigating the activity preferences of older adults, as well as their reasons for choosing to
adopt a specific activity, and whether they adhere to the exercise program, are important areas

of study. As well, tracking participation profiles. seasonal enrolment pattems, and
participation rates will assist recreational program planners, marketers, developers, and
inamctors in targeting the older adult segment of the population and tailoring prograrns to
meet their needs and interests (Myers, 1999). Accordingly, this review will examine research
to date concerning the physical activity preferences of older adults, as well as the adoption and
adherence patterns of this group.

2.1.1 Actinty Preference
Before describing the activity preferences of older adults, it is important to distinguish
between the tems 'physical aaivity' and 'exercise' since they are sometimes confused with
one another or used interchangeably in the literatue. Casperson, Powell, and Chriaenson
(1985) defineci physical activity as "any bodily movement produced by skeietal muscles that

results in energy expenditure" (p. 126). This includes al1 physical activity perfomed while
sleeping, at work, and at leisure. 'Exercise', meanwhile, is viewed as a subcategory of
physicai activity. Exercise has been defineci as "physical a a M t y that is planned, stnictured,

repetitive, and purposive in the sense that improvement or maintenance of one or more
components of physical fitness (i.e., cardiorespiratory endurance, muscular strength. flexibility,
body composition) is an objective" (Caspersen et al., 1985, p. 128). Since we are interested in
our participants7overall level of physical activity, the terms 'exercise' and 'physical activity'
are used interchangeably in this project.

Past research has, for the most pan, investigated the physical activity preferences of
young and middle-aged adults (King, Taylor, Haskell, & Debusk, 1990; Thompson & Wankel,

1980);little is presently known about the exercise preferences of older adults (Mills, Stewart,

Sepis, & King, 1997). It is not surprishg that researchers note that participants will be more
adherent if they are offered physical activity formats that they prefer and enjoy (Dishman,
Sallis, & Orenstein. 1985; Mills et al., 1997; Wankel, 1985). Personal preference regarding
various features of the activity, such as the type, format, and scciai aspects surrounding the
exercise, may influence the type of activities in which individuals engage.
Some studies have shown that older adults prefer home based-exercise regimens, over
nructured classes, and low Uitensity over high intensity exercise prograrns (King, Haskell.
Taylor, Kraemer, & DeBusk, 1991; Lee et al., 1996). Walking has shown higher cornpliance
rates than jogging (Dishman et al., 1985; Mills et al., 1997; Sallis et al., 1986). Of the 1 13
participants in the Community Health Activities Mode1 Program for Seniors (CHAMPS), some
preferred to exercise in a group (28%), others individuaily (34%), and the remainder had no
preference (39%) (Miils et al., 1997). Unlike other exercise intenentions, the CHAMPS
project did not assign the older adult participants to an exercise program but rather informed
them of available classes offered in th& commwjty and mcouraged hem to participate.

The above findings suggest that older aduits may be interested in lower intensity
activities that can be performed individually and out side a anictured, class setting. While the
preference for Tai Chi over other types of exercise programs has not been investigated, this
activity may have the characteristics that older adults prefer. Activity preferences, however,
are only one factor in understanding the exercise adoption and adherencepatterns of older adults.

2.1.2 Exercise Adoption and Adberence
Understanding what motivates people to become and remain physically active is cntical
to designing effective exercise interventions (Dishan et al.. 1985). According to population
surveys. the most frequently reported reason for engaging in leisure time physical activity is to
"feel better mentally and physically" (Stephens. 1988). Whether reasons for joining exercise
programs are similar for younger and older adults is unknown. Inactive older adults may
initiate an exercise program to relieve cornmon physical complaints such as low energy levels,
sleeping disturbances, and musfular stifiess (Myers et al., 1999). Active older adults, on the
hand. may only notice such symptoms if their exercise routine is disrupted (Schneider, 1996).
An understanding of each phase of physical activity- adoption, maintenancdadherence,

relapse and resumption- is necessary (Sallis & Hovell, 1990). Adoption, or beginning an
exercise or physical activity program, is the fim aep in becoming active. Relatively little
research has investigated the factors that influence or predict the adoption of physical activity
and most of this research has used retrospective designs (Sallis & HoveU, 1990).
The challenge of sustaining adherence to an exercise program, once participation has
begun, is one of the most commonly studied yet lest understd aspects of exercise and
physical activity (Duncan & McAuley, 1993). Maintenance, or d k r e m e , bas been dehed as

the length of tirne an individual c o n ~ u e with
s the program regimen (Weish, Labbe, &

Delaney, 1991). Exercise adherence, however, may not be the same as program adherence as it
is not uncornmon for older adults to leave, rejoin, and switch exercise classes as their
commitments and interests change. Ecclestone, Myers, and Patterson (1998), for example,
found that approximately 2 1% of older participants in their three-year tracking study, tried out

or transferred between programs.
Unfonunately, a consistent approach for defining 'dropout' and quantifying the level of
adherence does not exia and panicipants are not commonly foliowed for extended lengths of
time. Dropouts are generally defined as those individuals who discontinue participation in an
exercise program (Robison & Rogers, 1994). Most exercise studies compare their dropout
rates to Dishman and Sallis's ( 1994) well known benchmark. i.e., about SPA of beginners to an
exercise program can be expected to drop out in the first three to six months. The absence of
long-term tracking, however. rnay mislabel dropouts who are within a state of relapse (or
temporary discontinuation) as well as sacrifice the valuable information about possible
remmptiori, or the retum to previously established activity behavior (Sallis & Hoveil, 1990).

Over their three-year tracking period. Ecclestone et al. (1998) found cases where participants
discontinued a particular program, joined another, and later retumed to the first program
sometimes a year or more later.

In summary, the majority of studies on physical activity adoption and adherence to date
have used young and middle aged subjects in clinical and laboratory settings (Dishman, 1988).

The research has iargely neglected older age groups who may be involved in activity prograrns
in community based locations. As noted by Ecclestone et ai. (1998), there may be differences

in adherence patterns for participants in community programs, since research subjects are
recruited dinerently and strict eligibility criteria is oAen enforceci. Keeping this in miad, the

following sections will describe the known detemiinants of adoption and adherence,
specifically personal, environmental, and program related factors.
2 12 1 Personal Factors

Demographic characteristics associated with reduced activity levels in the general
population include: advanced age; female gender; obesity; low income and education levels;
employment in blue collar occupations; and the presence of a medical problem, injury, or
illness (Caspersen, Christenson, & Poilard, 1986; Dishrnan et al., 1985; Gale, Eckhoff,Mogel,
& Rodnick, 1984; Hovell, Hofstetter, Sallis, Rauh, & Bamngton, 1992; King, 1997; Sallis et

al., 1986). Early life experiences and habitua1 physical activity may also influence the

likelihood of current physical activity. Older adults who report involvement in physicai
activity at a young age and/or regularly participate in physical activity in their leisure time, are
more likely to adopt and adhere to a physical activity program in their later years (Hovell et al.,
1992; Sallis, Hovell, & Hofstet?er, 1992).

Knowledge of, and beliefs in, the health benefits of exeriise participation may initiate
involvement (adoption) (King, 1997), but feelings of enjoyrnent and well-being seem to be
stronger motives for continued participation (adherence). Adults who believed that exercise
had little value for health and fitness, or those who believed that health outcornes fiom exercise
were outside one's personal control, exercised less frequently and dropped out of programs

earlier than peen holding opposite views (Dishman & Gettman, 1980).
Outcome expectationslexpectancies(i.e., what people hope to gain from exercise) may
also be important in adopting and continuing with an exercise behavior (Clark, 1996). Self-

efficacy and self-motivation have been reported to innuence outcome expectationd
expectancies. Self-efficaq,or an individual's confidence in king able to perform an activity

successfùlly (Bandura, 1982) has been reponed as one of the most important detetminants for
exercise adoption and adherence (Sallis et al., 1986; Sallis et al., 1992). Deshamais, Bouillon,
and Gaston ( 1986) suggest that self-efficacy can affect physical activity participation in a
number of ways, including, whether one attempts a given activity as well as persistence when
difficulties are encountered. Li, McAuley, Hamer, Duncan, and Nigel (200 1) found
significant improvernents in the self-efficacy of older adults completing a six-month Tai Chi
intervention. Interestingly, the participants who developed higher perceptions of efficacy had
attended more class sessions and thus, adhered better to the program.
Self-motivation refers to the attraction to physical activity and perceptions that
exercise offers health, fitness, and ascetic value (Dishman & Ickes, 1981). Participants may be
motivated to join because they expect certain results or outcornes. Adults are motivated to join
activity progrms if they expect to feel better, lose or control weight, and gain companionship
as a result (Myers, Weigel. & Holliday, 1989). Desharnais et ai. (1986) exarnined the ability of
outcorne expectancy (the extent of participants' expectations) to predict adherence to an 1 1week activity program. Participants with high outcome expectations (expected more benefits)
at the program onset were more likely to drop out. Initial expectations aione, however, may not
predict future adherence. Neff and King (1995) suggest that initial expectations, in conjunction
with whether or not the expectations were met. are better predictors of subsequent adherence.

2.1.2.2

Environmental Factors

Characteristics of the environment, including both physical and social factors, can also
influence ones' participation in a physical activity program. Phpical factors, such as the
convenience of the exercise setting and its proximity to home or the work place, as weli as
accessible transportation to the program location have been positively related to exercise

adherence (Andrew et al., 198i ; Sallis et al., 1990). Inclement weather is associated with
altered physical activity patterns, while costs associated with participation rnay influence
adoption and continued participation (Dishman et al., 1985; Young & King, 1995).
With respect to social factors. perceived lack of time is the most comrnon reason for not

joining and for dropping out of exercise prograrns (Dishrnan et al., 1985; Sallis et al., 1992).
Life events (such as a medical condition or illness) or disniptions (such as relocation or travel)

c m intempt continuous participation. create new barriers, or result in dropout altogether
(Oldridge. 1982). The level of social support from family, fiiends, exercise leaders, and other
program participants has been highly correlated wit h exercise adherence (Gale et al.. 1984;
Hovell et al.. 1989). Individuais may join or adhere to an exercise prograrn because a fnend or
farnily member participates, to meet new people, or because of the camaraderie or fellowship
that develops in a group setting (Canon, Widmeyer, & Brawley. 1988; Spink & Cimon. 1992).
The type and amount of social support preferred rnay differ as individuals move from the
adoption to the maintenance phase (Young & King, 1995). For example, social support has
been reported to be more important in the adoption process than the maintenance process for
women (mean age 50 years) initiating a vigorous activity program (Sallis et al., 1992).
Different factors related to adoption and adherence likely Vary by individual. For
instance. group fellowship rnay be appealing to older adults who recently retired or are seeking
to meet people. Leaming a new skill and the challenge of keeping up rnay be an incentive or a
detement. Some rnay prefer group members and Uistructors who are sirnilar in age and gender;
othen rnay prefer more heterogeneous (less segregated) groups (O'Brien-Cousins & Home,
1999). When investigating adoption and adherence patterns, it is important to look at the

particular features of programs as well as participants' reasons for joining and continuing.
2.1.2.3 Program Factors

Features of the program can also influence adoption and adherence. Associated costs
(including participant fees, equipment, or clothing) and program scheduling influence the
likelihood of individuals joining and attending exercise programs (Andrew et al., 1981; Myers,
1999; Richter, Macera, Williams, & Koerber, 1993). Personal contact with program personnel
can affect adherence. Dropouts Frequently reponed inadequate personalized attention by

prograrn aaff as a reason for discontinuing participation (Andrew et al., 1981). Wankel(1985)
added that program organization, flexibility, and general administration as attributes the
prograrn staffcan control. A checklist of many potential barriers for seniors (such as lighiing,
noise levels and accessibility) inherent in facilities and programs is available in Myers (1999).
Finally, the program itself (Le., type of activity, duration per session, number of times
per week, and level of intensity) is also important to consider. As mentioned earlier, little data
is currently available regarding the preferences of older adults and the extent to which such
preferences may affect adoption and adherence to exercise programs. Ecclestone et al. (1998)
suggests that older women, who may have difficulty finding an exercise cornpanion, may be
more attracted to class or group options. However, when a group of older adults, enrolled in an
exercise promotion prograrn, were asked whether they prefer to participate in a structured class
or on their own, 34% preferred to exercise individually, 28% prefemed a group setting, and

39% had no preference (Mills et al., 1997). Finn conclusions are difficult to make, as we do

not know whether preferences reported in the Mills et al. (1997) study were reiated to
experience, that is, actually trying the various exercise formats. Further work is neeâed to

detennine physical activity programming preferences of older adults and how they efféct the
adoption and adherence pattems.

2.1.2.4

Long-term Tracking
It is necessary to identiQ and examine the reasons why some individuals continue to

participate while others drop out of exercise programs. Some individuais who quit a formal
exercise program may continue to exercise by joining another prograrn or on their own
(Dishman, 1982). Long terni tracking of participants is necessary to detemine pattems of
adoptiodinitiation as well as patterns of continued/discontinued participation.
One of the few longitudinal studies of older adults in community based exercise
programs was completed by Ecclestone et al. (1998). Over a three-year penod, Ecclestone et
al. ( 1998) tracked 54 1 older adults involved in 12 different exercise prograrns offered at the

Centre for Activity and Ageing (CAA) in London, Ontario. This study found that many older
adults who appeared to 'dropout' rejoineû their original prograrn at a later date or switched
exercise classes. Secondly, participants who tried out or were involved in more than one class,
either concumently or sequentially, were more likely to continue participating at the centre. An
overall attendance rate of 68% was recorded for dl 12 programs over the the-year period.
Long-tem tracking reveaied that 5 1% continued participating at the centre at one-year, 43%
over three years. These adherence rates are better than what Dishman and Sallis (1994)
reporied for younger groups.

One of the 12 exercise classes tracked by Ecclestone et al. (1 998) was a Tai Chi
program offered at the C A A This prograrn was offered continuously for 60 minutes, twice a
week. Although the initial emolment of this class was low, enrollment increased over the

three-year tracking perioâ, which resulted in the continuation or the class. ûfthe 12 different

classes, the Tai Chi class had the highest participation rate (82V0).Although the Ecclestone et
al. ( 1998) study provided valuable information about attendance and adherence pattems. it did
not assess the experiences of participants nor inquire into the reasons for dropping out or

switching programs. In addition, age and gender were the only participant characteristics
recorded in the CAA database at the time of the study. A more detailed profile of user
characteristics is needed to Further our understanding of the types of adults who begin and
continue to participate in various types of programs (Myers, 1999).

2.1.3 Summary
Long-term adherence to structured exercise programs is poor (ûishman, 1988). Most
of the research to date. however, has b e n conducted with younger populations and aerobic

exercise progarns @ishman, 1988), resulting in relatively little king known about the
adoption and adherence patterns of older adults in various types of community-based exercise
programs (Ecclestone et al., 1998). It is necessary to investigate the reasons why older adults

join, maintain, drop out. and switch exercise programs. Research evidence has accumulated on
the determinants of exercise adherence, but little is known about the predictors of adoption and
the future exercise pattems of those who quit specific classes. More long-term tracking studies,
like the one by Ecclestone et al. (1998). are needed to guide planners in providing appropnate
exercise opportunities for this age group. It has been suggested that al1 exercise programs
should routinely coUect background information on ali new participants, track program usage,

and follow-up with participants who no longer attend (Myen, 1999), aich information would
assist in the developrnent of a profile of program users as weU as program usage.

2.2 Rationale for Study One
The popularity of Tai Chi and line dancing appears to be rising in recreationfseniors'
centres in North America. These activities are likely to be mvel or new to many older adults.
The ski11 component of Tai Chi and line dancing practice may also be important. While other
types of exercise classes (such as aerobic classes) are quite consistent fiom session to session,
Tai Chi and line dancing, on the other hand. involve constantly leamhg and refining new

movements. If people miss a class and/or do not practice outside of class, they may become
hstrated and feel lefl behind. Adherence may be greater to shorter forms of Tai Chi since
there are fewer movements to remember and master. This argument has been used to justi&
the modified and shonened forrns of Tai Chi. alihough the impact on adherence has not been
ernpirically exarnined to date.
Given their rising popularity, the profile or characteristics of voluntary participants, as
well as adoption and adherence patterns to community-based Tai Chi and he-dancing
programs. warrants investigation. This profile should include the characteristics of
participants. seasonal variation in patterns of enrollment (usage), participation rates, and
dropout patterns. Whether the profile of older adults who choose to attend Tai Chi classes at
cornmunity recreatiodseniors' centres differs fiom the profile of those who chose to attend
other exercise classes at nich centres (such as line dancing) or ciasses at Taoist Tai Chi
Societies is also interesting to explore.

2.3 Process Evaluation Questions
As previously describexi, a process evaluation examines program delivery, usage, and

user characteristics under routine operation. The overall purpose of this midy was to leam

more about older adults who choose to take part in cornrnunity Tai Chi and line dancing
classes. The specific evaluation questions were:
What attracts older adults to community Tai Chi and line dancing programs?
What is the profile of older adults who enroll in such community programs and are there
seasonal differences in enrollment pattems?
M a t are their experiences and pattems of attendance and adherence?
1s adherence greater for shoner forms of Tai Chi?

How do participant protiles and adherence patterns compare to Taoist Tai Chi Society

ciasses?

2.4 Methods
This section fira describes the programs examined in this study, including both site and

participant recmitment. The data collection procedures and instrumentation are presented next,
followed by data management and analyses. This study began in the Winted2000 programming
session (am date January 2000) and continued throughout the Spring, Sumer, and Fa11 2000

sessions in order to compare seasonal enrollment pattems. Ethical approvai was obtained from
the University of Waterloo Office of Research Ethics, as well as from the Medical Advisor for
the Taoist Tai Chi Society.

2.1.1 Recruitment of Sites
The Leisure Programming Guides for the Cities of Hamilton, Kitchener, and Waterloo,

were used to initially locate Tai Chi and line dancing classes offered at the recreatiodseniors'
facilities in these areas. These guides promote various leisure, culture, and sports opportwiities
for residents of aü ages. The Kitchener and Waterloo guides are produced three times a year
(FaU Wmer, and Spring), wMe the city of Hamilton produces two guides, one for Fmnter

and one for SpringISummer. Brochures independently produced by the seniors' recreation

centres within the three cities were also obtained to locate additional course offenngs and
information, as were local newspapers. and telephone directories. A line dancing instnictor for
two of the seniors' centres in Hamilton suggested another centre in Burlington offenng both
Tai Chi and line dancing. Finally, inquires were directed at the Taoist Tai Chi Society and
numerous Martial Arts Clubs.
As the present study was interested in older adults (defined as persons aged 55 and over

for the purposes of the study), we set out to remit participants fiom 'adult classes' at
recreational facilities and those participating in seniors' centres classes. Age is not a criterion

for enrolling into the classes at the recreation facilities and Taoia Tai Chi Societies;
participants younger than 55 years of age may enroll. The seniors' centres, however, restnct
their membership to those 5 5 years of age and over. The prograrns at eight recreation/seniors'
centres and four Taoist Tai Chi Socieiies in the Hamilton. Burlington, and K-W areas were
asked to, and agreed to, panicipate in this study. Although other recreational facilities and

martial an clubs in these areas offer Tai Chi a d o r line dancing classes, they did not offer
classes specifically for seniors and/or reponed very low or no enrollment for this population.
The program directors at the respective recreation/seniors' centres were contacted and
given a letter explaining the study (see Appendix A). Written permission was obtained from
each program director, first to approach the instmcton and then to approach the participants in

the Tai Chi and line dancing classes. Verbal permission was received from the class instnicton.

Dr. Goodman,the medical advisor for the Taoist Tai Chi Society of Canada, was provided with
a copy of the ethics proposal nibmitted to the University of Waterloo. His permission was
obtained to approach the i n m a o r s and participants of the Taoist Tai Chi Societies.

In total. eight recreatiodsenion' centres and four clubs located in Hamilton.
Burlington, and K-W agreed to take pan in the process evaluation nudy. The 19 specific
programs or classes within these 12 centres are as follows:
beginner Tai Chi classes at four recreation/senion' centres in Hamilton: Sackville-Hill
Seniors' Centre (two classes offered), Hamilton Seniors' Centre. Ottawa Street YWCA
Seniors' Centre. and Huntington Park Recreation Centre and one seniors' centre in
Burlington: the Burlington Seniors' Centre (total of 6 classes);
begimer Tai Chi classes at one recreation centre in Kitchener: the Breithaupt Centre and
the beginner and intermediate Tai Chi classes at two recreationlseniors' centres in K-W:
Roclcway Seniors' Centre and the Wing 404 Rotary Adult Club (total of 5 classes);
begimer classes at four Taoist Tai Chi Societies: Downtown Hamilton, Hamilton
Mountain. Stoney Creek. and Kitchener-Waterloo (total of 4 classes);
begimer line dancing classes at three centres in Hamilton: Sackville-Hill Seniors' Centre,
Hamilton Seniors' Centre, and the Ottawa Street YWCA Seniors' Centre; and one seniors'
centre in Burlington: the Burlingon Senior's Centre (total of 4 classes).

Program Descriptions

2.4.1.1

Appendix B and Table 2.1 provide a detailed description and summary of each class
involved in this snidy respectively. Eleven Tai Chi programs at recreationkniors' centres,
four Taoist Tai Chi Societies. and four line dancing classes were recruited. It should be noted
that one facility, Burlington Seniors' Centre, was recniited later than the other programs so this
centre was only involved in the final wave of data collection (Fdl2000). As shown in Table
2.1, the programs generally nui for 60 to 90 minutes, once or twice a week for 8 to 12 weeks.

A bnef description of the classes wiii now be provided.
2.4.1.1.1

Classes at the Rccreation/Scnior' Centm

The recreational classes in Hamilton, Burlington, and K-W are generally offered three
g
Limiteci programmhg
Urnes a year - Fall (September), Wmter (January), and S p ~ (April).
is offered at two centres (Sackville-Hill and the W t o n Senion' Centre) in the summer

Table 2.1 : Description of Each Program in the Study

Taoist Tai Chi

1 60 min.

movcments of 108 set)

1
60 min.

Tai Chi - yangstyle
(cornpltzç appromteiy
I O movcmcnts of 3 5 set)

Tai Chi - Instmctor
3. Ottawa St.Y Seniors Modified Fonn
(complctc 5-8 movements
of Yang 24 form)

1

Tai Chi - Yang Style

4. Huntington Park
Recreation centre1

(cornpicte 24 movments
of 24 simplified fonn)

Tai Chi - Yang Style

5 . Breithaupt

60 min.

(6- 1O movcments of 24
instmctor modified fonn)

Community Centre

Tai Chi - Yang Style
(6- 1 O movmcnts of 24

6. Wing 404 Rotary

Adult Centre "

60 min.

instnietor rnodificd form)

(2 classes)
7. Rockway Seniors'

Tai Chi - Yang Style

Centre " '
(2 classes)
8.Burlington Seniors
centre'

(6- 10 rnovcments of 24
instnictor modified fom)

1 60 min.

Taoist Tai Chi
(complete I O8 movements
over 3 sessions)

Taoist Tai Chi:
IO8 movements
Taoist Tai Chi:

1. Hamifton Mouatain

2. Downtown

Hamilton
3. Stomy Creek.

60 min.

I

1

90 niin.

lu8 movenients
Taoist Tai Chi:
108 movements

Taoist Tai Chi:
Line Dancing

90 min.

2. Ottawa St.Y Seniors
3. Sackville-Hill"
4. Burlington Seniors

1'Beginner
centreion
I
I
classes run uotil participants have completed the 108 movunent set. Participants then anead
a tramdion or middle class wtiere t k y hrther leam and refhe the muvanem.
Participated in oniy tbe Faii Zoo0 session: Participated in d y the W i i 2000 session

'O&r beginner and intermediate classes;

'

'OBPr a limRed program or &opin sessi011 in the s ~ u n e (Iuiy
r
session)

months, while another facility (Burlington Seniors' Centre) offers classes on a drop-in basis.
At al1 centres, the 'begimer' Tai Chi and line dancing classes are oflerd to both first time
participants and to those with limited experience--beginnen classes are ofTered at each
prograrnrning session depending on sufficient enrollment. ' Intemediate' Tai Chi classes are

dso offered at several facilities. These classes are a continuation of the 'begi~er'classes;
participants progressively add on to the previously learned Tai Chi movements. Although the
classes are labeled as 'intermediate'. the instiuctors believe that the participants are still
beginners since they have not learned the complete form. Similarly, the intennediate line
dancing classes, offered at several centres (but not included in this study), are promoted to
those who have previous dance experience and would like to learn more challenging dance
steps and sequences.
centres generally offer shortThe Tai Chi programs offered by the recreation/seniorYs
fom or modified versions of longer Tai Chi forms. For example, the begimer Tai Chi
participants at Sackville-Hill #1 learn the initial movements of the 108 Taoist Tai Chi set. To
leam the complete form, the instructor encourages participants to join and attend classes at the
Hamilton Mountain Taoist Tai Chi Society. Participants in the beginner Tai Chi Sackville-Hill
#2 class leam the initial movements of the Yang style. Upon course cornpletion, the instnxtor

if they are unsure of the initial
encourages pariiàpants to reen.mil in the b e g i ~ eclass,
r

rnovemerits, or to advance into the intermediate class offered at that centre. As mentioned
earlier, the intermediate class progresses tùriher into the fom. The modified versions of Tai

Chi, offered at some fadties, wee developeâ out of the instructon' concems for the
limitations or health conditions of older adults. The înstructors either moâified a previously
developed Tai Chi sequence (by limiting the amount of stretching or bending during the Tai

Chi movements) or created their own sequence for instruction that is believed to contain
movements that are safe for seniors to cornplete and less strenuous than other Tai Chi fonns.
Please refer to Appendix B for a hl1 description of the programs.
The maximal enrollment for al1 prograrns was between 20 to 30 people except for the
Sackville-Hill line dancing class, which had a maximal enrollment of 100 and the Burlington
Seniors' Centre with a limit of 50 Tai Chi participants and 60 line dancers (depending on the
amount of gym space. the beginner line dance class can accommodate up to 100 participants
however. during the Fall session this class was limiteâ to only half of the gym). Wait lists are
not comrnonly used at the recreation/senionYcentres. Enrollment into the prograrns varies
fiom session to session and sometimes, due a lack of enrollment. beginner and intermediate

classes are combined or classes are cancelled.
During the Winter session the 'intemediate' Tai Chi classes fiom two K-W centres
(Rockway Seniors' Centre and the Wing 404 Rotary Adult Centre) were included in this study.
Due to the lack of enrollment and resulting canceUation of the begmer classes at these centres,
our initial thoughts were to include the intermediate Tai Chi group so a profile ofregistrants
could be developed. It was later decided to invite this group to consent to an exit i n t e ~ e was
the intermediate group may provide valuable information about continuing with the Tai Chi
class. During the Spring session, enrollment in the 'begi~er'class increased, and this class

was included in the snidy for this phase of tracking. The Tai Chi program at Huntington Park
Recreation Centre was cancelied in the Spring session due to the loss of the insrniaor and did
not resume in the Fall because of low enrohent. The Hamilton Seniors' Centre and the
Ottawa Street YWCA Seniors' Centre combined their beginner and advanced line dancing

classes during the Fall session while the begimer Tai Chi classes at the Ottawa Street YWCA
Seniors' Centre and Rockway Seniors' Centre were cancelled because of low enrollment.
2.4.1. 1.2 Taoist Tai Chi Society Classes

The 'begimer' classes at the Taoist Tai Chi Societies are for 'new memben', defined

as those who have not previously practiced Tai Chi,as well as persons with very limited
experience An age restriction is not placed on the classes and no specific 'senior' classes are
offered. The instmctors note. however. that seniors are most likely to attend the 'beginner'
classes offered in the daytime.
Unlike the recreatiodseniors' centres. which have specific start and end dates for their
prograrns, the classes at the Taoist Tai Chi Societies are ongoing. At al1 locations involved in
this evaluation, except for Hamilton Mountain. classes for new participants start twke a yearSeptember and lanu-.

The Hamilton Mountain site offers tluee am dates that are similar to

the recreatiodseniors' centres: Fa11 (September),Winter (January), and Spring (April).
In the Taoist Tai Chi Society, participants stay in the 'begi~er'class until they have

progresseci through the 108 movements. Depending on class fkquency, as well as a person's
capabilities. the 108 movements may take anywhere fiom four to six months to complete (L.
Horsky, personal communication, April2,2000). Participants then progress into a 'middle' or
'transition' class where they proceed in learning and refining the form. Participants may attend
this class as Frequentiy (several classes are often offered each week) and for as long as they
wish. Finally, participants can develop and continuaiiy learn the nuances of the art fom
through the 'continuing' or 'ongoing class'; participants consist of both instructors and
experienced participants (there is no designateci uistmctor for these classes). Most locations

also offer open praaice classes to their members. Under the supervision of a volunteer

30

instructor. students a n drop by to review and practice the movements. None of the Taoist Tai
Chi Societies in this nudy currently had wait lists.

2.4.2 Participant Recmitment

This process evaluation consisted of four waves of data collection: the Winterl20
session represents the first wave; the Springl2000, Summer/2000, and FaIV2000 sessions
represent the second. third. and founh waves respectively. The Tai Chi and line dancing
classes were tracked over the four sessions, or one full calendar year. As in section 2.4.1.1.1,
not al1 facilities offer the Tai Chi or line dancing classes over the summer session and some
sessions were cancelled due to lack of enrollment or loss of the instmctor. Figure 2.1 lias the
facilities involved in the four waves of the process evaluation.
Figure 2.1: Facilitia Involved in the Differeot Wava of Data Collection
WAVE 1
Sackville-Hill Seniors Centre, Hamilton Seniors' Centre, Ottawa St-YWCA
(Winted2000) Seniors' Centre, Huntington Park Recreation Centre, Rockway Senion'
Centre, Breithaupt Community Centre, Wing 404 Rotary Adult Club, Al1
Taoist Tai Chi Societies.

WAVE 2*
Same as Wave 1 except for: a) the cancellation of the Tai Chi program at
(Springlt000) Huntington Park Recreation Centre (no insuunor); and b) recnlltment at the
Hamilton Mountain Taoist Tai Chi Society (the ody Taoist location to offer
a new b e g i ~ e ciass
r
in the Spnng).

WAVE 3*
Only Sackville-Hill Seniors' Centre and Hamilton Seniors' Centre offer
(Summer/2000) prograrnming during this session.
WAVE 4.

(FalV 2000)

Sarne as Wave 1 except for: a) the cancellation of the Tai Chi programs at
Huntington Park Recreation Centre, Ottawa Street YWCA Senion' Centre,
and Rockway Seniors' Centre (low enrollment); and b) the inclusion of
Burikgton Senion' Centre.

* new participants only

Dunng the Winter recmitment. al1 new and returning participants of the selected classes
were invited to take part in the study. The only exception was the line-dancing class at
Sackville-Hill Seniors' Centre, which had 100 enrollees (recmitment was restricted to
beginners). Only new participants to the prograrns were invited to participate in the Spnng,
Sumrner, and Fall sessions (many retuniing participants had participated in earlier waves).
Either the instructor or the evaluator delivered a pre-arranged recmitment speech (refer
to Appendix C) at the first class of the session. We specifically mentioned that we were
looking for beginners, aged 55 or over. Each volunteer received a package containing an
information letter and consent fom (refer to Appendix D), as well as a short background
survey (see Appendix E). Separate permission was solicited from the volunteers in the Winter.

Spnng, and Summer sessions to consent to an exit interview and a possible follow-up i n t e ~ e w
upon program completion (described in the next section).
Volunteers were asked to complete the consent form and survey and retum both to their
instnictor (in a confidential envelope), at their next scheduled class. If participants did not
attend the first class, the instmnor was asked to try to recruit participants during the second
week of class. instructors reminded volunteers to retum package during the second and third
weeks of class. The evaluator collected the sealed envelopes fiom each instructor during the
third and founh week of classes.

2.4.3 Data Collection and Instruments
The data collected during each of the four waves of the process evaluation consiaed of

(a) the background survey; (b) an exit interview; (c) a follow-up interview; and (d) attendance
recording. Figure 2.2 illustrates the data collection protocol. As noted earlier, the exit

interview and follow-up interview were not completed during the FalV2000 session. Each of
the instruments are descnbed in detail below.
Figure 2.2: Data Collection Protocol Tor the Four Wavn
Wave 1

(Winterl2000)

Wavt 2*

(Springl2000)

Wave 3*

(Summer/2000)

Wave 4*

(FalV2000)

Background Survey

J

J

J

J

Exit Interview

J

J

J

-

Follow-up interview

J

J

J

-

Attendance Recording

J

J

J

J

JWas collected; - Was not collected; * New participants ody

2.4.3.1 Background Survey

The five-page background survey was modeled afler a prototype designed by Myers
( 1 999). Refer to Appendk E for the background survey designed for the Tai Chi participants

(an adapted version was given to the line dancers). This survey consisted of four sections: (1)
About this class: how they heard about the class, their reasons for joining, pnor experience
with the exercise, possible reservations or concems, etc; (2) About other ph~sicalactivities
they were currently doing; (3) About health: diagnosed health problems and limitations; and
(4) About them: demographis. Pilot testing showed that the survey was clear and took about

five minutes to complete.

2.4.3.2

Exit Interview

The purpose of the stnicnired exit interview (Appendix F contains the script for Tai Chi
participants; an adapted version was given to h e âancers) was to examine participants'

expenences with the recently completed progam and intentions to continue. The telephone
interview, which took about 15 minutes, asked about general and specific impressions of the
class, whether it was difficult to make al1 the classes or practice at home, what they would like
to see changed and whether they planned to reenroll or othewise continue with the exercise.
Al1 interviews were completed with the evaluator and took place within two weeks of

course completion. At the beginning of the call, consent was obtained to tape record the
interview (a tape recorder with an attachent for telephone interviewhg was used).
Originally, we had only planned to i n t e ~ e wthe b e g i ~ egroup.
r
One line-dancing participant.
however, questioned the evaluator as to why those with previous experience were not being
included as "we have valuable infornation to tell you". Consequently, we decided to conduct
exit inteniews with the experienced participants as wei!. At this juncture, recruitment had not
yet taken place at the K-W locations so the information letter and consent fonns were altered to
ask for the permission of al1 volunteers to be contacted upon program completion. Fominately,

the majority of 'experienced' volunteen fiom the Hamilton locations had provided a contact
phone number. The protocol for conducting the interviews was identical for the Winter and
Spring sessions. The exit interviews were only conducted &er the Winter and Spnng sessions
for three reasons: (1) saturation was reached (Le., responses become repetitive and little would
have been gained from conducting more interviews (Kmeger, 1994)); (2) the s u m e r session
had limited class offenngs, low enrollment, and many participants had already taken part; and
(3) the evaluator did not want to overburden participants in the Fail session as mmy were also

taking part in the outcome study.

2.4.3.3 Follow-up Interview
One-month after the Winter and Spring/2000 programs finished, the evaluator reviewed
the class lists with the instmctor or program director to identifj people who had signed up for
the next session. Individuals who had not registered for the subsequent session, but had stated
during the exit interview that they planned to reenroll, were contacted for a follow-up
telephone interview. Refer to Appendix G for the script designed for Tai Chi participants
(again, a slightly modified version was used for line dancers). The purpose of this interview

was to inquire into current participation in the specified exercise (whether they joined the
activity at another centre), if they plan to reenroll into the activity in the future, other exercise
pursuits. and reflections on the completed program. Follow-up inteniews were not conducted
with the Sumrner and Fall participants as this intewiew was built on the exit interview and. as

noted earlier. exit inteniews were not conducted during these sessions.
2.4.3.4

Attendance Recording
For evduation purposes, it is critical to obtain individual attendance (participation/

usage) data, and not simply aggregate or total usage rates (Myers, 1999). Aggregate attendance
rates indicate the overall usage pattern of the programs; the consistency of attendance over
time, and can be used to compare different classes. By tracking individuai attendance,
however, one can develop a more complete profile of usen (i-e., which types of participants
attend moa ofien), as weU as compare characteristics of adherers and dropouts (Myers, 1999).
Al1 of the classes involved in this project already monitored individual class attendance.

Most of the centres provide inaructors with a list of registrants for each session for the purpose
of checkhg whether each participant is present or absent. Attendance taking consists of a role

cd at al1 recreation/seniors' centres, except for the Hamilton Seniors' Centre, the Burlington

Senior's Centre, and the line dancing ciass at Sackville-Hill Senior's Centre (in which a sign-in
sheet is lefl at the fiont desk). Al! Taoist Tai Chi Societies used a sign-in approach to
attendance recording. Most facilities provided the evaluator with a copy of the weekly
attendance foms upon course completion. Facilities concemed about confidentiality, however,
preferred to provide t his information verbaily to the evaluator.

2.4.4 Data Management and Analysis
The purpose of this process evaluation was to examine the reasons for joining,
continuing, and dropping out of community Tai Chi and line dancing programs, develop a
profile of users, and detennine whether adherence is greater for shorter fonns of Tai Chi. The
background survey, exit and follow-up interviews yielded both quantitative and qualitative
data. This section will first describe the processes used to ensure confidentiality and then
outline how the data was anaiyzed.

2.4.4.1

Confidentiality o f Data
As previously noted, al1 study volunteers were required to complete an infonned

consent document approved by the University of Waterloo Office of Research Ethics (refer to
Appendix D). Each volunteer was assignai a unique identification code. This code consisted

of the class location (e.g., RW for Rockway Senion' Centre, SV for Sackville-Hill Seniors'
Centre, etc.), the session (e-g., W for winter), and an identification number (i.e., 01, 02,03,04,
etc.). For example, volunteers from the Wmer session at the Rockway Senion' Centre were
coded as RWWOl, RWWOZ, RWW03, etc. Each person's unique identification code was
transferred to their consent form, survey, and intewiew tapes and transcripts in order to match
the data. AU information was m e d (storeâ in a Gling cabinet, away for each centre) and will
be destroyed upon study completion.

2.4.4.2

Participant Classification

Although we recruited fiom mainly "beginner classes", we soon discovered that not ail
participants were always new to Tai Chi (or line dancing). Therefore, for the purposes of this
study, participants were categorized into three groups: 'complete begtnners'. 'relative
begnmrs', and 'experienced. 'Complete begimers' were identifid as those without any

pnor experience with Tai Chi (or line dancing). Persons with previous experience with the
exercise (but not during the last programming session) were classified as 'relative beginners'.
Finally 'experienced' individuals were considered those who participateci in the previous
session and had re-enrolled in the curent session. These three groups were compared in tems
of t heir characteristics and t heir experiences with the classes.
2.1.1.3 Quantitative Data

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 8 was used for analysis
of the quantitative data. Descriptive statistics consisting of measures of central tendency (for

the continuous variables) and frequency distributions (for uitegoncal variables) were used to
describe or profile the three exercise groups (Tai Chi versus line dancing versus Taoist Tai Chi
participants), as well as 'cnmplete' versus 'relative begimers' versus 'experienced' for Tai Chi
and line dancing.
From the class attendance sheets, both aggregate and individual attendance rates were
calculateci, using formulas 60m Myen (1999). The formula u d for caidating aggregate
user rates was: (the total number of users + the total number ofsessions) x 100. Individual
attendance rate was caldated by: (number of sessions attended by the person + total number
of sessions offered) x 100.

In order to classi& and examine participation patterns for our sample, we needed to

define 'adherer' versus 'dropout'. As noted in the Iiterature review, the field is not consistent
in defining or measuring dropout (Dishman & Sallis, 1994), and ultimately, each program must

establish its own definitions or criteria (Ecclestone et al., 1998; Myers, 1999). Such criteria
must be consistent, accouni for the number or opportunities that are actually provided (i-e.,
classes may be cancelled), and consider the possibility that participants may be absent for a
time and then return (Ecclestone et al., 1998; Myers, 1999).
Past research has often classified participants as either an 'adherer' or a 'dropout' based
on their length of time in a prograrn (Belisle, Roskies, & Levesque, 1987; Desharnais et al.,
1986; Dishman & Ickes, 198 1; King et al., 1997; Wallace, Raglin, & Jastremski, 1995). In

contrat. Gale et al. ( 1984) and Shephard et al. ( 1987) have three caiegories of participation.
The participants in Gale et al. 's ( 1984) six-month exercise program were categorized as: (1)

early dropouts (attended less t han 10% of t he classes), (2) nonadheren (attended 10 to 49%),
and (3) adherers (attended 50% or more of the classes). Shephard et d ' s (1987), meanwhile,

classified dropouts as those who attended less than IO0/, poor attenders participated in I 1 to
59%, while attenders participated in 60% or more of the 20-week session. Our catrgorizations

as outiined in Figure 2.3, similarly focused on the extent of participation.
Figure 2.3: Categories of Adberence
-

-

- -- - -

-

-

'Regular Adherer'

- participated in at least 700/0 of the class sessions;

'Imgular Adherer'

- participated in less than 70% of the scheduled classes; attending at
lest one class during the second half of the programming session;

'Dropout'

- enrolled in and participateci in at least one class but have not attendeci
during the later half of the programrning session.

Our adherer category required a higher attendance record than 50% to 60% used in paa
research. Unlike other exercise classes that are more consistent fiom session to session, Tai
Chi and line dancing are progressive - movements are added and refined at each class. If

people miss classes, they may quickly be lefi behind according to previous research (Cenato,
1999; Koh, 1981; Lutz, 1996) and Our current insimctors (S. Lawton, personal communication,

December 29. 1999; L. Horsky, personal communication, April 12, 2000).
With respect to comparative analyses. first, the profiles of the three exercise groups

were compared. Nea, we compared the profiles of the three participation classifications
(complete beginner, relative beginner. and experienced). The adherence categorizations
(regular adherer, irregular adherer. and dropout) were then compared to develop a profile of
program users and dropouts. Between group comparisons consisted of analysis of variance
(ANOVA) for continuous variables and Chi Square analysis for categorical variables. Post hoc

cornparisons were then used to investigate any significant findings. Significance level was set
at p<.O5. Finally, multiple group comparisons (the Tai Chi and Taoist Tai Chi groups versus
the line dancers; the recreation/seniors' centre classes (combinai) versus the Taoist Tai Chi
participants) involved independent t-tests.

2.4.4.4 Qualitative Data
Qualitative data in this study consisted of the open-ended questions on the background
survey, as well as the responses from the exit and follow-up interviews. The anwuers from the
background surwy were coded, categorized, and inputted into SPSS. A content analysis was
used to examine and categorize the open-ended responses. The first step in this content
analysis was the construction of a lia of responses fiom each of the questions in the completed
surveys. Comrnon types of responses were identifid and grouped together and categories of

indigenous and sensitizing concepts were developed (Patton, 1990; Silverman, 1993).
Indigenous concepts are categones based on the participants' aciual written comments (Le., fun
may be a reason for joining an exercise program and can be used as a category) while
sensitizing concepts are terms developed by the analyst to describe categones that participants
had not placed labels upon (Le., a physical fitness category could be developed by the analyst
when the participants state improvements in strength and flexibility as reasons for joining a
program) (Patton, 1990). Once the categones were complete, a tiequency count was
perfonned regarding the number of times that each response for the category was mentioned
(Myers, 1999; Silverrnan, 1993). Frequency distributions and group compansons as described
under Quantitative Data, were completed.
Content analysis, however, ignores the nchness that qualitative data can provide. The
hlly transcribed exit and follow-up interviews were imported into the software package QSR

NUD*IST (Qualitative Solutions Research - Non-numerical Unstmcnired Data Indexhg
Searching and Theorizing) version 4 (Scolari, 1995). The code-and-retneval or indexing
system of this software program was used to organize, manage, and explore the data, and
facilitate analysis (Richards & Richards, 1991; Scolari, 1995). Using indigenous and
sensitizing concepts, many categories were developed based on the respondents' verbal
answers. Through the analyst's descriptions of the categories that emerged fiom the data, and

using direct quotes for illustration, a narrative, descriptive approach was used to present the
findings for the interview questions (Patton, 1997). Differences found for exercise group, level

of experience, or adherence classitication are reported in the interview section of the results.

2.5 Results
This section begins with an examination of seasonal enrollment, attendance and
dropout patterns over the 12-rnonth tracking period. Overall and study patterns of attendance
and dropout are compared. Next, survey response and return rates are presented. Based on the
survey information, a comparative profile of the three exercise groups-community Tai Chi.
Taoist Tai Chi, and line dancing classes-was constructeci with respect to demographics,
heaith, level of physical activity, and factors influencing participation. The sample is then
profiled based on level of experience and adherence. Finally. we present the qualitative
i n t e ~ e wfindings conceming participant impressions of the community Tai Chi classes.

2.5.1 Seasonal Enrollment, Attendance and Dropout Patterns
Table 2.2 shows the number of classes tracked, total number of participants enrolled in
the classes, and the number of volunteers recruited for this study. As illustrated in Figure 2.4,

enrollment for both the community Tai Chi and line dancing classes was highest during the

Fall session, declined slightly in the Winter, and sharply in the Spnng. Fewer classes tended to
be offered in Surnrner and the average number of participants per class also declined dunng
this season. For instance, average class sizes for the Fa11 session were 23 and 46 for the

community Tai Chi and line dancing prograrns, respectively. Dunng the Summer session,
class site dropped to 14 and 30, respectively, for these two programs.
Comparable enrollment patterns were more difficult to ascertain for the ongoing classes
at the Taoist Tai Chi Society, since one attendance record is used for al1 classes. For this study,
the instructon were asked to take attendance for each of their beginner classes. Average class
sizes reponedly were 15, 2 1, and 22 during the Wmter, Spring, and Fali respectiveiy.

Figure 2.4: Seasonal Enrollment Rates 1
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Attendance records for al1 class participants were obtained fiom 1 1(52%) of the 21 Tai

Chi classes and 5 (50%) of the 10 line dancing classes. For the remaining classes, attendance
information for midy participants was provided verbally (to protect confidentiality). Using
these records we were able to calculate average. overall attendance rates across the classes in
each type of program by session. As presented in Table 1.3 and illustrated in Figure 2.5,
overall attendance patterns (versus total numbers) were comparable for the community Tai Chi
and line dancing classes in the Winter and Spt-ing sessions (both were higher in the Winter).

Fa11 and Winter attendance was comparable for the Tai Chi classes, but lower in Winter versus
Fa11 for line dancing classes. Aggregate attendance rates could not be detennined for the
Taoist group as ody one attendance sheet is maintained for al1 club members (precluding
separation of beginner classes). We could. however, detennine study attendance rates for the
Taoist classes using participant names h m the consent fonns.

Table 2.3: Ovenll and Study Attendince and Dropout Rate for Each Type of Program

I

Overaii Atttndrnce

Winter
Spnng
FaIl
Ovtrrill Dropout Rate
-.- - .
-

. . - .- .. .

Winter
Spring
Fdl
Study Attendance Rates*

1

64%

l
(n=9) 28Y0
(n= 107)
75%
73%

Wmter

Spnng
Fa11

72%

Study Droport Rate

(n=25)

Wlnter

@=IO) 19?h
(n=7) 28%
(n=8) 27%

Spnng
Fdl

72%
69010

NIA

75%
66%
75%

I
(n=33)

70%
59!
N A
(6)

(n=4) V ! ?
(FI
Wh
)
N/A

(n=12) 12%
(n=55)
85%

73%
76%
(n=26)

(n=2) 9%

(n= 14) 32%
(n=lO) 19%

*QfZ
1 indivlduals in ha stuày, 26 did not provide rheir name on the consent form precluding
rnatching wirh insrrucior records. The total N for these anufyses is 195.
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Figure 2.5: O v e d and Study Attendance by Session and Croup
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A total of 221 individuals completed the survey questionnaire and consent forrn.

Unfonunately. 26 (1 2%) did not provide their narne on the sigrxd consent, precluding
rnatching with instmctor attendmce records. For the 195 individuals we could match, the
overall attendance rate was 7296 for the Tai Chi group and 68% for line dancing; study
attendance was 73% and 78% respectively (65% for Taoist group). As shown in Table 2.3 and
illustrated in Figure 2.5. study attendance rates were quite comparable to the overall attendance
rates for the Tai Chi group but higher in dl three sessions for the line dancing group. Using
the criteria specified previously in the data analysis section, Figure 2.6 presents the overall and
study dropout rates by season. Overall dropout was 23% for Tai Chi group and 1W for the
line dance group: study dropout was 25% for the Tai Chi group and 20% for the line dancers
(29% for the Taoist group). Dropout for the comrnunity Tai Chi and line dancing classes was

lowest in the Spring. For the study sample, dropout was lowea in the Winter session for al1
three types of prograrns.
Figure 2.6: Overall and Study Dropout Rates by Session and Croup
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2.5.2 Survey Response and Return Rates
Response rates, shown in Table 2.2, for each session, are based on the number of
people who indicated an interest in the audy (i.e., survey packages distributed) divided by the
total number enrolled in the classes according to the lists kept by each centre. Study response
rates ranged from 28% to 67% for the Tai Chi classes, 73% to 90% for the Taoia Tai Chi
Societies. and 42?6 to 83% for the line dancing classes. Response rates for the Winter session

-eive the most accurate picture conceniing recruitment (67%. 7304, and 83% of the comrnunity
Tai Chi classes, Taoist Tai Chi Socieiies, and line dancing classes respectively), since sorne
people in the Spring, Summer, and Fdl sessions had already been approached in the pnor
sessions. We were unable to recruit pmicipants from the Sumrner session due to the
aforementioned reason and limited offerings.
Return rates, also shown in Table 2.2, are based on the number of background surveys
retumed divided by the number who took a survey package. The retum rates ranged from 68%

to 7% for the Tai Chi classes. 53% to 74% for the Taoist Tai Chi Societies, and 53% to 60%

for the Iine dancing classes. Overall, the retum rate was lowest for the line dancing group
(56%) and highest for the Tai Chi group (73%). In total. 22 1 respondents retumed completed

surveys-116 from the community Tai Chi group, 42 from the Taoist Tai Chi Societies, and 63
from the line dancing group. The majority of the total sample were female (n=187, 85%),
Caucasian (n=206,97%), and aged 55 and over (n=201,9 1%). Half were manieci (n=l11).

2.5.3 Profile of the Exercise Croups
Although we asked for volunteers aged 55 years and over, as shown in Table 2.4, a
number of younger individuals from the community Tai Chi (n= 5) and Taoist Tai Chi (n=15)
classes completed the surveys. Subsequent analyses were perfonned for the Taoist Tai Chi

Table 2.4: Dtmogmphic Profile o f the T h m Exercise Croups

mt

Ikiiba

mi

55-92 years

mean =
67.92
55+ = 63
( 100%)

60 (97%)
(3%)
I missing

-

value
O

(0%)

26 (42%)
14 (23%)
22 (35%)
O

(0%)

group with and without individuals under age 50; differences are reported when found. Since
only one participant in the community Tai Chi group was under 50 yean of age. separate

analyses by age were not conducted. M e n dl participants were cornpared on age, the Tai Chi
w.01) and line dance @<.O
1) participants were older than the Taoist group. When the

younger Taoist sample were removed from the analysis, a signifiace difference remained

only for the line dancers @--OS). As illustrated in Table 2.4, only a few respondents could be
considered as "ethnic minonties"-four

with West Indian backgrounds (3 Taoist, 1 line

damer) and three with OrientdAsian backgrounds (al1 line dancers).

Significant differences between the three groups emerged with respect to the following
characteristics. Taoist participants were more likely to be married (x'

=4.56.605)

than the

line dancers. as well as to have completed some post secondary education (x 2=6.16, F . 0 5 ) and

'

to be currently working (x = 15.84, p<. OS) comparecl with both recreatiodsenior centre

groups. The majonty of the wnple overall perceived that their health was excellent (n= 14.
12%) or good (n=73,63%). As shown in Table 2.5, the most commonly reponed health

problems were mhritis, high blood pressure, back problems, and osteoporosis. High
cholesterol (n= 12, 1 8%). thyroid problems (n=7, 1CF?%), cancer (n=7, 1O!%), and
headachdmigraines (n=6,9%) were the most commonly reported 'other' health problems. The

average number of heaith problems was 2.32 for the Tai Chi participants, 2.1 1 for the line

dancers, and 1.79 for the Taoist group. The Tai Chi pdcipants at the recreation/seniors'
centres reported significantly more health problems than the Taoist group (r=2.06,F . 0 5 ) .

When the younger Taoist participants were removed fiom the analysis (those 50+ reported an

average of 1.94 health problerns), group differences were no longer significant.

Most (n= 144.64%) were not limited in the type or amount of physical activity they can

do. this included 63% (n=73) of the Tai Chi participants, 75% (n45) of the line dancers, and
62% (n=26)of the Taoist group. One-third (30%) of the Tai Chi group and approximately one

quarter of the line dance (2200) and non-exercise (16%)groups stated that long-term
conditions, such as arthritis, heart disease. or back problerns, limited activities.
Tabk 2.5: Health Problems by Croup

Tai ClCT

Asthmr, Emphysema

2.5.3.1

Physical Activity Patterns
In addition to the Tai Chi and line dancing classes, many participants were also

involved in other structured exercise classes (n=94,43%)or idormal physical activities

(n= 1BO, 82%). The community Tai Chi (n=47,41%) and line dancing (n=41,65%) sampla

reported significantly greater enrollment in other exercise classes or groups (x2 = 17.16,pc.05)
than the Taoia sarnple (n=6, 14%). Dancing (n=34,390/), aquatics (n=23,26%), and aerobic
classes (n=15, 17%) were popular for the recreation/seniorsYcentre groups.
Unstructured physical activity, most oflen walking (n= 153, 85%) and swimming (n=21,
12%), were popular among al1 three groups. Three quarters of the sample (n=146, 75%)
reportedly accumulated 30 minutes or more of moderate intensity activity at least three days a
week. This included 78% (n=80)of the Tai Chi participants, 67% (n=39) of the line dancers,

and 73% (n=27) of the Taoist participants. Over half the wnple (al1 groups) checked that they
had been involved in physical activity 'off and on' throughout their life. Almost one third of

each group said they had been involved 'al1 their life'. Only a small proportion (16% Tai Chi,
19% Taoist, 1O?h line dancers) reported hot at dl'.

2.5.3.2

Factors Related to Participation
As can be seen from Table 2.6, respondents frorn the recreation/seniorsYcentres were

more likely to have heard of the program through city program guides or senior centre
brochures (s2= 16.37,p . 0 5 ) or by contacting the centre (x2 = 4.84, p<.OS) than the Taoist
group, who reponed word of mouth as their primary source (x2 = 22.22, F.05). Half the
sample (n= l 1 l,50%) reported knowing someone in the class, most often a friend (n=S8,79?4)
or family member (n= 19. 17%). Most participants traveled to the centre by car, either dnving
themselves (n=181, 82%) or receiving a ride from a family member or ftiend (n=32, 14%).

some walked (n=40; 18%), while fewer rode the bus (n=31; 14%) or took a taxi (n=3; 1%).
Most needed less than 15 minutes (n= 181, 82%) for travel time, few requued more than 30
minutes (n= 13,6%).

Table 2.6: Factors Relatd to Participation
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Hear about progmm?

-

City guidehrochure

-

Contacted the centre
Word of Mouth
Newspaper

-

m42)

1

Know somcone in drss?

-

-

(N= 1 16)

(N=W

(N= 1 16)

(N=42)

Yes
No

L

Travd to the Centre

-

-

-

DrÏveMyself
W&

92 (79%)
3 1 (27%)

Ride with other
BUS

13 (11%)
10 (9%)

Taxi
Cycle

41 (97V0)
2 (5%)
9 (21%)
O

(O?%)

2 (2%)

1 (2%)

1

O

(1%)

(oo/,)

I

.Vote: Nor al1 respondents answered each survey question. For some questions, mu, vie responses were possible.

A total of L 83 of the 22 1 participants answered the mrvey question on personal reasons

for joining the program (refer to Table 2.7 for the five moa popular reasons). Physical fitness
benefits (e.g., to improve balance, flexibility, coordination, etc.) was the most popular category,
followed by health benefits (e-g., to reduce blood pressure, help iuthritis, relieve pain, etc.).
Interestingly, none of the IuK dancers reporied health or mental health as reasons for joining.
The line dancers were significantly more Wrely than the two Tai Chi groups to report socid

fnendship reasons or funlenjoyment as their primary motive for joining (x2= 7 1.8 1, p . 0 5 ) .

Table 2.7: Top Five Reasons for Joining the Program

43 (78%)

Pbysicd Fitncss

45 (48%)

?7 (77Y0)

Htaltb Benefits

29 (3 t %)

15 (43%)

O

(0%)

Mentai Health

19 (20%)

6 (17%)

O

(0%)

Friendsbip/Socirl Rusons

8 (~Yo)

Fun/Enjoyment

1

.Cote: ?lot

(IYo)

2 (6%)

16 (29%)

O

22 (40%)

(0%)

al! respondents anwered eoch question on the strrvey and mulriple responses were sometimes provided

Table 2.8 illuarates the confidence and reservations participants reported coming into
their respective programs. The vast rnajonty (n= 186, 86%) were 'very sure' or 'pretty sure'
that they could perfonn the movements of their chosen exercise; only 1 1 (5%) were 'not sure'.
m e r half of each group (52% Taoist. 62% line dancen, 72% Tai Chi) had no reservations
about taking the class. Of those with reservations, the Tai Chi and line dancing participants
were moa concemed with not having the skill; the Taoist group with being able to attend class.
Compared to the community Tai Chi participants (mean=O. 38). the average number of
reservations was higher for the Taoist group (mem=0.67)(t=2.247,pc.05); significance
disappeared when younger persons were removed from the analysis. No difference was found

between the number of reservations by either Tai Chi group when compared to the Iine dancers
(mean4.46). It is also interesthg to note the 'other concerns' mentioned by the respondents.

The Tai Chi group expresseci concem over expenencing too much pain (n= 3; 50./.), having
dficulty remembering the movements (n=2; 33%), and poor coordination (n=l; 17%). The
Taoist group stated remembering the movements (n=4; 80%) and poor balance (n=1; 2W) as

issues. Finally, a few line dancers stated health concems (n=4; 80%) and difficulty
remembering the movements (n= 1; 20%) as reservations.
Table 2.8: Confidence and Reservations by Group

Coafdence to pedorm
movements?

-

Very sure

-

Pretty sure

-

Not sure

-

Don'tknow

Type OC Reservatioas

-

Not able to attend class

-

Difndty getting to cl=

-

None
Do not havethe ski11

C a ~ opractice
t
at home

Other concerns
euch question on the survey und multiple respomes were

sometiines provided

2.5.4 Level of Experience
Using the classification system previously described, over half the sample were new to
this exercise ('complete beginners' n=13 1, 59?/0), about a quarter were 'relative beginners'
(n=52, 24%); a small proportion were 'expenenced' (n=38, 17%). The 'relative begimen' had

participated in either Tai Chi or line dancing anywhere ftom 6 months to over 20 years ago,
while the experienced group had practiced their exercise for up to seven years. The most
comrnon place to have participatecl in the activity was at a community recreationlseniors'

53

centre (n= 17.47%)- Some had previously participated at the Taoist Tai Chi Society (n=6,
17%); a few had taken either Tai Chi or line dancing at a local school (n=3, 8%).
As illustrated by Table 2.9, the three groups were quite comparable conceming mix of

expenence levels in the classes. A total of 47 (36%) 'cornpiete begimers'. 28 (54%) 'relative
beginners'. and 19 (50%) 'expenenced' were enrolled in other physical activity programs. The
'relative beginners' were significantly more likely to be enrolled in other physical activity
prograrns than the 'complete beginners' (n2 = 4.80, pc.05). Although the majority of the sarnple

(n= 130; 59%) reported being physicaliy active 'off and on' throughout their life, it is
interesting to note that a geater proponion of the 'complete' and 'relative beginners' (n=53,
29%) reported being active 'al1 of their life' (x2 = 5.35, p<.05) compared to the experienced
group (n=4, 1 1%).

Table 2.9: Experience Classification by ExercÎse Croup

1

Complett Bqiitna

68 (590h)

27 (64%)

36 (57%)

Relative Beginner

26 (22%)

11 (26%)

15 (24%)

EspMeacd

22 (19%)

4

(IV?)

12 (190h)

n

Note: 'Complete Bcginnm' are persons without any prior experience with the exercise. Persons with
prwious expenence with the exercise (but not &mg the Iast programming session) are cIussrfied as
'relativebepbners' while 'expdenced' indivirhcais are considered those who prîicipated in the
prwious session und had re-enrolled in the next session.

The 'complete begimers' (n=45,36%) most often heard about the program from the
city guides or centre brochures. Many of the 'relative beginners' (n= 16.33%) contacted the

centre, while the 'experienced' group (n=13,36%) used word of mouth. Not surprisingly, a

greater proportion of the 'relative beginners' (r2 = 5.06,pC.05) and the 'expenenced' group
(x2=8.74, p . 0 5 ) versus 'complete begi~ers'knew someone in their class.

Finally, those with previous experience with the activity-- both the 'relative begimers'

(n=1 1;2 1%) and the 'expenenced' group (n=9; 24%)- had fewer reservations about taking the
class than the 'complete begi~ers'(n-40; 3 1%). The most comon concem of 'complete
beginners' (n=20; 15%) was that they would not have the skill; the 'relative beginners' (n=8;
15%) were concemed about not being able to attend class; the experienced group (n=6, 16%)

about practiciny at home.

2.5.5 Adberence Levels
As described, three adherence levels were developed for this project: 'regular adherers'.
'irregular adherers', and 'dropouts' . Of the 195 (88%) respondents who provided their name

on the consent form (to enable matching attendance data), most were classified as regular
adherers ( 134, 69%); 2 1 ( I 1%) as irregular adherers; and 40 (20%) as dropouts. The adherers

and dropouts were similar in age, 65.94k8.75 and 64.859.58 respectively. As can be seen
from Table 2.10, a larger proportion of the line dance group adhered to their program
compared with the two Tai Chi groups (althougb difference was not statistically signifiant).
The two Tai Chi groups were similar in their proportion of adherers and dropouts.
Table 2.10 also provides a cornparison of adherence patterns by level of experience.
Although significant group difkences did not exist, the dropout rate was highest for complete
begimers. Health limitations and activity pursuits of the 'adherers' (both regular and irregular)
and dropouts were aiso compared. The adheren reported an average of 2.12 health problems,

which was slightly less than the 2.45 health problems reported by the dropouts; over half the
sample (69% adherers and 58% dropouts) was not limiteci in the amount of physical activity

they couid perform. Level of participation in other physical activities did not differentiate

adherers fiom dropouts.

Tabk 2.10: Profile of Adberen venus Dropouts

Type of
(N=19S)
Tai Chi
(N=107)
Taoist Tai Chi

71 (66%)

i l (10%)

25 (23%)

21 (64%)

4 (12%)

8 (24%)

(N=33)
Line Dancen

42 (76%)

6 (11%)

7 (13%)

Complete Beginner

73 (62941)

16 (14%)

29 (24%)

P=118)
Relative Beginner

37 (82%)

2 (5%)

6 (13%)

(N=55)

IN=45)

prticipted in ut ieust one chss but did not attend dunng the later haifof the session.
Re@ to Table 7 9for begtnner class~flcution.

Aithough the majonty of our sample (n-93, 63%) did not report any reservations about
taking the class, adherers and dropouts were compared on this variable (see Table 2.1 1). The

findings indicate that a significantly higher percentage of Tai Chi dropouts compared to
adherers had reservations about taking the class (x' = 4.12, p<.OS). No difference was found
for the Taoist group, and wprisingly in the line dancing group, dropouts had fmer

reservations. The most ammon reservation of the dropout group was not king able to anend

-

reservations. The most comrnon reservation of the dropout group was not being able to attend
class (n=7, 18%). Finally, the vast majonty of both adherers and the dropouts in al1 three types

of programs were 'very sure' or 'pretty sure' that they could complete the movements required

to perfonn the exercise.
Table 2.1 1: Reservation and Confidence by Type of Program and Adhennce Ltvel

Tai Chi

-

Yes

-

Yes

13 (52%)

NO
Line Danceis

12 (48%)

-
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NO
Taoist Tai Chi

-

NO

Total

19 (23%)
63

(77%)

-

Very or Pretty Sure
Not Sure
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- Very or Pretty Sure
- Not Sure

(50%)
(50%)

17 (52%)
16 (48%)

2 (29?/0)
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4
4
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7 (100Y0)
O
(W)

45
4

Line Dancing

-

-

Very or Pretty Sure
Not Sure

Totrl

139 ($096)

34 (2o.Ii)

(92%)
(8%)

173 (lOBH1

kased on 195 respomknts

2.5.6 Participant Impressioas
This seaion begins with a brief description of the sample that completed the exit
interview, followed by the fïndings fiom the exit and follow-up interviews. As mentioned

earlier, exit i n t e ~ e wwere
s
only conduaed &er the Winter and Spnng sessions for three
reasons: (1) saturation of findings; (2) inability to remit participants during the S u m e r
session; and (3) the evaluator did not want to overburden pmicipants in the Fall session who
also took part in the outcome audy. In total, 162 surveys from the three exercise groups were
retumed dunng the Winter and Spnng sessions: 86 from Tai Chi participants, 34 fiom line
dancers, and 42 From Taoist Tai Chi Society participants. A total of 107 exit interviews were
cornpleted as described below.
Of the 86 surveys retumed by the cornmunity centres' Tai Chi groups, 63 (73%)

provided a name, phone number, and consent for follow-up. We were aMe to contact and
complete exit i n t e ~ e wwith
s 57 (91%) participants, ranging in age fkom 55 to 84 years
(rnean=68.05&7.82);86% (n=49) were female. Of this sample, 30 (53%) were classified as
'complete begimers', 16 (28%) as 'relative begimen', and 1 1 (19%) as 'experienced'. A total
of 44 (77%) had adhered to the program while 13 (23%) dropped out.

Of the 34 suweys retumed by the line dancers, 30 (88%) provided a name, phone
number, and consent for follow-up. A total of 27 (90%) participants, ranging in age from 55 to
92 years (mean age 67.64M.62);93% ( ~ 2 5were
) female, were contacted and completed the

exit i n t e ~ e w .Of this sample, 12 (45%) were 'complete beginners', 6 (22%) were 'relative
begimers' and 9 (33%) were classified as 'experienced'. A total of 85% (n=23) had adhereâ to
the program, while 15% (n=4)had dropped out.
Findly, the Taoist Tai Chi Society participants retumed a total of 42 surveys. Fifteen

surveys were hediately removed fiorn this set, as the respondents were younger than 55

years of age. Of the 27 possible inte~ews,we were able to contact and complete exit
i n t e ~ e wwith
s 23 (85%) participants, ranging in age fkom 55 to 82 years (mean age

67.88L7.69);78% (n=18) female. A total of 14 (61%) were classifieci as 'complete begimers',

7 (30%) as relative beginners, and 2 (9%) were experienced. Of this sample, 18 (78O'o) had
adhered to the program. while 5 (22%) had dropped out.
The findings are based on analysis of the recordeci exit and follow-up interviews. Since
the follow-up interviews were based on the completion of the exit interviews, the number of
follow-up interviews will be provided in this section of the results. The primary findings that
emerged from the interviews are presented below in the same order as the topics were raised
(see Appendices F and G for the exit and follow-up intewiew scripts, respectively).

Differences in exercise group. leve! of experience, or adherence classification are presented
when they exist. The Gndings for the exit interview are presented first, followed by the follow-

up interview. Selected quotes fiom pmicipants are provided for illustrative purposes.
2.5.6.1

Attendance Patterns

M e r providing a brief review of the purpose of the snic!y and noting the number of
classes the participant in question had attended (according to the attendance sheet or verbal
account obtained from the centre), each person was asked: "Wasit difficult for you, at times, to
make the classes? (If yes, why?)" Most participants stated that they did not experience any
difficulties with attending the classes. One female line damer stated: 'Y don 't recall rmy
d~tfimities.I might have had a lirtle bit of arrangiiig ". A male Tai Chi participant agreed :

"1'mretired nmv, it is not a problem at dl ". Of those reporting attendance difficulties, the

most common were:
not havingaride;
not feeling welVi pain;
taking a holiday; and
poor weather conditions (during the Whter session).

Of those completing the exit interview, the Tai Chi group attended 75.99'?/0of their
classes, the line dancen attended 82.40% of their classes, while the Taoist participants reponed
attending 72.62% of their classes (no significant group difference). To remind the reader, the

Tai Chi classes were offered for 8 to 12 weeks (most cornmonly 10 weeks). line dancing
classes were held for 10 weeks, while Taoist participants could attend as many sessions (both
instructional and open classes). each week as they wished (their attendance score was based on
attending two sessions per week for 10 weeks).

2.5.6.2 Adoption
To explore the reasons why older adults join Tai Chi or line dancing prograrns.
participants were asked: "What appealed to you about Tai Chinine dancing before you
staned?" Table 2.12 illustrates the common reasons for joining the classes. Many Tai Chi
participants (both at the recreatiodseniors' centres and Taoist Tai Chi Society) expressed that
the gentle, sofi exercise of Tai Chi, anracted them to the program. One lady said: "Tai Chi is a

riice. gentle. snetching exercise", while another stated that: "it is trot m aggressive rype of
exercise ... its stretching, which as yu14 get of& and I 'rn 75 years old is considered to be very
benefciaf *. Tai Chi was also described as "gentk-fowing mrd very relmig, yet achieving
sotnethi@'. Due to its gentle nature, many participants felt that it is an appropnate exercise
for seniors. The foilowing quotes illustrate this viewpoint: "it w m Iess akmanding on the

aghg bat&", %ot too exertingfor senior people and yei it was relming m welP', and "1crm 't
do aerobics or anyrhing l i k that, so it seems like something I might be able to do".

Similar to the responses obtained fiom the background survey, Tai Chi participants also
mention& possible physical fitness gains and heaith benefits. For example, the fitness gains
include comments such as: "...c d t i o n i n g und tonïng, t k t sort or thing, d cmrdimm",

"to help my bulmce" and "muybe Imsen me up a little bit". While the potential health benefit s

included comments such as: "I i ~ n d e r s t dit had somewisat ofa healing @ct on p u r systern"

and "I wmited to take iffor maintaini~tggwd healtN9. Othen were interested in leaniing more
about this enercise or simply wanted to try a new activity. One man stated: "1 readabout if.
at~dI didn 't know what it ras, &but it war recornmended md the uay that the movements uere

described I wa!itrd tu see whar it was d l about'. Another commented: "1 receritly retired so
1 *rntrying everythi~g*'.

Similar to the results of the background survey. many line dancers said that fun/
enjoyrnent and social reasons were attractive features to joining this class. The following
remarks were typical: "I tjtot~ghtit wuuld be afirn thing to do and I 've ahC.uys enjoyed
holicirig

". "it 3 an ouri~rg.it 's socializing. 011 those thing. I love music and I love clrmcing".

Many women agreed that another important feature of the line dancing class is:"...t h a p~ u
don 't need a prnier" One woman aateâ: "there me more widows thun widowers so we ccm
contimde to Jmce vithout a partnef' while others mention4 that: "myhusband dmsn 't enjoy
i f (kaicing) as much us 1do". The exercise achieved through line dancing also appealed to

some women. Several commented that: "I thmght t h it would be a goodexercise" and
" ...cwrobics is too much.

evenjogging and t h kirad O/ thing t h &mages your joints.. .But the

m d n t dancing that we do is good exercise and doesn 't dmnage your hips or knees".

.

Table 2.12: Popular Reasons for Joiniag Tai Chi and Lina Dancing

Tai ai'
:

-

. . ..
.- ..

. ..

Gentle, sofi, relaxing exercise
(appropriate for senion)
Physical fitness gains

-

Healthbenefits

- Do not need a partner

lnterested in leamingltrying a new
activitv

-

Fun and enjoyment

- Social aspects

Good exercise, does not cause injury

2.5.6.3 Choice of Programs

Participants were asked why they chose Tai Chi/line dancing over other exercise
prograrns. Severai of the responses. such as Tai Chi's gentle nature and its appropnateness for
older adults, and not needing a partner for line dancing, were similar to what appealed to
respondents about the exercise. Some of the Tai Chi group aiso mentioned that they chose Tai
Chi to accompany fnends or farnily members who were also enrolled in the program. A few

responses were: *'... my sister has two ar~rficialhees ... I w a n r ~ dher company",' k eIl, my
hcsband s nrphov. his wrfe takes Tai Chi...su I just thought 1'd hy it" and 'ktyfnend war
going utxi she wmted someone to go with heJ' .

Respondents did not necessarily choose Tai Chi or line dancing over other prograrns
but rather participateci in these activities in addition to other classes. One woman stated: ''1

chose T i Chi in addition to other exercises because I started Yoga earlier. i

d

I had been

doing a step program. srep aerobics, and I 'ma contmitted hiker, and hckpucker". While one

line dancer mentioned: "1afready bowled and dready swim ewry moming and I go& so Iine
dancing seened the next step ".

The Taoia participants were also asked why they chose to participate in Tai Chi at the
Taoist Tai Chi Society instead of at a local recreationfseniors' centre. While some respondents
said that: "my m f r i e m k were going ihere" and the location was "very convenient', othen
joined to l e m the entire fom. A gentleman remarkeâ: "!
cornpietecl cl session at Sackville. but
o u r d & h't get deeplv into it.

ntere are I O 8 movrments in the Tàotst Tai Chi ?stem and

there 3 no w q in ter?lessom thutyotd are ping to compfete that m d then with the rrext session

a&r a couple of weeks off...they h m to s t m ail over again because there are newcomers".
2.5.6.1 Relationships With Classrnates
4

From the background survey we leamed that many participants reponed knowing

someone in their clau. most 0 t h a friend or family member From the exit i n t e ~ e wwe
learned that some of these fellow participants had previously taken the class (Le., " I think she 'd
bceri there thtee o r j w times " or "'ya. she had taken it before") while others were newcomers

to the exercise (i.e., "i10. it nparherfirsr time" or "no. he M

i

7'). Aimost the entire

experienced group (both Tai Chi and line dancers) reported knowing someone in the class,
ofien someone they met in the class itself One Tai Chi respondent said: "I made somefnends
rhrough if'. Similarly a line dancer also mentioned: "ymniakefrie&...yo u don 't kKnv their

lari name. but yoic knuw hem from lir~e&ce Pnd os a senior. it 's supi'.
Mixed responses were received when asked whether their friends or farnily members

influenceci their decision to join the program. While sorne respondents stated that: "no, I
joined on my own" or '>es. she kind o~encuuragedme', others said: ". . .we decided tojoin

togethPr'. Of those who had encouragement to join, many woiild agree with the statement:
"no, I wouiuh 'r have joined

rf I hacih 't hrd sonreone to go with". When asked if they travel to

the cl= together, most respondents stated "no. we kind of met there " or %e

dl comftom

drfferent directions. if'snot corwenient'. A few stated: "1use to pick her up becouse she
d m 't driir" and ">es.it S on@ down the r d '

2.5.6.5 Class Experience
The participants were asked on the background survey their reasons for joining either
the Tai Chi or line dancing class. Their personai reasons were restated dunng the exit

i n t e ~ e wand they were asked, "Was this your experience?" The majonty of participants
stated that their expectations had been met. The Tai Chi participants had experienced
relaxation, felt that they had improved their flexibility, strength and balance. and/or their
overall health. The line dancers stated that they did have fun and met new people.
The expectations of some of the Tai Chi participants, however. were not met. It is
noteworthy that these people were complete beginners to the exercise. For instance, one
woman said she had joined Tai Chi to improve her mobility and energy level. When asked if
this was her experience she stated: "well. I c m 't really say about tlnr becanse I Jidn 't&el thni
!siuyed with it long enmgh ". Another woman, who joined to improve her overall health

stated: "I c m 't sqvfor whut ailment I huve thut Ijelt butter. no". A gentleman noted that : "1
have high b l d pressure a>d I thmght the relmarior~might do something but it d i h 't do a

thing" Interestingly. these participants were also al1 classified as program dropouts.
2.5.6.6 General Impressions of the Tai Chi and Line Dancing Classes

The next part of the interview tumed to more general issues. Participants were asked:
"What are your overall impressions of the Tai Chinine dancing classr'

The positive and

negative impressions of the respondents are summarized in Table 2.13. Not surprisingly, those
who adhered to their Tai Chi or line dancing prograrns reported primady positive m e n c e s .

The Tai Chi respondents made comments Wte: "Ifd
it intereszinf and "11 is a good

6.)

exercise ... y m are stretching d l yocrr anns ond nruscles". Many said that the classes "helped
my pain

"."helped my balance", 'Ihelpedme to be more mobile

" or

'Ifeel more agile " The

positive impression held by many line dancers was also illustrated through their comrnents: "it

and beneflciai to your heaith", "zhere 1s nothing bad about it andyou do meet a lot of

~ S ~ I I I

frie~tLiS"and

rimes.

"oh. I like it. I red& enjoy it. !h e been in the beginners ' cl= qnite a few

I have tried the uhmced clms but this isjust rny speed'.

Table 2.13: Impressions o f the Tai Chi and Line Dancing Classes

1 Positive
Impressions

1 -

-

I

I-

L

Negative
impressions

1

I

1

interesting activity
a good stretching exercise

-

meet people (socialization)

physical and health benefits

-

health benefits

knowledgeableand
interesting instmctor

- knowledgeable and Nce

theexerciseistooslow

-

-

difficult to remember the
movements

-

instructor teaches too fast
(at one centre)

I

instructor

I
I
I

difficult to remember the
rnovements

Most of the Tai Chi participants felt that Tai Chi is a good fom of exercise. One
gentleman stated: "...it is amaing how many pmis of the bu+ m e involved Every rime you
do a movernent. h m many p t s of your bai) y m activate. Invariab&, you 're rnoving each

cnm djgerently mid each hrmd d~flerentnrly.Ymr hips move d?fjent&, your legs move
ly...you are exercising a lot of mzlscles at the h e e time which
d~flerently,
ymr feet d~fferent
g i w s you better health".

Several of the completebeginners, however, felt that Tai Chi was too slow. Illustrative
comments in thi s regard were: "1dida 't get enough exercise from it', "II w a m 't hard on the
ha&" and "(it 1s) very slow ...I guess I want to get phcesfister". As expected, sorne of the Tai

Chi participants explained that it was difficult to remernber the movements. For example: "It
w l a a~ little more dflcuit ro pick irp on than w bothjigured'

and "the biggest problrm is t h t

memory isfiilirig me arid I Jo,, 't remernber s o m of the more cornplex routines". Interestingly,

the line dancers also mentioned that they had difficulty remembering their aeps. The
following remarks were typical: "I still don 't have all of the steps down put but I 'mgoing to resign tip next weekjor the same line cdonctng clan", 'Y ccoldn 't catch on to some O/ the steps
r H may". and "I was red&fmstrated t h I couldn 't catch on ar well as I wanted to*'.

Comments about the class instmctors were also made and were generally quite positive.
The majonty of respondents felt that their instnictors were: "helpfl', ". . .ver-, very good. very

biowledgeuble", and ".. .the instructors

very nice". A few Tai Chi participants

mentioned that their instructor would "repm over and over aguin d she was very reasmring
to us that it look a long tirne to l e m al1 the steps". There were also some negative remarks.

Several Tai Chi participants from the same class (at one senior's centre) believed that their
instructor "teachest m f d and that "she nied to squeeze tw m c h in each session. 7hat 's
why a lot of people are ciiopping o r . One woman who dropped out of the program stated: "I

found thut I cmidn 'i keep up so. you kiow, Tai Chi is not meant to get y m frustrated. ..so I

decided no. it 's not for me". At a difEerent centre, one Tai Chi participant (a relative beginner
who had taken a different form of Tai Chi in the p s t ) did not like the rnodified form taught at

this faciiity: "...Mer doing the d e n t i c Tai Chi. this rndt'ed version...there 's not as m c h
stretching...l wouid prefer

thut a tittte morer,.

2.5.6.7 Impressions o f the Tai Chi and Line Dancing Movements

Next, the participants were asked: " M a t did you think about the Tai ChiIline dancing
r that : ". . .ut
movements". Most noted t hat wi th Tai Chi, "'yocr have to think". One b e g i ~ e said
the beglming I w m complerelj brwi1JurL.J wiih if... the more you do it the more y m c m relax

md catch on to the movemems". Both adherers and dropouts cornmented on the challenge in
remernbering the Tai Chi sequence. For instance, an expenenced practitioner stated: "1cannot
remember them al/, this is my secoid or third rime raking the class...I just follow dong with
him (rhe instmctor) ". Others had similar obsetvations, they commented : "some (movements)
were d?/lici<ltto remember", " mfirst it 's a complete puzzle ...y0u have to keep going cause... it
takes a long tirne to makr seme uad try io remembd', and "they 're not dt@ult to do, bat 1

find I c m 't realiy get a sepence out of h m . ..it 's nof a set series in say a Iine &ce..

.1

c m f h't get to the point where I couldgo over and over them becairse I couldn 't rernember".

While most did not find the actual Tai Chi movements to be difficult some, who did not
adhere to the class, believed that: "1Sn not very wefl coordinated' and this made the
movements difficult and hstrating to leam and "we c m I 't~remember. mere w p m 't
enmgh practice in between to remember whut you took each purtictdar week ...when you on&

go once a week. there 's no wuy yorc c m reinjoce what you 've lecuned on any pticulca day".
As noted earlier, the line dancers were also concernai with remembering their movements.

For instance: "they me h d to remember, ail of them", "they crrefnrstruting,yes. pst rhe
memory pmi of it, y m kmnv. when you getfve dfferent steps and you h e to cwrdimte t k m
ail into one with the music", and "I thought I wadd newr get the routine down but at the end it
came together aimost effortlesslsly".

The next question on the i n t e ~ e wscript asked: "Did you find it difficult at any time to

keep up?" Most of the participants, both Tai Chi and line dancers, stated that did not
experience any difficulty with the movements. For exarnple: "nor the acrual movemnt per
se",

"no, they are not hmd to do", and "no. they m e mi dijficuft/O do while you are doirtg

/hm" were common responses. The difficulty. as mentioned above, was with remembenng

the movements. This is illustrated by the following quotes: V t w u trying to remember them

(the Tai C'hi movements) that war d?fjiculr","no, they (the Tai Chi movrrnents) are not hard to
do. It isjmt a question of being able to remember them ali in one go" and "I don 't remember

ir untif we start h c i n g ' . A few o f the Tai Chi respondents also rnentioned that the
movements caused them pain (either frorn arthntis or a previous injury) or they were
concemed about doing the movements incorrectly. One woman, who complained about

arthritis, mentioned: "I wus afaid of Joitig thiings incorructfy and I was ~ u i I dmight

aggravate some of myjoints" while another said "with Tai Chi I was, 1don 't know, I gtms
inhibifedby, &id

of doing things incorrectly".

2.5.6.8 Feelings Alter Class

The respondents expressed a number of different views when asked: "How did you feel

nght afler class". Some of the Tai Chi participants agreed that they were "relmed'. This
feeling o f relaxation, however, was not always experienced right away. One woman stated:
''weII. tawmds the end when I started to get the breurhing exercises the way 1 think she wanted
t k m , the refmationwus tremendous". A few participants also mentioned a relief fiom pain.

For instance:"pujeel fighter...like reliej; like rfyou Mpin and afrr the p i n is not sewre"

and "1wasjus1 on a hrgh...the p i n ~hatwas in my bot&, it erased t h t puin for thut hour d
stretching. ille oh, I was izk in seventh heuven". Knowing that they had exercised was also

mentioned: "1 h10wI 've exercised nty knees and b w . %y are not aching or pai~flrl...but I

can feel that yes, they 've been exerciseù". Some Tai Chi respondents also mentioned a feeling
of accomplishment. For example: "I feel good i 've gone out. done somethi~ga d seeri

people. &te somethingfor myself and my &a&'' and ')mu have afeeling of relaxati011and
achievmnt'. Two respondents, who had dropped out of their class, did not feel any
differently afier participation. They stated that : "Ifeltfine, but I di& 't notice ony partinclor
differer~ce"and "no cl~flere~tce
whatsaver". The Iine dancers had fewer tenns to describe how
t hey

felt afier class. Most stated: "I feh g d ' , "great. stimu1a:ed' and "I am ne ver t i r d I

[ove h ~ c i n so
g mirch, I

couid dance ail nighr" (comment fiom a 92 year old line damer).

Only a few participants stated that they felt "a little bit tire4 you know, but Ifeit g d ' .

2.5.6.9

Practice at Home
We were interested in finding out whether the participants practiced their activities at

home. None of the line dancers practiced at home. A few of their responses and reasons for
not practicing were: bbno,I diah 't (practice ut home). There are too many dlfferent dcrnces to

remember", "IIO. because I don 't have any of her music and I don 't kiow coy names of the
songs". "I don 't. I rn mch a busy person, I hawn 't got tirne" and "no, ljust go for the social

part cf it. I 'm ~iotinterested in being a good line dmicer" .
The Tai Chi participants reported different levels of home practice. While some aated:

"1practiced e v e s w or 'yust about everyday" others praaiced less frequently. For example:
"(wepracticed) when the spirit moved us, let us say ...not regulmly", "I wouldpructice about
three times before cl&', and "now and agoin'. It is surprishg to note that a few respondents
who said they pmticed everyday at home âropped out of th& program. m e r respondents

tried to practice at home but reported diffiCUJty in remembering the movernems: "1med but I

fomd that I just cou/& 't do it. I really needed someone infront of me, beside me. tofollîd

and "no. I di& 't (practice at home). I didn 't leum enough to rernember". Difficulty
remembering the movements may have been due to the frequency of classes. One gentleman
fiom a seniors' centre remarked:

"

...just

having it once a week is not enough. 73ey almosf

i~eedto do it two rlights a ~vtwk. You real&j >ieeJ to practice everydry I think" . A few

respondents purchased videos or books to help thern learn the sequence and to remember the
rnovements when practicing at home. One woman staied: "Ipracticeda littk bit. I tried to
follow a video...I think it helps in a wuy" while another mentioned "lpracticed whar I coufd
remernber. I botght a book orid I wotdd dearly love to have it taped so that sontebody could
talk to me while I try cause y m car>'t read and Jo".
2.5.6.10 Activity Cornparisons

For those enrolled in other physical activity classes, as indicated on their background

survey. we asked: "How does Tai Chinine dancing compare to other physical activity classes
you do?' The respondents reported participation in a variety of different programs. Several
Tai Chi respondents participated in a 'Bone Builders' exercise class, which is a progressive
arength and muscle-conditioning program. They believed that Tai Chi was "af a b e r puce.
more of a relaxing ernphasris","lessjorceful stress on your muscles", and "it is a gentter
exmise". The gentle, relaung nature of Tai Chi was also highlighted during the cornparisons

to various aerobic classes (Le. 'Gentle Start', 'Motion n' Moderation' and 'Seniors' Fitness').
One woman stated that: "Tai Chi is more relmirg ...cmdpeciceful...youare not worn out and
tire#. Differences, such as the music, dance routines, and the higher intensity of aerobics

were also mentioned. illuarative quotes, related to specific classes are listed below:

"in Muscles 'nMotion.. .the girl pushes ym... p u 'rejust absolutely exhausted by the
end of it, but you feel g&
you do";

of

"in Tai Chi yocc t e jusr complereiy in a world ofiour own ... I I I the physjcul exercises
y011 'rr so tired ai the end of ir";
'"withGentle Start, yoit *rertsing more yortr feer nrid you 're p i n g with the mmusic and
it 's kitid of Iike a ctatice routine... Tu;Chi is a more quidt. relaxhg session, where us
Get~tleStart and hfotiot~'n hfod'rarion. y011're goi,rg with the rntcsic atidyou prspire
with that clms, y011know"; and
"the Ge~itleStart is realb pite dqfere~it... we definite& move to a beai. we have music
g o i ~ gail the time and we never stard stilf. .. and it takes more out of y011...ii rnakesym
fer1 like yoic 're doing somethitig much more eriergetic, although really. I don 't thirtk
yori are, because I thi/lkjo>cdon *tnotice wilh ihe Tai Chi. yotc don 't notice so mrcch the
movemtlnt" .

Several Tai Chi respondents also participated in various foms of dancing. When
companng Tai Chi to dancing, h e dancing was viewed as "muchmore active " and "more
social... ii, Tai Chi yoii c m 't talk al1 the time, yoic have to coricentrate" . B allroom dancing was

also thought to be "totul!~dlfferent ..uo.

t e gor m~c.sic10 it ..a partner .. . ir provides a dfferent

ppe of enjo~merit". Tai Chi is also ' a lirtle more relming" than square dancing. One woman
noted: "Tai C'hi is similor to sqtrare &nci~tgin thut you have to remernber movemeM... it is the
exact opposire ojsquare dmcing where p i c have a /or of activity and a lot ofhigh impact,
whereas Tui Chi... p u c m go into a trance. and ail y m have to do is remember rhe rnovef .

Finally, when comparing Tai Chi to swirnming, several would agree that they felt "slighily
exhuz~stedand worked out Mer swirnrning. 1d m 't exprct rhai o j Tai Chf'.
Many of the line dancers also participated in other programs. The fudenjoyment

expenenced with line dancing was noted in several comparisons. One woman viewed chair
aerobics "like a workou?' while line dancing was more of a fun, social activity. Compared to a
fitness club, another cornmented: 'Vine h c i n g is more of afun thing tu do". Some of the
respondents also enjoyed the music played during line dancing, which is not available when
swimming, bowling, or golfkg. A woman, who roller skated, stated that in line dancing "pu

need to use ymir mind a lot". Anoiher woman describeci her Yaga class as "it relaxes, it
stretches, IZ 's totallj different @om line dancingl ...it T all quiet tinw and peacefil and resifrtf '.

Line dancing was also compared to swirnming and aquabics. Some believed ihai "swimming IS

cnr ail owr exercise. Iike arrns, legs. and everything. Dancirtg is more frorn the waisr Jmd'
and t hat 'ivafert.xrrcises, yoai 're goi11g al1 the time. II 's more i~iteme".Bowling was also an
activity reponed by some of the line dancers. One woman was concemed about the safety of
bowling since she believed that bowling may cause imbalance and result in a fall. She

explained :

"

. . . wherl

yoii stand to bowl, by throwing the bdl. I th~nkyoir kirrd of lose ymr

balance a littlr. I 've hown people ~hatare younger thut have fullen. . . Ifind bowling a Iittle
more stremms. You have to be more cmefcd. m e tiny ~wistsIO rhtow the buIl. I think you
car7 [ose bulance".

2.5.6.1 1 Program Suggestions

To try to help improve the programs. we asked respondents: "1s there anything about

this class you would like to see changed?' A Aew begimers to the Tai Chi programs wanted to
attend class more freguently so they could remember the movements: "I wmld like to practice
more [hanonce a week", or "twice a week wodd be hefpfur'. Severai experienced Tai Chi

practitionen fiom the recreatiodsenion' centres expressed an interest in attending an
intermediate class: "1would like to see it going onfirther. .. it was nice when she had the
intermediate class ". Some of the beginners would: "'iik to Rnow the m e s of the movments "

and for the classes to be taught "a bit slawer...sk (the instmctor) wus confusing ". Smaller
class size was aiso suggested. One woman stated: "the mmbers hohted ut l e m cause y m
c m 't see. Whenyou exercise, you 've got to see the person showing you the exercise". Over

the course of the session, however, some participants did &op out r d t i n g in a smaller class.

During the Winter session, one facility combined theu begimer and intemediate
classes due to low enrollment. Several of the begimers' believed that the two classes should
be kept separate. One wornan stated: " ...there was an advcmced c l m in the m e room at the

sanw rime and rhey 're doing something total& beyortd us and ifsRind o/distractiitg wherr that Is

go@ orr while wr 're doing one bit irr the one corner and they 're doing theirs in t h othei'.

One gentleman in the same class agreed: "ir is better to h m the whde c l m doing the same
t/>inR.. so we are all ai

rhe same levef '. This group also of5ered some advice regarding the

rnodified version taught at their centre. One woman stated: "afthmcghhe (the insmctor) is
very caittiozrs o j m r stra~ningintcscles and sojorth. 1 wmld like a little more stretching".

Suggestions were also offered by several of the Taoist Tai Chi Society participants,
concerning aspects of the facility and scheduling. A few people did not like the buming of
incense during class. One gentleman stated: "afew people were allergic to incense, so they
stoppedgoing". Another woman gave a suggestion about parking (this Taoist location is

located in a small plan with approximately 15 parking spaces). She explained: " ...they had a11
e;rperimcrdgroupgoingfrom Pr30 to 1

Uur c l m wasfrom 10:30 to 11:30. Now the

9: 30 people weren 't out in t h efor us tojhdparking Jpoces.

th& clms IKdfinished 1O

mirnites earlier and alfowed us to corne in rhen it would have made it a M e easier."

Most of the line dancers were happy with their program and did not offer any
suggestions. One suggestion, given by respondents fkom both the Tai Chi and line dancing
classes, was that the movements (or dance steps) be given to begi~efs.For instance, a Tai Chi
pmicipant aated: "a k d out ofsome sort with the movernents m e n dnvn would help me to
practice ut home" whiîe a one line dancer stated: ...it wodd have been nice to get cl copy of a
"

tape wiih music arui her instructions ot mme poinr".

Recommended to Others

2.5.6.12

-

Since word of rnouth cm be a strong source of program advertisement, we wanted to
find out if participants would recommend their class to others and why. Al1 of the inte~ewed

line dancers stated that they would and have recommended their class to others. Many reasons
for promoting the class were provided, such as:
"it 's eusy artd it >fi117 ...r/yozr go to dances and weddirlgs and that, sumetinws ihey
have lirre cki,icing at~dyouc mjoi~ti1iT;

"I 'vt. met a lot of )lice people. It a lot of luughs7*;
".

. ,for

thu exercise, I guess, and ifihey use if in going out suciafly, ihor 'sfme too"; and

"fior the exercise and plain light-hearted/un".
Most of the Tai Chi respondents would recommend their class to others. Similar to the
line dancers, this group also provided a varîety of reasons. Most of the respondents would
recommend Tai Chi for "relaxation", 'Tor the plracure ofthe movements", and "jior the health
benefis and mental benefits" . Many felt that "if is a very good exercisefor seniors". Two
respondents, who were also program dropouts, said they would not recommend Tai Chi to
others. Their reasons included: "I reall'y didn 't feel I hod accomplished i h t much and "it just
diah 't q p e a l to me". One gentleman, a relative begimer, stated that he prefers the Yang style

of Tai Chi to the Taoist style. He explained: "'thebreathing cmd the movements. Some ojthe
moves me the same it just seems to be more breathing and concentraion. Like you do afew
movements where you just concentrate. lfind thut he@fui".
2.5.6.13 Future Plans

Of the 107 interview&, 73 (68%) said they planned to enroll in the next programmhg

sasion; while 34 (32%) did not. As shown in Table 2.14, substantially more of the
experienced versus the inexperienceâ respondents (x2 = 10.13, pc.0 1) and program adherers

versus the dropouts (x2= 12.76,p . 0 1 ) planned to enroll in the next session. Those who
planned to enroll into the Tai Chi classes attended significantly more classes than those who
decided not to continue. The Tai Chi group who planned to continue attended an average of
7.97 versus 6.26 classes (e2.28, F . 0 5 ) , while those planning to continue with the Taoist Tai
Chi program attended an average of 15.50 classes compared to 10.89classes ( ~ 2 . 0 8F, . 0 5 ) .

The line dancers who planned to continue attended 8.38 versus 7.83 classes; this difference
was not signifiant. Al1 groups who planned to continue with their program had fewer
reservations at prograrn entry. While the line dancers (rnea~~0.38
versus 0.50) and Taoist
participants (mean=0.37 versus 0.77) who planned to continue with their program (versus those
who did not) had fewer reservations at prograrn entry, the dimerence was the only significant
difference for the Tai Chi group (mean=0.26versus 0.68,t =2.40,p . 0 5 ) . In addition, those
who planned to enroll had, on average, fewer health problems and were less likely to report
t hat health limited t heir activities.

Many (n=6 1, 78%) of those intemiewed after the Wimer session planned to reenroll
into t heir respective programs. One Tai Chi participant expiained: "oh yes. I p f m to enroll
nexf week" while one line damer, who really loved to dance, aated: "di (1will &ce)

until I

die. Hope to &op dead on the floor. Ohyes. as long us 1cm wafk. I will dance". Intentions

g
(n= 12, 4 1%), however, declined. In fact, significantly
to reenroll following the S p ~ session

more respondents planned to reenroll after the Winter session than the Spring session (x2=
1 1.4 1, pc.0 1). Although many programs are limited during the summer months many

participants (both Tai Chi and line dancers), also stated that sumrner holidays and the pursuit of
outdoor activities (i.e., golf, gardening) were rûisons to postpone reenrohent until the Faii
session. Illustrative quotes include: "no.we me going to take off on June 1* to the east cuuzst

for four monthf', "surnme~is too hectic, I plizy a lot of gor,"oh, m t now. m q b e luter on III
the full....ove? the sitrnmer. I 'm busy o u t d e " and "1do a lot o/garderiing. I get my rxercise

rhere''. Additional reasons not to continue are illustrated by the following cornments: "I am
gohg to fry Yoga imtead', "I experienced too m c h pain", or "I was lmfrirstrated' .

Table 2.14: Intentions to Continue with Program

ta E n d
(n41)

to E m H
(n+)

to E n d

to Earoû

(o=i4)

(n==!l)

9(75%)

3 (25%)

6 (43%)

8(47%)

4 (6%)

2 (33%)

6 (86%)

1 (14%)

8 (8%)

1 (1 1%)

2 ( 100Yo)

O (0%)

18 (78%)

5 (22%)

13 (72%)

5 (28%)

Experience
Classification

-

Complete
Begi~er
Relative
Beaimer

I

Irregular Adherer

I

3 (60%)

Dropout

1

1

2 (40%)

O (0%) O

(O??)

O ((oh)

O (O‘-!!)

L

i

b

I

6 (46%)

1

7 (54%)

- Based on 1O7 patticipmrs who completed

k exit interview.

After being introduced to the 108 movements, some Taoist Tai Chi participants planned
to move into the transition class, for exarnple: ''we go to the transition clus once a week',

while others decided to repeat the beginners class, for instance: "I'min the begnner 's c k m
und I think I 'If go back tu the beglnners". Some participants, however, were unsure which

class to attend.

because, like I

As expressed by one participant: "1'ms

c d to go into the trwwition clms

my memory ain 't good enough. I hrrw k e n going back to the begntner 's

but thut is a littfe on the bonng side because I do remember thor, sa 1takm *t 'tw h t we 'Il

work out'. Several of the Tai Chi participants also aated that they planned to pursue outdoor

activities in the warmer months and rejoin the Society in the fall. Other reasons for not
continuing with this program included. "I am k i n g a hip replacement in afew weekc so I rill
~ieedto tuke somr time of/', "I *mrecently widowed cuuiam too b u y Q i n g IO muitttain tny
home" and "1 did net like Tai c'hi.. .ii H

~ W'tIfor

me'.

The final question of the exit interview asked whether they had any other comments
about the program that they wouid like to add. Most respondents thought, "theprogram

is

gnmt". "1 e y q v d it wry mirch" and agreed that the interview covered the important topics of

dixussion. When comments were provided they, ofientimes, restated topics discussed earlier.
Cornments about the "teucher (BeitiR) very g d " . the need to increase the frequency of Tai

Chi classes at the recreationlseniors' centres and wanting advanceci classes at some centres
were stated. A few Tai Chi participants also mentioned the lack of male participants in the

classes. One gentleman stated: "Ir 3 great the number of people out. me only thing I wes
diqvpointed in w m I was the on& thorn amongsr al/ the roses", while another said: "mimany
g ~ smostly
.
women. It 's not macho, I guess. 1notzce from the other guys t k y w a n go
~

faster. i t 5 not active enoughfôr them".
2.5.6.1.1 Follow-up Interviews
Out of the 73 (6g04) participants who planned to enroll in the next programming

session class lias revealed that 60 (82%) had in fact registered or, in case of the Taoist Tai Chi

group, were continuing with their program. Breakdowns consisteci of 29 (76%) of the 38 Tai
Chi participants, 17 (8 1%) of the 2 1 line dancers and al1 14 (1W h )of the Taoist participants.

The 13 people (9 Tai Chi and 4 line dancers) who stated during the exit interview that they
planned to continue with the program but did not (accordhg to class lists) were eligible to

complete a follow-up interview (refer to Appendix G for the script). The findings for the Tai
Chi and line dancing participants, respcctively, are presented below.

Nine Tai Chi participants were eligible to complete a follow-up interview. Due to the
cancellation of one program. four Tai Chi participants were unable to reemoll into Tai Chi at
their respective centre. Although this group could not be tracked within this facility, no one
enrolled into a Tai Chi program at another location. Each of the four respondents had initiated
a new program (i.e.,yoga, aerobics). but stated that they would reenroll into Tai Chi if it
became available at their centre. Of the five rernaining follow-up interviews, three people
decided to try another fonn of Tai Chi offered at their centre or advanced into the intermediate
class. while two nated that an iilness prevented them from emolling at this time (but both
hop4 to enroll in Tai Chi in the future). One woman stated: "oh yes. I would like to hy it
again, whm Ifeel &merI may pve it a

a",while the other agreed: "sure I wotdd gtw i f (Tai

Chi) morher try" When asked if they continue to practice the movements, one respondent did
not continue to practice, while the other stated: ' ~ e l lI *don *t remember ail of the movements I

do tv to pracrice some of the breathing though". None of the five people had started any new
exercise classes or physical activities. When asked for any further reflections of the program,
several participants ofered positive cornments about their expeience. For example: "1really
enjoy Tu1 Chi. the imtructor is ve- patient to ny to teach us al/ the movements...it a h is a
good exercise" and Tai Chi is a gouù exercisefor us seniors".
"

Follow-up intewiews were also completed with four line dancers. impressively, three
of these individuals had moved into the intermediate class offmeci at their centre while one
decided to try another fom of exercise (she enrolled into the Tai Chi program o f f d at her

centre). When the later respondent was asked if she would try lime dancing again in the fiinire,

she aated : "!
'mrecently retired and 1'rn trying a b t d ofd/flere~~f
CICLSS~Sto see whaf 1 like
best. I may try line doncing again...I pite enjoyed it" She did not practice the line dancing

steps on her own. she believed.

" ... i f 1 was gdng

to practice thrrn. I would rwed the music a d

the it~stnrctorto lvad me along and help me rernember the Jvferent steps". No one had started

any additional or new exercise classes, except for the one Tai Chi class. Men asked for
further reflections about the line dancing program, al1 respondents offered positive comments.
Those who were continuing to dance al1 stated that "I love to Ja>tcr" and "it 's a H Y ) > J ~ @ J /
class, I rneet my frietdr there and we have a greut rime...ir 's a lot offirn". Sample comments

about the instnictors inciuded: "she is a geat tracher", "the itistnrcforts vrry rtt~hs~siastic"

and "she realiy knows her Jo,~ces.we i m t so many dfleeent ,reps, il'sjrrst ~~otirirrfuiY

2.6 Discussion
The purpose of this process evaluation was to leam more about older adults who choose
to take part in begimer Tai Chi classes offered in cornmunity recreation/seniors' centres.
including whether their profile differs fiom older adults who choose another relatively novel
type of exercise class (namely, line dancing) and those who choose to participate in classes at
the Taoist Tai Chi Society. This section begins by addressing the study's strengths and
limitations. Nem, the primary findings are discussed in relation to published literature in the
field. Based on the present findings, suggestions are offered conceming £Ùture promotion.
delivery, and evaluation of cornmunity Tai Chi and line dancing classes for older adults.

2.6.1 Study Strengths and Limitations
To date, only one study (Ecclestone et al-, 1998) has systematically tracked the

enrollment, attendance, and adherence patterns of multiple exercise classes for older adults.

Ecclestone et al's study examined 12 different classes, including Tai Chi, offered at the
Canadian Centre for Activity and Aging (CCAA) in London, Ontario. In contrast, the present
study focused on Tai Chi classes, with line dancing classes at the same comunity centres and
classes at the Taoist Tai Chi Societies in the same region serving as a basis of cornparison.
While restricted to a small region of Ontario, we sampled a total of 19 classes fiorn eight
different recreationkniors' centres and four Taoist Tai Chi Societies in several cities (Le..
Hamilton. Burlingon and Kitchener-Waterloo). While the Ecclestone et al. study tracked
patterns over three years, our tracking penod was oniy tweive months. Tracking over a full
calendar year. however, did permit examination of seasonal variation.
Evaluation of any real-world prograrn entails limitations, including but not restricted to
the customary record-keeping practices of the prograrn(s) in question. While al1 participating
centres maintained enrollment records for each session and attendance data for each class,
unfortunately, the Taoist Societies did not separate attendance mords of begi~ersand
advanced panicipants. Attendance data was provided verbally by sorne instructors or prograrn
managers wishing to protect client contidentiality. None of the panicipating centres routinely
collecteci demographic or other information on their clientele. At the time of Ecclestone et d ' s
(1 998) tracking study, oniy age and gender were included in the CCAA's database. In order to

develop a more complete profile of older adults taking Tai Chi and line dancing classes, we
s used to
administered a shon background questionnaire. Follow-up telephone i n t e ~ e wwere
ver@ survey findings, as weii as to provide a better understanding of why Tai Chi (or line
dancing) classes may appeal to older adults and faaon that may inhibit or sustain continued
participation. OAen referred to as 'triangulation', the use of multiple methods, including both

quantitative and qualitative data, can assis with interpretation and strengthen the validity of
findings (Patton, 1997; Rossi & Freeman, 1993).
Completion of the background survey and consent for exit and follow-up interviews
was totally voluntary in the present evaluation audy, as is the case in most evaluation projects.
Of the classes approached, the response rate (those who took a survey package divided by the

total number enrolled) was 4096, 44%, and 78% for the comrn~nityTai Chi,line dancing, and
Taoist Tai Chi classes respectively. The retum rate for those who took a package was 73%.
56%. and 68%. respectively. The total number of study participants from the Tai Chi classes

(n=1 16) represented 29% of the total number enrolled in these classes (n=396) over the study
penod. More limited recruitrnent iook place for the line dancing and Taoist classes as
explained in the results section. Class attendance data could not be matched with survey data
for 12Y0of the sample as 26 people did not put their name on the consent form. Of those who
completed the survey. 73% of the Tai Chi group and 88% of the line dancen provideci consent
and contact information for interviews. Thus, the "profilewof Tai Chi and line dancing
participants is restricted to the sample completing the w e y and interviews.
While the present study intended to focus on older adults who were taking Tai Chi (or
line dancing) for the first time, and purposefully recmited 6om "begimer" designated classes,
we found that not ail participants in these classes were older adults, nor were they necessarily
new to this form of exercise. Only the senior centres restricted theu membership to persons
aged 55 and over. Classes comprisxi of individuals varying in age and level of experience
consthte the reality for many community exercise prograrns in which participation is
pnmarily based on individual choice vems screening or strict eligibility criteria.

2.6.2 Popularity o f Tai Chi and Line Dancing

*

Tai Chi classes, and especially line dancing classes, appear to be attractive to older
adults jud@ng by the enrollment pattems of the community centres we examined. Some of our
centres had over 100 individuais enrolled in their line dancing classes. Similar to Ecclestone et
a1.k (1998) findings. exercise class enrollment was highest in the fall, faidy high in the winter,
but declined substantially in the spring and summer due to both availability and demand.
Instnictors often took summer holidays. Interview data revealed that many participants pursued
other activities (such as golfing and gardening) in the sumrner andlor took holidays
Another indicator of class popularity or appeal is attendance rates. Based on program
records. overall attendance rates were quite hi@, averaging 72% across the three sessions for
the Tai Chi and 68% for the line dancing classes, respectiveiy. Sirnilar to enrollment patterns,
there were seasonal variations with attendance being higher in the winter than the spring for
both types of classes; fdl attendance was comparable to winter for Tai Chi but lower for line

dancing. Ecclestone et al. ( 1998) reponed a similar average attendance rate of 68% across
their 12 classes over a three-year penod. Their one Tai Chi class had the highest average
attendance rate (82%) of al1 the programs offered at the CCAA. No line dancing classes were
offered at the CCAA and no other published -dies

are available for cornparison purposes.

The overall, average dropout rate for the 8 to 12 week programs was 23% for our Tai

Chi classes across the three sessions; 1% for the line dancing classes. In cornparison,
Ecclestone et al. (1998) reported an average dropout rate of 26% across 1 12 types of classes
over three months. While dropout rates for each class over three months was not reported, it is
noteworthy that at three years, the dropout rate for their Tai Chi class was only 34%,
considerably lower than the 46% to 52% dropout for the mon vaditional aerobic classes

(Ecclestone et al. 1998). Many of the people we inteniewed following completion of their Tai

Chi class (68%) said they intended to enroll in an upcoming session; registration data verified
that 80% did so. Factors related to continued participation, which emerged fiom the present
findings. are discussed following the profile of older adults who take part in these classes.

2.6.3 Profile of Participants in Tai Chi and Line Dancing Classes
Sample attendance and dropout rates were very similar io overall rates, providing one
indication that the study sample (those who completed the survey) may be representative of
program participants as a whole. As previously reported, 29% of those enrolled in the Tai Chi
classes over the calendar year completed surveys. Given that the same individuals ofien
enrolled in more than one session, in al1 likelihood our sample included more than one third of
al1 Tai Chi participants. Cornparability of the sarnple profile to previous studies enhances
confidence that our sample was representative of older adults who join such programs.
B a d on the survey data, the profile of older adults who tend to join Tai Chi classes
held in recreation/seniorsTcentres in Southern Ontario is predominately fernale, Caucasian,
younger (average age mid-skties), fully retired, relatively healthy, and physically active. When
accounting for the faa that only the senior centre classes were restricted to members aged 55+,
the demographic profile of participants in the Tai Chi and line dancing classes was comparable.
For example, the slightly higher percentage of fernales, widows, and retirees likely is due to the
siightly higher age of the line dancing sample from the senior centres. Participants in both
types of classes had a range of educational backgrounds. In contrast, the somewhat younger
Taoist sample was more kely to have poa secondary education and nill be working.
Evaluation studies of other community exercise programs for older aduhs (e-g.,
Ecclestone et al. 1998; Myen & Hamilton, 1985; Sager, 1983; Sepsis et al., 1995), have

similarly found that participants tend to be predominantly female, Caucasian, relatively
healthy. and active. Seniors who tend to join recreatiodseniors' centres in Canada also fit this
profile (Novak, 1997). It may be that ethnic minority groups are less likely to join these
centres in general; Chinese elders who continue to practice Tai Chi may simply prefer to do so
alone or with fnends. Interestingly. dl three Asian individuals in our sample were in the line
dancing classes. In general, community exercise programs have difficulty attracting maies and
non-white. non-English speaking older adults (Sepsis et al., 1995). Strength and aerobic
classes appear to attract a higher proportion of older men, while male only classes (such as the
Men's Retirement Group at the CCAA) are the most popular (Ecclestone et al.. 1998). The
CCAA's Tai Chi class was 85% female, comparable to the Tai Chi classes we exarnined.

Taken together. our survey and interview findings suggest that many of these older
adults did not choose Tai Chi (or line dancing) as their only f o m of exercise. Many (43%)
took part in other exercise classes (often dancing, aquatics, or aerobics), while most (82%)
engaged in less forma1 activities (predominately walking and swirnming). Almost half the
m p l e reportedly accurnulated at least 30 minutes or more of moderate intensity activity at
leaa three days a week. Over half said they had been physically active "off and on" dl their
lives; a third had always been active. While Ecclestone et al. (1998) did not obtain a detailed
physical activity profile of their participants, they did find that 21% had tried out or transferred
between exercise classes at the CCAA over the tracking period. They note that this percentage
may have been higher if more classes were not Wed to capacity (Ecclestone et al., 1998).

3.6.4 Factors Related to Participation
Sirnilar to Stephens' (1988) population w e y findings, "feeling better mentally and
physicallf' captured the most muent rasons provided by older aduhs for joining Tai Chi

classes. While line dancers also joined to improve physical fitness, they were far more likely
to cite fiiendship, social, fun, and enjoyment as reasons for joimng. The higher attendance and
adherence rater of the line dancing group rnay be due to achieving these more short-tenn
expectations. hiring the interview, many of the continuing line dancers confirmed that the
class had met their expectations. In contrast, some of the Tai Chi participants who dropped out
of the program said they did not feel any different.

Preiious studies have reported that the opportunity to socidize and making new fiiends

is an important feature of exercise classes for some older adults (Myers & Hamilton, 1985;
O'Brien-Cousins & Home, 1999). About half of out sarnple reponedly knew someone in his or
her class at the beginning of the session. Given that a substantial number also participated in
other exercise classes and activities at the centres in question, it is also not surprising that many
knew someone in their Tai Chi or line dancing class. The interview data revealed that some
participants may not have joined without a fnend or farnily member. Another perspective
came from some of the line dancers who specifically mentioned that, udike other forms of
dancing, one does not need a partner for line dancing. Over half of our sarnple of line dancers,
and most of our Tai Chi sample were widowed, separated or divorced. Some of the mmied
women in our sarnple noted that their husbands did not like to dance. Class or group options,
particularly those not requinng a partner, may be particularly appealing to older women who
have difficulty finding an exercise cornpanion (Cunis & White, 1984).
.r\lthough we renuited fiom begi~erclasses, we found that the profile of participants
in both the Tai Chi and line dancing classes varied with respect to level of experience with the
exercise in question. M y halfof our simple were complete beghners or totdy new to the
exercise. About a quarter were 'relative begi~ers',while the remahder was more experienced.

Not surprisingly, those with previous experience expressed fewer reservations (particularly
skill). about taking the class.
Both Tai Chi and line dancing are progressive and involve constantly leaniing and
refining new movements or skills. Self-efficacy or confidence in being able to perform a ghen

activity is a well-known factor related to exercise adherence in general (Dishan, 1994), and
may be particularly important in Tai Chi. One study by Li et al. (2001) specifically examined
the self-efficacy of a group of older adults completing a six-month Tai Chi program (24-form.

Yang style, twice a week). Eighteen percent dropped out, while adheren attended 90% of the
sessions. They found that self-efficacy related to Tai Chi performance improved at week 12
and was maintained at six months. Changes in self-efficacy were positively related to program
attendance (Li et al., 200 1).
If people miss classes and/or do not practice outside of class, they may quickly become
harated and feel lefl behind, particularly if classes are only offered once a week, over a shori
period of time. While we found class attendance to be high, not many individuals reportedly
practiced outside of class. And, although the majority of our Tai Chi sarnple was contident
s
that they would be able to perform the movements at the outset, in the exit i n t e ~ e w several
b e g i ~ e nacknowledged difficulty keeping up at times and remembering the movements. It is
s
out of their class, a higher
noteworthy almost a quarter of our complete b e g i ~ e r dropped
proportion than those with =me experience. Those with previous experience know what to
expect, may remember some of the steps or squences from earlier instruction, and likely have
higher levels of confidence.
The interview data indicated that some older adults were quite content to repeat the
beginner Tai Chi (or line dancing) classes, several times ifnecessary, in order to lm the

movements. A number of people said they would prefer their classes to be held more ofien
(twice a week was suggested). Some of our expenenced community participants noted that
they would take an intermediate class if offered at their centre.

2.6.5 Participant Impressioos
Only one study to date has empirically examined participant impressions of Tai Chi.

s the end of the i 5-week
Based on dichotomous responses From structured i n t e ~ e w at
intervention, Kutner et al. (1997) found that the Tai Chi group was significantly more likely
(than an education group) to report that participation had a noticeable effect on their life,
affected their activities of daily living, and changed their pattern of physical activity. In the
present study, each i n t e ~ e wwas fully transcribed and analyzed using recommended strategies
to capture the richness of qualitative data. A total of 107 interviews were completed at the end
of the program session (57 with Tai Chi, 27 with line dancers, and 23 with Taoist participants).
Complete beginners, relative begimers, and experienced participants, as well as adherers and
dropouts, were represented in each, similar to the distribution of the larger survey sample.
Some of the i n t e ~ e wfindings have been discussed in previous sections, here we focus on
experiences and impressions of Tai Chi and line dancing.
When asked to describe their experiences with Tai Chi (or line dancing), several people

believed that both activities were less likely to result to injury or falls. Tai Chi was commonly
perceived as a safe and gentle activity, appropriate for older adults. Many described Tai Chi as
relaxing and meditative in contrast to more vigorous classes such as aerobic or nep classes.
While some said they chose Tai Chi because they could not do aerobics, many took part in
various classes to fulnll different needs. For instance?h e dancing was perceiveû more as a
social, fwi activity; rnany participants said they simply loved music and dancing.

Not surprising, those who adhered to their program reported primady positive
experiences. The Tai Chi adherers found the class interesting and said that it helped them
concentrate and relax, and for some, feel more agile, improve balance and mobility, or reduce

pain. Several rnentioned a feeling of accomplishment. A few did mention that that they were
concemed about doing the movements incorrectly and aggravating their arthritis or other health
problems. Conversely, the Tai Chi dropouts who were also beginners, did not feel any
differently or achieve the result s t hey had anticipated. The line dancers, meanwhile, generally

had fun and most said they felt energized after their clau. Since several people participated in
both Tai Chi and line dancing, they could compare the two forms of activity. Not surpnsingly,
line dancing was described as much more active, social, and fun; Tai Chi was more relaxing
and rquired more concentration. Both types of exercise were seen as challenging with respect
to leaniing the movement or steps and coordination. A few people, however, commented that

Tai Chi was too slow for them or required too much coordination. As reported in the previous
section, difficulty or fnistration in learning the Tai Chi movements was often reported as a
reason for discontinuing the class.
Most of our sarnple aated that they would, and some said they did, recornmend the Tai
Chi or line dance class to fnends or family. Many of our respondents offered comrnents about
their inanictors, mostly positive, and some offered suggestions for improving the prograrn.
Participant feedback, as well as findings based on prograrn records and the survey data,
constitute the basis for recomrnendations offereû in the next section conceming future
promotion, delivery and evaluation of community Tai Chi and line dancing programs. While
some of the suggestions are specific to these centres, others are more generally applicable.

2.6.6 Suggestions for Programmers and lastructors
Currently, these recreationkeniors' centres are not attracting a high proportion of males
or ethnic minorities to their Tai Chi or line dancing classes. E v ~ n
Tai Chi and line dancing

classes we observed with male instructors did not attract a high percent of male members.
Minority groups may need to be reached through their own cultural centers. A broader issue is
the extent to which older adults in general are aware of these offenngs in their communities.
While the recreation/seniors' centres we examined had brochures or guides describing their
class offenngs, these materials were not distributed, but rather had to be picked up fiom the

centre itself Only the Taoist Tai Chi Societies advertised through local newspapers. The
relative effectiveness of different promotional strategies for cornrnunity exercise classes
targeting older adults warrants empirical examination.
Al1 the centres included in Our study routinely collecteci enrollment and attendance data

for their classes. This data cm be extremely usefùl for tracking patterns over time, including
seasonal variation. By adrninistering a brief background questionnaire to al1 new registrants, as
was done in this study and generally recommended by Myers (1 999). prograrns can develop a
more detailed profile of participants in different types of classes. Funhermore, this information
can be used to compare program adheren and dropouts.

With respect to the delivery of Tai Chi classes, cornmunity centres should consider
offenng beginner classes twice a week, or at least periodic drop-in or make-up classes. The
vast majority of the centres we examined offered Tai Chi classes only once a week. Many of

people in out sample reported hstration in leaming the Tai Chi movements and suggested that
classes be offered twice a week. Li et al. (2001) found that twice a week was sufncient to
increase selfefficacy related to Tai Chi participation. Whde Tai Chi experts recomrnend daiiy

practice. daily classes are not feasible for most community centres nor would busy older adults
likely attend on a daily basis. While we found that not many people were willing to practice on
their own outside class, some did buy books or Mdeos to practice at home, while others
suggeaed that the centres provide handouts or tapes to assist them.
ûther aspects of program delivery also require attention in some of the centres. For
instance, participants cornpiained that some instmctors went t o fast,
~ or they could not see the
instnictor, or were distracted by another class being held in the same room. Instructors need to
be sensitive to the needs of older adults, some of whom are likely to have hearing and vision
problems. Skill-based activities, like Tai Chi and line dancing, require more concentration
than other types of exercise classes, and older participants, particular beginners. may easily
become fnistrated. Asking participants if they would like to repeat sequences and carefully
obsening participants are two methods that instructo~shouid use to hefp Pace their classes.
Strategic positioning to ensure that al1 participants can see the inaructor is very important.

Several centres had a stage that allowed everyone to see the instruaor more easily. Another
method, employed by one of the large line dancing classes we observed, was to arrange the
participants in long rows across the p.
They rotate after each dance so that everyone has the
opportunity to practice in the fiont row. Having multiple demonstrators strategically located

around the room, which was the case in some of the centres, also assins older adults in seeing

and following the movements. Thus, cornmunity prograrns a n leam fiom one another. In
addition, exercise instniaors working with older adults are adviseâ to take specialized training
through courses, such as those offered by the Canadian Centre for Activity and Aging.

Finally, instructon should provide group and individual feedback to motivate
participants. Prograrns, meanwhile, should provide suggestion boxes, periodidy condm

focus groups to obtain in-depth feedback fiom participants, and routinely conduct short

.

telephone interviews with absentees and dropouts as part of the ongoing evaluation of t heir
prograrns (Myers, 1999).

2.6.7 Conclusions
This project represents the fira attempt to profile older adults involved in community
Tai Chi and line dancing programs at muitiple recreationkeniors' centres. We found that older

adults who tend to join Tai Chi or line dancing classes are predominately fernale, healthy, and
active. Although designated as bedmer classes, participants vaned in their level of experience.
Class enrollment and attendance was high, particularly in the fall and winter, while dropout
was relatively low indicating these classes appeal to older adults. Both the survey and
intewiew findings revealed multiple factors related to initial and continued participation.
As more seniors experience this novel fom of exercise, the demand for more fiequent

offerings and more advanced Tai Chi classes rnay increase. Currently, these centres prirnarily
offer an introduction or exposure to Tai Chi, which is important in and of itself Ecclestone et
al. (1998) found that individuals who tried out or participatecl in more than one of the CCAA

programs (either concurrently or sequentially) were significantly more likely to continue
participating at the centre over the long-term. Some of the individuals we inteniewed noted
that they had recently retired and were trying a variety of difEerent exercise programs. The
suwey data also supported the pattern of multiple and concurrent class participation. The
finding that about one-fïfkh of the sample were "relative beginners" (i-e.,took Tai Chi or line
dancing before but not during the previous session) further supports Ecclestone et al.3 (1998)
assertion that it is not uncomrnon for older adults to try out various activities, leave classes for
extendeci periods, and then retum to classes, sometimes a year or more later. We concur with

their caution that we must be "carefiil not to infèr exercise dropout from program dropout". as
well as their conclusion that "restricting ourselves to exarnining single programs, we will miss
the complexity and richness of the older adult expenence with physically active lifestyles"
(Ecclestone et al.. 1998, p. 8 1). More qualitative and longitudinal siudies are needed to
examine older adult experiences with various fonns of exercise. including Tai Chi and line
dancing.
Our findings serve as a basis of cornparison for other programs, evaluation and research
studies. These process evaluation findings were also helpful in interpreting results fiom the
outcome evaluation study, which is the topic of the next chapter. The outcome study. in tum,
allowed us to extend the profile of older adults who enroll in cornrnunity Tai Chi and line
dancing classes to include physical and psychophysical parameters.

Chapter 3 Study Two: Outcome Evaluation
3.1 Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO)(1 997a) has outlined the multiple physical.
psychological, and social benefits of regular exercise and physical activity for older adults,
both imrnediate and long tem. While the cardiorespiratory benefits of aerobic exercise have
received the most research attention to date, strength, balance, and flexibility may be as
important. or more important, for maintaining the functional independence of older adults (Pate
et al., 1995). Psychologicai benefits of exercise participation are also important and may
represent an important reason for adherence to exercise prograrns (McAuley & Rudolph,
1995). Research is beginning to address the multiple and relative benefits of various forms of

exercise for older adults.
A literature search was conducted to locate published research on the physiological and

psychological efiècts of Tai Chi and line dancing (chosen as a cornparison program). Database
(Medline, 1966 to present; SPORTDiscus, 1975 to present; and PsyciNFO. 1987 to present)

and intemet searches yielded a total of 58 articles on Tai Chi. Very linle empirical work was
found on line dancing-- two relevant empirical articles and one abstract.
For the Tai Chi literature, 26 articles provideci descriptive repons of the histoncal and

philosophical origin of Tai Chi, personal testirnoniais, and the proposed benefits of Tai Chi
practice. Thirty-two articles constituted empirical studies; nine studies investigated the
benefits of Tai Chi for young adults, 23 looked at older adults. The young adult samples
ranged in age fiom 20 to 40 years; average sample age was in the mid-30s. The older adult
samples were generdy heahhy community dweiiing residents who ranged in age fiom 40 to
8 1 years; al1 studies in this category reported a mean age of at least 55 years.

The literature

completed on young adults is not included in this review, since the focus of this study is on the
benefits of Tai Chi on older adults. For interested readers, sumaries of the studies with
younger adult sarnples are available in Appendix H.
As previously noted in Chapters One and Two. Tai Chi has been practiced for centuries

in China and it is being increasingly offered at community recreatiodseniors' centres in North
America. Tai Chi is believed to have numerous beneficial effects. both physical and
psychological. To date. however. the endence conceming the benefits of Tai Chi is limited
and inconsistent. The next section summarizes and critiques the eisting empiricd literature

on phvsical outcomes (namely; balance. strength. tlexibility, cardiorespiratory hnctioning, and
rnotor control), and psychoiogical outcomes thought to be influenced by Tai Chi practice. -4
more extensive description of this body of literature can be found in Gavin (1 999). Following
the review of Tai Chi studies. available articles on the impact of line dancing are examinecl and
the similarities between Iine dancing and Tai Chi are discussed. The rationale for the present
outcome study is presented next, followed by a description of the methods, results, and
discussion of the findings.

3.2 Existing Studies on the Impact of Tai Chi
3.2.1 Balance
Age-related changes in the neural, sensory, and musniloskeletal systems can lead to
balance impainnents. "Balance is required for maintaining a position, remaining stable while
moving h m one position to another, performing acts of daily living, and moMng freely in the

community" (Berg, Maki,Williams, Holliday, & Wood-Dauphinee, 1992, p. 1073). Loss of

balance is a fiequent cause of falls and fractures in older adults and can result in severe
physical and psychological trauma (Lumsden, Baccala & Martire, 1998).

One of the most widely touted benefits of Tai Chi for older adults is improved balance.
Tai Chi is thought to improve both static and dynarnic balance and to reduce the incidence of

Falls and fall-related injuries (Kessenich, 1998). Static balance involves the ability to stabilize

a body position without movement, while dyMmic balance involves the ability to maintain
balance when the body or base of support is moving (Yan, 1998). Static balance is observed
dunng the Tai Chi movements that require participants to d u c e their base of support and
stand on one leg. Tai Chi also requires a continuous change in body positioning and shifting
between weight bearing and non-weight bearing movements. These positional changes.
requinng appropriate weight distribution, and weight shifiing fiom one foot to the other may
involve dynamic balance.

3.2.1.1 Tai Chi and Balance Performance
Seven studies (summarized in Appendix 1) were located that examined the effect of Tai

Chi on balance performance (static and/or dynamic) of older adults. Two studies, Tse and
Bailey (1992) and Hong, Li, and Robinson (2000), compared the balance of experienced Tai

Chi practitioners ( 1 to 20 years and an average of 13.2 years of practice, respectively) to nonpractitioners. In Hain et al.'s (1999) study, meanwhile, participants with a rnild balance
disorder completed eight weeks of Tai Chi training. Wolf and colleagues (1997a) randomly
assigned older adults into Tai Chi, balance training, or an educational session for 15 weeks.
Wolfson et al. (1996), meanwhile, utilized Tai Chi as a maimenmce program for three months
after cornplethg balance training, strength training, balance and strength training, or an
eàucatiod session. Participants in Yan's (1998) shidy vohintarily chose to either participate

in a Tai Chi or walkinaogging program for eight weeks. Finally, Schaller's (1996) sample

chose to pariicipate in a Tai Chi class or to continue with their usual activities for 10 weeks
(Schaller, 1996).
Tai Chi practitioners (both experienced and beginners) were generally able to maintain

balance longer than non-participants (Hain, 1999; Hong et al., 2000; Schaller, 1996; Tse &

Bailey. 1992; Yan, 1998). lmprovements were found in static balance during the single leg
stance test when the eyes remained open (Hain, 1999; Schaller, 1996; Tse & Bailey, 1992) and
closed (Hong et al., 2000). No improvement in reach (Hain, 1999) or a platform balance
measure (Wolf et al., 1997a)were found for Tai Chi participants. The balance training group

in Wolf et al.'s ( 1997a) study. however, reporied greater stability compared with the Tai Chi or
education groups. Dynamic balance, exarnined through tandem walking (Tse & Bailey, 1992)
or via a stabilometer (Yan, 1998) revealed positive findings for the Tai Chi groups. Finally,
although balance gains decreased dunng the maintenance phase (practiced Tai Chi once a week

and at home), the improvements for the balance training interventions were still significant at
the nine-month follow-up (Wolfson et al., 1996).
Although the literature generally supports a positive impact of Tai Chi practice on

balance, it is difficult to generdize these study findings to community based programs for a
number of reasons. First, the duration and 6equency of Tai Chi interventions oflen differ fiom
comrnunity programs. Tai Chi programs in community recreation/seniors' centres are typically
offered for 60 minutes, once or twice a week for 8 to 12 weeks. In contrast, Yan's (1998)
subjects practiced for 45 minutes, three times a week for 8 weeks, while the participants in

Wolf et d.'s (1997a) study practiced for 60 minutes, twice a week, for 15 weeks. Only two
-dies

examineci interventions sunilar to programs offered in the cornmunity. Schaller's

(1996) participants practiced for 60 minutes, once a week for 10 weeks, Hain et a1.k (1999)
group for 60 minutes, once a week, for eight weeks. Secondly, the type of Tai Chi exarnined in
research studies often differs fiom community settings. For instance, Hain et al.3 (1999)
sample practiced seven movements from three different Tai Chi styles (Yang,Pa-Kua, and
Wu), Yan's (1 998) group practiced the 24 simpiified form, while the participants in Schaller's
(1996) study practiced Tai Chi Chih. While Tai Chi is often modified in community settings,

the modifications typically involve a mail number of movements from a single f o n (ty~ically

the Yang style) rather than a combination of movements fiom several forms.
Neither short-terni or long-term balance effbcts of Tai Chi have been established
convincingly to date. Tse and Bailey ( 1992) compared the postural control of two groups of 12
Chinese elders (aged 65 to 86) who were either practitioners (1 to 20 years of experience) or
non-practitioners of Tai Chi. The practitioners performed significantly better on single leg
standing with eyes open (but not closed) and heel to toe walking. In contrast to Tse and
Bailey's (1992) findings, Hong, Li, and Robinson (2000) found that the scores of their
experienced Tai Chi Chuan group (average of 132 years of experience) in single leg standing
with eyes closed were higher than that of the sedentary group. This discrepancy may be due to
long-term practice; some participants in the Tse and Bailey's (1992) study had only one year of

Tai Chi experience. As weil, the type of Tai Chi perfonned and the frequency of practice rnay
influence the benefits obtained. Unfortunately, Tse and Bailey ( 1992) did not provide this
information. Finally, although these studies suggest that Tai Chi may irnprove balance,
badine meanires of the experienced groups were not taken before initiating their Tai Chi
program and participation in past or m e n t activities were not controlled for.

3.2.1.2 Fear o f Falling and Balance Confidence
In addition to balance performance. two studies (see Appendix 1) also exarnined
balance confidence or fear of falling (Wolf et al., 1997a; Wolf et ai., 19%). Fear of falling has
been defined as a "low perceived self-efficacy at avoiding falls during essential, nonhazardous
activities of daily living" (Tinetti, Richman. & Powell. 1990, p.239). This heightened mxiety
that one will fall, can result in self-irnposed activity restriction and a loss of independence
(Myers et al., 1996). This fear is prevalent in the older adult population, even arnong seniors
who have not experienced a S ~ ~ O UfallS or resulting injury (Maki, Holliday, & Topper, 1991).
Fear of falling has been assessed by simply asking the person whether or not they are &aid of
falling (Maki et al., 1991). Inquinng into the extent of one's self efficacy or confidence to
maintain balance within a variety of situations, however. rnay be a more accurate way of
operationaiizing fear of falling (Tinetti et al., 1990).
Two studies, using randomized designs, suggea that Tai Chi may prevent falls by
promoting confidence or reducing the feu of fdling in older participants (Wolf et al., 1997a;
Wolf et al.. 1996). The participants within these studies were part of the Frailty and Injuries:
Cooperative Studies of Intervention Techniques (FICSIT) trials and were assigned to Tai Chi.
balance training, or an education group. Wolf et al. (1996) found that the Tai Chi group was
more confident than the eûucation group and reduced their rate of falling by almost 48%. As
noted under balance performance, Wolf et al.3 (1997a) balance training group showed
significantly greater postural stability pon-training; the Tai Chi group however, was more
confident &er training compared to the other interventions. The authors speculated that the
reduced rate of faliing noted in their earlier study (Wolf et al. 19%) rnay have been due to

improved confidence vernis postural stability.

The Falls Efficacy Scale (FES) was used in both snidies to assess balance confidence.
The FES focuses on simple aaivities of daily living (rnostly indoor activities) and has been
criticized as not being sensitive enough to assess loss of balance confidence in higher
fùnctioning seniors (Powell & Myers, 1995). The Activity Specific Balance Confidence
(ABC), described fûrther under the measurement section, includes geater item difficuity and

may more accurately assess balance confidence in healthy, independent, cornrnunity dwelling
older adults (Myers et al., 19%).

3.2.1.3 Summary
The research to date provides preliminary but encouraging findings that Tai Chi may be

effective in improving balance and reducing the risk of falls. It remains uncertain, however,
whether gains in balance are due to an increased sense of confidence, changes in balance
performance, or a combination of both factors. Although a number of studies have found that

Tai Chi may improve both aatic and dynamic balance, this work has often examined different
forms of Tai Chi,practiced at a greater fkequency and duration compared to cornmunity based
programs. Variability in balance assessment, fiom the popular single leg stance to sophisticated
platforni measures, also exists. F ~ h eprospective
r
studies are needed to assess balance
perfomance and balance confidence of Tai Chi participants in real community prograrns.

3.2.2 Muscular Strengtb
Muscular strength and endurance have been reported to decrease with advancing age.
Strength increases throughout childhood and adolescence, peaks during the rnid-twenties,
slowly declines until age 50, and then declines more quickly in the later yean oflife (Wolfson
et al., 1993). Declines in muscle strength in older persom may compromix functional tasks

such as carrying groceries or climbing stain. The decluie in m d a r strength, however, is not

inevitable. Research has shown t hat resistance-training programs can increase the strength and
functional ability of older adults (Judge, Lindsey, Undenvood, & Winsemius, 1993). Research
into less expensive community based exercise initiatives, such as Tai Chi,is needed. Tai Chi
has the potential to impact both muscle strength and endurance since various types of
contractions are incorporated into the movements. These concepts are explained below.
Muxular strength is the amount of force that a muscle or muscle group can exen
against resistance, while muscular endurance is the ability to apply a force repeatedly or to
sustain a contraction for a certain length of tirne (Hockey, 1993). Three types of muscle
contractions exist: isometnc, isotonic, and isokinetic. Dunng an isometric contraction, no
movement takes place at the joint since the force exened by the muscle is equal to or less than
the resistance (Hockey, 1993). Movement occurs at the joint during an isotonic contraction
since the force generated by the muscles is greater than the resistance; resulting in a shortening
or lengthening of the muscles. The strength of the muscle varies at different angles and the
speed of the movement can influence the difficulty of the task. Finally, an isokinetic
contraction is a type of isotonic contraction. During an isokinetic contraction the speed of the
motion is controlled so that resistance is varied to match the foice applied to the muscles. At
the points at which muscular force and mechanicd advantage are greatest, the resistance will
aiso be greatest, resulting in constant speed. This provides maximum resistance throughout the

range of motion (Hockey, 1993).

3.2.2.1

Tai Chi and Muscular Strength

Only four nudies to date (described in Appendix J) have specifically examineci the

impact of Tai Chi on strength. Wolfson et al. (1996) randody assigned participants into one

of four groups: balance training, strength training, balance and strength training, or education,

Wolf et al. (1996), meanwhile, randomly assigned older adults into Tai Chi,balance training,

or an educationd session. Lan et al .'s ( 1998) sarnple voluntarily chose to either participate in a

Tai Chi training program or to serve as a sedentary cornparison group. Finally, in the
Kirsteins, Dietz, and Hwang (1991) study, patients with rheumatoid arthntis were assigned to
participate in either a Tai Chi program or were asked to continue with their usual activities.
The findings fiom these four studies were mixed. Two of these studies did not find
significant changes in the contractions of the knee. hip, ankle (Wolf et al., 1996). or handgrip
strength following 10 weeks (Kirsteins et al., 1991) and 15 weeks (Wolf et al., 1996) of Tai
Chi practice. One study reporteci an increase in both knee exte.ision and flexion following 12
months of Tai Chi training (Lmet al.. 1998);while another found that Tai Chi maintained the
strength gains for three rnonths following a strength training intervention (Wolfson et al.,
19963.
It is difficuit to draw conclusions as the four studies used different Tai Chi

protocols/interventionsand measured different types of muscular contractions, at different
sites. As the authors themselves note. 10 to 15 weeks of Tai Chi may not have been sufficient

to improve strength (Wolf et al., 19%). Two of these studies assessed handgrip strength using

a hand dynamometer (Kirsteins et al.. 1991;Wolf et al.. 1996). Given that Tai Chi does not
focus on strengthening the upper extremities, it is not surprising that handgrip strength did not
chanse. Variations in measurement tools are descnied below.
The isokinetic strength of the knee @an et ai., 1998), hip and ankle (Wolfson et al.,
1996) was measured with an isokinetic dynamometer. This device is a sophisticated piece of

equipment that allows the subject to apply maximum resiaance throughout the speded range

of motion. The dynamometer is set at a speed similar to that of the contraction p e r f o d

during the exercise (Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology (CSEP), 1995). Althou* this
technique has a high degree of reliability, there are arguments against its use. The chef
amongst them is the fact that acceleration and changes in joint velocities are a feature of
virtuaily al1 spons, includig Tai Chi. Thus, the sport specific movements may not be
accurately assessed. The cost of isokinetic dynamometers is dso high and they are not readily
portable or practical for a field setting.
Wolf et al. (1996) assessed isometric contractions of the hip, knee, and ankle using a
Lafayette muscle tester, which measures the amount of force (during a maximal voluntary
contraction) exerted against an imrnovable object (Clarkson & Gilewich, 1989). The use of
belt-resiaed iesting methods may be more appropriate for field testing (ponability and low
coa). and especially when assessing older subjects oesrosiers, Prince, Rockett, & Raiche,

199th). Belt-resisted methods reduce or eliminate possible discornfort since the belt, which is
fixed to a stable structure, applies the isometnc resistance opposed to resistance being applied
by the examiner. The participant has total control over the force exerted and can adjust if pain

occurs (Desrosiers et al., l998a). Older subjects reponedly prefer the belt resisted method over
the examiner-resisted method, felt more stable while pedorming the contraction, and were
willing to attempt a stronger contraction (Krarner, Vat, & Vandervoot , 199 1).

3.2.2.2

Summary

Two studies to date indicate that long-tem participation ( 12 months) in Tai Chi may be
effective in improving the lower body strength of older participants ( L m et al., 1998), and
maintaining strength gains (Wolfson et al., 1996). The two studies, with durations comparable
to community prograrns (10 weeks in Kirsteins et al.. 1991; 15 weeks in Wolf et al., 1%),
not find improvements in hand grip strength or isometric contractions of the hip, knee, or

did

d e . Since Tai Chi movements are not designed to strengthen the upper extremities, it is not
surprising that studies have not found changes in handgrip strength (Kirsteins et al., 1991;
Wolf et al., 1996). Clearly, more research is required in this area. Future research should use
masures of muscle strength that closely match the specîficity of Tai Chi training and are
appropriate and cornfortable for older participants.

3.2.3 Flexibiliîy
Flexibility may be one of the most important, but oflen neglected, outcomes of physical
activity for older adults. Flexibility is defined as 'the capacity of a joint to move 6eely
through a full range of motion without undue arain"(Hockey, 1993, p. 15) and is essential for

many everyday tasks. Flexibility is site specific; good range of motion at one joint does not
reflect the flexibility of other bodily joints (Hockey, 1993; OWrien-Cousins & Home, 1999).
While flexibility has been found to decrease with age, this is more likely the result of reduced
physical activity than aging per se (O'Brien-Cousins & Home, 1999). Regular participation in
activities that move a joint through its full range of motion can help to increase and maintain
tlexibility (Hockey. 1993). The emphasis on stretching dunng Tai Chi is believed to improve
the flexibility of many bodily joints (Yan, 1995).

3.2.3.1 Tai Chi and Flexibility
To date, the effect of Tai Chi on the flexibility of older adults has been examined in
seven studies (refer to Appendix K). Four of these studies used an experimental design; three
randomly assigned participants into a Tai Chi or control group (Chen & Sun, 1997; Lan et al.,
1998; Sun, Dosch, Gilmore. Pembeton, & Semeth, 1996), while Wolf et al. (1996) randomly

assigned older adults into balance training, Tai Chi, or an education program. ScMler's
( 1996) sample voluntady chose to participate in Tai Chi or to serve as a cornparison group.

Finaily, the studies by Lan et al. (1996) and Hong, Li, and Robinson (2000) involved static
group cornparisons of experienced Tai Chi practitioners with sedentary controls. The five
interventions for new participants ranged from 10 weeks to 12 months in duration. The
experienced practitionen in Lan et al.%snidy reponed 1 1

years of experience, while

Hong, Li, and Robinson's (2000) group reported 1 3 . 2 3 . 7 years of practice.
Experienced practitioners and beginnen who completed a Tai Chi program generally
had greater flexibility scores in comparison to non-participants (Chen & Sun, 1997; Hong et
al., 1000; Lan et al., 1998; Lan et al., 1996; Sun et al., 1996; Wolf et al., 1996). Improvements

in tlexibility were reported for the thoracicAumbar spine (Lan et al., 1998), shouider and knee
(Sun et al., 1996) and the lower extremities (specific joints were not specified) (Wolf et al.,
1996). Inconsistent findings were reported for trunk and hamstring flexibility (Chen & Sun,
1997: Hong et al., 2000; Schaller, 1996; Sun et al., 1996). This variability may be due to the

method of assessrnent (sit and reach test venus goniorneter) or to a self-selection bias. As
noted, the panicipantç in Schaller's study (1996) self-selected into either a Tai Chi or a
comparison group (asked to continue with their current level of activity). Baseline data
revealed that although their comparison group was more active than the Tai Chi group, no
difference in trunk and hamstring flexibility was found.
In the six studies to date, flexibility has been meanired in several ways, including: (1)

the sit and reach test to assess trunk and hamnring flexibility; (2) electronic, digital
inclinometers to measure the flexion of the thoracicilumbar spine; and (3) goniometers to
assess trunk, knee, and shoulder flexibility. The sit and reach test is a simple measure of trunk
flexibility (frequently used in large-sale surveys) which provides more reproducible data than
simple goniometer measurements (Shephard, Bemdge, & Montelpare, 1990). The goniometer

(essentially a protractor with two long arms) must be p l a d on the centre of the joint being
measured and the a m aligneci with the involved limbs. The angle of the joint is then recorded

(CSEP,1995). The reliability and validity of goniometry has been challenged due the
difficulty in locating the tme joint centre and aligning the arms properly dong the bones of the
limbs. As weli, the goniorneter is uniikely to detect srnall changes in flexibility (HubleyKozey, 1991). When used correctly, the inclinometer may provide a more accurate assessment
of flexibility. Some inciinometers use either fluid or gravity to assess joint angles; others are
electronic. inclinometers elimuiate the difficulty of aligning the long m s of the protractor
type goniometers. This hand-held instrument is placed on the joint to be measured and a
reading obtained (CSEP,1995).
3.212 Summary

Although there is some evidence to suggest that expenenced Tai Chi practitioners have
greater flexibility and that older adults cm improve their flexibility through Tai Chi training,
funher research is necessary to examine the impact of different foms of Tai Chi on the
flexibility of various joints. Studies to date vary in terms of both the fkquency and duration of
the intervention, as well as the methods (sites examined and instruments used). Joint
specificity, related to the exercise in question is a critical issue when examining flexibility as

an outcome measure. Future research needs to vene existing findings and extend the
examination of flexibility to other areas of the body, specifically the joints that move through
their fiil1 range of motion during Tai Chi practice.

3.2.1 Cardiorespiratory Functioning
Research has demonstrated that regular participation in vigorous aerobic type exetcise
(even when started in later life), can be beneficial in slowing the decline of the

cardiorespiratory system (O'Brien-Cousins & Home, 1999). Cardiorespuatory fitness, which
involves the ability of the cardiovascular and respiratory systerns to take in and deliver oxygm
utilized by the working muscles (CSEP,1999, can reduce the iisk of cardiovascular disease
and hcrease the efficiency of everyday tasks (such as climbing stairs or cleaning the house)
(Hockey, 1993). Many well-known aerobic exercises such as jogging, swimming, and cycling
are believed to be the exercises of choice to improve the cardiorespiratory system.
Perhaps surprisingly, it is also believed that Tai Chi (considered a low intensity fom of
exercise) may have cardiorespiratory benefits. The steady, rhythmicd, large muscle
movements of Tai Chi are thought to develop the cardiorespiratory system when the set is
perfonned in a 'low' position (knees bent as much as possible) and when practitioners maintain

a constant muscular tension or contraction throughout the sequence of movements (Jin, 1989).
The 'low' position is most characteristic of the Chen Style (refer back to Table 1.1) while ail
Tai Chi fonns encourage muscular control throughout the set. Some researchers have argued,

however, that months, if not years, of practice may be required before the proper technique is
developed and cardiorespiratory gains are achieved (Alder, 1983; Wolf et al., 199%).
3.2.4.1 Tai Chi and Cardiorespiratory Functioning

Thineen studies to date (summarized in Appendix L) have addressed the
cardiorespiratory benefits of Tai Chi and/or questioned whether the exercise intensity of Tai
Chi is high enough to elicit a beneficial effect. Four studies assessed the cardiorespiratocy

tiinctioning of experienced Tai Chi practitioners and found superior functioning (Hong et al.,
2000; Lai et al., 1993; Lan et al., 1996). or a slower cardiorespiratory decline (Lai et al., 1995)

compared to sedentary groups. The nine prospective studies assessing pre-post changes for
beginning participants, meanwhile, had mixed results. Five studies found significant gains

(Brown et al., 1995; Lan et ai., 1998; Lan et al., 1999; Sun et al., 1996; Young et al., 1999).
two reporteci no change (Chen & Sun, 1997), and three found a dechne in cardiorespiratory

functioning (Sun et ai., 1996; Wolf et ai., 1996; Young et al., 1999). Variability in methods of
assessrnent (maximaltests versus changes in heart rate or blood pressure), duration of the
exercise intervention (fiom 10 weeks to 12 months), and type of Tai Chi (Yang style versus Tai
Chi Chuan, versus. 'a Tai Chi type activity') may explain the mixed results.

There is controversy in the literature conceming whether Tai Chi is intense enough to
produce wdiorespiratory benefits. Exercise intensity refers to how vigorous an exercise must
be in order to contribute towards cardiorespiratory fitness (Hockey, 1993). Due to the slow,
smooth, and relaving rnovements practiced during the Tai Chi set, this form of exercise is
usually considered as low intensity. Many practitioners claim, however, that the intensity of
Tai Chi is actually much greater given the semi-squatting postures and the various concentnc
and eccentric rnuscular contractions (Lai et ai., 1995). To address this issue, the exercise

intensity of Tai Chi was assessed by monitoring the heart rate of experienced Tai Chi
practitioners during completion of the Yang form of Tai Chi (Lai et ai., 1995; Lai et al., 1993;

Lan et al., 1996). Since hean rate increases in proponion to the intensity of exercise, it is
considered to be the universal and standard method of detennining exercise intensity (CSEP,
1995). The hem rates of study participants performing the classical Yang style often exceeded

70% of their maximal hean rate (Lai et al., 1993; Lan et al., 1996). These results support the
daim that Tai Chi should be considered to be a moderaie intensity activity, equivalent to

walking at a rate of about six kilometers per hour (Schneider & Leung, 1991). Therefore, this
exercise should be sufficient to elicit cardiorespiratory gains in the older population or in
individuals with a relatively iow VOz max (Lai et al., 1993).

3.2.4.2

Summary

The majority of studies indicate that Tai Chi training rnay have cardiorespiratory
benefits for older practitioners, both experienced and beginners. Additionai research, however,
is needed to funher substantiate these findings. The incremental benefits of Tai Chi should be
examined to determine the course of such Unprovements (since some researchers have argwd
that it rnay take years of practice to achieve cardiorespiratory gains (Alder, 1983; Wolf et al.,
1997b). As noted, the exercise intensity of the popular Yang style rnay be appropriate to

improve the cardiorespiratory functioning of older adults and those with a low VO2 rnax. Some
forms of Tai Chi rnay not be equivalent to the classical Yang style since they rnay consist of
fewer postures or exclude the strenuous movements emphasized in this form. Other foms of

Tai Chi, such as the Chen style, which is characterked by its low position, rnay provide
additional benefits not achieved by the Yang style. Funher work is needed to examine the
comparative and incremental cardiorespiratory benefits of different forms of Tai Chi.

3.2.5 Motor Control
As noted by Yan ( 1999), cooking, dining, dressing, and driving are examples of daily

activities that require normal hand and arm movements. The movements of older adults have
been reponed to be slower and less smooth than younger adults (Yan, Thomas, Stelmach, &
Thomas. 1997) and force vanability has been found to increase as individuals' age (Yan,
1999). These changes can affect the reaching, grasping, and handling of objects commonly a

pan of everyday life. While laboratory motor task training has been shown to reduce force
variability meen, Yue, & Enoka, 1994), little is known about effects of real life physical
activities for maintaining or improving motor control.

3.2.5.1 Tai Chi and Motor Control

Only two studies to date (descnbeû in Appendix M) have examineci the effect of Tai
Chi on aspects of motor control. Yan (1 998, 1999) investigated the effect of the 24-simplifed
form of Tai Chi on the arm movement performance (Yan, 1998) and force (Yan, 1999) of a
group of nursing home residents. Participants chose to engage for eight weeks in one of two
types of exercise programs: Tai Chi or walking/jogging. Speed and smoothness in a rapid
airning task (both linear and curvilinear aiming) was used to determine pre-post changes in
motor control. These two studies showed that Tai Chi practice significantly reduced arm
movement jerk (Yan, 1998) and force variability when perfomiing the cuMlinear arm
performance (YW 1999) to a greater extent than the walkingljogging program. Since Tai Chi
is characterized as a slow moving exercise, it is not surprising thai no changes in arm
movement speed were observed (Yan, 1998). Two characteristics of Tai Chi are thought to
explain its beneficial effect on motor control. First, Tai Chi involves a variety of linear and
curvilinear a m movements. Secondly, remembering and perfomiing the slow, smooth, and
graceful movement patterns and sequencing requires a high degree of mental concentration
(Cerrato, 1999; Levandoski & Leyshon, 1990).
3.2.5.2 Summary

Overall, the effect of Tai Chi on motor control is encouraging. The two studies to date
in this area suggest that nursing home residents may improve their movement force and

accuracy from participating in three sessions (45 minutes in length) of Tai Chi a week for eight
weeks. Additionai research is needed to vene these findings and extend the investigation.
Future work should include different populations (Le., healthy, cornrnunity dwelling older

adults) and various fonns of Tai Chi (other than the 24 simplified form practiced in this work)
practiced at a ûequency and duration ot?en found in commwiity settings.

3.2.6 Psychological Outcornes
In addition to physical benefits, regular physical activity is widely believed to promote
psychological well-being. Although the fmdings have been rnixed for older adults (O'BrienCousins & Home, 1999), exercise has been associateci with improving psychological health
(Spirduso, 1995). As mentioned, the WHO (1997b)guidelines for promoting physid activity
among older persons suggest that regular physical activity may help to avoid, minimite, andfor
reverse the psychological decline that often accompanies advancing age. More imrnediate
psychological benefits are thought to include relaxation, reduction in stress and anxiety, and
enhanced mood state. Long-term benefits are thought to include improvlng ones' general wellbeing, mental state and cognition, and the ability to iearn new skills (WHO,1997b).
3.2.6.1 Tai Chi and Psychological Well-being

While most exercise prograrns ernphasize physical benefits first and foremost, Tai Chi
clearly has both a mind and body focus. Tai Chi combines deep diaphragmatic breathing and
relaxation with slow, gentle movements. Tai Chi is ofien referred to as a form of moving
meditation since the mind must focus on the specific movement patterns throughout the set
(Levandoski & Leyshon. 1990). Regular participation in Tai Chi is popularly believed to
evoke improvements in relaxation, concentration, and creativity while releasing emotional
tension, anxiety, and reducing mental confusion (Alder, 1983; Koh, 1 98 1).
Seven studies to date (summarized in Appendix Nj have examineci various
psychological outcomes in relation to Tai Chi participation (Brown et al., 1995; Chen & Sun,
1997; Kutner et al., 1997; Li et al., 200 1; Schaller. 1996; Sun et al., 1996; Wolf et al., 1996).

AU of these studies utiüzed a randomized, pre-pst design; a few wnducted follow-up
assessments. A wide range of psychological variables were assesseci including: mood (Brown
et al., 1995; Schaller, 1996); anxiety (Chen & Sun, 1997); stress (Sun et al., 1996); selfefficacy (Li et al., 2001); self-esteem (Brown et al., 1995; Kutner et al., 1997); perceived health
status (Kutner et al., 1997; Schaller, 19%); and depression (Wolf et al., 1996). A few found
positive changes in stress (Sun et al., 1996), self-efficacy (Li et al., 2001), and mood (Brown et
al., 1995), but most reported no change.

The different training protocols (type of Tai Chi, fiquency, and duration) may help to
explain the findings. For example, Schaller (1996) found no Merence in the mood of study
participants practicing the 20 movements of Tai Chi Chih for 60 minutes, once a week, for 10
weeks. Meanwhile, Brown et d.3 (1995) study participants reported a signtficant improvement

in mood d e r practicing a 'Tai Chi type activity' for 45 minutes, three times a week for 16
weeks. It is also interesting to note that those complethg the simplified Tai Chi Chuan fom

for 60 minutes, &ce a week showed no change at posttest (&er 16 weeks) in anxiety, but
improved at the nine month follow-up. This group was asked to continue to practice their Tai

Chi at home, received phone calls to venQ cornpliance and monthly booster training to assist
with remembering the sequence. Finally, it is not surprising that the positive changes in self-

efficacy in Li et al.'s (2001) Tai Chi group were associated with higher attendance.
In the literature on the psychological benefits of exercise for older aduits, method

variance is viewed as a primary concem. A review by McAuley and Rudolph ( 1995) found
that over 85 different psychological tools had been used by various researchers. McAuley and
Rudolph (1995) fùnher argued that the majority of psychological scales were not designed for

the exercise experience and healthy older adults will not show change on measures (such as
depression and anxiety) developed for clinical populations.
Kutner et al. (1997) completed the only qualitative study in this area to date, although
many examples of anecdotal reports and personal testirnonids are available regarding the

psychological benefits of Tai Chi by instniaors and practitioners. A structured interview was
conducted with study participants (Tai Chi group, balance training, and education group) at a
four-month follow-up. Unfonunately, only the b i n q (yes or no) responses from the six
questions were reponed, losing the valuable qualitative information that could have been
reported. Nonetheless, the Tai Chi group was significantly more iikely than the education
group to report that participation in the Tai Chi program had a noticeable effect on their life,
affected their activities of daily living, and changed their normal physical activity. The Tai Chi
and baiance training groups also reported an increase in self-confidence.
3.2.6.2

Summay

Overall conclusions regarding this body of evidence are impossible given the method
variance in the studies to date. Studies that investigate the frequency, duration, and type of Tai
Chi practice in relation to psychological outcornes are needed. Future research needs to

examine community-based Tai Chi programs using measures that are relevant to healthy adults
and specific to the exercise experience (one such tool, the Vitality Plus Scale, is described in

section 3 - 6 . 4 3-4). Qualitative methods (such as the i n t e ~ e w conducted
s
in the current
process evaluation) are also needed to learn about older adults' experiences with Tai Chi.

3.2.7 Overall Summary and Conclusions
Tai Chi appean to be increasingly popular in Nonh Amenca. Many recreation and
seniors' centres are offering such classes, ofien in modifed form, specifically for older adults.

As the popularity of this form of exercise increases?so should the research in this area. Studies

conducted to date have, for the most part, provided encouraging findings. Some research has
found improvements in static and dynamic balance, balance corfidence, lower body strength,
flexibility, cardiorespiratory fiinctioning, motor control, as well as psychological outcomes.
But the findings have k e n mixed. In any case, it is dificult to draw conclusions due to the
iimited number of studies, and equally important, due to the method variance (forni, duration,

and frequency of Tai Chi, as well as the measures used to assess the various outcomes) across
studies. Within the body of Tai Chi literature, some studies used no intervention control or
comparison groups, others compared experienceâ practitioners to non practitioners, involved
residents of nursing homes, or individuals treating or recovering from a health impairment (i.e.

arthriti s, myocardial infraction).
The potential benefits or outcomes of Tai Chi practice requires hnher exploration,
particularly evaluation studies examining the beneîïts of real-world prograrns. Five studies to
date (Channer et ai., 1996; Hain, 1999; Kirsteins et al., 1991; Schaller, 1996; Young et al.,
1999) examined interventions sirnilar to those offered in the community (60 minutes, once or

twice a week, for 8 to 12 weeks). Participants leamed various foms of Tai Chi, both original
and modified versions. In addition to examining the outcomes or benefits that can be
reasooably expected from participation in real-world prograrns, it is aiso important to profile
older adults who voluntarily choose to enroil in such programs. Baseline scores on balance,
confidence, arength, flexibility, and psychological well-being may already be high in such
individuals given the findings of our process evaluation. As detailed in Chapter Two, older
adults who come to community recreation/senior centre programs tend to be quite active and
healthy. F i y ?the comparative benefits of Tai Chi relative to other exercise programs

should be examined. The next section reviews the available literature on the outcornes ofline
dancing which was used as a cornpuison program in the present outcome study.

3.3 Existing Studies on the Impact of Line Dancing
The rationale for selecting line dancing as a cornparison program for the present snidy

is descnbed in the next section (3.1). This section summarizes the eisiing empirical findings
in this area of exercise programming. Although many articles on the benefits of aerobic dance
are available, little empirical work exists concerning other dance classes for older adults-only
two studies were found on tap and country line dancing respectively. This section will provide
a brief description of the proposed benefits of dancing, review the two empincal studies
published in this area. and describe the comparability of line dancing and Tai Chi.

3.3.1 Potential Benefits of Dance
Dance is considered one of the oldest forms of creative huma. expression (Picard,
1993) and has been used for t herapeutic, educational, and recreational purposes. Dance

therapy attempts to promote the release of emotions and assia in the redevelopment of the
personal self (Boyle, 1994). Educationally, dance is believed to contribute to fitness, skiil
development. and creative abilities (Hanstein, 1990; Howe, 1990; Lapointe-Crump, 1990;
Nichols, 1990; Schmitz, 1990). Dance has also been viewed as a recreational pursuit, people
may join recreational dance classes for various reasons including: enjoyment, stress reduction,

to leam a new skill. for the social experience, or the physical benefits (Hanna, 1995).
Many cornmunity-based dance clubs and recreational facilities offer various forms of
dance instruction to people of al1 ages. Most seniors' centres aiso offer dance classes (both
individual and partner dances) as pan of their recreational programrning. For instance, some of

the dance classes offered to older adults at the recreation/seniors' centres in the Hamilton
region include: line, ballroom belly, Latin, tap, jazz, square dancing, and clogging.
Dancing is believed to offer multiple physical and psychological benefits (BetrymanMiller, 1986). The physical benefits of dance are believed to include improvements in muscle
tone, flexibility, mobility, coordination, reaction t h e , balance, weight control and body image

(Hanna, 1995; Milhan-Pruett, 1983). Psychologically, dance can stimulate creative t hought
and cognitive processes (through leaming squences of dance steps), and enhance seif-esteem
(Bevan-Miller, 1986). The benefits of dancing, however, may Vary according to the type of
dance, level of difficulty, characteristics of the person involved, and whether the dance is solo
or with a partner (Hanna. 1995).
Two articles were located that examined tap (Noble & Howley, 1979) and country line
dancing (Overend, 1999). Nobel and Howley (1979) measured the energy requirement of
selected tap dance routines in both beginner and intermediate dancers (aged 17 to 26 years) and
found that the energy requirement was similar between the routines and between the dancen.
Overend (1999). rneanwhile, examined whether country line dancing is a valid alternative to
waiking as a fom of low impact exercise for older women. Participants (aged 7W6 years)
were asked to cornpiete a I 2-minute waik test and a 60-minute country line dancing class. A
representative 12-minute penod of country line dancing, extrac~edfrom the 60-minute
perfomance. was used for cornparison with the walk test. Average (73.6% and 74 % of

predicted heart rate m a x ) and peak (7% and 83% h a r t rate max) hart rates, as well as rating
of perceived exenion, were similar for the walking and dancing groups. This finding suggests
that country line dancing is a vaiid aiternative fom of low impact aerobic exercise for older
women (Overend, 1999).

3.3.2 Similarities between Liae Dancing and Tai Chi
Pnor to descnbing the sUmilarities between line dancing and Tai Chi, the distinction
between country western line dancing and general line dancing (the focus of this study) should
be clarïfied. While many of the seps performed in both styles of line dancing are similar (such

as the 'grape vine' or 'kick bal1 chah'), country western line dancing involves greater
movement of the hips, tapping of the heels, and stomping of the feet. The music also differs
for the two styles: country western music is used for the former, while show tunes and big band
music (such as 'New York New York' or 'Puttin on the Ritz'), are typically used for the latter
type of classes (Seager, personal communication, January, 2000).

Line dancing shares many similarities with Tai Chi. Both are instnicted in a group
setting and do not require a panner (unlike many other types of dancing). Participants are
required to lem and practice a sequence of movements or seps in both types of activity.

Both activities can be performed with little equipment and in a variety of locations. There
are hundreds of different line dances as there are many different forms of Tai Chi that have
evolved over the years. The contrasts are also important. Tai Chi emphasizes slow movements
in a meditative mode, usually performed without music (or with sofi music such as classical or

sofi nature sounds). Line dancing is a rhythmical sequence of steps performed at various paces
and incorporating different types of movements. The dances are performed to music of an up-

beat nature While Tai Chi can be perfonned individually or in a group setting, line dancing is
typically practiced in a group setting (although the group is not needed to cornplete the dance).

3.3.3 Summary
While dancing is believed to have multiple physical and psychoIogicaI benefits, there

has been linle empiricai evidence to support these claims. Only two empirical studies (one

with young tap dancers; and one with older wornen involved in a country h e dancing
prograrn) were located in the published literature. It is important to examine the outcornes or
benefits that can be reasonably expected from participation in community dance prograrns and
whether the benefits are comparable to other exercise program. More direct cornparisons of
the relative benefits of various forms of exercise for older adults are needed. It is also worth
examining the profile of older adults who are attracted to different types of exercise programs,
for example, who tends to join Tai Chi versus he dancing classes.

3.4 Rationale for the Study Two
As previously noted, both Tai Chi and line dancing are becoming increasingly popular

recreational activities in Noah Amerka. Many recreatiodseniors' centres now routinely offer

Tai Chi and line dancing classes as part of their regular programming. Taoist Tai Chi
Societies, rneanwhile, exist across the country. Although researchers have begun to hvestigate
the benefits of Tai Chi, no empincal studies currently exist for line dancing. Most of the
research to date on Tai Chi has been conducted under controlled conditions in which Tai Chi is
practiced at a greater frequency and duration than is the case for community based programs.
These exercise training studies show what can be achieved under ideal conditions but not under
representative conditions. It is important to examine the outcornes or benefits that can be
reasonably expected h m participation in comrnunity Tai Chi and iine dancing prograrns and
w het her

such benefits are comparable.
While Study One, the process evduation, provided demographic information on who

cornes to cornmunity Tai Chi prograrns, as well as patterns of attendance and adherence, a
complete profile should dso include physical and psychologicai status. tt seems possible
(from the process evaluation) that older adults who enroll in comrnunity Tai Chi (or line

dancing) classes may be younger, more robust individuals who are already quite physically
active. Programs are lkely to be relatively beneficial for some participants more than others,
based on frequency and duration of participation, as weli as basehie levels of physical and
psychological functioning (Myers, 1999). This study will provide a more complete profile of
older adults who chose to enroll in community Tai Chi versus line dancing programs, as weli

as a comparison of the relative benefits denved from participation. These results will not only
contribute to the scholarly literature In the exercise field, but may assist planners in marketing

and promoting such programs.

3.5 Outcome Evaluation Questions
As previous described, an outcome evaluation Uivestigates the outcornes or impacts of a

given program (both positively and negatively) on participants, as well as the types of
pariicipants who tend to benefit the most. The primary aim of this outcorne study was to
examine the benefits of community Tai Chi programs. The specific questions were:
What is the physical and psychological profile of older adults who enroll in Tai Chi
programs and is the profile similar for persons who enroll in line dancing classes and nonexercise classes?
What benefits can reasonably be expected fiom a single session (10 weeks) of a b e g i ~ e r
community Tai Chi program and are the benefits comparable for line dancing?
How does the physical and psychophysical profile of experienced Tai Chi participants'
compare to the physical and psychophysical profile of community Tai Chi participants afler
a single session ( 10 weeks)?
The rationale for including comparison samples of 'non-exercise' classes and

experienced Tai Chi practitioners is provided in the subsequent section on study design. The
rationale for comparing Tai Chi and line dancing classes has already been outlined in the
previous section. While the battery of rneasures is fully described in d o n 3.6.4 Data

Collection, a brief overview of the outcomes or benefits of interest in this evaluation snidy is
warranted. As can be seen h m the study questions above, baseline values on these measures

were used to profile enrollees in Tai Chi and line dancing classes, while change on these
measures were used to examine resulting benefits from participation.
The outcomes or potential benefits under investigation consisted of:balance, balance
confidence, strength, flexibility, ami psychophysical weil-king. A cardiovascuiar assessment
was also considered but was not included in this study for a number of reasons. First, the

components of balance, strength, flexibility, and psychological well-king have not received as
much attention as cardiorespiratory functioning. Second, the medical advisor of the Taoist Tai
Chi Society expressed a concem that the members should not be overburdened with too many
measures. Since, balance, flexibility, and strength may be as important or even more important
for maintaining the functional independence of older adults (Pate et al., 1995), the evaluator

felt that they should remain the focus of the midy. Finally, the present evaiuation was
restricted to measurement tools that were portable and easily administered in the field. Since
many cardiorespiratory measures require technical or specialized equipment or rigorous

protocols, the evaluator did not feel that they were appropriate for the settings where testing
was conducted. The physical and psychological battery of measures is fully described in

section 3.6.3Data Collection.

3.6 Methods
This section will begin by describing the outcome study design, followed by the study
setting and procedures for both site and participant recruitment. Data collection procedures
and protocols are presented next, foUowed by the results of pilot testing, and a description of
data management and analyses.

3.6.1 Design
The outcome evaluation began in September 2000 (Fall programming session) and was
completed in March 200 1. The outcome study consisted of a pretest versus posttest, quasiexperimental comparison group.
Originally, we had planned to compare three groups: (1) new participants enrolled in
modified or short-fom begmer Tai Chi classes at community recreation/seniors' centres; (2)
new participants enrolled in begimer line dancing classes at the same centres; and (3) new
participants enrolled in the beginner classes at the Taoist Tai Chi Societies (long fom; 108
rnovements). It was recommended by the advisory cornmittee (during the dissertation
proposal), that the third group from the Taoist Tai Chi Society should consist of expenenced
(rather than new) participants, given that the literature suggests that continued practice of Tai

Chi over a long term may be necessary to attain substantial balance gains and improvements in
other areas. Assessing this group of expenenced practitioners at one point in time allowed us
to compare their scores on the primary measures to the posttest scores (after a single session)
of the new Tai Chi participants in the community prograrns. The downside is that we were

r
Tai Chi classes.
unable to obtain a physical profile of new participants in the b e g i ~ e Taoist
It was further suggested that a non-exercise group of older adults who participate in
other activities at the same recreation/seniors' centres be included. Inclusion of this nonertercise comparison group allowed us to compare the physical and psychological functioning
profiles of the various groups, as well as to ascettain stability over time in scores on the
outcome measures (with no exercise intervention taking place in the intenm). Thus, the final
four study groups (al1 aged 55+) for the outcome study consisted of

(1) uew pa~icipantsin begimer Tai Chi classes at recreation/smiors' centres;

(2) new participants in beginner line dancing classes at recreationlseniors' centres;
(3) non-exercise cornparison group fiom the recreation/seniors' centres; and
(4) expenenced participants from the Taoin Tai Chi Society classes.

The first three groups were assessed at badine (at the ztart of the Fa11 session) and
upon completion of the prograrnming session (after 10 weeks). The expenenced Taoist Tai
Chi group was assessed at one point in time; upon completion of the recreatiodsenior centre

posttest assessments. .4 deiailed description of the recruitment process, procedures, and
measurements is provided in the following sections.

3.6.2 Recmitment of Sites
The same seniors' centres and Taoist Tai Chi Societies described in Chapter Two
(section 2.4.1 Recruitment of Sites) were approached to participate in the outcome study.
Unfortunately, the beginner Tai Chi classes at Huntington Park Recreation Centre, Ottawa
Street YWCA Seniors' Centre, and Rockway Seniors' Centre were cancelled in the Fall
session due to low enrollment. The Burlington Seniors' Centre (noi included in the Winter,
Spring, or S u m e r sessions of study one) was added to increase the sample sized for the Tai

Chi and line dancing programs. A total of eight sites. consisting of six Tai Chi, four line
dancing, founeen non-exercise classes, and five Taoist Tai Chi ongoing/transitional classes,
participated in the outcome evaluation. The classes were located at the following sites:
a) begimer Tai Chi classes at two seniors' centres in Hamilton: Sackville-Hill Seniors' Centre
(two classes), and Hamilton Seniors' Centre; and one in Burlington: Burlington Senior's
Centre;
b) beginner Tai Chi classes at two recreation/seniors' centres in K-W: Breithaupt Cornrnunity
Centre, and the Wing 404 Rotary Adult Club;

c) beginner line dancing classes at three centres in Hamilton: Sackville-Hill Seniors' Centre,
Hamilton Seniors' Centre, and the Ottawa Street YWCA Seniors' Centre and one in
Burlington: Burlington Senior's Centre;
d) non-rxercise groups or classes (Le. cards, crafts, bingo, and pool) at three seniors' centres
in Hamilton: Sackville Seniors' Centre, Ottawa Street YWCA Seniors' Centre, and
Hamilton Senior's Centre and one in Burlington: Burlington Seniors' Centre

e) experienced Taoist Tai Chi Society participants at two locations in Hamilton: the Hamilton
Mountain and the downtown Hamilton branches. A sufficient sarnple size was recruited
fiom these locations so the branches in K-W and Stoney Creek were not approached.
As in the process evaluation study, written permission was obtained from the program

directors of al1 participating recreation/seniors' centres, as well as from the Medical Advisor of
the Taoist Tai Chi Society of Canada. Permission was also secured from the Hamilton branch
council of the Taoist Tai Chi Society for the outcome study. Ethical approval was obtained
from the University of Waterloo Office of Research Ethics prior to recruitment. Details
concerning participant recruitment at each of the sites are described in the next section.

3.6.3 Participant Recniitment
Volunteers were recruited from the Tai Chi and line-dancing programs at the
designated centres in the Hamilton, Burlington, and K-Wregions. Originally, we had hoped to
recmit volunteers dunng the registration penod, which takes place one to two weeks before
classes begin. The program managers, however, felt that recniitrnent should take place dunng
the scheduled classes themselves, since the registration period is hectic and potential volunteers

may be missed. Accordingly, the evaluator attended the first scheduled Tai Chi and line
dancing classes of the FalV?000 session, to describe the study and solicit potentid volunteers.
A standard recruitrnent script and screening protocol was used for this purpose (see Appendix

O). Study eligibility for the Tai Chi and line dancing participants at the recreationfsenion'
centres consisted of:

a) age (must be 55 years of age or older);
b) no previous experience or have not participated in Tai Chi (or line dancing) in the past 12

mont hs and;
c) were not enroliing in any new exercise classes during the current programming session.
The Tai Chi and line dancing participants were recruited based on their registration into
the 'begimer level' exercise classes offered during the Fall programming session. Both
'complete beginners' (those who have never taken a Tai Chi or line dancing class) and 'relative
begimers' (those who have previously taken a Tai Chi or line dancing class. but not in the
previous year) were invitai to participate. The rationale for inchiding the relative begi~ers
was to increase sample size. As we discovered during the process evaluation (Winter and
Spnng sessions) those in the 'beginner' classes were not necessarily totally new to the exercise.

Unfonunately, no studies have been conduaed to date documenting the length of time in which
benefits from either Tai Chi or line dancing are maintained following cessation of the exercise.
Twelve months of self-reponed non-participation seemed to be a relatively safe criteria for
inclusion of the "relative begimer" group.
When examining the benefits of specific types of physicai activity, concurrent
participation in other types of physical activity constitutes a threat to internai validity. From
the process evaluaiion, we ieamed that many participants were involved in other foms of

physical activity, either structured classes (42%) or informal exercise pursusts (82%).
Exciuding such individuais would have extremely limited our sample size. Most irnponantly,
such a sample would not be representative of individuals who actually enroll in community Tai
Chi and line dancing programs. Accordingly, for the purposes of this study, we asked for

volunteers who were not beginning any new exercise classes over the study period (but they

certainly could be continuing with other classes or physical activities). A total of 30 Tai Chi

participants and 28 line dancen were eligible to participate in the study.
Dunng the second and third week of classes (week one and part of week two were
needed to recruit and assess the Tai Chi and i i idancing participants), the non-exercise group
was recniited fiom a variety of car& craft, bingo, and pool groups offered at the Hamilton and
Burlington recreationlseniors' centres. The evaluator approached 14 classes and using a
standard recniitment script and screening protocol (see Appendix P) obtained 16 eligible
volunteers. Study eligibility critena for the non-exercise group consisted of
(a) age (must be 55 years of age or older);
(b) not currently enrolled in a formal exercise class (at the current centre or elsewhere); and
(c) had not participated in a formal exercise program over the past 12 months.
As cm been seen in Table 3.1, over half (FU, 60%) of Our 'non-exercise' volunteers

did not meet Our study eligibility, and therefore, were not included in this study. Although al1
class participants were over 55 years of age, this group was either enrolled in an exercise class
or had participated in an exercise program (ofien at their centre) in the past year. Out of 40
volunteers fiom non-exercise classes, 16 were eligible and agreed to participate in this study.
Recmitment and assessrnent of the experienced Taoist Tai Chi participants took place
fiom January through March 200 1 at two Taoist Tai Chi Society branches in Hamilton-the

Hamilton Mountain and the Downtown Hamilton locations. At five ongoing/transitional
classes (participants sometimes attend more than one of these classes) the evaluator read the
pre-arranged recniitment script and screening protocol (refer to Appendix Q). Study eligibility

for the experienced Taoist group consisted of:
a) age (must be 55 years of age or older); and

b) participating in an ongoing/transitional class at the Taoist Tai Chi Society.
Out of the 22 individuais who were recmited dunng the class sessions, 20 scheduled an
assessrnent appointment.
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3.6.4 Data Collection
3.6.4.1 Study Timeline

Data coUection took place during the FaW2000 programming session for the
recreationlseniors' centres and from January througb March 2001 for the Taoist Tai Chi group.
As displayed in Figure3.1, the recreation/senior centre participants were asked to complete the

assessment battery twice (at pre and posttest), while the experienced Taoist Tai Chi
participants were assesseci only once.
Figure 3.1: Study Timeline
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As described under Participant Recmitment, the Tai Chi and line dancing participants at

the recreatiodsenior centres were recruited and tested during the first and second week of
classes. The second and third weeks of the Fa11 programming session were needed to recruit
and assess the non-exercise group. The evaluator had prearranged with the participating

recreation/seniors' facilities, dates and times when testing could take place on site. Participants
could sign-up (during recmitment) for an assessment time that was convenient for them.

The volunteers from the recreatiodsenior centres then participated in their IO-week
program. In Study One (the process evaluation), the Tai Chi program were offered f?om 8 to

12 weeks at the various recreation,seniors' centres (refer to TaMe 2.1). Due to low enrollment
in the Fall session, the recreation/seniors' centres offering the eight and twelve week sessions

were cancelled; thus only prograrns offered for 60 minutes, once a week for 10 weeks were
included in the outcome evaluation study.
The evaluator attended the last Tai Chi,line dance, and non-exercise classes (week 10)
of the Fdl session to schedule an appointment for the pomest assessment. The Tai Chi and
line dancing participants were assesseci during weeks 10 and 1 1, while the non-exercise groups
were assessed during weeks 1 1 and 12. The non-exercise groups were delayeâ until weeks I I
and 12 to ensure that 10 weeks had passed from their original assessment.

The experienced group of Taoist Tai Chi Society participants were recruited and tested
in late January through early March 2001. Testing muid not be completed at the same time as
the recreatiodsenior centre assessments since additionai permission had to be obtained fiom

the Taoist Tai Chi Society - Hamilton Branch council. Udike the recreation/seniors' centres,
the Taoist Tai Chi Society locations are only open dunng scheduled classes. Thus, dl
assessments were individually scheduled with each volunteer and completed either
immediately before or dunng their class time (assessrnents were not cornpleted afier class due
to the possibility of fatigue). Al1 facilities had suitable rwms for the assessment.

3.6.4.2 Procedures
3.6.4.2. l Baseline Assessments

At the time of recruitment, each eligible Tai Chi, line dance, and non-exercise

participant (refer to Table 3.1 for a summq of volunteen and eligibility by class) who
volunteered to participate were provideci with an idionnation letter and two consent fonns (see
Appendix R for exercise groupq and Appendix S for non-exercise group). Separate

permission was secured for study participation and permission to arrange the pst-test
assessment. For those who did not want to d e a cornmitment at that time, a consent fom
(shown in Appendùc T) sdiciting permission to contact the volunteer to arrange an assessment
appointment was completed.
Volunteers fiom the Taoist Tai Chi Societies were aiso provided with an information
letter and consent form (see Appendix ü). This group was also asked to complete a consent
form for follow-up contact (refer to Appendix T)in order to obtain their narne, telephone
number and a convenient time to schedule an assessment appointment. As described under the
Timeline section, the Taoist Tai Chi Society locations are only qpen dunng scheduled classes;

al1 assessments were individually scheduled with the volunteers and completed either
imrnediatdy before or dunng class time.
At the time of recmitment, volunteers from the recreation/senior centres were also

invited to sign up for a pre-arranged testing date (within the next week) at their centre and
&en a reminder notice (refer to Appendix V). Volunteers were given a package contai~ng

four self-report questionnaires, (1) the background survey; (2) the Vitality Plus Scale (VPS);
(3) the Activity Specific Balance Confidence Scale (ABC); and, (4) the CHAMPS Physical

Activity Questionnaire. Each of these tools are described under the Instrument section 3.6.4.3. Each participant was asked to complete the consent forms and the four questionnaires

at home and return them to the evaluator at their scheduled pretest date. The Taoist volunteers
were also given the package containing the four self-repott questionnaires. The questionnaires
were identical to those given to the recreationfseniorcentre participants, except for some slight
modifications to the background survey (described in the next section).

Volunteers from the recreation/seniors' centres retumed to their participating facilty
within three weeks of program start-up (Tai Chi and line dance-s were recruited and tested

dunng weeks one and two; the non-exercise groups during weeks two and three). The onetime assessments of the experienced Taoist Tai Chi volunteers were arrangeci around their class
schedules. Upon arriving at the testing session, participants were asked for their consent forms
and four self-report questionnaires. The evaluator asked the volunteer if they had any
difficulty completing the survey package and answered any questions or concems the
participants rnay have had. A sumrnary of the assessrnent battery is illustrated in Table 3.2,
details on each tool are provided in the next section (Instruments).
Table 3.2: Assesment Battery for the Outcome Study

Background Survey*

Basic
Assessrnent

CHAMPS

Height
Weight
Body Mass Index (BMI) calculated from
heiaht and weiaht scores
Single leg Stance Time
Tandem Walk
MuIti-Directional Reach Test
Mavimal Step Length
Sit and Reach
Shouldcr Extension and Flexion
M e Dorsi and Plantartlexion
Knee Extension
AnMe Dorsi and Plantarflexion
Back Extension
--

ABC

Balance

VPS
Posttest Survey*

Strength

-.

The recreorion seniors ' centre p c i p a n t s completed rhis battery îwice (ut pre and posttest) while the
experienced Tuoisr Tai Chi parricipanrs were assessud once.
*Al1 measures condircted ar borh pre and posrtesr excepr for the background suniey (preresr onlv) and
posrrest survey (posttesr onlv)

The evaluator was trained by an expen cornmittee member on how to administer each

and M N ) to assist
of the assessments; the evaluator then trained two research assistants (K.P.
with the height, weight, and balance assessments. When possible, two participants were

scheduled to complete the assessment at a time. Two stations were set up: station #1 consisted
of the height, weight, and balance assessments, while the strength and flexibility assessments
comprised station #2. The evaluator and the research assistant (K.P.
or M.W.) each manned a

station (one assessor at each station). Participants were first instnicted and show what was
involved in each assessment and advised that they could decline any assessment if they felt
uncornfortable. When the participants had completed their station, they would change stations
and complete the rernainder of the battery. Refieshments were available before, during, and
after testing. At the end of the session, the Tai Chi and Iine dancing participants were given a
practice log (refer to Appendk W) and show how to complete this log (which asked people to
indicate whether or not they attended their scheduled class each week, as well as to record al1
practice sessions in ternis of day and number of minutes).
3.6.4.2.2

Posttest Assessrnent

The evaluator attended the 1st class of the Fa11 session to distribute the questionnaire
package and to schedule an appointment for the post-assessrnent (with ail participants who
provided baseline data). Tai Chi and line dancing participants were also reminded to retum
their practice logs at their scheduled assessment. Individuals absent from this class were
contacted by telephone to schedule an appointment. These individuals were provided with
their surveys at the post assessment and had the option of either completing them at that time
or taking them home and returning them to the centre in the next few days.
At the posttest appointment. the self-report questionnaires were collected and

participants completed the assessment battery summarized in Table 3 2. Participants were
again instructed on how to perform each of the tests and advised that they may decline any

assessrnent if they felt uncornfortable. Upon completion, each participant was provided with a
letter of appreciation (see Appendix X).
3.6.4.3

Instruments

AI1 measures chosen for the study had to be faible to administer in a field setthg and
relevant to Tai Chi. As previously argued, training specificity is important. Another criteria
for measurement selection was an appropriate level of difficulty, as this is a highly functioning
group of seniors. Pilot teaing, described under section 3.6.5,helpeâ to determine both the
appropriateness and difficulty level of the measures, as well as the feasibility and time for
administration. Each instrument and protocol selected for this study are descnbed below.
3.6.4.3.1 Background Survey
A background survey (see Appendix E) was used to profile study participants and be

able to relate client characteristics to improvements in physical and psychophysical outcomes.
The background survey (for the recreation/senior centre volunteen) was identical to Study One
(the Process Evaluation) described in Chapter Two, with the addition of one question: "Are
there any daily activities that you would like to do but are not currently doing". This question
was intended to assess whether participants were transfemng the skills learned in Tai Chi (or

line dancing) to t heir activities of daily living.
The background survey was also modified for the experienced Taoist Tai Chi

panicipants (see Appendix Y for this version). For instance, we asked this group when they
first joined the Society, when they moved from the b e g i ~ e to
r the transition class, how ofien
they attended, and the amount they practiced outside class.

3.6.4.3.2

Levd of Physicd Activity

Baseline level of phyucal advity is a cntical factor to consider in any outcome
evaiuation of physical activity programs (Myers, 1999) in order to profile the sample and assist
in interpretation of the findings. Participants who are less physically active at the outset rnay
be expected to improve more as a result of Tai Chi (or line dancing) participation than those

who are more active to begin with.
Several tools were considered for assessing overall level of physicai activity. TudorLocke and Myers (200 1) recommend the use of pedometers as a direct m u r e of physical
activity for individuals who are typically sedentary. Although pedometers cannot capture
participation in al1 activities (i.e. swimrning), they are ideal for measunng intermittent activity
behaviors (namely walking) that are often missed by self-repon maures. Pedometers are also
easy to administer and score, are relatively inexpensive, and acceptable to participants (Tudor-

Locke & Myers, 2001). A number of factors, however, influenced our decision not to use
pedometers in this study. First, data collection took place over a relatively short time period,
which would require a large number of pedometers. In addition, subjects would need to Wear
the pedometers (sealed for blinding purposes) for a three-day period at both pre and posnea to
determine average number of steps per day. Given the cost and subject demand, we decided
not to use pedometers to assess the level of physical activity of our sample.
Numerous standardized self-repon masures are available for detemining level of
physical activity For instance, more than 30 such instruments .ire contained in a special
supplement of the Arnerican College of Spons Medicine (ACSM) journal (Kriska &
Casperson, 1997). Initially, the Bouchard Three-Day Physical Activity Record (Bouchard et
al., 1983) and the Physical Activity S d e for the Elderly (PASE) (Washbum, Smith, Jette, &

Janney, 1993) were considered. The Bouchard Three-Day Physicai Aaivity Record, however,
is very time consuming to complete. Participants are asked to record their activity evay 15
minutes for three consecutive days In addition, this tool was developed for a younger population.
The PASE, while developed for older adults, has an expensive user fee, is Iimited to activities
over the past week, and excludes moderate htensity activities, such as walkllig to do emmds.
We decided to use questions on the background survey and the CHAMPS (Community
Healthy Activities Model Program for Seniors) Questionnaire for older adults (refer to
Appendix 2)to mess the level of physical activity in the present study. Developed by Stewart
and colleagues (200 1) for community dwelling older adults, the self-report CHAMPS

questionnaire inquires into the past four weeks of daily and recreational physical aaivity.
Standardireci sconng protocols permit the calculation of several variables, including: caloric
expenditure per week and Frequency per week in al1 physical activities and activities of a
moderate intensity (MET value >3 .O). During its construction, the test's developers considered
several conceptual and methodological issues conceming measuring level of physical activity
in older adults. Such issues included: inclusion of appropriate types and amounts of activities,

designing questions and methods to facilitate accurate reponing, minimizing socidy desirable
reponing, and enhancing sensitivity to change (Stewart et al., 2001). This instrument was
found to be reliable, have high construct validity, to be sensitive to change, and dixriminated

well between sedentary, low active, and active older adult groups (Stewart et al., 2001).
3.6.4.3.3 Balance Confidence

The Activiiies-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) Scale (Powell & Myers, 1995) was
chosen to assess balance confidence (refer to Appendix AA). Prior research, using the Falls
Efficacy Scale ( E S ) , found participants who completed a Tai Chi program had higher

confidence (Wolfet ai., 1996). Both the FES and the ABC are modeleâ after Bandura's selfefficacy framework (Bandura, 1982) and operationalize fear of falling as a continuum of
balance confidence (Myers, Fletcher, Myen, & Sherk, 1998). The ABC, however, is
considered a more appropriate twl in higher fwictioning older adults given greater
itedsituation difficulty (Myers et ai., 1998; Myers et ai., 1996; Powell & Myers, 1995). The
ABC sale has high interna1 wnsistency (Cronbach's alpha was .96) and test-retest reliability
(-92). Strong convergent and criterion validity have been reported for the scaie, as well as the

ability to distinguish between fallers and non-fallen and low venus high mobility groups
(Powell & Myers, 1995). This psychological indicator of balance confidence also corresponds
with balance performance measures of average walking speed and static posturography of

anterior-posterior and medial-lateral sway (Myers et al., 1996).

The rating format for the 16-item ABC scale ranges f?om O O ?or no confidence to 100%
or complete confidence. Low mobility groups (such as home care or day care users) have b e n
found to have the lowest ABC scores (mean score of 36%), while active, comrnunity dwelling
seniors, with no chronic health conditions scored above 9û% (Myers et al., 1998). For this
outcome evaluation, study participants completed the ABC at both badine and program
completion. While we expected the present sample to score high on this measure, the ABC
was usehl to ver@ balance confidence and to assess the maintenance of balance confidence

over the study penod (MedeIl& Alexander, 2000; Myen et ai., 1998).
3.6.4.3.4

Psychophysical WeU-being

Psychophysical well-being was assessed with the Vitaiity Plus Scale (VPS). More than
85 different psychological scales that have been used in exercise -dies

(McAuley & Rudolph,

1995) to assess overall heaith, well-being, and quality of Me, however these measures failed to

capture the perceived heaith benefits attributed to exercise participation. The VPS was chosen
over more global measures, such as selfeteem or Life satisfaftion, and measures that may not
be appropriate for psychologically healthy older adults, such as anxiety or depression.

The VPS was specifically designed for older adults to measure psychophysical benefits

specific to the exercise experience such as energy level, sleep quality, and appetite (Myen et
al., 1999). The VPS was developed in collaboration with regularly exercising older adults and
their instniaors and displays good psychometnc propenies. The VPS shows good intemal
consiaency (0.8 1) and test-retest reliability (interclass correlation coefficient of 0.87). The

VPS has been related to subscales of the SF-36 and two physicd measures of functional
mobility (Timed Up and Go (TUG) and fast-paced walk speed). The developers reported
prelirninary evidence that VPS scores rnay be responsive to change in individuals (with low to
moderate scores prior to participation) participating in a variety of exercise prograrns,
including Tai Chi (Myers et al., 1999).
The VPS sale and instructions for scoring are shown in Appendix BB. This 10-item,
self-report scaie takes only a few minutes to complete. Each item is scored 60m 1 to 5 based
on the respondents' rating. The total summary score cm range fiom 10 to 50,with a higher
score indicating greater well-being. Similar to the ABC scale, the VPS was used to assess and
verify psychophysical well-being as this sample was expected to score high on the VPS scale.
3.6.4.3.5 Posttcst Questionnaire

A brief (9-item) posttest questionnaire was also developed, modeled after Myer's
( 1999) prototype. Appendix CC contains the posttest survey for the Tai Chi participants; a

modified version ~bstitutedline dancing for Tai Chi. The follow up survey was specially
designed for this midy and was used to examine the participants' general impressions of the

class and to ask whether any new physical activities or exercise classes were hitiated during
the study period.
Attendancc Rccordiag

3.6.4.3.6

As described in Chapter Two (section 2.4.3.4 ), al1 classes involved in this project
routinely collected individual attendance data for their classes. While most of the centres
provide instmctors with a list of registrants for each session, a few use daily sign-in sheets to
monitor attendance. Similar to Study One, the evaluator obtained a copy of the attendance
form (preferable) or a verbal account (total number of classes and pattern of attendance for
each study participant), from the instructor or program director. Individual attendance rates
were tracked during the outcome study period to relate extent of improvement concerning the
various outcome measures to rate of participation.
3.6.4.3.7

Practicc Logs

A practice log was used to track the study participants' Tai Chi or line-dancing practice,

both at the centre and at home. The Taoist Tai Chi participants did not receive a log since they
were assessed only once. As explained earlier, their participation rate was solicited on their
background survey. The practice log consists of a calendar with each day of the week for the
10-week duration of the program. Appendix W provides an example of the log that was

distributed to the Tai Chi participants. The practice log was included for two reasons. First, the
log was used to cross-check with the attendance sheets; inaructors sometimes forget to fil1 in
the attendance record or the record may be lost. Second, the logs were used to determine total

rate of participation (class and home practice). Participants wh3 practice consistently at home
rnay expenence greater benefits than those who just attend their scheduled classes.

3.6.4.4 Physical Battery
3.6.4.4.1 Basic Pbysicd Assessrnent

Height and weight were assessed following the Canadian Physical Activity and Fitness

Appraisal protocol (CSEP,1996). The protocol for height and weight assessrnent is described

in Appendk DD. Height and weight are basic physical meauires that are comonly assessed
during physiological assessments and take less than five minutes to complete. These valws are
also used to calculate body mass index (BM1) (weight in kgfheight in meters') and used to
describe the sample in the present study.
3.6.4.4.2

Balance A bility

The balance assessments for this outcome study included: ( 1) Single Leg Stance Time

(SLST); (2) Tandem Walk; (3) Multi-Directional Reach Test (MDRT); and (4) the Maximal
Step Length Test. Additional measures were piloted (refer to section 3.6.5)-however, these
four assessments were chosen to represent static and dynamic balance, limits of stability, and
the protective balance response. While each is briefly described below, the complete testing
protocol is available in Appendix DD.
Single-Leg Stance 7ïme ( U T )

The SLST, a measure of static balance, has been used extensively in studies of balance
and exercise with older adults (Bohannon, Larkin, Cook, Gear, & Singer. 1984; Judge et al.,
1993; Topp. Mikesky, Wiggleswonh, Holt, & Edwards, 1993), including Tai Chi participants

(Schaller, 1996; Tse & Bailey, 1992; Wolfson et al., 1996). Some have argued that the SLST

may be too easy for healthy seniors (Duncan, Weiner, Chandler, & Studenski, 1990). Othen,
meanwhile, argue that it is a reliable measure for older adults (Judge et al., 1993) and a good
single clinical marker to predict who is more likely to fa11 and who rnay benefit From an

intervention (Vellas et al., 1997). Interna1 consistency reliability coefficients of .85 to .95 have
been reported for the SLST (Rikli & Edwards, 1991).
During the SLST assessment, the participant was asked to choose a leg to stand on
(whichever they felt the most cornfortable with), and balance on one leg for as long as possible
(to a maximum of 60 seconds). The length of time the participant was able to stand was
recorded. A stopwatch was used io record the duration of standing (in seconds). Three trials
with the 'eyes open' were completed, with the maximal tirne king used in the analysis. Less
than five minutes was needed to complete this test. Timed double stance was not assessed
since double stance postures are not challenging to healthy older persons and would not be
expected to improve. As well, SLST with the 'eyes closed' was not measured since both Tai
Chi and line dancing are practiced with the eyes open (Schaller, 1996; Tse & Bailey, 1992).

Tandem Walk
The Tandem Walk is an assessment of dynamic balance, which is easy to adrninister in
a field setting. This protocol is suitable for this investigation since Tai Chi movements reduce
the base of suppon by drawing the feet close together to perform small steps, poses, or to
change direction. The Tandem Walk test has been used in one previous study involving Tai
Chi practitioners (Tse & Bailey, 1992). In this study, experienced Tai Chi practitioners were

able to pe~orma greater number of heel-to-toe steps (to a mêuirnum of 15 steps) along a
straight line than non-practitioners.
For the Tandem Walk, participants were asked to stand heel to toe with his/her
preferred foot position for placement of the fiont and back foot. Persons were asked to walk
heel to toe along a 10-foot line (approxirnately 15 steps cm be completed in this distance) as
quickiy as they cm and without a misstep. A misstep occurred when the participant fded to

walk dong the line or to follow a heel-to-toe pattern. The number of missteps and the walk
tirne were recorded and averaged over three trials. Less than five minutes was needed to
complete this test.
Mufti-Directionai Reach T'est (MDRV
While highly sophisticated balance measures (such as balance platforms and force

plates) are used in laboratory settings, researchers have also developed balance assessrnents
that are more clinically feasible. One such measure is the Functional Reach test which assesses
"the maximal distance one cm reach fonvard beyond ann's length while maintainhg a fixed
base of support and in a standing position" (Weiner, Bongiomi, Studenski. Duncan, &

Kochersberger, 1993, p. 796). This test has been shown to have good psychometric properties,
discriminative and predictive capabilities, and to correlate with walking speed, instrumental
activities of daily living, single leg stance, and tandem walking (Duncan et ai., 1990; Weiner,
Duncan, Chandler, & Studenski, 1992a; Weiner, Duncan, Chandler, & Studenski, 1992b).
An adaptation of the Functional Rach is the more recent Multi-Directional Reach Test

(MDRT). In contrast to the Functional Reach, which ody measures the ability to lean in the

forward direction, the MDRT examines the limits of stability in ail directions (Newton, 200 1).
This test measures the distance in inches to reach fonvard, lean backward, reach to the nght
and to the lefi without taking a sep (Newton, 1997) and is thought to be more challenging for
participants than the Funaional Reach since no wail is available to provide perceived secunty
(Newton, 200 1). While both the Functional Reach and MDRT measures are intended for use
with older adult populations and in community settings, the MDRT considered a highly
suitable measure for the present study as several Tai Chi movements require reaching or
leaning foward, backward, to the sides, as well as upwards.

To assess the reiiability and validity of the MDRT,Newton (2001) administered the

MDRT,Berg Balance Test, and Tirned Up and Go Test (TUG) to 254 wmmunitydweliing
older adults. The interclass correlation coefficient (ICC)was used to estimate test-retest
reliability. The ICC was 0.94 for forward reach and 0.09for the backward lean and sideways
reaches (indicating that a practice effect may occur for the later directions, however, effect
sizes were small). Cronbach's alpha indicated good interna1 consistency (0.84); coefficients
between 0.80 to 0.90 are very good. As expected, scores on the MDRT correlatecl positively
with scores on the Berg Balance Test and inversely with the TUG. Newton (200 l), however,
suggests that the signifiant but low correlation between the three tools may indicate that they
measure sirnilar but unique aspects of balance but more than one assessment of balance may be
needed to obtain a comprehensive assessment of balance abilities. Finally, activity level
contributed significantly to the scores in the Fonvard, nght, and left directions (Newton, 200 1).
For the MDRT protocol, an apparatus was constructed

- a yardstick, mounted on a

tripod at shoulder height (refer to Appendix DD for a picture of the apparatus). Assessrnent of

fonvard reach, backward lean, and reach to the right and lefi sides was performed in a standard
order following Newton's (1997) protocol. Upward reach was added to the MDRT protocol

for this study since as prenously noted. this movement is relevant to Tai Chi. Participants
were asked to complete three trials in each of the five directions, the average of the three trials
(in inches) was used in the analysis (refer to Appendix DD for a full description of the testing
protocol). This test required about five minutes to complete.

.Mizximal Step Length (MSL)
Medell and Alexander (2000) argue that both corrective and protective aspects of
balance be addressed when assessing balance maintenance and fall risk. Assessments of the

corrective responses, sirnilar to that of static balance, "involve either the ability to stay within
one's base of support with minimal movement or the ability to move rnaximally without taking
a step" (Medell & Alexander, 2000, p.3). When corrective responses are hfficient,
protective responses occur. Protective responses require aiterations in the base of suppori;
typically a stepping response is the transition when static balance is no longer sufficient. To
prevent a fall, the stepping response involves shifhg support from both feet to one foot,
moving the centre of mass outside the initial base of support, and creating a new suppori
position (Patia et al., 1993). The MSL test was included in this study since Tai Chi practice
comrnonly requires participants to take steps or lunge in different directions and retum to the
staning position. This training may be sufficient to improve the protective balance response.
Researchers corn the Mobility Research Centre from the University of Michigan
recently developed the Maximal Step Length (MSL)test as a rneasure of protective balance.

"Maximum Step Length" is defined as the ability to step maximally with one leg while keeping
the other (base) leg on the floor and then return to the initiai position in one step" (Medell,
unpublished, excerpt From Protocol for Testing). Refer to Appendix DD for a diagram
displaying foot positioning. Preliminary psychometric evidence, including within-week
reliability (0.87-0.90)has been collected on the MSL (Medell & Alexander, 2000).

The MSL of each participant was performed in the fiont, side, and back directions. A
Full description of the testing protocol is available in Appendix DD. As suggested by the test's

developers (Medell & Alexander, 2000) each of the aep directions was tested five times and
measured in inches; the average score was used in the analysis. Approximately ten minutes
was needed to complete this test.

3.6.4.4.3

Strength M u s u m

For the present study, we decided to meanire the strength of knee extension, ankle
dorsinexion, and back extension. Assessments of the lower extremities (knee and ankle) were
chosen since it is believed that Tai Chi movements may be sutncient to increase strength of the
lower extremities (Jacobsen et al., 1997). Tai Chi practice requires participants to lifi and
support their own weight, as weU as to SMtheir weight fiom one leg to the other; Tai Chi
movements are not designed to strengthen the upper extremities. The arength of the back,
meanwhile, cm provide an indication of posture for older adults; age-related strength loss in
the spine can result in kyphosis (Mine & Lauder, 1974). The specific poses and postures that

are practiced and maintained during Tai Chi,may intluence back strength and ones' posture.
Past research has assessed the lower extremity strength of Tai Chi participants using an
isokinetic dynamometer (mi&

results) (Lan et ai., 1998; Wolfson et al.. 19%) and a muscle

tester (no change in strength) (Wolfet ai., 1996). A Microfet oynamometer, using the beltresisted method, however, was used to assess isometric strength (no movement takes place at
the joint since the force exerted by the muscle is equal to or less than the resistance (Hockey,
1993))of the knee and ankie in this outwme study. As previously discussed (section 3.2.2.1)

the belt-resisted method requires the use of a dynamometer and a nylon belt; thus it po~able
and easy to use at various recreationlsenior centre locations. The nylon belt is fixed to an

imrnovable object and positioned around the joint to be assessed. The participant, who has
complete control over the amount of force exerted. performs a maximal voluntary contraction
against the resistance of the belt (Desrosiers et al., 1998b). The dynamometer records the peak
(highest) force over a six-second maximal voluntary contraction; the amount of strength
applied against the instrument is displayed in Newtons (Desrosiers et al., 1998b).

For the assessment of knee extension, participants were asked to sit on a chair (with
m)and their feet Bat on the floor. Using a goniometer, their knee joint was positioned at

40' and the dynamometer placed above the d

e (on the s h ) (Desrosiers et al., 1998a). The

4OQanglewas chosen for this study based on relevance to daily activities. For example, when
nsing fiom a chair, participants may use the arms of the chair for assistance, however, they wiil
reach 3 point (at appkniately 409 where their knee strength is required to bring them
completely upright. Mer determining the angle of the knee, the nylon belt was secured around

a wooden board, slated for the purpose of this test. The participant was asked: "try to
straighten the knee and push as hard as you can, until 1 say stop". Participants held the position
for six seconds and received 60 seconds of rest between each of the three trials
Participants remained seated in the same chair for the assessment of ankle dorsiflexion.
With their foot resting codonable on the ground and their knee at a 90" angle (positioned with
the goniometer), the dynamometer was aligned with the third toe and placed on the dorsal

surface of the foot (Desrosiers et al.. 1998a). The belt was wrapped snuggly around the

dynamometer and secured by the board. Participants were asked to raise their foot, while
keeping their heel on the ground. Approxirnately 60 seconds of rest was provided between the
three trials and the average of three trials was used in the analysis (less than I O minutes was
needed to complete the strength assessment).
Back strength was also assessed in this outcome study. The Flexicun-ewas considered

to assess spinal curvature and posture, however, the scores would not be expected to change in
the limited time of this study (Lazowski, personal communication, April24, 2000). Therefore,
back strength was assessed by measuring the range of motion of the Iower back and then
manuaiiy grading muscle strength to determine the grade of back strength. The conventional

method for assessing and grading muscle strength, as described by Clarkson and Gilewïch
(1989) and Clarkson (ZOO), was foiiowed. This method, as further described and pictured in

Appendix DD, is basecl on three factors: evidence of a contraction, the use of gravity as a
resistance, and the amount of manual resistance applied (Daniels & Worthingham, 1986). The
grade of strength can range fiom 1 (trace of contraction) to 5 (full range of motion with
maximal resistance). A description of each grade in the Conventional Grading system is
provided in Appendix EE.
3.6.4.4.4

Fiesibility

Flexibility of the lower back and hamstrings, shoulders, and ankles were assessed.
These sites were chosen for two rasons. First, range of motion is highly specific to individual
joints; the flexibility of one joint cannot predict the range of motion of other joints in the same
person (CSEP,1995). Therefore, a flexibility assessrnent should include a variety of joints.
Secondly, the movements of Tai Chi encourage the participants to move many of their bodily
joints through their full range of motion. While flexibility of the lower back and hamstrings
bave been examined in previous Tai Chi studies (mked results), flexibility of the shoulders and

ankles have not received as much attention. Various am positions and movements (&en

through the full range of motion) are performed in Tai Chi. Thus, it is surprising that shoulder
flexibility was assessed in only one previous Tai Chi intenrention (Sun et al., 1996). Although

an improvement in shoulder flexibility was reported, the type of shoulder flexibility (i.e.,
flexion or extension) was not mentioned. Past research with Tai Chi has not examined
flexibility of the ankle. This is surprising since plantarflexion and ciorsiflexion of the ankle are
common foot movements performed during Tai Chi. Participants are often required to raise
their toes off the floor, pivot their foot, and position their foot on the ground at a different

angle. Ankle flexibility may be improved by this repositionhg. The flexibility of lower back
and hamstnngs were assessed using the Sit and Reach Test,while a Flexometer was used in the
assessment of shoulder and ankle flexibility. The complete protocols for each of these tests is
provided in Appendix DD; a briefdescription of each test follows.
Sit and Reach Test

The Sit and Reach test has long been a popular objective field test ofstatic flexibility, is
a standard part of CSEP's protocol, and has been used in previous Tai Chi studies. This test
provides a simple mesure of fiexibility of the lower back and hamstring muscles (Wells &
Dillon, 1952). Test-retest reliability of .83 and interclass reliabilities of -98and .99 have been
reponed with older adults (aged 45-75 years) (Shephard et al., 1990).
During the sit and reach assessment, the participant was instructed to sit on the floor,

without shoes, l g s extended, and feet approximately ten centimeters (cm) apan and heel flush
against the flertometer (borrowed from the Canadian Centre for Activity and Ageing (CCAA)

in London). Keeping the knees fully extended, arms evenly stretched, and palms down,
participants were instructed to bend and reach, without jerking, as far forward as possible. The
maximum flexion must be held for about two seconds. Participants were advised that lowenng
the head would maximize the distance reached. If the knees flexed then the triai was not
counted. Three trials were completed (taking less than five minutes to complete) and recorded
to the nearest O. 5-cm.The maximal reading was used for data analysis (CSEP,1996).

Shoulder and Ankle Heribility
The Leighton Flexometer was used to assess ankle (dorsi and plantarflexion) and

shoulder (extension and flexion) flexibility. This instrument hac received universal acceptance
for range of motion measurement (Maud & Cortez-Cooper, 1995) and remains the protocol of

choice for feasible, accurate, and reliable fiexibility assessments (CSEP,1995). Good testretest reliability has been reported, ranging fkom -89 to -98 (Leighton, 1942). Developed by
Leighton in the early 1%IO'S,the Flexometer consists of a rotating circular dial w k e d off in
degrees of rotation (360");a weighted neeâle is attached to the center of the dia1 so that zero
degrees directly opposes gravit). (Leighton, 1942). To determine range of motion, the
Flexometer is strapped to a landmark and a zero reference point established. The instrument is
zeroed and the dial is locked. The participant slowly moves through their full range of motion
in one direction and the pointer is locked when steady (CSEP,1995).
The protocols for shoulder flexion and extension, dorsi and planiarflexion of the ankle
are descnbed in the CSEP's - Certified Fitness Appraiser Manual (1995) (refer to Appendix
DD). Each assessment was completed three times (the maximal reading in degrees of rotation
was used in the analysis) and a 15 second rest interval siven between the assessments.

Approximately eight to ten minutes was needed to complete the flexibility assessments.

3.6.5 Pilot Testiag
Pilot testing was used to determine the final assessment banery for the current outcome
study (described above). This section briefly outlines the results of pilot testing and provides
support for the masures used in the questionnaire battery and physical assessment. Pilot

testing took place during August 2000. The purpose of the pilot test was to assess the length of
time needed to complete each measure and the entire assessment battery, check the difficulty
level of each measure, and identify any problems with the assessment. A convenience sarnple
of seven active comrnunity-dwelling older adults (five males and two fernales) ranging in age

fiom 6 1 to 72 years (mean age 65.5 yean) volunteered for the pilot testing.

3.6.5.1 Questionnaire Battery

The questionnaire battery remained as originally proposed, namely the background and
posttest surveys, the ABC, VPS, and CHAMPS. The background survey had been previously
piloted for clarity prior to the process evaluation study. The three standardizeû questionnaires
required minimal time to complete (approximately 10 to 15 minutes) and were used to ver@
bdance confidence (the ABC),assess the psychophysical benefits of exercise for older adults

(the VPS) and determine the level of physical activity (the CHAMPS). As described
previously, each tool was specifically designeci for and tested with older adults and, according
to our sample, the instructions were clear and easy to complete on their own.

3.6.5.2 Physical Battery
In addition to the tests selected (described in section 3.6.4.3). we aiso piloted other tests
of balance, strength, and flexibility, before making our final selections for the present study.
Approximately two hours per person was needed to complete dl the tests in the pilot. Many
participants felt tired and frustrated with the length of testing. Our goal was to reduce the total
time of the physicai battery to no longer than 45 minutes. We also wanted a battery that was
interesting to participants and manageable for administration by the evaluator and a research
assistant. The measures considered and eliminated through pilot testing are presented below.
3.6.5.2.1 Balance Measures

Three tests of balance were removed fiom our battery following pilot testing: (1) the
Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction on Balance (Foam and Dome); (2) the Dynamic Gait
Index; and (3) the Rapid Step Test. The first two tests were considered as possible measures of
reactive bdance responses to unexpected situations which require more sensory inputs and the
transference of skiiis learned in Tai Chi or line dancing to everyday activities.

The Foam and Dome test (described in Appendix FF) rquires participants to maintain
balance under six different sensory conditions that eliminate hput or produce inaccurate v i d
and surface orientation inputs (Shumway-Cook & Wollacott, 1995). Several diffidties were

experienced with this test. First, there was uncertainty regarding the participants' stance. In the
original source, three stance positions (normal, tandem, and one-foot) are described (Shurnway
-Cook & Ho&

1986). A subsequent article, written by one of the test's developers (Horak,

1987). however, excluded the one-foot stance without providing a rationale. The technique for
quantifjmg the level of sway dunng the test was also inconsistent. Shumway-Cook and Horak
(1985) used a subjective approach to quantifjwg the level of sway, while Horak (1987)
recorded the length of time (to a maximum of 30 seconds) on balance using a dopwatch.
Due to the inconsistencies in the literature, both techniques for quantûying level of
sway, as weli as the three stance positions (normal, tandem, and one-foot), were pilot tested.

Our sample was able to complete the assessments while maintaining a nonnal stance (stayed
on balance for 30 seconds), tandem stance was more difficult (rnany were unable to reach the
30 second limit resulting in a loss of balance), and al1 participants loa their balance d u ~ the
g

one-footed stance. Several participants completed only one or two trials of the later conditions
and some refused to complete the one-legged stance conditions. The participants explained
that they disliked the feeling of imbalance, the uncenainty of their surrowidings, and
complained of dizziness. Many expressed a concem that when losing their balance they would
be unable to regain stability and might fall, even with the evaluator's aippon.
Additional concems with the Foam and Dome were the total time to complete the
assessrnent (approxirnately 40 minutes; each stance position required 10 to 15 minutes). The

evaluator was aiso wncerned with the participants' safety. It was difficult to record the length

of time, observe the level of sway, and &y

spot participants al1 at the same the.

The Dynarnic Gait Index (see complete protocol in Appendix FF) was considered to
mess the reactive assessment of bdance and the tramference of skills learned in Tai Chi to
evevday activities. Concem was raised that this test may not provide a tme reactive balance
rneasure as the instructions are provided to participants prior to initiating the eight tasks. To
address this concem, three participants were given the instructions for the tasks requiring a
change in gait speed or head nims during the completion of the task, while four panicipants
completed the assessment as originally developed. AU participants, completing either the
original or modified version, achieved a maximal score. This test was removed fiom our
battery due to the ceiling effect for healthy, older adults.

The Rapid Step Test (RST) was dso included piloted (see protocol in Appendix FF).
The stepping protocol for the RST requires participants to step at least 80S/o of their Maximal
Step Lengh (included in our final battery) as fast as possible and return to the starting position.
The total time to complete 24 aeps (four steps in each kg direction - lefi-front, right back, lefi
side, etc.) and any erron completed dunng the set are recorded. As noted by Medell and
Alexander (2000),an error is defined as: 1) loss of balance; 2) failure to retum to the stming
position; 3) multiple steps; or 1)non-cornpliance with direction or side. Although the quick
pace of the RST is unlike Tai Chi,being conscious of the direction and leg for stepping is an

important part of the Tai Chi sequence. Unfortunately, too much time was required to set up
and complete this test ( 15 minutes, plus five minutes for warm-up). It was decided to remove
the RST from the final battery and simply include the MSL as it is a strong predictor of

protective balance on its own (J. Medell, personal communication, September 25, 2000)

The tests of balance included in the final assessment battery were chosen for several
reasons. First, the measutes assessed Merent aspects of balance: single leg stance memurecl
static balance, tandem walk measured dynarnic balance, range of stability was assessed with
the Multi-Directional Reach Test while protective balance was assessed with the M a u i d Step
Length test. Secondly, the measures were quick and easy to complete; approxirnately five
minutes was needed to complete each test (a total of 20 minutes for the four protocols).
Thirdly, the measures addressed types of balance that may be e::pected to improve dunng Tai
Chi practice (training specificity) and the skills can be transferred to activities of daily living

(i.e.,reaching or aretching to obtain objects). Finally, the pilot pvticipants were receptive to
the tests, as they felt safe during their performance.

3.6.5.2.2

Strengtb Memures

Knee extension, ankle dorsiflexion, and back strength were included in the final
assessment battery due to the limited time needed to complete the assessments (less than 10
minutes for the three tests), participants' acceptability, and ease of administration. We alw
piloted hip extension, flexion, abduction, and adduction using the dynamometer and belt
resisted method. An important part of the belt-resisted method is to find a stable structure in
which to secure the belt. While the belt, during the assessments of the knee and ankle, is
secured around a board and held in place by the weight of the chair and the paiicipant, this
protocol cannot be followed with the hip assessment as participants rnust lie flat on their side
or back (refer to Appendk FF). Past work, has used bed rails to secure and stabilize the belt

(Lazowski et al., 1999). however, these are not portable and were not available in the testing
sites. The evaluator tried to secure the belt around herself during testing; many different
positions and locations were attempted. Unfortunately, the evaluator was not strong enough to

hold the belt; when resisuuice was applied the evaluator was pulled off balance or felt tbat
additional resistance was added from pulling against the belt. For this reason, the assessments
of the hip were removed fiom our final assessment battery.
3.6.5.3.3 Reribility Masures

The flexibility measures rernained as origidy proposecl; including the 'sit and reach',
extension and flexion of the shoulder and dorsi and plantadexion of the ankle. The measures
were appropriate for this population, safe and easy to complete, and assessed a variety of
different joints. Less than ten minutes was needed to complete al1 the flexibility assessments

and the participants were receptive to the protocols. The removal of the 'sit and reach' test was
considered to help reduce the lengt h of time to complete the assessment, however, it was
ultimately included for cornparison purposes with past work. The flexibility of the shoulder
and ankle had not been previously assessed with a flexometer in the Tai Chi literature (Sun et
al. (1996) used a goniorneter asxss shoulder flexibility) and would provide novel findings.

3.6.6 Data Analyses
To reiterate, the purpose of this outcome study was to develop an in-depth physical and
psychophysical profile of older adults. aged 55+ who choose to enroll in community Tai Chi
programs, and to examine the extent to which benefits or gains in specific areas (namely,
balance, strength, flexibility, and psychophysical well-being) can reasonably be expected fiom

a single session of participation. The relative effectiveness of different types of Tai Chi
programs offered at the individual recreation.senior centres could not be cornpared due to smali
number of participants recniited fiom each of the facilities. Therefore, our community Tai Chi
sample is made up of a multitude of classes. Line dancing classes were chosen to examine

whether benefits were comparable to Tai Chi, and to examine benefits fiom Iùie dancing in

their own right. The non-exercise group allowed us to compare the physical and psychological
profiles of various groups and to ascertain the stability over tirne in scores on the outcome
measures. Finally, inclusion of the experienced Taoist Tai Chi group allowed us to compare
their scores on the prirnary rneasures to the posttest scores (afker a single session) of the Tai
Chi participants in community programs.

The statistical package SPSS (Version 8). was used for data anaiysis. To ensure that
the participants in the outcome study were sirnilar to our larger sarnple who completed the
process evaluation, their characteristics were compared. Descriptive statistics consisting of
measures of central tendency (for continuous variables) and frequency distributions (for
categorical variables) were used to examine the background suwey responses of the 94
participants (30 community Tai Chi, 78 line dancers, 16 non-exercise, and 20 experienced
Taoist Tai Chi) involved in the outcome study. Between group comparisons, consisting of Chi
Squares for the categorical variables and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for
continuous variables were perfonned. The post hoc Tukey Test was used for between group
comparisons and F . 0 5 was considered aatiaically significant. Resdts were analyzed in a
similar manner for the posttest survey.
Next, a physical and psychophysical profile of each of the three recreatiodsenior centre

groups (community Tai Chi,line dance, and non-exercise) was developed using baseline scores.
Groups were cornpared using a one-way ANOVA for each outcome variable. When significance
was founâ, post hoc tests were used to identify between group ciifferences. The Taoist Tai Chi

participants, who were measured at only one point in time, were not included in this analysis.
Following a description of the baselitte data, participants retuming versus those not
renirnùig for posttesting were separated into two groups. Chi Squares (for categorid

variables) and unpaired !-tests (for continuous variables) were used to identiQ differences in
their physical profiles at basetine. Participants not returning for posttesting were then removed
fiom the analysis. The baseline physical and psychophysical profile of participants who
completed pre and posttesting were then compared using a one-way ANOVA for each outcome
variable. Tukey's test was used for the post hoc comparkon of any significant variables.
The next step was to compare change fiom pre to posttest for each of the outcome
variables. A repeated measures ANOVA using group as a between subject factor with 3 levels
(Tai Chi. line dance and non-exercise) and time as a within subject factor with 2 levels (pre and
posttest) was penormed to examine group differences. For variables in which a significant
Qroupby time interaction or a significant main effect of group emerged, one-way ANOVAs

C

were used to anaiyze group differences at posttest (pretest differences were already completed).
Tukey's post hoc cornparisons were performed when significance warranteci. For variables
having a significant group by time interaction, paired t-tests were also nin to examine within
group pre-post change. For variables having a signifiant main effect of time, paired t-tests
were used to examine whether the entire sample improved or declined on the variable of

interest. Finally, for variables having a significant interaction effect or main efféct of time,
magnitude of change was exarnined Ma the calculation of Effect Size (Kazis, Anderson, &
Meenan, 1989). The effect size for each group was calculated for variables having an

interaction effkct; while the effect sue for the total sample (aU groups combined) was

calculated for variables having a main effé*. The fonnula used for calculating the effect ske
was: [posttreatment mean - pretreatment mean] + pretreatment standard deviation. An eEixt

size of 0.2 was considered a 'srnall' effkct, 0.5 a 'moderate' effect, and greater than or equd to
0.8 \*as considerd a 'large' effect (Cohen, 1977).

In an attempt to synthesize the findings, we also created composite scores where
appropriate across multiple indictors of the same constnict. Concenùng balance, a composite
score for upper body reach was calculated by adding each participants' average score (across
the three triais) for the five directions of the Multidirectional Functiond Reach Test (MDRT).
Similarly, a composite score for step length was calculated by adding each participants'
average score (across the five trials) for the six components of the Maximal Step Length

(MSL) test. The single-leg stance test (SLST) and Tandem Waik scores were not combined
since they assess different aspects of balance (Le., static versus dynamic) and have different
objectives (Le., maximai versus fastest time). A composite strength variable was constniaed
adding each person's average score (across the three trials) for knee extension and ankie

dorsifleam. Finally, a composite flexibility score was calculated by adding each person's
average score (across the three trials) for shoulder extension and flexion and ankle dorsi and
plantar flexion. Sit and reach scores were not included in the aggregate flexibility caiculation
due to metric differences (centimetets versus degrees). Using these composite scores, as well
as the stand-aione variables, we then examined group differences across balance, flexibility
and strength respectively. Change scores (posttest - pretest) were calculated for each variable.
Groups were compared using a one-way multivariate analyns of variance (MANOVA)for the
balance and flexibility parameters; a one-way ANOVA was usal for the single composite
arength score. Two MANOVAS models were examined for balance, consisting of:(1) SLST,
Tandem Walk, MDRT and MSL composite scores; and (2) S U T , Tandem Walk, and
combined total of the MDRT and MSL scores (total reach). The MANOVA for flexibility
included the composite flexibiîity and sit and reach scores. When an overati significant effect

emerged. Bonferroni post hoc comparisons were used to examine group differences while
adjusting for the overall error rate due to multiple tests.
In addition to investigating group change, we further examined individual change on
each of the outcome variables. Individual change scores were calculated using a formula
proposed by Lord and colleagues: ([posttest-pretest score] - pretest score) X 100 (Lord et al.,
1996). This forrnula provides the percentage of improvement achieved by each individual.

This approach has been used

CO examine changes in

gait patterns (Lord et al., 1996) recovery of

injured worken (Williams & Myers. 1998). and changes in balance confidence (ABC scale)
and vitality (VPSsale) following an exercise program (Myers et al., 1999). Based on
individual change scores, participants who showed improvernent were compared to those who

did not using independent sarnples t-tests. A total of at Ieast five participants in the groups
were iieeded for the t-tests to be completed. Finally, independent simples t-tests were us& to
compare the posttest scores of the comrnunity Tai Chi group (completing the modified or short

-fom versions at the recreatiodsenior centres) to the scores of the experienceû Taoist group.

3.6.7 A Prion Expectations
Based on the findings fkom previous Tai Chi studies, as well as the general literature on
exercise and older adults, we had several a priori expectations conceming the findings that
might emerge from the current study. Fira, we were skeptical about the extent of improvement
that was reasonabie to expect as the result of a single, IO-week session of participation. The

Tai Chi literature States that the movements take months, if not yean, to leam and that long-

term pracUce is needed before benefits can be achieved (Alder, 1983). While some research
studies have documenteci various gains, comrnunity Tai Chi programs are typically offered

over a shorter duration and l e s fiequently than research protocols. Practicingfcr

approximately 60 minutes, once a week, for the limited 1O-week session may not be long
enough to show substantial physicai and psychological gains.
Our choice of outcome indicators was based on training specificity of Tai Chi,
suitability for older adults, sensitivity to change, and feasibility of administration at the centres.
Nonetheless. Qiven previous descriptions (e.g., Novak. 1997) that older adults who corne to
recreatiodseniors' centers tend to be relatively educated, healthy, and active, we suspected that
our sample might score quite high on many of the measures at baseline. allowing little room for
improvement. Accordingiy, only trends towards improvement or slight improvement were
expected for both the Tai Chi and line dancing groups for the rnajority of the outcome
measures. The exercise groups were expected to score better than the non-exercise group at
posttest; scores for the latter group were expected to remain stable over the IO-week penod.
More specificaily, for the community Tai Chi participants, slight improvements were
expected on al1 balance (Single-leg Stance, Tandem Walk, MDRT, and MSL)and flexibility

(sit and reach, shoulder and ankle tlexibility) measures, as well as balance confidence (ABC)

and vitality (VPS). The movements performed dunng Tai Chi oflen challenge balance ability
or require movements through a full range of motion. Knee and ankle arength, however, were

not expected to improve given the limited duration and frequency of the program; strength
maintenance was more likely.

Similar to the Tai Chi participants, the line dancers were expected to show
improvements in their vitality and balance confidence scores, and on the rnajority of the
physifal balance measures. Slight improvements in static (Single-leg Stance), dynarnic

(Tandem Walk), and protective (MSL)balance were expected due to the aeps and sequences

perfomed during the various dances. The h e dancers, howwer, were not expe*ed to

improve on the MDRT scores as this activity does not normally involve reaching or bending.
Similarly, tiexibility (hamstrings, lower back, and shoulders) was not expected to improve as
line dancing does not require movement through the full range of motion. Improvements in
ankie flexibility, on the other hand, may occur due to the various foot positioning and
movements during the dances. Similar to the Tai Chi participants, line dancers were expected
to maintain, but not improve, in strength over the 1O-week penod.
Finally, we expected that experienced Taoist Tai Chi practitionen (in the "transition
classes7'afler completing the full set of 108 movements, nomally requinng 6 months or more)
would have superior scores on al1 the measures in comparison to the 10-week scores (posttest)

of the community Tai Chi group. Previous, cross-sectionai studies (for instance Tse & Bailey
(1 9Q), Lan et al. (1 996). and Lan (1 998)) have demonstrated ihat experienced Tai Chi

practitioners have supenor balance and other abilities compared to non-practitioners, although
the arnount of experience needed to achieve these abilities has not been docurnented to date.

3.7 Results
To reiterate, the purpose of this midy was to develop an in-depth physical and
psychophysical profile of older adults (age 55+) who participate in cornmunity Tai Chi
prograrns and to examine the benefits that can be reasonably attained d e r a single session ( 10weeks) of participation. This section begins by describing Our baseline sarnple characteristics
(cornparisonswith line dancing, non-exercise, and experienced Taoist participants are made)
followed by the physical and psychophysical profile of each recreation/senior centre group.

Next, the characteristics of participants retuniing (study cornpleters) versus those not retuming
(study dropouts) for posttesting are presented. Class attendance and the amount of home

praaice are descriôed, followeû by a description and cornparison of the study completen. The

recreationlsenior centre groups?change nom pre to pomesting on each of the outcome
measures and their eaent of improvement are then presented, followed by the findings of the
posttest survey. Finally, the differences and similarities of the community and experienced Tai
Chi groups are presented.

3.7.1 Baseline Sample Characteristics
3.7.1.1 Demographics
A total of 94 participants agreed to participate in the outcome study -- 30 from the

community Tai Chi p u p , 28 from the line dancing group, 16 from non-exercise group, and 20

fi-omthe Taoist Tai Chi Society. The demographic profile of the groups is shown in Table 3.3.
The total sample ranged in age from 55 to 84 years (mean age 67.65k7.18).The non-exercise
group was significantly older than the comrnunity Tai Chi @<.OI),line dance (pc.01) and
Taoist @< .O!) participants. The line dancers were significantly older than the Tai Chi
participants @< .05). The majority of the total sarnple was fernale (n=80;85%), filly retired

(n=77,86%), marrieci ( ~ 5 3 59°/~),
,
and Caucasian (n=84,970/). A significant group
difference emerged with respect to education; Tai Chi (x2 = 7.26, p<.O5), line dancers (x2 =
4.3 1, p<.OS), and Taoist participants (x2= 8.92, F.05were
) more likely to have completed
some poa secondary school education than the non-exercise group.

Table 3.3: Dernographie Profile of the Four Croups

Males
Single
Manied

Separatedmvorce
Widowed

O (0%)
13 (54%)
9 (38%)
(8%)
*J missing values
-

2 (8%)
1 (4%)
7 (29%)
4 (17%)
7 (29%)
3 (13%)
*4 missing values
(0%)
1 (4%)
23 (96%)
'1 missing values
O

The majority of the overall simple perceived that their health was excellent (n=18,
21%) or good (n=58,66%);this included 80% (n=24) of the Tai Chi group, 92% (n=22) of the

line dancers, 86% (n=12) of the non-exercise participants, and W h (n= 18) of the experienced
Taoist participants . As shown in Table 3.4, the most commody reporteci health problems
were arthritis, back trouble, high blood pressure, hearing, and vision. Out of the 27 (29%)
participants reporting 'other' problems, the most common were high cholesterol (n=7,26%),

allergies (n=4, 1SN), and fibromyalgia (n=3, 1 1%). The average number of health problems
was 2.67 for the Tai Chi participants, 2.50 for the îine dancefs, 2.3 1 for the non-exercise group

and 2.35 for the Taoist group (no significant group differences existed). The majonty-of each
group (56%Tai Chi,75% line dancers, 68% non-exercise, and 55% Taoist) was not limited in
the type or amount of physical activity they c m do. Approximately a quarter of the
recreatiodsenior centre groups (27% Tai Chi,25% line dancers, 24% non-exercise)and 35%
of the Taoist group stated that long-term conditions. such as aduitis, heart disease, or knee

problems limited their activities.

Table 3.4: Health Problems by Group

Asthma, Eaphysetnr

1 Eigh B l d Resnire
Back Probltms

Caîaraîts or Vision

3.7.1.2 Physical Activity Level and Patterns

Several questions on the background survey and the CHAMPS questionnaire were used
to examine the physical activity level and patterns of our groups. B a d on the background

survey, many of the Tai Chi and line dancing pmicipants were involved in other foms of
activity. either stmctured classes (n=3 1, 42%) or informal exercise pursuits (n=72, 80%). A
total of 1 1 (37%) Tai Chi, 13 (54%) line dancers, and 7 (35%) Taoist participants reported
involvement in ot her structureci activity classes; the most popular were dancing (n= 1 1, 3 5%)
and aquatics (n=7, 23%). Ail groups, including the non-exercise group, reporteci participation

in informa1 exercise pursuits. Out of the 90 (96%) people who provided a response. 27 (90%)
of the community Tai Chi group, 18 (75%) of the line dancers, 16 (8OOh)of the experienced

Taoist participants, and I 1 (69%) of the non-exercise group reported infornial activities; the

most popular were walking (n=53, 7 1%) and swirnrning (n=7, 1O?!).
Most of the sample (n=6 1, 76%) reponedly accumulated 30 minutes or more of
rnoderate intensity activity at least three days a week. This included over 800h of the two Tai
Chi (82% (n=22) of the comrnunity Tai Chi and 84% (n=16) of the Taoist participants) and

non-exercise groups (83% (n= 1O)), and 59% (n= 13) of the line dancers. The Tai Chi
participants accumulated 30 minutes or more of moderate intensity activities an average of
4.33 ( S B 2 18) days per week, the line dancers had an average of 3.32 (SD=2.48) days the

non-exercise reported 4.25 ( S B 2 . 45) days, while the Taoist pxticipants reported an average
of 4.3712- 14 days per week. Over half'the sample ( ~ 5 2 , 5 8 9 6 )checked that they had been
involved in physical activity 'off and on' throughout their We; almost one third of each group
checked 'al1 their life'; only a smaii proportion (3% Tai Chi, 1% Taoist, 13% line dancers,
19% non-exercise) reported 'not at ail'.

While an increased level of physical activity can be an outcome in and of itself, the
CHAMPS scores. in the present study, were used to verify the level of physical activity (at
baseline) against the results of the background survey. Since we selected people who were not
enrolling in any new exercise classes over the study penod (except for their Tai Chi or line
dance class), we would not expect any major changes in the CHAMPS scores; except the new
Tai Chi or line dancing class should be reponed at poatest. Each questionnaire was checked to
ensure that the Tai Chi and line dancing classes were not reported at baseline.
Table 3.5 provides the baseline CHAMPS scores for the total number of calories
expended per week and the frequency per week of all activities and activities of a moderate
intensity for each of our groups; comparative values reponed by Stewart et al. (2001) are also
provided. No group differences were found for total calories expended in ail activities or
activities of a moderate intensity, the non-exercise group, however, reported a greater
frequency per week of al1 activities than the line dancers (pc.05). The CHAMPS scores for

frequency per week of moderate intensity activities are comparable to the findings of our
background survey. For example, on the background survey (descn'bed above), our Tai Chi
group participated in moderate intensity activities an average of 4.33 days per week, while an
average of 4.69 days per week were found on the CHAMPS questionnaire. Finally, compared
tu Stewart et al.3 (2001) classifications of 'initially sedentary', 'somewhat active' and 'aiready

active', our groups (even the non-exercise group) were already quite active at basehe, f*g
within the somewhat active and already active values (comparisons wili be elaborated on in the
discussion). The pomest s w e y and readministration of the CHAMPS questio~aireat 10weeks were both used to check stability or consistency of the samples' physid activity
patterns over the study period.

Table 3.5: Cornparison of CHAMPS S c o m

1

( Tai Chi
Lint Dance

Experienceù Taoist

lnitirlly Scdcntuy*

3 16212472 1
(2203-412 1)
2593*2833

18.0W6.811
( 1 5.20-20.96)

13.83i7.29

1502i1723 1
(834-217 1)
1393* 1865

(187393369)
(15.37-23.77)
(590-1637)
2773k 16 13
18.28*9.98
975k978
(1995-355 1)
(13.31-23.24)
(503-1446)
Stewart et al. (2001) Scores
1843Vt98
8.45V0.7
1057Q 149

4.08i4.32 1
(225-5.90)
3.501t4.20
(3.84-7.86)
5.5e6.71

T

3.19V0.4

Sommvbat Active*

21 16V157

13.52V0.8

1163V125

5.2W0.42

Alrtady Active*

3386V219

17.33VO.9

2328V181

8.8 lV0.5

L

r

Note: m&SD
(95% CI)
*Scores from Stewart et al. (200 1); Stewart's ciassification: lnitiully Active does not set aside ûme for
exercise or recreatiod sports; Sommhat active d m set aside ûme for exercise but does not meet
ACSM's guidelines for aercising three tirnes pcr wçek in moderate intensity exercise for at least 20
minutes per time and has hm doing so for at Ieast three months: Already Active mets ACSM's

guidelines.

3.7.1.3 Factors Related to Participation
As can be seen from Table 3.6, respondents fiom the recreationkeniors' centres were

more likely to have heard of the program through city program guides or senior centre
brochures (x'

= 15-87.
p . 0 5 ) than the Taoisi group, who reported word of mouth as their

primary source (x2 = 12.45, fl.05). Almost half the sample (n=41,49%) reponed knowing

someone in the class. most oflen a tiiend (n=32, 78%). acquaintance from the centre (n=8,
2û%), or famiy member (n= l,2%). The Taoia group was more likely to report knowing

someone in class than those in the Tai Chi and line dancing classes (x2 = 12.34, pc.05).
Interestingiy, dl of the non-exercise respondents reprted knowing sorneone in their class.
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Most participants traveled to their centre by car; most needed less than 15 minutes (n=81, 92%)
for travel tirne.
Table 3.6: Factors Relatcd to Participation

Bert about program?

- City guidehrochure

-

Word of Mouth
Contactedthe centre

Know somtoae in class?

-

-

Yes

No

Tmvd to the Centre

-

Drive Myself
Walk
Ride with other
BUS
'

each

question. For some questions, multiple ruspanses were

possible.

A total of 7 1 of the 94 participants provided reasons for joining their program. The five

most popular responses, which emerged for the open-ended question, are listed in Table 3.7.
Physical benefits (e.g., improve balance, strength. flexibility, coordination) and health benefits
(e.g., improve circulation, relieve aches, p h or general fatigur) were popular for the Tai Chi

groups; none of the line dancers or the nonsxercise group reporteci h d t h benefits (physical or

mental). The latter groups most often ated fÙn/enjoyrnent. Some of the non-exercise group
(n=3, 33%) also aated they joined for interest or to leam a new skill.

Table 3.7: Top Fivt Rtasoas for Joining the Program

Wysical Fitncu

Htalth Berefits
Mental Hedtb
FMndsbip/Sociil Reason

Fua/Eajoyment
on the

were

sometimes provided.

The majority (n=28,93%) of the community Tai Chi and 2 1 (88%) and line dancers

(n=t 1, 88%) were 'complete begimers'. Two (7%) Tai Chi and three ( 12%) line dancers were
'relative begi~ers',taking Tai Chi three to four years ago or line dancing over one year ago.
Over half (n=9; 56%) of the non-exercise respondents had participated in their program in the
past and therefore were classified as 'experienced' participants. The remaining respondents in
this group either did not respond to the question or were confused as to the reference of

'program'. Some believed the program was this project instead of their card, bingo, cra, or

pool group. Finaliy, the experienced Taoist participants had 1.5 to 15 years (mean 5.62I3.9
years) of expenence and had moved into the transition class from 9 months to 12 yean (mean
4.44k4.08 years) ago.

nie comrnunity Tai Chi and line dancing participants were asked about their
confidence in performing their activity, and al1 three recteatiodsenior centre groups were

asked about their resenations with taking the class (see findüigs in Table 3.8). The majority
(n=46, 8%) were 'very sure?or 'pretty sure' that they codd W o n n the movements; only 3
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( 1 3%) line dancers were 'not sure'. The majority of each group (83% Tai Chi, 58% line

dancers. and 1 0 W non-exercise participants) had no reservations with taking the class. Of

those with reservations, they were rnost concerned with not having the skills to keep up and not
being able to practice at home. The 'other' concems reported by the groups were health related
such as experiencing pain or shonness of breath.

Table 3.8: Confidence and Reservations by Group
-

Confideace to pcdonn the
movements?

-

Verysure

N/A

-

Pretty sure

NIA

-

Not sure

NIA

-

Don't know

NIA

(N=12)

Typc of Reservations

-

-

12 (1000/)

None

Do not have the skiil

O

(m)

-

Not able to attend class

O

(0%)

-

DifEcuIty getting to class

O

(m)

-

Camiot practice at home

O

(O??!)

-

ûtherconcerns

O

(W)

on the

were

somtimes provided.

3.7.1.4 Physical and Psychological Profile

Recall that 30 community Tai Chi, 28 line dancing, and 16 non-exercise participants
twk part in the badine assessrnem. A few participants fded to complete the surveys or did
not want to complete some of the physical m m e s (i-e.,the back extension and sit and reach).

The number who completed each measure are show in Table 3.9. This table also presents the
mean scores, standard deviation, and 95% contidence intervals for each measure. the F values

and level of significance for group comparisons, as well as the results of the multiple

comparisons. The findings for each measure are presented below.
3.7.1.4.1

Baiance Confidence and Vitality
As cm be seen from Table 3.9, the Tai Chi

w.01)and Iine dancing groups @ 4 5 )

both had significantly higher balance confidence (ABC) scores at baseline than the nonexercise group. R e d that possible scores on the ABC range from OO/o (no confidence) to
100% (complete confidence). No significant group differences, however, were found on VPS.

3.7.1.4.2

Ecight, Weight, and B M I

Everyone completed the height and weight assessments. The Tai Chi group was
significantly taller than both the line dance @ ~ . 0 0 iand
) non-exercise groups (p-r.05). The Tai

Chi group also weighed significantly more ihan the line dancers @< .05). Moa importantly,
however, the groups did not differ in body mass index @MI). For BMI, CSEP (1 996)
separates individuals into either healthy or unhealthy categories. This classification is based on
the estimated health benefit zone according to trends in morbidity and monality data. For
individuais between 60 to 69 years of age, a healthy BMI ranges nom 2 1 to 27 for both males

and fernales. The exercise and non-exercise groups in our sample fell benveen 26 and 27.

Table 3.9: Baseline Profile of Total Sample

TC vs. NE**

ABC

LD vs. NE*

LD vs. NE*

TC vs. LD ***
TC vs. NE*
TC vs. LD*

values are

27.605t4.38
(23.96-29.24)
86 Ci). TC= Tai Chi

inc

Balance Awuirn
32.74*2 1.49
(24.4 1-4 1 .O71

1 O.83k3.08
(O. 19- 12 47)

.ûû LD vs.

14.3

NE***

TC vs. NE***

2.23î0.94
(1.88-2.58)
27.2W5.45
(25,16-29.24)
27.45k5.29
(25.47-29.42)
25.41*5.80
(23.24-27.57)
26.86ft5.56
(24.78-28.94)
S
(
s
p
lote: values are m e .
5% CI). TC= Tai Chi
inc
Tandan Walk = Tandem timdl0 (numbcrof fact in test) x numbcr of misstcps + Tandem timc

4.87

.O1 TC vs. LD**

5.31

.O1 LD vs. NE**
L

7.03

.O0

LD vs. TC*
LD vs, NE**

3.7.1.4.3

Balance

Al1 participants completed the Single-leg Stance test; no statistical difference was found

between the groups. Two Tai Chi participants were unable to complete the Tandem Walk, one
participant had very poor balance (the evaluator and research assistant assisted one gentleman by
holding his arms as he walked the line) while another man declined this test due to his sore knees.
A s described under the meanirement section, during the Tandem Waik test, both time and

number of missteps are recorded. The objective is to perform the test as quickly as possible,
while minimiring the number of errors or missteps. Accordingly. we created a total Tandem
Waik score by penalizing each person's time for the IO-foot test by their rnissteps. For example,
person A had an average time of 13.87 seconds and an average of one misstep over the three
trials. Her time was divided by I O to receive a value of 1.387. This value was then multiplied by
the average number of missteps (in this case 1) to obtain a penalty score of 1.38. This penalty
was added to 13.87 to yield a Tandem Waik score of 15.25 seco~ds.Conversely. person B was
faster (taking an average of only 10.33 seconds) and had fewer missteps (average of 0.67sne
misstep on each of the first two trials none on third trial). Person B's Tandem Walk score was
1 1 .O2 seconds (10.33 divided by 10 = 1.033 X .67 = 6 9 + 10.33 = 1 1.02). As show in Table

3 -9,
our groups did not differ significantly at baseline, taking on average 12 to 13 seconds to

complete the Tandem Walk when penalized for rnissteps.

Ali participants completed the Multi-Directional Reach Test (MDRT)and Maximal Step
Length (MSL) Test. The Tai Chi @<.001) and line dancing @<.O0 1) groups had signifidy
greater scores on the foward reach than the non-exercise group. The line damen al= had
significantly p a t e r backward lean scores than the non-exercise group @<.Os). No group

clifferences were found in the sideways or upward reaches. On the MSL, Tai Chi participants had

greater right forward step scores than the line dancers @< .O 1). The line dancers, meanwhile, had
greater right back step scores than the Tai Chi

.OS) and non-exercise @< .Ol) groups; as well

as greater lefl back step scores than the non-exercise group (pc.01).The line dancen also had
greater sideways steps (both lefl, p< .05, and right, p< .O1) than the non-exercise group.
3.7.1 A 4 Strength

Al1 participants completed the knee and d

e strength assessments. No difference was

found between the groups for knee strength. The ankle strength, however, was significantly
better in Tai Chi versus the line dance group @<.OS) at baseline. Only 20 (67%) Tai Chi, 24
(86%) line dancers, and 10 (63%) of the non-exercise group completed the assessment of back

strength. Those refùsing to try cited back pain or difficulty getting up off the floor as reasons. Of
those who complet& this assessment, 14 (70%) Tai Chi, 14 (58%) line dancers, and 6 (60%)
non-exercise participants obtained a strength grade of 3- (fair). All others obtained a 2+ strength
grade (poor). There was no sigdicant difference between the groups.
3.7. 1 . U Fiexibility

Nineteen people refused to complete the sit and reach test (due to recent hip or knee
replacements and/or fear of not being able to get up off of the floor). No significant group
difference emerged.

AU panicipants completed the shoulder and ankle flexibiiity tests. No group differences
were found for shoulder flexion and extension or ankle dorsifleion. The ankle plantarflexion of
the line dancers, however, was significantiy greater than for the Tai Chi participants @<.001).
3.7.1.5 Study Completen venus Dropouts
A total of 52 (70%) out of the 74 recreationkniorcentre participants retumed for the

posttest assessment: 20 (67?!)fkom the Tai Chi group; 18 (64%) fkom the line dance group; and

14 (88%) fiom the non-exercise group. A total of ten participants from each exercise group, and

two pmicipants from the non-exercise group, did not retum for the final assessment. Of the 10

Tai Chi and 10 line dancing dropouts, the majonty (90%) were complete beginners to the
mercise; only two dropouts (one Tai Chi participant and one line dancer) were relative beginners.
Three Tai Chi participants could not be contacteci; their instructor or classrnates stated that
these individuals were on holidays for several weeks. Six Tai Chi participants, who had dropped
out of the class due to health-related concems or limitations (such as knee or back pain,
headaches. or unable to coordinate the movements due to a previous aroke), said they did not
want to retum to complete the assessment. One woman, who adhered to the program, said her
cancer had retumed and she needed to undergo chemotherapy. Of the nonretumees from the line
dancing group, four were on holidays, while two had dropped out of the program and this audy
due to health related concems (one hun her back, while another woman was caring for her
husband d e r a ment hem anack). The remaining four line dancen did not attend the final class
when poatest recruitment took place and did not provide a foilow-up phone number. Finally,
two non-exercise participants did not retum for the final assessment. One stated that she found
the tests too hard, while another stated that her son was ill.

The baseline scores of participants retuming for the posttest assessment vmus those not

retuming (study dropouts) were compared. The demographic and psychophysical profiles of the
midy completen versus the dropouts were sirnilar. Completers had an average age of 68.46a7.25
years compared to the midy dropouts mean age of67.67i7.84 yean. Both groups had similar

proportions of female (85% and 82% respectively), mamed persons (58% and 56%), those who

completed some post secondary education (53% and 66%), and fÙUy (87% and 78%) or semi
retired (1 3% and 22%) individuals. The two groups did not M
é
r si@cady in theu

confidence to perforrn the activity. reservations with taking the class, or Iirnitations affécting
physical activity (either temporary or long terni). Number of reservations and health problems
were also siMlar as well as balance confidence and vitality.

No significant group differences were found between the study completers and dropouts
with respect to their level of physical activity. Of those providing a response, 38% (n= 19) of the

study completen and 28% (n=5) of the dropouts were enrolled in other stmctured classes. A total
of 77% (n=40)of the cornpleten and 89% (dropouts) reporied participation in informa1 exercise
pursuits. The majority of each group (77% cornpleters, 64% dropouts) accumulated 30 minutes
or more of moderate intensity activity at least three days a week. Most (58% completen, 72%
dropouts) checked that they had been involved in physical activity 'off and on' throughout their
Iife; while 35% of the completen and only 1 1% of the dropouts checked 'al1 their life'. The
findings fiom the CHAMPS questionnaire confirrn that both the study completers and dropouts
were active. Based on Stewart et d.'s(200 1) classifications (see Table 3 . 9 , Our study cornpleters
and dropouts were 'aiready active' according to their total calories expended (271 1 and 3321
respectively) and âequency per week in al1 activities (16.36 and 18.50 respectively).

While their demographic profiles were quite similar, differences emerged in their physicai
profdes. As shown in Table 3.10, those not retuming for the posttest assessment had a greater BMI
@<.05),did not lean as far backwards w . 0 1 ) during the MDRT, and had shorter left @?OS)
right @<.OS)side steps during the MSL than the retumees. Finally, the shoulder extension of
those not retuming w.01)was significantly l e s than those retuming for the f i r d assessment.
Since these grwps were compareci on al1 of the outcome measures, the number of Merences
found is quite small, relatively speakùig.

and

Table 3.10: Differenca in Study Completers venus Dropouts

Body MIUSIndes
Backwards Ltan

Lclt Side Stcp
Right Side Step
Shoulder Esttasion
1
INote:
m-SD
values are

25.94I4.84
(24.59-27.30)
8.W2.18

(8.00-9.26)
3 1.8W6.13
(30.56-33.89)
32.04k6.29
(30.40-34.02)
48.65k9.28
(46.26-5 1.58
(95% CI).

I

28.83k4.76
(26.72-30.95)
7 . 2 B1.90
(6.89-7.66)
28.4W7.28
(24.40-3 1.38)
28.1 116.92
(24.77-3 1.57)
39.81 H . O 1
(35.89-42.50)

1

2.36

.O2

2.58

.O1

2.06

.O4

2.38

.O2

4*00

I

*Oo

3.7.1.6 Class Attendance and Home Practice
As a reminder, al1 classes at the recreatiodsenior centres in the outcome study were
offered once a week over a IO-week session (therefore participants could have attended a
maximum of 10 classes). Table 3.11 illustrates the attendance rates for the Tai Chi and line
dancing classes, the average number of classes attended by the entire sample, and for those
completing and not compleîing the study. The attendance rate of the non-exercise group could
not be determined, as many of these classes did not monitor attendance. As can be seen fiom
Table 3. i 1, those retuming for the pomest assessrnent attendeci significantly more classes than
those not returning for both the Tai Chi ( ~ 3 . 8 6p<.O
,
1) and line dance ( ~ 5 . 1 4 2p<
, .O 1) groups.
Unfominately, few participants retumed the practice logs. Severd of both the Tai Chi

and line dancing participants told the evaiuator that they did not practice at home (since they
needed the instmctor andlor music). A total of 5 (25%) comrnunity Tai Chi and 3 (17%) h e

dancing participants retumed their practice log. AU recordeci some home praaice ranging from 1

to 4 times per week and tiom 10 to 15 minites each tirne. Due to the s
logs retwned there was no M e r analysis using this data.

d number of practice

1

Table 3.1 1:Class Attendance for Ootcome Study

Entin Sampk

7.37V2.41

7.29VS.02

Participants Not Retumimg
for Posttesting
Participants Retuming for

5.10V2.64

5.4OV1.58

8.50V 1 -24

8.33V 1 -37

1

Note: mean bSD

3.7.2 Group Comparisoas
While Table 3.9 provided a baseline profile for the total sarnple, Table 3.12 displays the
baseline profile of participants in each group who completed both the pre and posttest
assessments. As explained above, 20 Tai Chi, 18 line dancers, and 14 non-exercise participants
completed both pre and posttesting. Sirnilar to the total sarnple, the groups differed at baseline on

a number of different variables. These group differences are descnbed below and compared with
findings using the total sample.

3.7.2.1 Physical and Psychological Prot'leof Study Participants
3.7.2.1.1

ABC, VPS, and CHAMPS

As can be seen from Table 3.12, the Tai Chi group reported significantly greater balance

confidence (ABC score) than the non-exercise group w.01);however, unlike the scores of the
total wnple, the balance confidence of the line dancers and non-exercise group did not differ.
Similar results were obtained for the VPS and CHAMPS questio~aireas in the total sample; no
significant group differences emerged for VPS or in total calories expaided in al1 and in

moderate intensity activities. The non-exercise group, however, reported a greater Frequency per

week in aii activities than the line dancen (pC.05).

Table 3.12: Baseline Profile of Participants Completing Pm and Posttest Assessments by Croup

0

168.8w9.69
(164.35-173.42

75.23i1 1.52
(69.84-80.62)
26.39i3.12

(24.91-27.84)
Note: values are m S D (95 D Cl). TC= Tai Chi, LI

I
i

Forwrid k c h

L . .

20

.

Rim Fornard

18

( 1.85-2.68)

b i t Fonrud Step 20
r

(IO. 12-12.W)
14.37î2.34

20

27.78k5.04
(25.42-30.13)
28.5W4.70

18
18

23 50k13.51
(15.71-31.31)
12.116*4,10
(10.5 1-15.25)
1 1.025t2.15
(9.78-12.26)
7.30* 1 -44
(6.47-8.14)
IO. 1913.50
(8.17-12.22)
9.80i3.06
(8.04- 1 1.57)
2.0010.64
(1.63-2.36)
23.96A6.44
(20 24-27.68)
24.12i3.76
(22.03-26.39)
23.92i3.80
(2 1.73-26.12)
25.48k4.05
(23.15927 83)
27.48k6.2 1
(23.89-3 1.06)
27.02i6.18
(23.45-30.59)
=p<.05; ** =p< 01;

Note: values are m S D (95% C 1). TC= Tai Chi, LD= inc dance, N E-non-cxcrcisc;
Tandem Walk = Tandcm t i d l 0 (numbcr of f a t in test) x numbcr of missteps -+ Tandem timc

3.92

.O3 TC vs NE*

2.29

1 1

12.0

.O0

1.48

TCvsNEL*
LD vs NE ***
.O0 LD vs TC*
LD vs NE***
.24

105

-15

158

21

1.92

16

H 62

-

-

4 99

-01 ' T C v s

227

1 1

3.93

,O3 LDvsNE*

NE*

TC vs LD*

TC vs NE*
LD vs NE**
9.05
.ûû TC vs NE**
LD vs NE***
*** =p<.OOI
6.48

.O0

3.7.2.1.2

Hcight; Weight, and BMI

Similar to the findings for the total ample, the Tai Chi participants were taler than both
the line dancers @<.O01 ) and the non-exercise group w.05).
No difference in weight was

reponed when those not completing the study were removed fiom the analysis, and similar to the
findings with the total sample, no difference in BMI was found
3.7.2.1.3

Balance
The Tai Chi group had a significantiy greater badine single-leg stance time than the non-

AIthough the Tai Chi group had a faster Tandem Wdk score, no
exercise group w.05).
significant group differences emerged. The findings for the MDRT were similar to the total

sample. The Tai Chi v . 0 1) and line dance w.001) groups had greater forward reach scores
than the non-exercise group, while the line dancers had greater backward lean scores than the
non-exercise group @<.O01). In contrast to the findings on the total sarnple, the line dancers also
had greater backward lean scores than the Tai Chi participants ('pC.05) when only study
completers were exarnined.
With regards to the Maximal Step Length (MSL)Test, the Tai Chi participants had
greater nght forward step scores in cornparison to the line dancers @=COS) and, unlike the total
sample, with the non-exercise group @<.OS).

Right backwards step scores were greater for the

line dancen than the non-exercise group @<.OS), however, the difference between the line
dancers and Tai Chi groups was not signifiant. Finally, the lefk @<.O1 ) and right w.001) side
aep scores were greater for the îine dancers than the non-exercise group. Significant left (j6.05)
and nght @<.OI)side step score ciifferences were also found between the non-exercise and Tai
Chi groups, which was not evident in the analysis of the total sarnple.

3.7.2.1.4

Strength and Fieribility Assasmeits

No group differences emerged for knee strength and, unlike for the total sarnple,
regarding ankle strength. For the flexibility assessments, the line dancers had greater shoulder
flexion than the Tai Chi participants w.0l), which was not evident for the total sarnple. Finally,

a significant group difference emerged for ankle plantadlexion in the total sample, but not with
only study completers.

3.7.3 Change on Outcome Measures
Change on each of the outcorne measures was examined using a repeated measures
ANOVA with group as a between subject factor (3 levels: Tai Chi,line dance or non-exercise)

and tirne as a within subject factor (2 levels: pre and posttest). Appendix GG displays the means,
standard deviations, and 95% confidence intervals for al1 pre and posttest scores broken down for
each of the three recreationlsenior centre groups. The outcornes for which a significant class by
t h e interaction or a main effea of group or time emerged, are reported below. A main effect of
time identifies the outcome variables that consistently increased or decreased from pre to posttest
for al1 study groups (significant group dflerences did not exist). When the study groups dEered
ai pre a d o r post test, but there was no significant change over time, a main effezt of group was

reported. Finally, an interaction effect occurred when the outcome varied across the three groups
over time. Table 3.13 provides a summary of the outcorne variables havhg an interaction or
main efféct. This table also illustrates group differences at pre and posttea, individual group prepoa change, as well as resulting effect sues.

Table 3.13: Summary o f the Interaction and Main Effects, Pre-post Differenca, Change and EICcet Size

ABC

5-85"

-

t

(2,47)

TC vs NE**

TC vs NE**

Biliac+! Amewnents
TC vs NE*

TC vs NE**
LD vs NE**

-.O5 (TC) .79 (LD) 0.24 (NE)
.41 (TC) .52 (LD) -.76 (NE)

.22 (TC) -.71 (LD) .20 (NE)

LD vs TC*
LD vs NE**+

-. 16 (al1 groups)
.45 (TC) .6 1 (LD) . I 1 (NE)

Fornird Stcp
.37 (al1 groups)

Ridit

LD vs NE*

LD vs NE*

Biclr Stcp

~~
L
Vote: TC=Tai Cl
kndm Walk = ' 'andem timdl0 (number of fcet in t e s t ) ni
Efffect size of .20 1s smdl, .50 is moderate, and .80 is large ((

.2 1 (al1 groups)
--

5, **=+.01, ***=p<.OOl.
mber of misstcps + Tandem timc
ohen, 1977).

Table 3.13: Summarv of the Interaction and Main Effects. Pre-nosi Difïcrences. Channe and EWect Size Icontinuedl

Ri#î

9.25***

TCvsNEa+

Si& &q#
Ltft
Sidc 8ttp

(2,491

LD vs NE**

ShoulkF
FkxiOn

TCvsNE*

TC vs NE*
TC vs NE*
LD vs NE**
Fltxibillity Asstssments

6.17**
(2.49)

TC=2.2

.O3

LD=3.2
Lb2.5

.O1

.25 (TC) -.fi4 (LD) .30 (NE)

.22 (TC) -.56 (LD).20 (NE)

.O2
-

1

LD vs TCa*

4.93"
(2,491

1 1.47***

A*

(1,491
,DOnldlaioi,
Nok:TC=Tai Chi, LD=linc dance, NE=non+xercise, *=p<.OS, **=p<.O 1, ***=p<.001 .
Effat size of .20 is small,.50 is modçratc, and .80 is large (Cohen, 1977).
-

.49 (al1 groups)

3.7.3.1. ABC Scale (Balance Confidence)
A total of 50 pre and poa ABC d e s (18 tiom Tai Chi participants, 18 fiom the line

dancers, and 14 from the non-exercise group) were collected and analyzed. No significant
interaction effect or main effect of time were found. As can be seen in Table 3.13, a significant
group effêct emerged for balance confidence. -4scan be seen from Appendk GG, the Tai Chi
group had the highest balance confidence at both pre and post, the line dancers had slightly less
balance confidence than the Tai Chi group, while the non-exercise group had the lowest score
at both pre and post. As shown in Table 3.13, the Tai Chi group had significantly better
balance confidence than the non-exercise group at both pre and posttest.
3.7.3.2 Balance
3.7.3.2.1 Singleleg Stance Time (Statie Balance)
A significant group by time interaction was observed for Single-leg Stance Tirne. As

show in Table 3.13, the Tai Chi group had a higher SLST score at pretest than the nonexercise group, while at pomea both the Tai Chi and line dancers could maintain their static
balance longer than the non-exercise group. As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the Tai Chi and nonexercise groups SLST declined minimally over the IO-week study period, whüe the line
dancers significantly improved from pre to posttest. The magnitude of change was fairly large
for the line dancers. It is noteworthy that the posttest scores of the line dancers were ody
slightly higher (mean 43 versus 40) than the pretest scores of the Tai Chi group (refer to
Appendix GG).

Figure 3.2: Interaction Effect for Single-leg Stance Time
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3.7.3.2.2 Tandem Walk (Dynamic Balance)
A significant group by time interaction was observeci for the Tandem Walk. Both the

Tai Chi and Iine dance groups had better scores than the non-exercise group at posttest. As
shown in Figure 3.3. both the exercise goups improved fiom pre to posttest (i.e.,took less

tirne, including misstep penalty); effect size was moderate for both groups (refer to Table
3.13). Conversely. the non-exercise g o u p performed worse at posttest.

Figure 3.3: Interaction Effect for Tandem Wdk Time
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3.7.3.2.3 Multi-Dimtional Rcach Test (MDRT) (Limits of Stibility)

The only significant group by time interaction effkct for the MDRT concemed the
backward lem scores. As displayed in Table 3.13, the line dancers had a significantly greater
backward lean scores than the Tai Chi and non-exercise groups at pretest; no group difference

existed at posttest. As illustrated in Figure 3.4. backward lem scores of the Tai Chi and nonexercise groups remained relatively stable frorn pre to posttest, while scores of the line dancers

declined significantly over the 10-week study period. The magnitude of change was small for
the Tai Chi and non-exetcise groups and moderate for the line dancers.

Figure 3.4: Interaction Efféct for Baekward Lean
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A significant group effect emerged for fonvard reach, lefl side reach, and upward reach.
As shown in Table 3.13, the Tai Chi and line dance groups had better foward reach than the

non-exercise group at both pre and posttest; the Iine dancers (aithough minimal according to
Appendk GG)had the fiirthest reach at both assessrnent times. For the left side reach, no

significant ciifference existed between the groups at either pre or posttest aithough the Tai Chi

and line dance groups did appear to have a greater left side reach than the non-exercise group.
Finaily, while upward reach scores of the groups were sinÿlar a basehe, the ihe dancers had

a greater upward reach than the non-exercise group at posttest. The Tai Chi group also had
greater upward reach than the non-exercise group, but their reach was not as high as the line
dancers. A significant decline fiom pre to posttest (time efféct) was found for upward reach,
but the magnitude of change was minimal.
3.7.3.2.4

Maximal Step Lmgtb (Rotcetive Balance)

A signifiant group by tirne interaction or main effect occurred for dl six directions of

the Mavimal Step Length (MSL) test (refer to Table 3.13). Figure 3.5 illustrates the findings
for the right forward step. The Tai Chi goup had better scores on the right forward step
component than the line dancers and the non-exercise groups at pretest. The Tai Chi group
was also better than the non-exercise group at posttest. Both the Tai Chi and line dance groups

significantly improved their right foward aep scores fiom pre to posttest. while the nonexercise group remained the same. Magnitude of change was moderate for both the Tai Chi
and line dance groups.
Figure 3.5: Interaction Effect for Fomard Right Step
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Signifiant main effects of both group and t h e emerged for the leA forward step. The
group effect revealed no group merences in step length at pretest but greater Iefi forward step

xores at posttest emerged for the Tai Chi group compared to the non-exercise group. The line
dancers had better lefi forward step than the non-exercise group but not as far as the Tai Chi

group at both assessrnent times. For the time effect, participants in ail classes had greater left
foward step scores at posttest, but the magnitude of change was minimal.
For the backward steps. a significant group effect was found for the right backward
step.

At

both pre and posttest the line dancers had greater ri&: backward step scores than the

non-exercise group. Overall, the line dancers stepped fùnher than the Tai Chi group who
stepped funher than the non-exercise group. A significant effect of time was found for the lefl
backward step; the groups had greater Iefl backward aep scores at posttest; the magnitude of

change was small.
A significant group by time interaction occurred for the left and right side steps. Figure

3.6 illustrates the findings for the left side step; the pattern was similar for the right side. As

presented in Table 3.13, the Tai Chi and line dance participants had greater side aep scores
(both lefl and right) at pretest than the non-exercise group. At poatest the Tai Chi group had

better side aep xores than the non-exercise group. While the Tai Chi and non-exercise
participants improved both their side steps scores from pre to pomesting (the Tai Chi had
significant irnprovernent on their nght side), the line dancers had a significant decline in both
their lefi and right side step scores. For both the left and right side steps. the magnitude of
change was small for the Tai Chi and non-exercise groups and moderate for the line dancers.

Figure 3.6: Interaction Effect for the k f t Side Step
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3.7.3.3 Flexi bility
Significant main effects were found for two measures of flexibility (see Table 3.13). A
significant group effect emerged for shoulder flexion (line dancers had greater shoulder flexion
at pretest than the Tai Chi group). A significant time effect was found for d e dorsiflexion.

AU groups had greater ankle dorsiflexion at posttest and a moderate effect size was observed.
No significant change over time or group differences emerged for the strength measures

or the VPS.

3.7.3.4 Composite Scores
As described in the data analysis section, composite scores were created for several

variables (i.e. total MDRT, total MSL,total knee and ankle strength, and total shoulder and

ankle flexîbility). Separate MANOVAS were nui using pre-post change scores first for aN the
balance (composite and stand-done) variables, then for aü the flexibility variables. A one-way
ANOVA was run for the single, composite strength variable. While r e p t e d measutes

analysis of variance exsunina the amount of change overtime within each group separately for

each variable, the MANOVA looks at whether the amount of change is different for the groups
and allows us to look at al1 the balance (or flexibility indicaton) together in the same model.
Two one-way MANOVAs were used to examine arnount of change (pre to post) in
balance. The first model included four variables (SLST, Tandem Walk, MDRT total, and MSL
total). while the second included three variables (SLST. Tandem Wdk, Total Reach-MDRT
and MSL combined). Similar results were obtained for both models; a significant overafl

effect (F (2, 27) = 8.48, p<.001) was found. As shown in Table 3.14, with respect to dl the

balance measures, the groups differed significantly with respect to only two variables: the
SLST and Tandem Walk. Bonferonni post hoc cornparisons revealed that the line dancers had
a greater positive change in their single-leg stance time than the Tai Chi (p<.001) and nonexercise groups (pc.001). With respect to Tandem Walk, the non-exercise group had a greater

change (performed worse) than the Tai Chi ( ~ 4 . 0 5and
) line dance (p<.OI). No significant
ciifferences emerged for the composite strength score or the flexibility mode1 (includmg sit and
reach and total flexibility).

Table 3.14: Change Scores on Composite and Rcmiiaiag Variablm

Posttest

Change

Posttest

Change

MDRT ~ o t d
Pretest
Posttest
Change

MSL ~ o t a l ~
Pretest

Posttest
Change
i SD (95% CI); F values are
Note: values are
'pc.05, **p<.o1
?MDRT total = fonvard + backward + lefi side + cight side + upward reach scores
MSL total = forward. baclcwuâ, and sideways sths (avera& of 3 trials: lefi and right direction)

"

Tabk 3.14: Change Scores on Composite and Remaining Variables (continued)

Total Rcrichf

Pretest
Posttest
Change
Stnngthx

Pretest
Posttest
Change
F'lcxibili tyq
Pretest

Posttest

Change

Sit and ~

ach

Pretest
Posttest

*p<.05. **p<.Ol
Total Reach = MDRT total (upper body reach) + MLS total (aep lm)
Stmgth = ha extension + ankle doniflexion
Fletdbility = shoulder extension + shoulder flexion + ankle dorsüle?um+ ankle plantaitlexim

'

'

'

As noted previously, a number of participants in the current study fiom both the Tai

Chi and line dancing classes were enrolled in other exercise classes at the time of the shidy
(two in each group also joined new classes dunng the study period). To explore the impact of
concurrent class involvement on change in the outcome indicators, we separated those involved
(1 1 Tai Chi and 12 line dancers) from those not involved (9 Tai Chi and 6 line dancers) in

other classes and compared their pre and poa scores. Paired t-tests were used to examine pre
to post change. The findings are displayed in Table 3.15 .
A mixed panem of findings emerged. Those enrolled in other classes did not

consistently perfom better at baseline, however there were notable exceptions. As can be seen
from Table 3.15, the line dancers enrolled in other classes had much better SLST,MSL total,
and strength total scores at baseline. The Tai Chi people enrolled in other classes, conversely,
stood out in having worse Total MSL and flexibility scores at baseline. Sirnilarly, those
enrolled in multiple classes did not show consiaently greater improvement over the IO-weeks.
Within the Tai Chi group, those enrolled in other classes improved more only in MSL total;
those enrolled only in Tai Chi improved more in Tandem Walk and total Flexibility. Within
the line dancing group, both those enrolled and not enrolled in other classes significantly
improved their SLST; those enrolled in other classes were more likely to show Unprovements

in MSL; whiie those not enrolled significantly improved on the Sit and Rach test.
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Table 3.15: Cornpanson of those Enrdkd and Not Enmilcd in 0th- Exercise Classa

Pretest

Postttst

Siagieleg Stance
4 l.3i22.6

Enrolled

9.5i1.5

Nd Enrolled
MDRT Total

13 .4*2.6

Not Entokd

49.OI4.6

MSL Totd

Nat Ex~~lled
Sit and Rach

256.& 18.7

Enrolled

26.71 12.7

II1.27

.26 21.45k9.8

3.7.3.5 Entent of Improvement

While effect size provides an estimate of magnitude of change, this estimate considers
the group as a whole. As previously argued, it is also important to examine the extent of

improvement (i. e., the proportion of participants who benefit) for each program.

Table 3.16 presents the change scores for the Tai Chi, line dance, and non-exercise
participants fier IO-weeks of program participation. This section d e m i the findings fkom

the individual change score analysis. The nimber of people who had a positive change versus

those showing-nopositive change are separateci into two groups and their baseline values,
average amount of change, and range of change are presenteâ. Programs are oflen 'relatively
beneficial' (for some participants more than for othen); level of fiinctioning at entry and
participation rates as well as other factors need to be considered in examiring program benefits
(Myers, 1999). The results of the t-test analysis, cornparhg the baseline scores and attendance
rates of those showing improvement versus no improvement are described for each of the
recreation/senior centre groups.
3.7.3.5.1 Psychophysical Measum

ARC Scde (Bolonce Confidence)

As displayed in Table 3.16, half (25 out of 50) of our recreatiodsenior centre sample
showed some positive change in their balance confidence: 44% of the Tai Chi participants,
56% of the line dancers, and 5û?/0 of the non-exercise group. The Tai Chi and line dancing

participants improved, on average, by approximately 8% while the non-exercise group had an
average improvement of l m . When the Tai Chi participants ( ~ 2 . 1,8 p4 .OS) and line dancing
participants ( ~ 2 . 1 4F, . 0 5 ) who had a positive change were compared with those showing no
positive change, significantly lower average baseline ABC scores were found for the former
groups; no difference class attendance rate was found. For those who had no positive change,
the non-exercise group had the largest decline, averaging 17%, with one participant having a
50% decline in balance confidence.

'9
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Table 3.16: Individual Change S c o m A I e r 10 Weeks of F

Budint

Value

1

Tai Cbi

No Positive 1 Positive
Chan e <O Chan e >O

__t___i_+L

Mat Dance
Basdine
Value
n=18
l5.W.l

No Positive

Positive

Positive

Change (0

ChangeO,

Change >O

8 (44%)

10 (56%)

l6.6i9l.l

14.5~1.8
13,3*10.3

7 (50%)
11.3I1.5

4.0k2.5

6.3-32.3

O.3-8.7

-

1O,2@.2
-25.0- 4.0

II +
E
NA

Scores on the ABC scale can range fiom 0% (no confidence) to 100% (complete
confidence). The average baseline scores for those showing no positive change were high for
al1 of the groups: over 90% for the Tai Chi and line dancing groups and over 80% for the nonexercise group. Even the participants showing improvement for the exercise groups had high
baseline scores (almoa 79%). Due to the high baseline scores, it is not surprising that the
balance confidence of many people did not improve or only slightly improved.
VPS (Agckophysical Well-being)

The score for the VPS can range from 10 to 50. with a higher score indicating greater
well-being. In contrast to the high ABC scores, VPS scores were moderate for this sarnple at
baseline (Le., more room for improvement). Over half (56%) of our sarnple showed an
improvement in their psychophysical well-being over the 10-week study period. The Tai Chi
(n=13) and line dancing (n=8) participants improved, on average, by almost 8%; the non-

exercise group (n=7) by almost 1 I %. Participants in the non-exercise group who had a
positive improvement had a si@cantly lower baseline score than those showing no positive
, 1); the non-exercise participants who had no positive change, had higher
change ( ~ 3 . 0 8p<.0

baseline VPS scores (mean-43.2)than al1 other groups. Interestingly, the average VPS
basehe score for the Tai Chi group having no positive change (32.W14.5) was less than the

participants showing an improvement (37.016.6). Class attendance did not distinguish
between participants who improved and those who did not.
3.7.3.5.2

Balance Asscssmtnts

Single-leg Stance îïme (Static Mance)

Table 3.16 cleariy illustrates the improvements in static balance for the majority (83%)
of line dancers. While one Tai Chi and five non-exercise participants had average

improvements of 33% and 2% respectively, the line dancers who hproved had an average
improvement of 1 17%. One line dancer improved by 255% (fiom 10.49 seconds at pretest to
36.29 seconds at posttest). Other line dancers showed large improvements (e.g., 204%, l86Y0,

and 1 16%). It is interesting to note that the line dancing group had the smallest decline in their

SLST. The line dancers who reporied no positive change decreased on average by almost 5%,

the Tai Chi participants by 10% and the non-exercise participants by 29%.
it should be recognized that the Tai Chi (n= 19,9S%) and line dance (n=3, 17%)

participants having no positive change scored quite high at baseline (over 40 seconds) and may
not have had much room for improvement (maximal time of this test was 60 seconds). As
presented in the discussion, values over 40 seconds are comparable to long-term Tai Chi
practitioners. The line dancers (t=2.13, p<.05) showing a positive change had significantiy
lower baseline scores than those who reported a no positive change; no difference was found
for class attendance.

Tandem Wulk (Dynurnic &ilance)
The Tandem Walk test assesses the time to walk heel to toe dong a 10-foot line, taking
into consideration whether participants make erron (i.e., missteps). As d e s c n i in section
3.7.1-4.3. in calculating the Tandem Walk score, each penon's t h e was penalued for

missteps. ln interpreting the values in Table 3.16, lower (faster) scores are desirable. Values
are reversed; positive change is a negative value (indicating improvement, i.e., faster times
from pre to post).
Cher ha(%%) of the Tai Chi participants and 6% of the line dancers improved their
Tandem Walk score; the average change was 22% and 26%, respeaively for the two groups.

Only 3 (2 1%) of the non-exercise group improved, by an average of 15%. Tai Chi indMduals

with a positive change had significantly slower baseline scores than those reporthg no positive
change

F.001).

Multi-Directional Reoch Test (MLlRI) (Li&

of Stabiligy)

The MDRT assesses the distance in inches to reach forward. backward, and to the sides
(both lefl and right). The majority of the Tai Chi (75%) and line dance (56%) participants had
a positive change in the forward reach; SV!%of the non-exercise group also improved. Average
improvement was 4% for the non-exercise group, 10% for the Tai Chi participants, and 13%
for the line dancers. Newton (2001) reported an average forward reach of 8.9I3.4. Our
average baseline scores (for those showing and not showing improvement), were higher. Thus
there may not be much room for improvement. Finally. when those who improved were
compared with those showing no improvement, no difference in the baseline fonvard reach
score or attendance were found.
While 55% of the Tai Chi participants and almost 80% of the non-exercise participants
reported improvements in their backward lean, only one (6%) line dancer had a positive
change. The Tai Chi participants improved. on average, by 1 1%, while the non-exercise group
improved by only 5%. Tai Chi individuals showing a positive change were more likely to have
a lower backward lean at baseline than those havhg no positive change (r=3.62, pc.01);
attendance rates did not distinguish the groups.
The majority of participants in the two exercise groups reported a positive change in the

lefl and right sideways reaches (refer to Table 3.16). For the leA sideways reach, Wh of the

Tai Chi and line dance participants reported a positive change; the Tai Chi participants
averaged a 27% improvement while the line dancers averaged 1%.

While 43% of the non-

exercise participants had a positive change, the average amount of change was small(6%). For

the right sideways reach, a total of 12 (6%) Tai Chi, 9 (SV%) line dancer, and 5 (36%) nonexercise participants reported a positive change. The average improvement was approximately
20% for the two exercise groups, but only 6% for the non-exercise group. While no significant

differences were found for the ieft sideways reach, the Tai Chi participants ( ~ 2 . 0 8p<.OS)
,
who
expenenced a positive change had lower baseline right sideways reach scores than those who
did not improve their sideways reach. For those reporting no positive change, al1 groups
reported an approximately 200h decline for both the left and right sideways reaches. No group
difference in the number of classes attended was found.
Positive change in upward reach occurred for 35% of Tai Chi participants but for only 1
(6%) line dancer, and 1 (7%) non-exercise participant. The Tai Chi participants had an 1 1% to

40% improvement (average 17.8%) while the line dancer improved by 35% and the non-

exercise participant by 4%. The baseline scores of those showing improvement in the Tai Chi
group were significantly lower than the Tai Chi participants who did not have a positive
change (t=3.79, p<.O 1 ) and for ail groups. those having a positive change and not having a
positive change had similar attendance scores.

Maximal Stq Lengîh (MSL) (htective Balance)
R e d that Six maxird steps (forward, backward, and sideways in the lefi and right
directions) were included in the MSL test. For the left and nght forward steps, 1W h of Tai

Chi participants showed positive change. The arnount of improvement ranged fiom 1% to 25%
(average 8%) for the right fonvard step and from 2?40to 29?h(average 12%) for the lefl f o m d
step. The majonty of line dancers (=
I 15,83%) also had a positive change. Their average
improvement was over 20% for both steps, ranging fiom 5% to 55% for the right forward step
and 2% to 70% for the left forward step. ûne he dancer who improved by 7û%, stepped

almoa 10 inches funher at posttesting compared to their baseline score. For the non-exercise
group, 7 ( 5 W ) improved their right fonvard step and 1 1 (790h) improved their lefi fonvard
step; an average of 20% improvement was found for the two step lengths. No differences in
the groups' baseline or attendance scores for those improving and not improving were found.
The majority of participants in the two exercise groups had a positive change in their

backward steps. For the nght backward step, an average irnprovement of 5% was found for 1 1
(55%) Tai Chi participants, almost Y ! for 9 (50%) line dancers and slightly less than 4% for S
(36%) non-exercise participants. The improvements for the left backward step were slightly

greater than the right backward direction. A 12% improvement was revealed for the 13 (65%)

Tai Chi participants and a 10% improvement for the 12 (67%) line dancers. Five (36%) nonexercise participants had an average positive change of 1 1%. The baseline scores for both the
leH ( ~ 2 . 5 2p, c .OS) and right ( ~ 2 . 4 7p<.OS)
,
backwards seps were significantly less for the

Tai Chi participants showing improvement than those not improving. No difference was found

between those improving and not improving for the nurnber of classes attended.
While over 600/0 of Tai Chi and non-exercise participants reporteci a positive change in
both lefi and right sideways steps, few line dancers (17% to 22%) improveû. The maximal
improvement for both side aeps was over 20°! for two Tai Chi participants (average 100/o to

13%) and slightiy less than 20% for several non-exercise participants (average 9% to 13%).
For the left side sep, the Tai Chi participants having a positive change had sipificantly lower
baseline scores than those h a h g no positive change ( ~ 2 . 1 7p<.
, OS). Similady, the badine
scores for the lefl and right side steps were also significantiy lower for the non-exercise
( ~ 2 . 7 5p<.
, OS, ~ 2 . 7 9p<
, .OS ) and line dancing participants (t=9.49,p<. 0 1,

01, p< .O1 )

showing improvement than those having no positive change. No group difference in class
attendance was found.
3.7.3.5.3 Strength Assasments
Knee Extension

Half of the Tai Chi (n= 10) and non-exercise (n=7) participants and over 60% of the line
dancers (n= I 1) improved in knee extension nrength. The line dancers improved by an average
of 5%. the non-exercisers by 15% and the Tai Chi participants by almost 20%. One Tai Chi

participant had an improvement of 4094. The baseline scores for those showing improvement
for ail groups; the Tai Chi (t=2.54, p<.05), line dance ( ~ 3 . 2 0e. . 0 1), and non-exercise
( ~ 2 . 6 0p.. .05), were significantly less than for those having a positive change compared to

those having no change, no difference in attendance was found.
Ankle Dorsi/exion

Ankle strength improved, on average, by 15% for the Tai Chi participants (n=12,60%),
20% for the line dancers (n=7,39??),and 13% for the non-exercise group (n=7,50%). Three

Tai Chi and two line dance participants had over a 40% improvement, with one Tai Chi and
one line dance individual having a 55% improvement. The non-exercise group, who had a
positive change, ranged fiom almost 7% to 19%. The Tai Chi ( ~ 2 . 1,8 p< -01) and nonexercise ( ~ 5 . 2 0p, . 0 1) participants showing a positive change had a significantly lower

baseline scores in ankle strength than those having no change. The Tai Chi participants who
had a positive change attended significantly more classes (mean 9.25 versus 8.00) than those

showing no change w.05).

Buck Strength

The categorical grade of strength for the back extension assessrnent for the exercise and
non-exercise groups are provided in Table 3.16. As can be seen from this table, 4 (27%) Tai
Chi, 8 (50%) line dancers, and 4 (40%) non-exercise p~icipantsachieved a 2+ grade of

strength while 11 (73%) Tai Chi,8 (50%) line dancers, and 6 (60%) non-exercise pmicipants
achieved a 3- grade of strength at baseline. Completing the 10-week exercise or non-exercise
program did not affect the grade of back strength the participants had started with.
3.7.3.5.4

Fleribüity Assessmcnts

Sif and Reack

Approximately 60% of the line dance and non-exercise participants had a positive
change in their sit and reach scores. The line dancers improved, on average, by 15% while the
non-exercise group by less than 10%. The extent of improvement ranged from approximately
4% to 25% for the line dancers and 2% to 15% for the non-exercise participants. Only 3 (23%)

Tai Chi participants had a positive change; with one participant having a 66% change (going

from 9 cm at pretest to 14 cm at pomest). Interestingly, the majority of Tai Chi participants
(n=lO, 77%) had no positive change in theû sit and reach score. No difference existed in the

baseline scores or attendance rates of those having and not having a positive change.
Shouldèr FIexibiIliry

Shoulder flexion and extension were used to examine the flexibiiity of the shoulder. A
total of 12 (Wh)Tai Chi participants haci, on average, a 6% improvement for shoulder flexion
while 1 1 (55%) participants had an 1 1% improvement in shoulder extension. The baseline

scores for those showing a positive improvement in shoulder flexion were si@cantiy Iowa
than the Tai Chi participants having no change ( ~ 2 . 8 0pc.01).
,
Fewer line dancers showed

improvement in shoulder flexibility; 5 (28%) for shoulder flexion and 7 (39%) for shoulder
extension. Extent of improvement ranged from 2% and go!%with an average of approximately
5% for both extension and flexion. The line dancers who had a positive change in both flexion
(F 1 1.26, pC.0 1) and extension ( ~ 2 . 5 7p<.05)
,
had significanily lower baseline scores than

those showing no change. Finally, 21% (n=3) of the non-exercise participants had a positive
change (average 6%) in shoulder flexion and 4 (29%) participants showed an improvement

(averaged 1 1%) for shoulder extension. Over 7û% of the non-exercise group had no positive
change, averaging a 3% decline in shoulder flexion and 10V0in shoulder extension. For dl
groups, no difference was found for the number of classes attended for those having and not
having a positive change.
Ankle Fler'bifiiy

Dorsi and plantartlexion of the ankle were used to mess ankle flexibility. The
majonty of the two exercise groups (55% Tai Chi and 61% line dancers) had a positive change
in ankle flexibility. The Tai Chi group improved, on average, by almost 55% for ankfe
dorsiflexion and by 20% for ankle plantadexion, while both dorsi and plantarflexion for the
line dancers improved by approximately 27%. The baseline scores for the Tai Chi participants
who showed improvement in ankle dorsiflexion were significantly lower than those who did
not improve ( ~ 2 . 3 9F,. 0 5 ) and the fine dancers who improved attended significantly more
,
(no ciifference
classes (9.23 versus 7.14) than those having no positive change ( ~ 6 . 2 4F.01)

in Tai Chi attendance was found). For the non-exercise group, 5 (36%) participants improved
their d

e dorsinexion by 2 1% and 3 (2 1%) participants Unproved by 7% for plantadexion.

The baseline scores for dorsiflexion were significantly lower for the non-exercise participants
,
reporthg positive change thm those showing no change ( ~ 4 . 9 2p.01).

3.7.4 Findings from the Posttest Survey and CHAMPS Questionnaire
3.7.4.1 Physical Activity

The posttest survey and CHAMPS questionnaire were administered at posttessting to

check the stability of the samples physical activity patterns over the 10-week study penod.
Based on the posttest survey, two participants from each program (representing 1 1% to 14% of

their group) stated that they had started participating in other physical activity classes or
exercising on their own. One Tai Chi participant took-up Yoga, another line dancing (both
once a week at their seniorsTcentre). One of the line dancers started a tap dancing class (once
a week at their centre) while another started nding a stationary bike (six times a week at
home). One of the non-exercise participants said she now climbs stairs at a nuning home (her

husband was moved to a higher floor and she does not like to take elevators) N c e a week;
another reported that she now lifis weights (at a program at Mc Master University twice a
week). Participants initiating new activities were not removed fiom the repeated measures or
individual change score analysis. Except for one of the line dancers (who started riding a bike)
who greatly improved her CHAMPS scores most of the sarnple stayed relatively the sarne.

AU (n=20T100%) of the Tai Chi group and the majonty of the h e dance (n=10, 62%)
and non-exercise participants (n= 12, 86%) accumulated at leasi 30 minutes or more of

moderate intensity physical activity on three or more days of the week. The non-exercise

goup reponed an average of 4.57 ( S B 1-99)days, the Tai Chi participants had an average of
4.10 (Sm
1.21) days, while the line dancers accumulated an average o f 3.13 (Sm1.20)days

per week. The non-exercise group participated in significantly more days per week in

moderate intensity activity than the iïne dancers (j%
-05). Compared to the baseiine scores of

the nudy completers (Tai Chi averaged 4.3% 1.75 days; line dancers averaged 3 .W2.40days,

and non-exercise averageû 4.5 S*2.34) al1 groups remained relatively the same over the 10week study. Finally, two Tai Chi participants reported events that had caused a major
disruption in their normal patterns of activity over the 10-week study period. The mother of
one Tai Chi participant was in the hospital and the participant chose to spend time visiting her
mother than pursing additional activities. The second participant stated that her husband was
diagnosed with cancer and felt that her time was better spent with him.
The CHAMPS questionnaire asks respondents how physically active they have been

over the past four weeks. While used as a 'context' variable (not scored), the findings are of
interest. The majority of our sample reported being a Iittle active (n=l4, 28%) at pretest and
fairly (n= 15, 30%) or quite active (n= 13. 26%) at posttest. The Tai Chi group reported being
'fairly active' at both pre and posttest (n=7, 35%). An qua1 number of line dancers reported 'a
littie active' or 'very active' at pretest (n=6, 30%) and at posttest 'fairly active' was most
commonly reported (n=6, 33%). Finally, half of our non-exercise participants were 'quite
active' at both pre (n=8, 57%) and posttest (n=7, 5%).
R e d that the CHAMPS questionnaire yields scores for total calories expended per
week and frequency of participation for ail physical activities and for activities of a moderate

intensity over the paa four weeks. As show in Table 3. i 7, ail groups expended significantly
fewer total calories per week at posttest compared to pretest in al1 activities (F(1,47)=15.50,
p<.0 1) (ES small (--23)) and activities of a moderate intensity (F(1, 47)=11.92, p . 0 1 ) (ES
small (-.29)). The groups also had a decline in their fkquency per week in al and moderate

intensity (ES srnail(-.26)) activities fiom pre to posttest. While the efféct size for fiequency
per week in al1 activities was minimai for the Tai Chi (ES-. 13) and h e dance (ES=--02)

groups, a moderate negative effect (ES=-.65)was found for the non-exercise sarnple. The
decline for al1 activities was significant for the non-exercise group ( ~ 4 . 7 3pc.0
, 1).
Table 3.17: Cornparison of'CHAMPS Pn and Posttcst Scoïes

1 Tai Chi

Pretest

Posttest

Lint Dance
Pretest

1

Posttest

Note: m w S D (95%

3.7.4.2 Level of Exertion and Feelings After Class

Al1 participants fiom the recreatiodsenior centres who retumed for the posttest
assessrnent completed the posttest survey. There were no differences between the groups
conceniing how physically exerting they found their classes or how they feit once their classes

were over. A total of 13 (65%)Tai Chi, 13 (72%) Iine dancers, and 3 (21%) non-exercise
participants (al1 fiom a CMclass) found their classes to be 'moderately exerting', wMe the
remaining participants indicated that their classes were 'not al exerting'. Appioximately 45%

of the Tai Chi (n=9), 44% line dancers (n=8) and 36% (n=5) of the non-exercise participants
were reportedly 'pieasantly tired' right afler class participation; 30% of the Tai Chi (n=6), 45%

of the line dancers (n=8)and 5 non-exercise (36%) participants were 'noi at al1 tired'.
3.7,4,3 Perceived Gains

The sample was asked what they had personally gained fiom participating in their

program. A total of 50 out of the 52 recreatiodsenior centre participants provided responses to
t his question (oflen multiple responses). The most frequent responses are listed in Table 3.18.

Physical fitness gains were cornmonly reported by the Tai Chi participants; improvements in
balance, flexibility, and coordination were rnentioned. Relaxation, funfenjoyment, a sense of
accomplishment (including cornmitment and self-assurance) and mental health gains (including
concentrationlfocusand relaxation) were also commonly reported. The majority of line
dancen mentioned funlenjoyment and social interaction, a few mentioned physical gains
(improvement in balance) and mental health (such as concentration). Finally, most of the nonexercise group noted social benefits (interaction with the instructor and other participants),
fin/enjoyment and a sense of accomplishment (including satisfaction). One Bingo player also
noted: "Bingo gives a liale tingle when you are close to winning. But, whow when you i n ! "

Tabk 3.18: What Participants Penonally Gaincd rirom Program Participation

Physical F Ï s
Relaxation

Fun/Enjoymcnt

Accomp~isbmtnt

Mentai Herlth

I

social lntcrictioa
O
(0%)
Vote: Two line dancers did not provide a respnse to rhis question.
provrded by the resportàents.

were

3.7.4.4 Suggestions for Program Improvements

Ody one Tai Chi participant and one line dancer provided a response to the question: 1s

there anything you would like to see changed in your program. Similar to that of the process
evaluation findings, the Tai Chi participant believed that the instmaor 'taught too fast' and that
they would like to l e m fewer movements each class. Similady, a line dancer suggested
repetition to help in leaniing and remembenng the movements; she would like to practice the
dances more than once each session.

3.7.4.5 Perceived Changes in Realth and Physical Abilities

Only one participant reported changes in their heahh d u ~ the
g shidy penod, however,
some reported changes in th& physical abilities. One non-exercise participant stated that since
puticipaiing in the c r d class she experiences numbness in the ends of her first and rniddle

kgers and thumb. Three participants fiom each of the exercise groups, and one noa-exercise
participant, indicated that they had noticed a change in their physicai abiities as a redt of

being apart of their program. One Tai Chi participant felt more lirnber, while two felt that their
balance had improved. Two line dancers also thought that their balance had improved, while
the third dancer believed that she could now stand for longer periods of time without becorning
tired. Since completing the line dancing program, one person reportedly now attempts to walk
around the block, which was too physicdly challenging for her before taking the class.

3.7.5 Compatison of Community and Experienced Tai Chi Groups
The literature suggests that long-term Tai Chi practice rnay be needed before physicai
and psychological benefits can be obtained. A prion, we ourselves were skeptical that a single
l0-week session of Tai Chi couid result in dramatic balance, strength, flexibility, confidence,

or vitality gains. Accordingly, we compared the posttest scores of the beginning Tai Chi
participants (completing a 10-week modified or short-fom version of Tai Chi at the
recreation/senior centres) to scores of a group of expenenced Taoist Tai Chi Society
participants. The primary purpose was to explore whether long-term practice is needed to
achieve benefits. It also allowed us to examine whether older adults who join a Taoist Tai Chi
Society are different frorn those who take Tai Chi at recreationknior centres.

3.7.5.1 Profile
A total of 20 community Tai Chi participants completed the posttest assesment, while

20 experienced Taoist Tai Chi Society participants were recniited and tested at one point in

time. Recall that the Taoist participants were recruited fiom five classes in two locations;

recruitment was based on their age (55+) and their enrollment in an ongoinghnsition class.
As iilustrated in Table 3.19, the two groups were quite similar in age and other charactenstics.

The majority of each group was fernale, marrieci, had completed some pst-secondary xhool
ducation, and were fùily retireci.

Table 3.19: Demographic Profit o f the Tai Chi Croups

55-75 years

mean = 63.30

57-79 years
rnean = 65.42

Males

Education
Elementary School
Some High k h o o l
Hifi Schooi Diplorna
Some Pon Secondary
CoUege or University
Graduate or
ProfesSonal Degree
Rctjrcment
Not Retired
Semi-Retired
FUny-Retired
The majority of both groups perceived their health as excellent (n=9, 23%) or good
(n=27,68%). Several of the Taoist Tai Chi participants reponed heart trouble (n=5, 25%),

asthma, emphysema, or bronchitis (n=2, 1û%), diabetes (n=2, 10°h),and oaeoporosis (n=6,
3 P h ) whiie none of the comrnunity Tai Chi participants reported these health conditions. The

majority of each group (65%cornmuity Tai Chi and 55% Taoist Tai Chi) were not iimited in
the type of amount of activities they can do, however, 4 (200/o) Tai Chi and 8 (4Ph) Taoist
participants stated that they were Mted by long-tenn conditions.

When asked about their involvement in other fonns of physical activity, almost half
(n=9,45%)of the community Tai Chi group were enrofled in other exercise classes (most oAen
at their centre), while 19 (95%) participated in informal physical activity. A smaller
percentage (35%. n=7) of the Taoist participants were enrolled in other exercise classes (oflen
at a recreation/senior centre), however 80% (n=16) did informa1 physical activities, usually

walking. Of the 19 experienced Taoist participants that provided a response, a total of 16
(84%) accumulated 30 minutes or more of moderate intensity activity at least three days a

week (average 4.37i2.14). This is similar to the 20 (10%) coinmunity Tai Chi participants
who reponedly accumulated, at posttest, an average of 4 . l M.21 days per week.

Those enrolled in the community Tai Chi classes anended 6 to 10 classes (out of a 10week session); an average of 8.5 classes. As mentioned earlier, 5 (25%) community Tai Chi

participants retumed their practice log (homepractice ranging fiom 1 to 4 times per week; 10

to 1 5 minutes a session).
The expenenced Taoist participants were asked on their background survey when they

first joined the Society, when they moved from the beginner to the transition class, the
proportion of classes attended, and whether they practiced at home. The experienced Taoist
participants had been practicing Tai Chi fiom 1.5 to 15 years (average 5.62V3.90) and moved
h m the b e g i ~ e to
r the transition class fiom 9 months to 12 years ago (average 4.44V4.08

yean). B a d on two classes offered per week, since September the experienced Taoia

participants reportedly aîtended 89.45% (SD=19.57) of the available classes. Three ( 15%)
participants reponedly attended ody once a week (SV!%of th& available classes) while 1 (5%)
participant attended more than twice a week (reportedly attending 125% of the classes). A
total of 7 (35%) experienced Taoist participants stated they practiced at home fiom one to

seven days a week (average 3 .S7*2.70 days); 2 (29%) individuas practiced daily. This group
practiced anywhere from less than 5 minutes up to 60 minutes at a given tirne.
3.7.5.2

Physical Profile

Table 3.20 provides the mean, standard deviation, and 95% confidence interval for the
posttest scores of the comrnunity Tai Chi groups and the one-time scores of the expenenced
Taoist participants. Group contrats (i-test analysis) and level of significance are aiso
provided. It should be meniioned that one expenenced Taoia participant suffen from Primary
Lateral Sclerosis. which effects her strength, flexibility, and control of her left-hand side. Due
to this limitation. her Tandem Waik, leA sideways reach, and left fonvard, backward, and side

step scores were removed frorn the analysis. As well, four expenenced Taoist participants
refused to complete the assessrnent of back strength due to cornplaints of the lower back.
As illustrated in the Table 3.20, the two groups did not differ significantly on the

majority of measures. Their BMI and CHAMPS scores were comparable. The Taoist
participants did report a higher fkquency per week in moderate intensity aaivities than the Tai
Chi group, but their difference was not significant. The begi~ersand experienced Tai Chi

practitioners did not differ significantly on their total scores for the MDRT, MSL, strength, and
flexibility. Only two measures were significantly different. The Tai Chi participants at the
recreatiodseniors centres had a significantly greater upwards reach than the scperienced Taoist
participants @<.OS). The Taoist participants, however, had signiticantly greater shoulder
flexion than the comrnunity Tai Chi participants @<.01). The right back step of the Taoia
group approached significance (p=.06). Aithough few signifiant diérences were f o u i , the
experienced Taoia Tai Chi participants seemed to perform slightly better on almost aü of the

measures than the community Tai Chi group. One exception was the sit and reach test, in
which the cornmunit. group scored higher.
Table 3.20: Comparison oCPosttest Tai Chi S c o m vs. Expwicnced Taoist Tai Chi

Posttest Score
91.03î11.76
(85.18-96.88)
36.83* 9.17
(32.OldI .66)

---

Note: values are n
r
z

Score

t

Table 3.20: Cornnarison of Posttest Tai Chi Scores vs. Extwriencd Taoist Tai Chi conl
Erpmma
Tai Chi
Taoist Tai Chi
n

I

Score

MSL Totd

Jote:values are meairi

was detennnied by subtracbng tbe grar

3.8 Discussion
While Tai Chi is widely believed to offer both physiological and psychological
benefits, most studies to date have consisted of controlled interventions in which Tai Chi
classes were held more oflen and for a longer period than those typically offered in a
community setting. Previous findings are inconsistent and comparison across studies is
difficult due to variation in training protocols, foms of Tai Chi, and outcome measures.
The process evaiuation, described in Chapter 2, is the first snidy to provide a detailed
profile of older adults who enroll in Tai Chi classes at community recreationlseniors' centres.
Using program attendance records, a background survey, and telephone inteniews, we were

able to document patterns of attendance and adherence, develop a demographic profile of
participants, and explore participant impressions of the program and factors related to cominued
participation. Data collected for the outcome study, the f i s of this chapter, ailowed us to
extend the profile of older adults who take part in community Tai Chi classes to include a
number of physical and psychophysical parameters. Most importantly, this study allowed us to
examine the extent of improvement that can reasonably be expected fiom panicipating in a
r Chi class, typical of community offenngs.
single, 1O-week session of a b e g i ~ e Tai

This outcome midy consisted of pre and post assessments (at the beginning and end of
the program session) with a sample of older adults (aged 55+) recn~itedfiom six different

beginner Tai Chi classes at various community recreation/seniors' centres in Southem Ontario.

To compare the relative benefits of Tai Chi and luie dancing, we recruited a sample of similar
aged participants from four line dance classes held at the sarne centres. A comparison group

fiom non-exercise classes at these centres (aged 55+, not mently enrolled in an exercise
class, and had not participateci in a formai exercise program over the past 12 months) was

recmited to document the stability of scores on the outcome indicators. Since the literature
argues that long-term practice is necessary to achieve the benefits of Tai Chi,we also recruited

a sample of enpenenced participants (aged 55+) from five ongoing, transitional classes at the
Taoist Tai Chi Societies. The profile of this group was compared to the profile and posttest
scores of the bedmer cornmunity Tai Chi sampie (&er a sinde session of participation).

The discussion begins by examining the strengths and limitations of the present study.
The ne- section describes the profile of the different groups involved in this study in
cornparison to previous samples. Study completen are then compared to study dropouts. The
findings conceming eMent of irnprovernent (Le., change from pre to post) are discussed in the
following section. Subsequently, the profile of beginners from the community Tai Chi classes
is compared to the profile of experienced Taoist Tai Chi practitioners. Overall conclusions and
directions for future research comprise the final section of the thesis.

3.8.1 Study Strengths and Limitations
The evaluation approach may be viewed as a limitation in this study. Although the
program managers and instructon were contacted to obtain permission to recniit participants

from their recreation/seniors' centre programs or Taoist Tai Chi Society classes, we did not
solicit information about their program goals or ideas for evaluation. Although some of our
contacts infomally stated their program expectations (i-e., introduce people to Tai Chi, teach
them dance seps), the program participants were the only stakeholders hvolved in formai data
collection. We utilued a highly participant-based approach and fmseà our research questions
on the cultural beliefs and praiously reponed benefiiu in the Tai Chi literature.

Random assignment, which controls for maoy threats to i n t d validity, is fiequendy
not a viable option for evahiation of reai-world programs in which participants fkely choose

which programs they wish to join. Oflentimes, outcome evahietion studies employ quasiexperimental designs involving repeatd measures and cornparison groups (from wait-lists or
altemate program) when possible. Evaluators must also deal with the real-world issue of
concurrent program involvement during the study period. Funhermore, not al1 program
participants may agree to take part in the evaluation of their programs which entails additional
time and effort such as cornpleting questionnaires or undergoing assessments. The present
study confionted ail of these obstacles, as well as having limited resources at our disposal. In
addition, we had to choose a battery of measures that was feasible to administer in community
settings and did not overburden panicipants (to secure volunteers, as well as to obtain approval
fiom the university's ethics cornmittee and the medicd director of the Taoia Tai Chi Society).
Although we carefiilly piloted our meanires, nonetheless, some individuals refùsed to do some
of the assessments, paticularly the tests of back strength and sit and reach.
Unfortunately, we were unable to compare the relative efTectiveness of dicerent types

of Tai Chi classes offered at the various recreation/senion centres given the relatively small
number of individuais fiom each class who volunteered for the study. Accordingly, our
community Tai Chi sarnple consiaed of individuals fiom a variety of classes adapted and
taught by dEerent instmctors. In addition, we were unable to recnrit a t d y sedentary group
of older adults fiom the "non-exercise" groups (craft classes, card groups, bingo, etc.) at four
senior centres', despite Our recruitment cnteria and efforts. Although this sample was not
participating in any formal exercise classes during the study period and had not enroileci in a
formal exercise class in the past 12 months, Our findings indicate that this group was quite

physically active through informal purniits. F i y , we were only able to assess "arperienced"
Taoia Tai Chi participants at one point in time to provide a comparative profile with begianers

from the community classes. FoUowing Taoist Tai Chi participants from the beginner to the
experienced level (which typically takes a year or more) was beyond the scope of this study.
Despite the inherent limitations, this study nevenheless has several strengths. In
comparison to previous studies, the evaluation did not manipulüte the Tai Chi program, but
rather, exarnined the program as it was normally offered in the vanous centres. While we were
unable to compare different foms and instructional techniques, the sarnpling of multiple
classes is preferable to examining a single class, which is the nom in previous Tai Chi studies.
While the outcome indicato~selected for this study had to be feasible to admi~sterin
a comrnunity setting, we used multiple measures to assess balance, strength, and flexibility,
respectively. Training specificity of Tai Chi was considered in measurement selection. The
measures chosen were designed by the developers for healthy, cornmunity dwelling older
adults and fùnher pilot-tested to ensure appropriate level of difficulty and faibility. Finally,
the evaluator is a Professional Fitness and Lifestyle Consultant (fitness appraiser certification
6.om CSEP) and received additional training concerning the reliable administration of the

balance, strength, and flexibility protocols used in this midy.

3.8.2 Profile of the Shidy Croups
A total of 30 individuals fiom the community Tai Chi classes, 28 fiom the line dancing

classes, and 16 fiorn the non-exercise groups were assessed at baseline. Of these, 6% (n=20)

of the Tai Chi sample, 64% (n= 18) of the line dancers, and 88% ( ~ 1 4of) the non-exercise
group were M e t assessed at the 10-week posttest. This d o n begins by comparing the
general characteristics of the three groups, followed by a comparison of physical activity
profiles, psychophysical and physical characteristics using the baseiïne data of al1 study
paniapants. Characteristics of study completers versus dropoirts conclude this section.

3.8.2.1 General Characteristics

Similar to previous evaluation studies of community-based exercise programs for older
adults (Ecclestone et ai.. 1998; Myers & Hamilton, 1985) and the profile of seniors who tend to
join recreation/seniors' centres in general (Novak, 1997), our sample was predominantly
female, Caucasian, and relatively healthy. Characteristics of the sarnple who participateû in
the outcome study were similar to the larger sample who completed the background survey for
the process evaluation, although a siightly higher percentage of men from the Tai Chi group

took part in the outcome phase. Our sarnple consisted of younger seniors (average age mid60s); the non-exercise sample in the outcome study was older than the exercise groups.
Reasons for joining Tai Chi or line dancing, general confidence in performing the movements,
and few reservations at the outset were comparable to the findings of the process study.

3.8.2.2 Physical Activity Profile
Information from the background survey, as well as attendance data, was used to
construct a physical activity protile of both the process and outcome study samples. The

CHAMPS questionnaire was also administered to the outcome study groups at both badine
and d e r 10-weeks to verify their Ievel of physical activity and *O examine stability over time.
A pomest questionnaire was used to check whether there had been any major disniptions in

their physical activity patterns over the study p e n d due to iiiness or other life events.
Consistent with the process midy findings, many of the individuals enroileci in the Tai

Chi and line dancing classes were involved in other structureci exercise classes (37% and 54%,
respeaively) andfor informal activity pursuits (Whand 75%. respectively). The majority had
been involved in physid activity throughout their lives, consistent with Novak's (1997)
assertion that people who enjoy physid activities will continue being active when they retire.

The CHAMPS scores contirmed these findings; according to Stewart et al.3 (2001)
classification, our Tai Chi sample was classified as "aiready active", while our line dancers
were "somewhat active" at baseline.
For those who completed the CHAMPS meanire at both time points, we expected that
scores Mght increase slightly for both the Tai Chi and line dancing groups given that they
were taking the once a week class over the FaIl session. In fact, scores on al1 the CHAMPS
variables significantly declined from pre to posttest, especially for the Tai Chi group. There
are two plausible explanations for this finding. First, popular summer activities (such as
golfing and gardening) were captured in the baseline CHAMPS (administered in September),
but not in the posttest CHAMPS (administered in November or December). Secondly, dancing

is classified as a moderate intensity activity on the CHAMPS (metabolic weight of 4 . 9 , while
Tai Chi is considered low intensity (metabolic weight of 2.0). Some Tai Chi researchers (e.g.

Schneider & Leung, 1991), however, have classified Tai Chi as a moderate intensity activity;
equivalent to walking at a rate of about six kilometers per hour. Given the CHAMPS
classification, it is not surpnsing that even though the line dancers declind on the al1 activity
variable (discontinuing many sumrner activities), they maimaineci their moderate intensity
activity caloric expenditure by taking the line dancing class in the Fall, while the Tai Chi group

declined on both varîables. It is noteworthy, however, that overall, the Tai Chi group still had
higher activity scores (on al1 the CHAMPS variables) at posnect than the liw dancing sample
(at either pre or poa).
While we attempted to r m i t a 'non-exetcise' cornparison group from the seniors'
centres, as we discovered, this group was actually quite physicaiiy active accordhg to both the

background and CHAMPS questionnaires. Most said they had k e n inwlved in physical

activity throughout their iives and were currently engaged in unstrucnired activities. They
were classified as "somewhat" and "already active" on the CHAMPS questionnaire. While
CHAMPS scores declined for dl study groups fiom September to December, the non-exercise

group declined the most dramatically in their frequency per week in al1 activities. The cessation
of sumrner activities and not initiating a new activity may help to explain this finding.
In summary, the profile of older adults who enroll in beginner Tai Chi and line dancing
classes at community recreatiodseniors' centres can be considered "somewhat to already
active" according to Stewart et al. 's (200 1) classification system. For moa, the exercise class

in question was not their oniy pursuit, but rather one of several activities. Structureci exercise
classes in the fdl appear to replace informai sumrner activities, and overail, these individuais
tend to be somewhat less active in late versus early fall. Our cornparison group recniited fiom
non-exercise groups at these seniors' centres was certainly not "sedentary". Almost 70% were
found to engage in informal physical activities. Interestingly, their level of physical activity
(CHAMPS scores) declined the most fiom pre to post. These findings must be considered

when interpreting the change scores on the psychophysical and physical measures for the three
groups in this study.

3.8.2.3 Psychophysical Cha racteristics
The ABC and VPS d e s were used to veri& balance contidence and psychophysical
well-being, respeftively. A priori, given the profile of older adults who tend to take part in
community programs we expected that our sarnple would score relatively high on both these
indicators at baseline. Appendix HH provides cornparison values fiom previous samples of
older adults for these two measures, as well as for the physical mdicators used in chis study.

Comparative values fiom prior studies suggest that healthy, active, older adults can be
expected to score 90% or higher on the ABC (Myers et al., 1998). Both our Tai Chi and line
dancing samples had comparable baseline values, which were significantly higher than the
non-exercise group (average score of 74%). It is possible that older adults who have more
balance confidence are attracted to Tai Chi and line dancing classes.
Scores on the VPS were moderately high for al1 three groups at baseline, comparable to
values obtained on previous samples of older adults from exercise classes and walking groups
(Myers et al., 1999) shown in Appendix HH. Given that the non-exercise group was more
physicaily active than anticipated, it is not surprising that their VPS scores did not differ from
the other two groups at baseline.

3.8.2.4

Physical Parameters
A priori. we expected the sarnple as a whole to score relatively high on al1 our physical

indicators at baseline. No group differences were expected. Appendix HH provides comparative
values available from previous studies. This section highlights the group differences that
emerged at baseline for the balance, strength, and flexibility mewres, respectively.
3.8.2.4.1

Balance
Static balance was assessed using the single-Ieg stance test. Although not signifiant,

the exercise groups maintaineci their datic balance for approximately 10 seconds longer at
baseline than the non-exercise group. As iîlustrated in Appendix HH, the scores of our

exercise groups were similar to a group of healthy older adults (serving as a control group for a

Tai Chi intemention) but less than the experienced Tai Chi practitioners (with 1 to 20 years of
expenence) in the sarne study (Tse & Bailey, 1992). The non-exercise group's score was

comparable to groups of hdthy non-inmtutionalized men and women (see Appendîx HH).

Dynamic balance was assessed via the Tandem Walk. Our line dancen took longer to

complete the walk at baseline than the Tai Chi and non-exercise groups. We developed a
penalty score for the missteps completed during the walk and calculated this penalty on the
tirne and misstep scores of a group of healthy older women reported in the iiterature (Medell &
Alexander, 2000). As illustrated in Appendix HH,the healthy older woman perfonned better
on the Tandem Waik (with our penalty tirne scoring included) than our groups.

For the MSL, Our sample showed greater variability in their stepping direction and
length than pnor sarnples and. surprisingly, were similar to a prwious group of balance

impaired older women (MedeIl& Alexander, 2000). It is uncettain why our step length was
less than the healthy sample. As expected, for the MDRT, participants had a greater fonvard
reach compared to backward lean; sideway reaches were symmetrical (Newton, 200 1 ). As
displayed in Appendix HH,our fonvard reach scores were greater than a group of older adults
(with a mild balance disorder) who completed Duncan's Functional Reach (Hain et al., 1999).
Weiner et al. (1992b) suggest that ailowing participants to raise their heels from the floor (in
Duncan's Functionai Reach) rnay result in a greater forward reach (it also reduces the base of
support and moves the participant into an unsteady position). Although this reason may be
used to explain Hain et al.% (1999) scores, our participants kept their feet fiat on the floor
dunng testing. The higher scores of o w exercise participants may be due to participation in
pnor activities and not having a balance disorder (aithough not f o m d y a s s e d ) . Our reach

scores, for ail directions, were aiso greater than a group of healthy community dwelling older

adults fiom seniors' centres (Newton, 200 1). Newton's sample, however, was older (mean age
74.1H.9yean) than our exercise groups and their activity patterns were not reported.

Strength

3.8.2.4.2

At baseline. the ankle strength of our Tai Chi group was significantly better than the
line dancers, while the knee strength of al1 three groups was sirnilar. As presented in Appendix

t[K the ankle strength of our sample was lower than a group of healthy community dwelling
older adults (Desrosiers et al.. 1W8a). Cornparisons could not be made for knee extension due

to different joint angles. Previous research has assessed the knee, using the belt-resisted

method, at 20°, 90". and 120" of flexion (Connelly & Vandervoort, 1995; Desrosiers et ai..
1998a; Lazowski et al., 1999). we assessed the knee at 40" of flexion.

Based on the conventional method for manudly grading muscle strength, a grade of 3 is
interpreted as fair and a grade of 2 is considered poor (Clarkson, 2000; Clarkson & Gilewich,
1989); no age distinctions were provided. Based on clinical experience our scores for back

strength are nomal for moa older people (Lazowski. personal communication August 8,2001)
3.8.2.4.3

Fiexibility

Based on CSEP's (1996) flexibility norms for individuais aged 60 to 69, our Tai Chi
group's performance on the sit and reach test at baseline would be classified as 'very good';

the other two groups as 'good'. The average sit and reach scores for our sample were
comparable to a group of healthy adults, aged 45 to 75 years (Shephard et al., I W O ) and better

than a group of adults complethg a 16-week Tai Chi program (Chen & Sun, 1997) (see
Appendix l3i-I).
Although widely used clùiicaliy, few studies have published values for the Leighton
Fiexorneter, which was used to assess shoulder and M e tiexibility in this study. Ow baseline
values for shoulder flexion were comparable to a group of long-term care residents who

cornpieteci a fowmontb exercise program, 45 minutes, three times per week (Lazowsici et al.,

1999). Our shoulder flexion and extension scores were about 10" to 20" less than a group of

Young, non-athletic adult males; our ankle dorsi and plantartleion scores were comparable to
this group Wubley-Kozey, 1991).
3.8.2.4.4

Summay

The Tai Chi and line dancing groups outperfomed the non-exercise cornpanson smple

on some measures (Le., single-kg stance, forward reach, some of the MSL variables) but not
others. The Tai Chi and line dancing groups, meanwhile, perfomed similarly on some
measures, but had relative advantages on other measures. Baseline values were similar to
those obtained in previous studies with hedthy, older adults for BMI, the sit and reach test, and
the single-leg stance. Unhrtunately, linle comparative data is cumently available for the

MDRT and MSL measures (only one study conducted by the test deveiopers in each case).
Cornparisons regarding performance on the strengih tests were dificult given variation in joint
angle for the knee extension test and absence of published values for back strength grading. in

addition, variation in sample age and hedth status and failure to report sample activity
profiles, make cornparisons to previous research studies difficult for many of our outcornes.
Thus while we suspect that our sample perfonned weil at baseline (particularly given their
level of physical activity at mdy entry), for many of the measures we have littie evidence to
either support or refute this notion.

3.8.2.5 Study Completen versus Dropouts
Posttest assessrnents at 10-weeks were completed for 67% ( ~ 2 0of) the Tai Chi
sample, 64% (n= 18) of the line dancers, and 88% (n= 14) of the non-exercise group. While
some participants dropped out of the Tai Chi or line dancing program, others adhered to
program but were unavailable for the posttest sssessment; distinguishing those who were

program versus study dropouts. The program dropout rate for the present sample was 20% for
the Tai Chi group (6 of 30) and 7% of the line dancers (2 of 28). In contrast. the overall

program dropout rate based on multiple class records for the faIl was 28% for Tai Chi and 12%
for line dancing. Ecclestone et al. (1998) reponed an average dropout rate of 26% across the
12 types of classes over three months; the dropout rate for the Tai Chi class was 34%. Multiple

factors, as discussed in the Chapter Two,can influence program adherence.
While the demographic profiles of study completers versus dropouts were sirnilar. as
was level of physicai activity, the groups differed in attendance rates and in some of the

physicd measures at baseline. Those retuming for posttesting, both from the Tai Chi and line

dancing groups, attended significantly more of their respective classes (on average, eight
versus five ciasses). Study dropouts scored significantly higher on BMI, and had poorer scores
on bacLwad lean, lefi and ight side steps, and shoulder extension. While study dropouts
penonned worse on the tests rnentioned, it should be kept in mind that they did not differ
significantly on the majonty of the balance, Hexibility, or strengtb measures (24 indicators in
total) at baseline.

3.8.3 Extent of lmprovement
A priori, we expected our exercise groups to perform better at posttest than the non-

exercise group, however we were skeptical about the extent of improvement that could

realistically take place over such a short duration (10 weeks), especiaily given that these
begimer Tai Chi and line dancing classes were ody held once a week. More specificaiiy, we
expected the Tai Chi group to show slight Unprovernent on the balance and flexibility
indicators, as weli as balance confidence and vitality, maintenance of strength was anticipateà.
Simiiarly the iine dancers were expected to show slight improvemems on the balance

indicators, balance confidence and vitality. While ankle fledbility, specificdy dorsiflefioc
was expected to improve with line dancing, this activity should not result in change in other
areas of flexibility or strength.
The significant changes and trends towards improvement found for the Tai Chi group,
and particularly for the line dancing group, are encouraging given that these begimer classes
were only offered once a week over a limited, 10-week session. Our Tai Chi participants
significantly improved on the right forward and side steps of the MSL,while the line dancers
improved their single-leg stance time, Tandem Walk and nght forwatd step of the MSL. Our

non-exercise group did not significantly improve on any of our outcomes over the study period.
Progarns are likely to be relatively beneficial, for some participants more so than for othas,

depending on individual rate of participation, baseline level of physical activity, concurrent
involvement in other forms of physicai activity and room for improvement on the outcome
indicators (Myers 1999). All these factors are important in interpreting the present findings.
While our study completers had a relatively high attendance rate (attendhg on average
8 of the possible 10 classes), few practiced at home (according to the practice log and verbal

accounts). While it is possible that those who practiced at home might have achieved better
gains, smdl numbers precluded mch an examination in the present study. Vaxying degrees of

effort expended during participation is also an issue. For instance, in the inteniews, some

participants aated that they were atiaid of aggravating arthritic joints.
Baseline level of physical activity was certainly a factor in the presem study. Recall
that our groups were classified, accordhg to CHAMPS,as beiig 'somewhat or aiready active'
at baseline. Whiie CHAMPS scores deched for di three groups fiom September to

December, the non-exercise group declineâ the most. This decrease in physical activity over

the study penod may explain their decreased tirnes on the single-leg stance, Tandem Walk,
MDRT total, and overall strength tests. In general, however, the cornpanson group maintained

most of their balance. flexibility, and strength scores likely due to the high percentage (69%)
who continued to participate in informal physical activities such as wdking and NJimming
over the study period.

Concurrent participation in exercise classes, in addition to Tai Chi or line dancing, may

provide an alternative explanation for the signifiant improvements and trends towards
improvement found in these groups. Funher analyses showed that individuals enrolled in other
classes did not consistently perform better at baseline or improve to a greater extent.
Unfortunately, we could not examine the vanous combinations of exercise classes (ive.,Tai Chi
plus Yoga versus Tai Chi plus aerobics), nor could we factor in the duration of pmicipation in

other classes. In any case, it is difficult, if not impossible, to attribute improvements
specifically to Tai Chi or line dancing. Although the non-exercise group was not taking f o d
classes, they were comparable to Tai Chi and line dance in terms of informa1 physical

activities. The redity is that older adults who corne to these centres tend to be physically
active and engage in multiple forms of physical activity.

Room for improvement on the various outcome rneasures must also be considered. For
example, our Tai Chi group scored 8% and our line dancers scored 84% (out of a possible
100%) on the ABC (balance confidence) measure at baseline. Myers et al. (1998) state that

individuals who score in the mid-80s or better on the ABC tend to be highly bctioning,

already physicaliy active, and unlikely to show furthei irnprovement in balance confidence.
Our Tai Chi group also scored fairy high on the single-kg stance test at baseline (40 seconds
out of a possible 60 seconds); scores were maintained at posttest. The l i e dancers, on the

other hand, averaged 28 seconds at baseline and improved significantlyto 43 seconds at
posttest. Thus, the latter group had more room for improvement.
The meaningfilness of the changes found must be considered. For instance, although
the line dancers irnproved their SLST, iheir average posttest score was similar to the pretest
score of the Tai Chi participants. Our overall results would be easier to explain if our exercise
and non-exercise groups had similar baseline scores and if the non-exercise participants stayed

the same fiom pre to posttest on our outcome measures. We found that differences existed
between our non-exercise and exercise group at badine and that our non-exercise group
sometimes improved slightly on various measures.
It is also important to consider that our physical battery consisted of indicators most
relevant to Tai Chi training. For exarnple, Tai Chi participants routinely practice various lunge
positions, which challenge isometnc arength in the lower extremities. No movement occurs at
the joint dunng an isometnc contrado& the force exerted by the muscle is equal to or iess
than the resistance (Hockey, 1993). We specificaily assessed the isometric strength of the
lower body using the belt-resisted method. Although a significant improvement was not found,
our Tai Chi simple perfomed better than the line dance and non-exercise gtoups. If we had
assessed isotonic strength, where movement takes place at the Joint and there is a shortening

and lengthening of the muscles (Hockey, 1993), the line dancers may have scored better since
their aaivity involves a constant movement of the lower limbs. Another exarnple is shoulder
flexibüity. Unlike line dancing, Tai Chi movements emphasize shoulder rotation thus, as
expected, the Tai Chi group, but not the line dancen improved on this measure. Conversely,

both Tai Chi and line dancing may influence Tandem Walk. For instance, line dancing

involves the grapevine and other crossover steps, while Tai Chi involves muent changes in
base of support. Both groups improved on this measure.
Finally, it must be acknowledged that we did not assess al1 the possible benefits or
adverse effkcts of pmicipation in begimer Tai Chi or line dancing prograrns. For instance,
during the exit interviews and on the posttest survey, several individuais reponed feelings of

relaxation. improved concentration, enjoyment, or a sense of accomplishment corn Tai Chi
andor line dancing. Conversely, a few noted that the movements were painful.

3.8.4 Cornparison to Expenenceà Taoist Pnctitioners
Since it has been argueci that long-term practice may be needed to learn the Tai Chi
movements and achieve many of the benefits (Alder, 1983)- we compared our profile and
posttest scores of the comrnunity Tai Chi sampie (following their 10-week b e g ~ e session)
r
to
a group of experienced practitioners of the same age (who had ben practicing Tai Chi an

average of four years). The two samples were similar with respect to their demographic,
health, and activity profile. Contras, to our expectations, although the experienced Taoist
participants had somewhat better scores on several of the measures, they were only
significantly better on one indicator, narnely, shoulder flexion. The most plausible reason for
this finding is that both samples concurrently participated in other exercise classes and
informal physical activities. The comrnunity sample was also active prior to enroliing in their
Tai Chi program. Previous research has often compared the scores of experienced Tai Chi

practitioners to a sedentary control group or failed to report the activity level of the cornparison
t
group (Lai et al. 1993; Lan et al. 1996; Lan 1998; Tse & Bailey, 1992), and n ~surprisingly,
has found dserences.

3.8.5 Conclusions and Directions for Future Research
This project represents the first attempt to profile older adults who take pan in b e g i ~ e r
Tai Chi and line dancing classes at cornmunity recreationkniors' centres and document the
benefits that can be realistically obtained after a singie session of participation. We found that
older adults who tend to join such prograrns are predominantly Caucasian, female, relatively
healthy, and physically active. Even our non-exercise group was not sedentary. rather, they
were quite active via walking, swimming and gardening. Attendance was high for both the Tai

Chi and line dancer groups and dropout was low. Al1 groups generally scored weil on the
psychophysical and physical rneasures at baseline. Significantiy lower balance confidence
scores for the non-exercise g o u p raise the possibility that older adults with greater balance
confidence are more predisposed to Tai Chi or line dancing classes.

The findings fiom our outcome snidy suggest that participation in a IO-week begimer

Tai Chi or line dancing program may rewlt in some improvement in various balance and
flexibility indicators. as well as maintenance of strength. No signifiant change was found for
the non-exercise group, many of who participated in informal activities but not structureci
exercise classes dunng the study penod. While the findings are encouraging, particularly for
the line dancers. it is impossible to anribute the effects to Tai Chi or line dancing per se given
concurrent participation in other nmctured exercise classes. The influence of overall exercise
patterns is aiso evident when comparing our beginxung Tai Chi sample to the experienced
Taoist practitioners. Although it may take months of practice to learn Tai Chi, many of the
potential benefits may be achieved through other fonns of stmaured exercise. In any case, it

appears diflicult to find heahhy older adults who participate in one exclusive form of phyncal

activity and to separate the relative contributions of sequential and concurrent participation in
multiple classes and activities.
Despite dl the difficulties in conducting real-world evduations of exercise classes for
older adults, funher studies are needed. For instance, the relative benefits of the different
fonns of Tai Chi practiced in the cornmunity warrant investigation. Relative benefits of classes

offered once versus twice a week should du, be compared. Tracking participants of ongoing
programs longitudinally (e.g.. through the Taoist Societies) and documenting rates of
participation as well as incremental change on various outcome indifators is recomrnended.
Qualitative studies are also needed to better understand the experience of older adults trying
novel forms of exercise such as Tai Chi and line dancing. Together, the current process and
outcome studies provide a starting point for hrther evaluations of Tai Chi and line dancing
programs for older adults. More comprehensive evduations are needed to examine issues of
recruitment, implementation, and delivery. Program directors and instmctors should be
involved in evaiuation planning to infonn decision-making. Future outcome evduations also

need to examine contextual factors (such as setting, class size, age, and gender mix and
instmctor characteristics) in relation to desired outcomes.
Our study focused on a relatively heaithy group of older addts (55+) who were
pariicipating in cornrnunity recreational classes; other populations such as frai1 senion should

also be ewnined. Therapeutic effkcts of Tai Chi for people with osteoporosis, Parkinson's,
anhritis, and other chronic iilnesses, have been advocated (Cerrato, 1999; Kutner et al., 1997;
Lane & Nydick, 1999),although few empincal studies have been carieci out to date.
In conclusion, our hdings provide a f m comprehensive profile of older adults who

enroli in wmmunity Tai Chi classes and line dancing programs. This pronle includes:

demographic characteristics, physical activity patterns, badine values, and change scores on
various psychophysical and physical parameters. The study also provides a cornparison of

beginner community Tai Chi participants (following 10-weeks of participation) and an
experienced group of Taoist practitioners. Our findings constitute a valuable basis of
cornparison for future evaluation and research smdies on exercise programs for of der adults.
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Appendix A:
Centre Information Letter for Study One

Dear Program Manager:
My name is Tnsha GaWi and 1 am conducting a study as part of my doctoral
dissertation. 1 am workmg with my faculty advisor, Dr. Anita Myers, and we are
fiom the Department of Hedth Studies and Gerontology at the University of
Waterloo.
We are conducting a study on why older adults are interested in different types of
exercise programs offered in the cornmunity and the health benefits that may be
acheved through such participation. In particular, we are interested in two novel

exercise approaches, Tai Chi and line dancing for older aduits. We are hoping to
look at several classes at different recreationd and seniors' centers and clubs across
the Hamilton and Kitchener-Waterloo areas. 1 am interested in both the tai chi and
line dancing classes offered at your center.

Our study consists of two parts. The first phase is an adherence study, which 1 hope
to start in the winter session. This study will explore the reasons why participants
are aîtracted to the tai chi and line dancing programs, why they continue or
discontinue participation, and theù overall personal experiences with the class. The
second study will start in the spring session and will measure various health
outcornes such as balance, flexibility, strength, and psychological well-being.
1 am asking for your permission to conduct study one at your facility in January with

the possibility of continuhg into study OHO in the spring session. Since study one is
quickly approaching, 1 will keep this study as the focus of this letter.
The study will be expiained to the program participants during the fist ciass of the
winter session. Those who volunteer to participate will be asked to sign an informed
consent and will be given a background questionnaire to complete and r e m to the
instnictor at the second class. The questionnaire should take no longer than 10
minutes to complete and asks general questions about how they heard about the
program, why they enrolled, theü past and curreat levels of physical activity, and a
basic health history .
Upon completing and renirning the questionnaire, the participants wrll not be
approached again until one week d e r the end of the program. Approximately one
week d e r program completion, 1 plan to c d the participants on the telephone to
complete a 10 to 15 minute interview about their thoughts and experiences towards
the recently completed program. I d have voluntarily acquired theu phone number
on the consent form completed at the nrst session.

After the telephone interview, most of the participants will have completed al1 of the
requirements for the project. A second telephone interview will only be given to
participants who stated that they would r e e ~ o lin
l the next session but did not. This
interview will take place approximately one mont. after the winter session has
completed. Durhg bis interview, I will ask for their reasons for not retuniing to
their enrolled program and their physical activity levels at that t h e .
Program participants will be told that theù involvement in this project is completely
voluntary and as mentioned, 1 will requùe theu consent prior to participation. The
results of the questionnaires and i n t e ~ e w will
s be kept totally confidential. No
individual will ever be identified in the results. The collected information will be
s m a r i z e d across al1 groups to provide a general description of the participants
taking part in such recreational programming.

The Office of Research Ethcs at the University of Waterloo is cmently reviewing
this project and 1 hope to receive approval to start in Janiiary. However to assist with
this, they have asked that 1 receive approval fiom the recreational centers 6om
which 1 hope to draw my sample.
At the bonom of this page, 1 have designed a fom for you to sign that I may submit

to the ethics board at the University of Waterloo. It sirnply states that you are aware
of the project and have given me permission to approach the tai chi and line dancing
classes at your center. If you do not feel cornfortable signing this fom, 1 ask that
you write an officia1 letter to the CMEce of Human Research at the University of
Waterloo g i h g me forma1 permission to complete this study.
1 am hoping that your recreational center will agree to help me with this study. I
would be willing to speak with you regarding any questions you may have and
provide you with a complete written proposal if requested. 1 can also give you a
copy of the University of Waterloo ethicai approval once obtained. 1 can be reached
or (905) 679-3985.
at tsea~in@healthv.uwaterloo.ca

Thank you for considering this project.
Trisha Gavin
Ph.D. Candidate
Depaîment of Health Studies and Gerontology
University of Waterloo

As the program manager of the Rockway Seniors Center, I am aware of the adherence study
described above. 1 understand that volunteers must sign an informai consent pnor to participation

in the study, which includes the completion of a questionnaire, an exit interview, and a possible
follow-up interview. No individual will ever be identified in the finding. 1 give Tnsha Gavin
permission to conduct this study at the Rockway Seniors Center.

1

Narne

Date

Appendix B:

Program Descriptions and Mem bership Fees

Program Descriptions

Tai Chi at the Wing 404 club, Rockway Seniors' Centre, and Breithaupt Centre
One instmctor (T.
A) teaches the beginner and intermediate classes at the Wing 404 club,
Al1 groups are
Rockway Senior's Centre, and the Breithaupt Community Centre in K-W.
instructed in the Yang style. The begimer groups commonly complete the first 10 movements of
the form while the intemediate groups refine the movements learned in the beginner class and
progress funher inio the set. The g o u p at the Breithaupt Community Centre meets for 60 minutes,
twice a week for eight weeks with the option of continuing for 10 weeks (decided by the group
during the course of the program). The groups at Rockway Seniors' Centre and the Wing 4OJ Club
meet for 90 minutes. once a week for 10 weeks. All groups are encouraged to practice at home.
Each week the groups begin with 15 to 20 minutes of basic qi gong or chi kung exercises.
The instructor explained that chi kung is a simplified fonn of Tai Chi. Chi kung is the art of
developing vital energy within the body, particularly for health, Mtality. mind expansion, and
spiritual cultivation. By enhancing the flow and balancing the chi, one can overcome illnesses and
live a more healthy life. There are various schools of chi kung that can be followed. Some of the
chi kung movements resemble those of Tai Chi, while other movements are totdly different. The
inaructor chooses the movements most appropriate for his class, which are performed in either a
sitting or standing position. During the chi kung exercises the instmctor demonstrates the
movements and explains how the movement will help the participants' health. Everyone is then
asked to join in by copying the movements of the innructor.
Once the chi kung movements are complete, the participants are instruaed in Tai Chi.The
instnictor demonstrates each rnovement to the group who then practice the movements under the
inaruaor's guidance. The pmicipants imitate the motions at the same speed as the instmctor.
During the classes the inaructor conaantly monitors the subjects to ensure correct body positions
and movement to movement transitions. The instructor adds on movements as the group
progresses. OAen times the instmctor will divide the class into srnall groups based on their
expenence and level of practice. The groups practice the fonn and the individuals within each
group assist each other in leamïng and refining the movements. The instructor visits each group to
offer instruction and assistance in learning and correcting the movements.

Tai Chi at Huntingtoo Park Recreation Centre
The participants at Huntington Park Recreation Centre slrive to iearn the 24 movements of
the Yang form, also know as the Short 24 Form. Pm groups have completed 20 to 24 movements.
This group mets for 60 minutes, once a week for 12 weeks. The instructor (R-P),
hired by the
recreation centre, lads this group through the sequence of movements. Each participant imitates
the movements at the same speed as the instrwtor, who continudly practices the movements in
short sets, and adds on movements until the fiil fonn is complete.

Tai Cbi at Hamilton Seniors' Centre and ûttawa Street Seniors' Centre
The participants at the Hamilton Senior's Centre and Ottawa Street Seniors' Centre learn a
rnodified version of the Yang style. developed specifically for senion by the instmctor. The
participants practice this fom of Tai Chi for 60 minutes, once a week, for 10 weeks. -411sessions
are supe~sedand lead by the instructor (L.C) who is hired by the senior centres. Each participant
imitates the rnovements at the same speed as the instmctor, who continually practices the
movements in short sets. and adds on movements as the group progresses.

Tai Chi at Sackville-Hill Seniors' Centre
Two forms of Tai Chi are offered at Sackville-Hill Seniors' Centre; Taoist Tai Chi and

Yang Style Tai Chi.Participants enrolled in Sackville-Hill 1 learn the initial movements of the
Taoist Tai Chi set. During their instructional session, the participants become rnembers of the
Taoia Tai Chi Society. a membership form is signed by al1 participants dunng their first week of
class. This goup rneets with the instruaor (S.L)From the Taoist Tai Chi Society of Hamilton for
60 minutes each week. The participants will progress as far as they cm through the 108-movement
set during the 10-week session, usually completing 10 to 15 movements. A full wall mirror is
available in the training room so participants can monitor their personal performance.
Participants in Sackville-Hill 3 l e m the Yang style of Tai Chi taught by an instructor
( O D ) hired by the centre. Past panicipants have often completed 10 movements in the 10-week
session. Similar to Sackville-Hill 1, this group mets for 60 minutes once a week. During the
sessions of both Sackville-Hill 1 and 2, the participants imitate the motions at the sarne speed as
the instructor. The instructon rnonitor the participants and correct body positions and movement to
movement transitions whenever needed.

Tai Chi at Burlington Seniors' Centre
The participants at Burlington Seniors' Centre practice the Taoist Tai Chi 108 movement
set. They meet for 60 minutes, once a week, for 10 weeks.SUnilar to the class at Sackville-Hill 1,
the participants at the Burlington Seniors' Centre become members of the Taoist Tai Chi Society.
The instructor (O.G.) is a member and instructor from the Taoist Tai Chi Society. Additional
instructon (usually two to three) also attend the classes to assist the participants in learning the
forrn. The extra instnictors intermingle with the new participam~so that more than one expert can
be followed. The Tai Chi program at the Burlington Senior's Centre is unique to the other
recreationalkniors' centres. New participants are accepted only in September as the January
wnter) and Apd (Spring) sessions are a continuation of the program where participants C O ~ M U ~
to leam, refine, and progess through the Tai Chi fonn.

Tai Chi at the Taoist Tai Chi Society
The groups at the Taoist Tai Chi Societies are instmcted on the 108 movements of the
Taoist Tai Chi set. This is not a Iimited program, as in most of the recreational/seniors centres, but
rather a monthly membership is followed. The beginner classes cornrnody run for 4 months as
many instructors have noted that this is the average length of time needed to l e m the complete
form. Once the participants have acquired the basic movements, they are encouraged to continue
with the society in a continuing class to further refine and develop their skills. Volunteers 6om the
society teach ail of the begimer classes. Often times three or four volunteers are available at each
begimer class to assist with instruction. Dunng the exercise, the group will imitate the motions at
the same speed as the instructor The instructors will constantly monitor the subjects and correct
body positions and forrn-to-fom transitions.
The class time and frequency of attendance varies within the societies. Participants at the
Downtown Hamilton location practice once a week for 90 minutes, the participants at the
Hamilton Mountaîn and Stoney Creek locations practice for 60 minutes, twice a week, while those
in K-Wpractice for 90 minutes once a week with an optional practice class once a week. The
variation in class offering is due to instructor availability at the individual branches.

Line Dancing In Hamilton and Burlington
Line dancing is taught for 90 minutes, once a week, for 10 weeks at Sackville-Hill Seniors'
Centre by an instniaor (S.G)who is hired by the centre. Another instructor (A. S) teaches line
dancing at the Burlington, Hamilton, and Ottawa Street Seniors' Centres for an identical
tirneframe. The i n a m o n teach a variety of different line dances to the group. During the
exercise, the group wiii imitate the steps at the same speed as the instnictor. She sequentially adds
on new movements until the full dance is practiced and repeated. The participants first leam the
steps without music and then music is added so the participants cm practice their seps and
eventually complete the dances.

Membersbip and Program Fees
Purchasing a senion' membership is mandatory for al1 participants at the senior's centres
in Burlington (Burlington Senion' Centre) and Hamilton (Sackville-Hill Senion' Centre, ûttawa
Street Seniors' Centre and Hamilton Senior's Centre). Reaching the age of 55 years is the only
criteria for purchasing a seniors' membership in Burlington. The City of Hamilton requires: a) the
participant to be at lean 60 years of age; or b) be the age of 55 years and able to provide proof of
being on a fixed income (Le., retired); or c) the spouse of an individual who has met one of the
first two criteria. The senior's memberships are vdid for one year and both residents and
nonresidents of these cities may obtain a membership, although diflerent fee rates apply. In
addition to the membership fees, individual program fees mus1 be paid (refer to Table B. 1 for a fee
listing)
Purchasing a senior's membership is not required for participants at the recreational
facilities in Hamilton (i-e. Huntington Park Recreation Centre) and K-W (Wing 404 Rotary Adult
Centre, Breithaupt Community Centre, and Rockway Seniors Centre). Acquinng a membership
entitles the cardholder to receive a reduced program fee. For example, nonmemben in Hamilton
must add a 50% surcharge to their program fee (i-e.members would pay $ 15-00 for a Tai Chi
program while nonmembers would pay $22.20). In K-W. those holding a senior's membership
would pay the reduced senior rate instead of the adult rate.
Finally, the Taoia Tai Chi Society requires that ail participants purchase a mernbership
upon joining the society. New members receive a t-shirt upon enrolling and may attend as many
sessions as they wish (although it is recommended that they attend the scheduled beginner classes
with the same inamctor until they have lemed the form). In addition to the annuai mernbenhip,
pmicipants must also pay a monthly fee. The reduced monthly rate for seniors' and students can
be found in Table B. 1.
Tabk B.1 Membenhip and Program F m
Location

,

Huntington Park
Recreation Centre*
Hamilton Seniors' Centre

Program
Tai Chi

Membenbip Fee
No (500/o surcharge)

Tai Chi
Line dance

$25.00 residents
$3 7.00 nonresidents
$25.00 residents
$3 7.00 nonresidents
$ 2 5 . 0 residents
$37.00 nonresidents
$25.00 residents
$3 3.56 nonmidents
$20.00
$20.00

Ottawa St. Seniors' Centre Tai Chi
Tai Chi
Line dance

Sackville-Hill Seniors
Centre
Burlington Seniors'
Centre
Breithaupt Centre*
Rockway Seniors Centre*

Tai Chi
Line Dance
Tai Chi
Tai Chi
1

Wmg 404'
Taoist Tai Chi Society
*membership not required

1 Tai Chi
1 Tai Chi

$20.00
$22.00

Appendix C:

Instructor Recruitment Speech for Study One

Instructor Recniitment Speech

We are ending a little early today so 1 can tell you about a research project our
centre is involved in. What we learn through ths project will help our centre tailor
our classes to better meet the needs and expectations of participants such as
yourselves.
Trisha Gavin (who is here with us today) is a W.D. student in the department of
Health Studies and Gerontology fiom the University of Waterloo. She is conducting
a study on the reasons why older adults are interested in different types of exercise
programs offered in the comrnunity, particularly Tai Chi and line dancing.
She is surveymg participants across several programs at different seniors' centers,
recreational facilities, and clubs in the Hamilton and Kitchener-Waterloo areas. All
results will be totally confideatial and in summary form.
Everyone is invited to consider volunteering as a participant in this study. Your
decision to participate is completely voluntary and will in no way impact on your

relationship with the recreation center. interested persons will receive an
Somation letter, a consent form (which is required by the University of Waterloo),
and a bnef suwey. T h s short survey can be completed at home (which will only
take about 10 minutes) and returned in the confidential envelope provided to me at
next week's class (or as soon as possible).
As the letter explains, new participants only, or those who have never taken this
type of exercise class before, will also be asked to take part in a brief (1 5-20 minute)

telephone inteniew at a convenient tirne after the session ends, and possibly a
month later, to find out more about peoples' expenences.

Your participation in this project is completely voluntary, but I hope you will di
take part. 1 will hand out the packages now to interested participants so you cm look
at them, if you have a few minutes, and ask Trisha or myself any questions. If you
don? have tirne to look at these now, take them home and you can c d Trisha if you
have questions. Please bring the survey and consent form to next week's class if
possible.
Tôank you for helping us with this important project.

Appendix

D:

Information Letter and Consent Form for Study One

University of Waterloo

Dear Participant:

Facuity ot Aoplied HesW Sciences
Depc?rtrnènt
of Heaith Stuaies
m d Gsrovtoioqy
5 i91885- i2i i or 5 r t ) 1 ~ 6 - - t w
Far 5 19/iJ6-25
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My name is Trisha GaMn and 1 am conducting this study as part of my doctoral
dissertation. 1 am worlung with Dr.Anita Myers at the Department of Health Studies
and Gerontolow at the University of Waterloo.

The purpose of this study is to learn more about why older adults are interested in
different types of exercise programs offered in the community. We are looking at
several programs at different recreation and senior's centers and clubs across the
Hamilton and Kitchener-Waterloo areas. In particda,,we are interested in two fairly
recent approaches, Tai Chi and Iine dancing. We are tryuig to find out what makes
these programs appealing to older adults and how the recreationd centers can better
meet the needs and expectations of participants, such as yourself.
We are inviting everyooe in your class to complete a short s w e y at home and
retum it to their instmctor at their next class if possible. Th~ssuwey should only
take about 10 minutes to complete. Your decision to participate is completely
voluntary and will in no way impact on your relationship with the recreation center.
At the end of this session, I will be cailing oew participants (those who have never

taken ths type of exercise class before) to arrange a brief (1 5 to 20 minute)
interview over the phone. The purpose of these interviews is to get feedback about
peoples' initial experiences taking either Tai Chi or line-dancing. When 1 cal1 you,
we will try and arrange a convenient time for ths phone interview. 1 hope to tape
record these conversations for later analyses and 1 will check with each penon
before we be+& to make sure this is alright.
A smail number of new participants may also be asked to take part in a second brief

follow-up phone interview (approximately one month after the class is over).

(please tm over)

Yoiu participation in this project is coompletely voluntary. You can choose not to
fiIl out any part of the survey or not respond to any part of the interview. Everyone
will be given an identification code based on the programs' location and session.
This code will protect yow confidentiality and allow us to match up the s-mey and
inteniew data for analyses.
s be kept totally confidential. No
The results of d l surveys and i n t e ~ e w will
individual will ever be identified in the results. The infonnation collected will be
surnmarized across ail groups to provide a general description of the people taking
part in various types of recreational programs. Information will be kept secured at al1
times. Once the data has been analyzed and published, it will be shredded and the
tape recordings erased. No known or anticipated risks are expected to result fiom
your participation.
This project is fully supported by the director of your recreational facility and your
program instmctor. If you have any questions about the survey or the study in
general, please cal1 Trisha Gavin at (905) 679-3985. The Office of Research Ethics
at the University of Waterloo has approved this project and requires that we obtain
your signed consent pnor to participation. If you have any concems resulting f?om
your participation in this study, please contact Dr. Sykes at the Office of Research
Ethics at the University of Waterloo at (5 19) 888-4567 ext. 6005.
Thank you for considering our request. We hope you will take the time to complete
the survey and consent form and return these (in the confidential envelope
provided) to your instructor next week, or as soon as possible. Please be advised

that you can withdraw your consent at any t h e andor request that your infonnation
be destroyed without any penalty or impact on your relationship with the centre.
Please keep this letter of infonnation.

Sincerely,

Trisha Gavin
Ph.D. Candidate
Department of Health Shidies and Gerontology
University of Waterloo
(905) 679-3985

Participant Consent Form
1 feel that the purpose of this project has been explained to my satisfaction. 1
understand that any donnation 1 provide will be kept totally confidential. 1 have

had the opportunity to ask questions and, if so, have received acceptable answers.

All participants: By siging below, 1 am agreeing to havuig the Uiformation fiom
my survey analyzed and reported in the study in summary form, together with the
results fiom other people in other classes.
New participants Only : By providing my phone number, 1 am allowing Trisha

GaWi to contact me by phone after the session ends to arrange a brief interview. If a
convenient time cannot be arranged, or should I decide at that time not to take part
for any reason, no M e r contact will be attempted and this form will be destroyed.
Before the interview begins, my verbal permission to tape the interview will be
requested.
1 understand that personal contact information (name and phone number) will onlv
be used for this study. My name and phone number will be kept totally secured by
be given to any other parties.
the researcher and will

Participant's name (please print):
Signature:

Date:

Phone number (new participants only):
Please indicate the most convenient times to cal1 (3 check the boxes).
Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs. Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Moniuig

Mernoon

Early
evening
Please return this consent form, together witb the survey, in the confidential
envelope provided, to your instmctor next week or as soon as possible.

Appendix E:

Background Suwey

Background Survey for Tai Chi Participants
-

.

.

.

.

.

instructions: The purpose of this survey is to l e m more about who is interested in
certain forms of exercise such as Tai Chi, and why. Simply check 4 the box or write
in a bnef response. We would like people to answer ail of the questions if they feel
cornfortable doing so. Feel £iee to make any additional comrnents in the margins.
1,

Section A: First, A Few Questions About This Class
9

1) How or from whom did you hear about this Tai Chi class?

2) Do you know anyone in ths class?

O No

O Yes

If yes, what is your relationsbip to tlus person(s) (example, spouse, friend, etc.)

3) How do you normally travel to this center?
O Car

Taxi
O Bus

O Drive myself
O Ride with a family member or fiiend
O Other:

4) How long does it take you, on average, to get fiom your home to this center?

minutes

.

5) What are your reasons for joining (or continuhg with) this Tai Chi class?

6) Have you ever taken Tai Chi before?

O No

O Yes, at this center
Men? Year

Season

(Fall, Winter, or Spring)

O Yes, at a different center
When? Year

Season

(Fall, Winter, or Spring)

Where?
7) How sure are you that you will be able to do the Tai Chi movements?

(circle number)

Vety Sure
(no problern)

Pretty sure

Not very sure
(may be too much)

Don't know
(never med it before)

8) Do you have any reservations or concerns about taking ths Tai Chi class?
(Check ail that apply)

No
I may not have the slalls or be able to keep up
I rnay not be able to attend al1 classes
1 may have Mculty getting to the classes
1 rnay not be able to h d the time to practice at home
M e r concems (spec*)

I B: Tell Us About Other Pbysical Aetivities You Are tovolved In. I
Are you currently enrolled in any other physical activity classes or groups?

O No
O Yes
If yes, what type(s)?

Number of times per week?
Where?

Do you currently do any otber types of physical activity, at least once a week,
for example: walking, swirnming, bilung, tennis, curling?

O Yes
If yes, what are the activities?
Number of times per week?
How many days in an average week do you accumulate at least 30 minutes or
more of moderate intensity physical activity (equivalent to a brisk walk)?
(Note: the 30 mlnutes c m be done as a single bout or several shorter bouts.)
days a week

Would you describe yourself as a person who has always been involved in
exercise andlor sports?

Yes, ail of my life

O offand on

O Not at dl

Are there any daily activities bat you would like to do but are not currently

doing? (Not included in process evaluation - Outcome evaluation only)

O No
O Yes. Ifyes, what are the activities?

I Section C: Tell Us About Your Heilth 1
1) In general, how would you describe your current, overall state of health?

O Excellent

O Good
13 Fair
O Poor
2) As diagnosed by a health professional do you currently have any of the
following? (Check al1 that apply)

Heart trouble
Chronic asthma, emphysema, or bronchitis
Diabetes
Osteoporosis
Arthritis
High blood pressure
Back problems
Foot problems
Hearing disorder
Cataracts or other vision disorder
M e r health problems (Please speciQ:
3) Are you currently limited in the type or amount of physical activity (work or
leisure) you can do because of an illness, injury, or disability?

O Yes, because of a temporary illness or injury (example: flu, hcture)
Please specifL
O Yes, because of a long-term h e s s , injury, or disability (example:
diabetes, arthritis, chronic foot, back or joint problems, heart âisease)

Please specG

P

Section D: Finally, Tell Us A Little About Yourself
T

O Male

1) Are you? O Female
2) What is your age?

3) What is your current marital status?
O Single

O Separated or divorced

O MAed

O Widowed

O other

4) What is your ethnic/cultural heritage?
5) What is the highest level of educatioa you have completed?

O Elementary school
O Some high school
O High school diploma

O Some post-secondary school
O College or university diploma
O Graduate or Professional Degree

6) Are you curreotly retired?

O Yes, fully retired
O Semi-retired
O No
If yes, do you consider yourself to be a busy person?

O Very much so
O Somewhat
O Not at al1
niank you for complethg this survey. If you found any questions uaclear, please
c d Trish at (905) 679-3985, or write comments in the margin beside the questions.
Please return this survey to your instnictor h the envelope, along with your
signeà consent form, at the next class if possible.

Appendix F:

Exit Interview for Study One

Exit Interview for Tai Chi Participants
Session date:

Program location:

Instnictor:

Interviewer will have attendancc tncking shects (for the number of classes attend& misseci and
attendance pattern) and individual survey (how they heard about the class, and reasons for
joining) available during the interview.

Hello Mr./Mrs.
, this is Trisha Gavin calling fiom the University of
Waterloo. 1 hope you remember me. 1 was the one who came to ymr first Tai Chi class and asked
you to complete a survey. At this time, you gave me permission to cal1 you. The purpose of this
phone cal1 is to ask you a few questions about your experiences with the program. This should
only take 15 to 20 minutes.
Do you have time now to answer a few questions for me?
If ya,continue with permission to tape record.
If no, can 1 arrange another time to cd1 you?
h a n @ Time:

Reasons for refiisal:

Contact Attemots
Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:

Time:
Time:
The:
Time:

Person Spoken to:
Person Spoken to:
Person Spoken to:
- Person Spoken to:

Permission to Tane Record
Before we begh, 1 wonder whether you would mind if 1 tape-record Our conversation? 1 don't
want to miss any of your comments and it will Save me having to take notes as we taUr. Please
remember that whether or not we tape thîs interview, your coments will be kept totaiiy
confidentid. Only group responses will be reponed and no one will hear the tapes but me. At the
end of the study, d l tapes will be erased. 1 will check with you again at the end of the interview
today, and if you change your mind T can erase this tape immediately.
Do 1have your permission to tape this interview?

Interview Date:

Tape Label:

Exit Interview Script
Now let's begin.

Part A: Attendance Patterns
As you rnay recall, the purpose of my study was to find out about peoples' expiences with Tai
Chi programs. As you know. your instructor asked everyone to sign-in each class (or took
attendance). In order to examine why some people are able to, or interested in attending more
often than others. we have asked the various participating centres to allow us to examine
attendance sheets from different classes in order to examine the attendance patterns across the
classes. I want you to know that the reason we did not tell participants we would be looking at
attendance data at the beginning of the study is that we did not want to influence or pressure
people to attend the classes. Keep in rnind that al1 of this data will be surnrnarized across the
classes. no one individual's attendance, or any other information, will be reported in isolation.
However. we do want to explore why some people were able to get to more of the classes than
(number of classes)
(refer to
attendance pattern, for example, the first four classes but rnissed tlie remahder, off and on
throughout the entire program, oniy missed one class at the end, etc.)

othen. For instance. in your case, 1 noticed that you were able to attend
classes fiom the 8 (or 10) week session and you attended

War it diicult for you. at rimes, to m d e the classes? (vyes. why?)
Part 8: Adoption

From the nirvey that you completeû, you said you heard about the program through
(refer to how they heard about the program) and you joined Tai Chi because
(refer to rasons for joining)
Whar appealed to you about Tai Chi be@e you stmied?

W y didyou chwse Toi Chi over other exercise progroms?

* For oniy tbosc who indicated on the survg tbat tbcy knm someone in the class.
(fil1 in who the pariicipant identifiecl, npouse,
You said on the survey that your
friend. etc) was in the class.
Hud this person taken Tai Chi before?
Did this person infl~enceywr&&ibn tojoin Tai Chi? (Prompt: do you think you wodd
have joined tf they hrd not k e n tkre?)

Did you ttmel to this clas togetkr?

Part C: Central hnpmsions:
You said in the survey that you joined Tai Chi because you thought it would be
(fil1 in reason for joining, for example: relaxing)

Wus this your experience?
Whai are p r r overall impressions of the Tai Chi clars. both goodund hi?(?+ornpts: dicl
yeti rizjoy if ?)

Pari D: Specific Impressions

Whar didyou think about the Toi Chi rnovements? ( P r o m p t . d ï d y o u thent
~ dyficult or
frustratiitg to Ieant. were tkre too many?)

D id yor jind it difficuit at any tirne to keep up7
How dkiyou feel iglrl ofter the claçs? (Prompt: d d p u feel tire4 relizxed?)
7he instructor rncouraged everyone tu pmtice at home. Did yuu pmctice ot home?
Tell me abmt this? (Prompts:H m ofte??? Wrs ir d~flcuitto remember rhe movrmtwts?)

* For those enrollcd in other physical activity classa
I see from the survey that you are also
or sports).

(refer to other classes, physical activities

How dms Tai C'hi compare? (Prompt: what m&s this c l m <askent?)
Program Suggestions:

Is titere aqvthiitg about this clussym wmld like to see changed? (Prompts: war the cl=
schehlhg convenie?tt,c l .si;e. movements covered?)

Wotddyuu recommend this c k to ohers? (Prompts: why or why nul, to w
recommrnd ir lo?)

h wmldyo<r

Future Plans:
Do you pIm to entoII in another Td Chi session in thefuhrre? (Promips:wwhy or why mt?
ifyes, at this center. at mother center)

Final Comments:

Do p u have any other comntenls about the program

that yoir

wouId like to a&?

Ending:
We have finished Our interview. i just want to make sure that you are okay with me using the tape
recording to assist in analyzing the findings. 1 will be inte~ewingmany people from your

program as well as others from different Tai Chi prograrns at recreational facilities and senicrs'
centers in Kitchener-Waterloo and Hamilton. No individual will etterbe identified in my report.
.Are you okay with this? (Make notes of anyone with concems and assure them that this tape will
be erased immediateiy)
Yes
No

Thank you for taking the time to speak with me today. 1would like to thank you for your time in
answenng the questionnaire at the beginning of the program and completing this interview today.
The comrnents made by yourself and others have been vety helpful and will provide constructive
feedback ro the program planners.

-

Y they plan to enroll into the acrt Tai Chi session
1 may cd1 you in about a month to ask a few more questions. 1s this time
(time of this interview) a convenient tirne for me to c d ?

-

Iryou are intemted, I will be Icaving a summary of the mults a i the informatioa desk at
each mreational racility (or seniors' center) within the ncxt few months. Plcase check with
them and I know they would be happy to show you tbe report.
Thank you and good bye

Inte~ewer'scommentd remarks:

Appendix G:

Follow-Up Interview for Study One

Follow-up Interview for Tai Chi Participants
Session date:

Program location:

Instructor:

Opening Remarks
Hello Mr./Mrs.
,this is Tnsha Gavin calling fiom the University of
Waterloo. 1 hope you remember me. It has been about one month since we last spoke. As you rnay
recail, you enrolled into a Tai Chi class in
(give session date) and completed a
questionnaire for me at that time. About a month ago we completed the first interview about your
expenences with the Tai Chi program. The purpose of this phone caU is to ask you what you are
involved in now. This will only take about 10 minutes.

Do you have time to answer a few questions for me?
If yes. continue with permission to tape record.
If no. can 1 arrange another time to cal1 you?
Arranged Tirne:

Date:Date:
Date:
Date:

Reasons for refùsai:

Time:
Time:
Time:
Time:

Person Spoken to.
Person Spoken to:
Person Spoken to:
Person Spoken to:

Permission to T a ~ Record
e

Before we begin. 1 wonder whether you would mind if 1 tape record our conversation? 1 don? want
to miss any of your comments and it will Save me having to take notes as we talk. Please
remember that whether or not we tape this interview, your comments will be kept totally
confidentid. Only group responses will be reporteci and no one wiU hear the tapes but me. At the
end of the study, al1 tapes w
ill be erased. 1 Hill check with you again at the end of the intewiew
today, and if you change your mind 1can erase this tape immediately.

Do 1 have your permission to tape this interview?
Agees
Interview Date:

Disagrees (reason if given)
Tape Label

Follow-up Script
Now let's begin.
Tai Chi Participation:

Last time we spoke, you mentioned that you were going to take Tai Chi again. We are following
up to see if some people have chosen to enroll in other classes instead. To avoid calling everyone,
we hope you don't rnind that we checked the registration lists at the various centres to see who was
able to sign-up for another session and who was not. As mentioned at the end of our last interview,
we were going to cal1 some people again with their permission.
We were wottderi~igwhether y014 were abk to enroll in a Tai Chi program sumvwhrrr
rlse? (Prompts: fyes. where, why didyou change locations?, if no. what made y m decide
not to continue w;!h the Tai Chi clusses ut this ce~~ter?)

Do you t h k yorr wiii take Tai Chi again. sometirne in theefutwe ?

Do jou stiil do uny of the M Chi movement on you own? (Prompt: tell me about rhis.
how @en?)

Other Physical Activity:
1 am also interested in other foms of physical activity that you may be participating in.
*For those pmiously involveâ in other forms of esercise
On the survey you stated that you also participate in
activities that they do).

(refer to other physical

Are ymr sfill doing rhis exercise? (ïfyes, ai the m e iucution? I f no, why not?)
Have yoac started any 0 t h exercise classes or physicai activities on ymr own?
Final Commcnts:

Do yoir have anyfurther refectiom about the Tai Chiprogram thut you would like to
add?
Ending:

We have finished Our interview. 1just want to make sure that you are okay with me ushg the tape
recordhg to assia in anaiyzhg the findings. 1 wili be inte~ewingmany people fiom your
program as weii as others fiom &ff"rent Tai Chi programs at recreational facilities and senion'
centers in Kitchener-Waterloo and Hamilton. No individual will ever be identifieci in my report.
Are you okay with this? (Make notes of anyone witb concerns and assure them that this tape will
be erased immediately)
Yes
No

Thank you for taking the time to speak with me today. I would like to thank you for your time in
answenng the questionnaire at the beginning of the program and completing the inteniews. The

comments made by yourself and others have been very helpful and will provide condmctive
feedback to the program planners.
If you are interested, 1 will be ieaving a summary of the results at the information desk at your
recreational facility (or seniors' center) within the next few months. Please check with them and 1
know they would be happy to show you the report.

Thank you and good bye
Interviewer's commentd remarks:

Appendix H:
Studies Examining Tai Chi Outcornes with Young Adults

Studies Examining the Outcomes of' Tai C h i Practice with Young Adults
Tai Chi

Swmplc

Furm

Schneider &

Case-control

20 licalthy

iiialc Tai Clii
practi tioncrs

Lang (lW1)

Wing chuni
agc 3W 5 yrs

1.Wing chuii
(WC)

2.Tai Chi
Chuaii (TC)

-rcdlr

WC
rcprcscnt
the twvo
ends of

# of
mvmts

Duraiion

Noi
rcportcd

'I'C triincd
ni=81.6
rnoris
WC h r
11i=50 2

physicril

continuum

mons.

Tai Chi
agc 35.5h 3.9
YE

ZEiuo et al.
(1984)

Case çontrol

Il mlc
'l'ai Chi

practitioncrs

Tai Chi (TC)

108
~ o n %orm
g
mvmts
of Yang
SIyle

Not
reportcd

agc 24-35 yrs

-

(28,4* 4-2)

Brovfnet aî.
(lm)

Within
Subjects

single group
design

6 male
Tai Chi
pracîitioncrs

~ige29-39 yrs
(34.3* 4.1)

Grip force of
dominant hand,
flcxibility by si4 &
reach, skinfolds
hiing
spirometry FVC,
FEVI .O,
FEV 1 .O/FVC, PF.
VOz, VCO?, vi!,
fR, BP & HR
Standard open
spiromctry uscd
for VIi, Vol.
VCO:, Vf, VT, 1Yr
RER,Q, SV dlr

Lmg form
Practitioners
of Yang
coinplcted 2
style
cxpcrimcntal
tests
1.Tai Chi (TC)
2.Cyclc
ergometry

IO8 during
tcst
rcpcated
çlaud

TIVO
tcsting
sessions 24
hours apart

No significant dift'ercncc in
VOz niax, Vk inax, HR max,
or mcaii HR,
Significant difierence in
minutc ventilation &
nietabolic cosis - WC 6.6
mcts, TC 4.6 mets
TC - low to niodcratc
intensity - inay not ? acrobic
fitness, WC may ? acrobic
fitncss in thosc with low
initial levels
Body fat 13.9% grcater than

-

Flexibility s w n s in w*'
percentilc for Canadian pop.
Low ventilatory equivalent
A rnodemtc intcnsity activily

TC pract itioncrs show
significantly diffcrcnt
vcniilaiory rcsponscs lcnding
io inore eflicicnt use of the
vcntilatory votuinc whcn
practicing TC.
No diifcrencc. in Q, SV dl HR
of TC & cycling

hand
HR
mvml constant
intensity
=increasc. FVC-forced viial capiicity, FEV 1 .O= forccd cspiraton~voluiiie iii the firsi secoiid. FEV 1 .O/FVC=forcedcxpi rilion. riit io.
PF=@
expiratory flow, V02=oxgcn intakc, VC02=wrbon dioside eliiniiiatioci. VE=rcspimiory minuic \~oluiiie.Vk inax=iiiiiiiitc veni i lat ion. IR=brcat hi ng frcqiicncy.
BPrblood prcssurc, HR= heart rate, Vf=vcntilatory frqticr~cy,VT-tidal voluinc. RER=rcspiratory cxchangc ratio. SV=strokc voluinc. Q=cardiac output

1

Studies Examining the Effect of Tai Chi Practice with Young Adulas (cont.)
Authom
Shih (1997)

Design
Within
subjçcts
single group

I l iiealtliy
Tai Chi
practitioncrs

Prc 1Yi post

J men

Compurison

Titi Chi

Conditionv
Tai Chi (TC)

Form
Basic
Beijing

24
Il\VIIiIS

agc 2043 yrs
(30.W7.8)
I

Thrcc wuy
factorial
design
Random
assignmeni to
morning,
afternoon &
evening
testing

Jin (1992)

Random
assignment

33 hcültliy
prdctit ioners
20 males
13 females
agc 16-75 yrs
(37.7k14.3)

I .Practitioiicrs 25 priict &
23 beg

> 1 year

cxpcricncc
2. Bcginncrs
< 8 mons
expcricncc

8 PrdCt dé

1.Tai Chi (TC) Yang style
or the Wu
variation
2.Brisk
of tiic
walking
Yang style
3.Meditaiion
4.Rcading

Mvmts=movemcnts, rnons=rnonths, mins=minutes,
BP= blood pressure

prdcticcd
yang long
form
10 h g .
practid
Wu Chian
Chuan

33 healthy
beginncrs
16 males
17 females
age 16-75 yrs

(33.2A9.0)
96 healthy
Tai Chi
pracritioners

50 iiiiiis.
3 scssions
pcr weck
1 5 iiiiiis ü
&y at
tioiiic

7 womcri

Jin (1989)

Outcomc

Lngth &
Fmquency

Foriiis
the sariic
Exçcpt
Wu

invnils
arc
compact
& change
more
frcqPilot - no
dinèrencc
in HR
Mcntal
challcngcs
(math ?s)

Meitsures

No diffcrcncc iii ilic iivcragc
vclocity of sway on slülic
condition. Significani
diffcrcncc on average vclocity
of sway in dynüiiiic condition.
Significant diffcrcncc in
average velocity of sway
betwcçn siatic & dynamic
conditions bcforc & aftcr
training.
Triii aiisiety, HR, TC pricticc t HR.
Pract .
POMS,saliva &
> 1 yçar
noradrcnaline excretion in
expcrieiicc urine simples
urine dlr 1 vllivary cortisol
concentration. Reportcd less
Beginner Mcasures
tension, angcr, depression,
< II mons cornpletcd prc,
fatigue, confbsion dé statecxpxicncc post, (Yt 60 mins
anxicty & fclt iiiorc vigorous
p s i of
perform i ng 60
Time of day did not exeri
mins of TC with
significant influence as a main
2,3 min breaks
or inteniction cfféct
16 ~vccks AMTI siairi gaugc

force platforin
uscd 10 iiicüsurc
vclociiy of swy
in antcrior bi
posterior
direciioiis iindcr
static dé dynaniic
coiiditions

Males
46.4
rnons

&watchd

strcssful
film ihcn
complcld
60 mins.
of activity

Fernales
57.5

inons of
exp.rience

HR, BP, saliva &
urine sarnples,
statc anxiety form,
POMS, & 3
questions reguding
t he eflkctivencss
of the exercisc in
reducing stress

Ait trcatmcnls cqually
e h t i v e in rcducing m d
disturbancc caused by stress.
HR, BP, & urinary
catccholamine changes for TC
werc simiiar for walking.

TC supcrior to rcading in
raiucing state anxiety de
cntiüncing vigor.
dûod Siatc, HR-licart riitç,

Studies Esamining the Effcet of Tai Chi Practice with Young Adults (cont.)
Authorsi

Design

Siimplc

L

Szabo et al.

(lm)

Expcrinicntül

195 habiiiial
cxercisers

Prc, pst, iYt 3
hours post
IO4 nulcs
cxercisç
agc 28* 9.1
Yrs
91 fcitialcs

agc 29.9*
11.9yrs
Slater dt Hunt
( 1997)

Pre iü post
Matchcd on
drcam recall
& frequçncics
of nightrmircs,
lucid &
archetypal
dmms
Jacobion et al.
(1997)

22 widergrud
womcn in .
psycliology

Mcan agc
20.2 yrs for
cxpcrimental
MOUP

Mcan agc
22.3 yrs for
conlrol group
24 healihy
volunteers
12 men
12 women
age 20-45 yrs
(30.4î4.3)

Cornpiirison

Conditions
1 . Acrobic

(uerobic Ilriiice)
2. Anacrobic

Tai Chi
Form
Not
reporid

# of
mvml8

Ltngrh &
Frequcncy

Noi
rcportcd

60-75 iiiiiis

Durlition

Outcomc

Mewsurcrr
Escrcisc iiidiiccd
fccliiig invciiiory

(Wy-building)

3.Mixed
(inarîial ans)
4,Low
cxcrîion
(Tai chfloga)
5. No excriion

Ratc of Pcrccivcd
Excrt ion Scale

Low-cscrtion group rcportcd
grçiitcr tranquillity than oihcrs
dû Icsscr distress, fatigue, &
cshaustioii than individuals in
thc iiiartiül arts group.
Wciglit training group scorcd
higlicr on rcvitalization in
contrist to ihc inrirtial arts
group.

(music apprairriil)

I .Tai Chi (TC) Tai Chi
Cliuan
2. Cont rol
stationary kg
&a m
strcichirig
cxcrciscs - no
wstibular
stiinulation

1.Tai Chi (TC) Yang style

13 of the
hgiruiiiig

dyniiniic
mvmts

3
sections
of mvmt
from 108
sct

Pcrforni
!tic 5 iiiin.
scq11c1icc
beforc bed

!IO mins.

3 scssioiis

pcr woçk

20 days

12 wceks

Qucsîionnairc of
itiystical
cspericiiccs,
absorption dk
balance bcaiii
perfor~nün~~,
givcn a scorc on
bizarrcncss froiti
drcam diaries
Estiinatcd
frqucncy of
drcam occurrcncc
Latcral stabilily,
kinestlictic scnse
in the
glcnohumcral
joi lit
Strengtli of kncc
cstcnsion

No significi.int diffcrcncc
betwccn groups on agc,
mystical cspericnccs,
absorption or balancc
Incasurcs.
TC group showcd a
significant.4 in nightmares.

Significanl diNcrcnt latcral
body stability, kincstliciic
sensc at 60' de strcngth of thc
dominant kncc cxtensor. No
significant diflercncc found
for kincsthctic wnse ai 30 &
45' rotation of the
glenohumcral joint

Appendix 1:

Studies Examining Balance Outcornes of Tai Chi

Studies Examining Balance Outcornes of Tai Chi
Svmple

TE & Bviley
(1992)

Conditions
1 .Pract itioncrs

Static Group
Coinparison

Tai Chi

# of

Lcngth iiG

Form

mvmts
Nol
rcportcû

Frcquency

Not
reportcd

2.Non
pract i tioncrs

Du ration Outcomc
Meuwircu
5 b i i ~ ~ im
c ci s Siriglc riglii & lcfi
Icg standing with
cycs opcti &

closcd, liecl 10 toc
walking

12 rncn
6 women

Sigiiificiiiit group diffcrciicc
on 3 balancc tcsts - siiiglc
riglit & lcft Icg standing witli
cycs opcn 1Yr Iicel Io toc
walking of practiiioncrs.

agc 65-ü6 yrs

Crossscctional

28 male
practitioners

Siiiglc riglit & Icfi
Icg standing wit h
cycs closed

Thç Tai Clii Cliuaii groiip
acliicwî signifi~intlyhiglier
scores in riglit dEt Icfi single
leg stance witli cycs c~~
tlicn the scdcniary group.

60 iiiiiis.

I . posturograpliy,

1 session

2 . Roinbcrg tcst

Significarit improvcmçnts on
both the pusturography test &
the Dizzincss Handicap
1rivcntory .

1. Tai Chi
Chuan
practitioncrs

Tai Chi
Chuan

5.1 s 1 . 1
tiincs pcr
wwk for
55.6 *
10.3 inins.

Tai Clii (TC)

7 i1iVliitS
seloctcd
froni
Yang, PaKua & Wu
Tai Chi
schools

incm agc
67.5 vrs

Hain et al.
(1999)

Within
subjcct single
gtwp dcsign

22 pcrsons
mild balance
disorder
5m n
17 women
age 20-70 yrs

Scballer (1996)

(mean age
not reportai)
46 wcll
clderly
gcndcr not
reported
agc 7W5.9

Vrs

3 age groups
20160 yrs
(6 subjects)
6 1-75 y r ~
(7 subjects)
75+ years
(9 subiccts)
1 .%i Chi (TC) Tai Chi
Chili
2.Cornparison
- continue
with prcvious
act ivitics

pcr wxk

3, Rcacli tcsiing
4. .modificd

Medical Outcoinc
Suntcy (MOS)
5. Dizxincss
Handicap
Invcniory
Single Icg siancc
iiiricd icst

Trends towards irnprovcmcnt
wcrc notcd in Roinbcrg test
& the MOS
Rcacti did noi iinprovcd.
TC group rcportcd signifiant
iinprovcnicnis in tlic cycsopen balancc test but no
difference wit li eycs closcd

Appendix J:
Studies Examining Strength Outcornes of Tai Chi
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Appendix K:
Studies Examining Flexibility Outcornes of Tai Chi

Studies Examining Fleribility Outcomes o f Tai Chi
Swmpk

Static Group
Cornparison

76 t ~ i l t h y
adults

Matchcd otr
age dé body
size

22 mcn
19 wonicn

Tai Chi
Compwriwn
Form
Conditions
l .Tai Chi (TC) Yang style

# of

mvmtrr
I OS

invnits
2.Coriiprisoii

Crosssectional

prictitioncrs
30 sedentary
hcalthy men

- no cxcrcisc

Lengih &
Frequency

60 iiiins.
al Içast 3
timcs pcr

1 1.8k5.0
yeürs

Elcctroiiic digitiil
inclinoinclcr Io
iiicasurc flexion
mglc of t lioracic/
lunibar spinc

TC group had grcütcr
flcxibility ttüin coniparison
groiip

132*37

Tnick &
Iia~iistriiig
flcxibility tcstcd
by iiiodificd sit 1Yr
rcacti ksi

Tai Clii Cliiraii groiip
(cxpcricnccd group) had
bcttcr trunk & hanistring
flexibility dlr. total body
rotation io ihc tcn& right
i han scdçntary coniparison
6rOUP

wcck

program for at
lesst 5 ycars
1. Tiii Chi
Chuan
prüctiiioncrs

Tiii Chi
Chuan

Not
reportcd

5.1 * 1 . 1
tiiiics pcr
wçck for

ycirrs

55.6 i:

10.3 inins.

2. Scdcntary

cotnparison
ineaii agc

group

67.5 yrs
46 wcll
cldcrty

Expcrimcntal

yrs
38 hcûltliy

Prc & pst
18 men
2 0 women

1.Tai Ctii (TC) Tii Clii
Ctiih
2. Coiiiparison
- coiitinuc
pas1 aclivitics

60 i~iins.
1 session

1 .Tai Ctii (TC)

55 iiiins.
cvcry day

Yang Stylc

10 wceks

pcr IVCC k

11.2 v

1.4 rnons

Total body
rotation 10 t tic lcn
iYi right.
Tnick 1Yr
Iiiiiiisi ri ng
flcxibiliiy tcs~cd
by iiiodificd si4 dlr
rciich tcst

Elcctroiiic digital
inclinoinctcr IO
itic;isurc flexion
angle of thoracid
lunibar spinc

No diffcrcncc in flcxibility.

Significant ? in itioracic/
luinbar flcxibility

Studies Enamining Flcribility Outcomes of Tai Chi (cont.)
Design

Expcrinicntal
PE

tt

Swmple

2 0 Hmong
adults

pst

Tai Chi
Comyariwn
Form
Conditions
I .Tai Chi (TC) Tiii Chi

Chuan

# of

mvmtlr
Nol

rcporicd

2. Conirol

L~tngth&
Frequcncy

Outcome

2 tioiirs
a wcck
(+ Iicalth

Tnick. stioiildcr &
kncc witli a
iricüsuririg tape &
ii gonio~nctcr.

Sigiiificiiiit 7 iii stiouldcr iYr
kncc flcxibility of the TC

Sii & rçiicli

Significant 1 in flcxibility at
posticst & 9 mon. follow up.

Lowcr cxirciiiity
ROM
- C X ~ C Imcasims
not rcportcd

Lowcr cx~rcrnityROM
stiowcd liiiiitcd but
siaiistiwlly significant ?.

Mewwrcn

Iccturc)
agc 60-74 yrs
36 hcalthy

Chcn & Sun
(1997)

older adults

Prc, post ai

I .Tai Chi (TC) Simplifiai
Tai Chi
2.Control
Chuan

expi grp at 9

24 forms
wcrc
arlopicd for
this siudy

60 iiiiiis

10

00 iriins

rnodificd
rnvints
from 108
set

2 scssions
pcr wcck

I 6 wccks

twicç ii
wcck

mns
agc 50-74 yrs

Randornid
Conirol Trial

FlCSlT report

Pm,post UK 4
mons. post

2(H) well

1 .Tai Chi (TC) 'Tai Chi

adult s
38 incn
162 women

age 70+ yrs
(m=76.2)

Qum
2.Balance
Training (BT)

15 inins ü
düy si

hornc

Appendix L:
Studies Examining Cardiorespitatory Outcomes of Tai Chi

Studies Examining Cardiorespiratory Outcornes of Tai Chi (cont.)

Crossseclional

28 inalc
practitioncrs

Compwriiuon
Conditionri
1. Tai Chi

Chuan
pract il ioncrs

Tai Chi

Form
Tai Chi
Cliuun

Ct of
mvmtir

Nol

rcporicû

30 scdcntüry

hçulthy incn

Prospcctivc

m a n age
67.5 yrs
84 hcalthy
adults

Matchcd on
age & budy

si=

44 males
40 femalcs

age 55-74 yrs
Prospective
ri& coronary
bypass
compleled
cardiac rehab
(cycling 3
timcs a wçck
for 3 mon.)
age 5 3 4 4 yrs
(56% 7.4)

Duration

*

5.1 1 . 1
tinies pcr
wcck for
55.6

t .Tai Chi (TC)

v3.3 yrs
experienw

Classical
Yang stylc
for at Icast
I ycar.

2.Cornparison
-sedcntary for
ai lcast 5 ycars
1.Tai Chi (TC) Yang stylc
praclicod as
a maintenance
program

-

2. Urwuptrviseû
coritml
rçcomniçndcâ
a walking
program

Meusureai

13.2 3 7
ycurs

Thrcc riiitiutc stcp
tcst

*

10.3 riiiris.

2. Sçdçntary
coniparison
W'UP

- wiih 6.7

*

Outcome

1O8
rnvrnts

60 tnins

2 ycars

W1.1
timcs pcr

ilSSeSS

weck

ability io

Cyclc crgornclq
içst io measurc
CR function

maintain
CH
function

TC group had significantly
bçttcr scores for HR both ai
rcst de aflcr a thrcc minute
stcp test. Timc of rccovcry
of HR in TC group was fastcr
than in ihc sedentary
coniparison group.
TC inay dclay thc dcclinc of
CR funciion in oldcr adults.
Tai Chi group cxprcsscd a
slowcr 5- in VOzinax
Yang stylc is of a modcraic
intensity & is ~ierabicin nature
HR 53-57 YOof HR max
TC showcd ? in CR function
- increase in V02 pcak, peak
WR

-

1O 8

invints

55 mins
mciy

morniiig

1 ycar

Cycle crgomctry
test to measurc
CR funciion
Mean HR during
TC practicc IO
cst imatc intcnsity

At VcT the TC group also
showcd signifiant 7 in V02
dk W.

t=dccrcasc,
Tesis to measurc cardiorcspiraiory funciion includc: V02=oxygcn uptakc, VC02=cardoridiosidc produciioii. VO~iiias=iriasiiiialoqfgciiuptiikc VI:=ininutcvcriiilaiion,
V~=tidalvolume, RER=rcspiralory cxchangc ratio, V~JV02=vcntilatorycqiiiviilciit for osygcii, Vk/VC02=izniilaioqcqiii\liilci\i for ciirb~ndiosidc, WR=workriitc.
VeT=ventilaiory threshold

Studies Examining Cardiorespiratory Outcomes of T a i Chi (cont.)
Aut horr

Prc dk p s t

~ompwriion
Conditions

n of

k n g r h &-- Durwtion Outcomc

mvmts

Fmqucncy

1.Modcratc
"Tai Chi
lnlcnsity
tY F
Walkirig (MW) iiclivity"

Not
rcporicd

Mewwres
16 wccks

Acrobic capücity
iiicüsured duriiig a
niüxirnül gradcd

rwlking trcadriii
Random
assignrncnt

66 incn
69 woincii

2.Low
Iiilcnsity
Wülkiiig (LW)

Siiutll but significant ? in

Volnias iiriioiig woincn in
MW bi LW groups & arnong
incn in MW dk LWR groups.

lest

agc 40-69 yrs
3 . b ~
Iritcnsily wülk
+ rclaxaïion
(!.WH)

4,Mindful
cxercisc (ME)
(Tai Clii type
activity)
5. Conirol

20 Hmong
adults

Random

1.Tai Chi (TC) Tai Chi
Chuan
2.Control

10 wccks

7 rnalcs
13 fernales

assignment
agc 60-74 yrs

f

rate, BP=blood pressure, V02rnrix=maxinialoxygcn uptakc.

Significani irnprovements
wçrc found in TC group in
rcsting BP.

"c".

.-O

S.?!!
$.&
2
0

q$?::p
crlo

m O m

Studies Exarnining Cardiorespiratory Outcomes of T a i C h i (cont.)
Compvrilron
Canditionm

Randoiniml
Conirol Trial

200 wcll
adults

Pre, p s t 1Yt 4
mon. posl

38 itien
162 wotncn

Tai Chi
Fom

I .Tai Chi (TC) Tai Chi
Quan
2. Balancc
Training (ET)

age 70+ yrs

(m=76.2)
Young et al.
(1999)

Randomia d
Clinical Trial

62 scdenlary

adulis with
systolic BP
130-159
mrnHg &
diasiolic BP

I .Tai Chi (TC) Yang style

Duration

# of

Findings

Outcame

rnVrnt8

10
riiodiricd
mvints
froiti 108
set

60 iiiins

2 sessions
per wvtxk
+ 15 iiiins
ii &y al
Iioine
ET & ED
1 session
pcr wcck
60 iiiins
twicc a
wçck

15 weeks

-

cndurancc iinic
IO complctc 12
iiiiii w l k icst
HR dé BP bcforc
& aaftcr ICSI

-

BT de ED f ihcir walking
distance wlicrças TC rcduçod
the distance travcled.
Lowcrcd BP aftcr 12-inins
walk was sccii following TC
parlicipation.

12 wxks

BP & IO an cxient similar io ii
prograiii of tiiodcraic
intcnsity acrobic cxercisc
No ctiangcs in V02inax in
TC groiip

<95

13 incn
49 womcn

awc 60-80 vrs
l=dçcrcasc. HR=liar( mic. BP=blood prcssurc, CR=cardiorespiralory,
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Studies Examining Motor Control Outcomes of Tai Chi

Studies Examining Motor Control Outcomes of Tai Chi
Tui Chi

Design

Duratian

volln
38 nursing
lioinc
rcsidcnts

Prc, 4 wecks

2.Loconiotor
iictivity

24 for111
siinplilicd
Tai Chi

TC group signif i a n t l y

45 inins
3 scssioris
pcr wcçk

r c d u c d movçmçnt jcrk.

No diffcrciicc in
inovciiicnt t inic.

post

TC improvcd smoothncss
but not spccd.

agc 76-89 yrs

(78.tk2.L)
Quasi

cxpcrimcnial

20 nursing

1 ,Tai Chi (TC)

homc
rcsidciits

Prc, 4 wecks
post
age 76-88 yrs
(78 k 2.3)

2. Locoriiotor
activity
(walking or
jogging)

24-fomi
siiiiplifia!
Tai Chi

45 ~ i i i n s

3 scssiotis
pcr wcek

Molor conirol by
asscssiiig itic
lincar LYr
cunilinciir
nianual airiiing
Iiio\lcIilcnts $
vcrt ical prcssurc
of (tic iiïiii

TC improvcd çonsistÇncy
in forcc output during

curvilincar arm
pcrformancc.

Appendix N:

Studies Examining Psychological Outcornes of Tai Chi

Studies Examining Psychological Outcornes OC Tai Chi (cont.)
C

36 hcaltliy
oldcr rrdults

Chen & Sun
(1997)

Prc, p s i &
expt g r ' al 9
mons

Tai Chi
~ondiiiontr
Form
1 .Tai Chi (TC) Sirnplificd
Tai Chi
Chuan
2.Con1rol

# of
mvmts

hngth &

24 fornis

60 mins
iwicc ü
wcck

uhptcd for
tliis study

Durrition

Outcome
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Appendix O:
Recruitment Speech and Screening Protocol for Tai Chi
and Line Dancing Participants at the Seniors Centres

Recmitment Speech and Screening Protocol for Exercise Participants
Good monùng (or aflemoon). My name is Trisha GaWi and 1 am a certified fitness
insûuctor, currently working on rny Ph.D. with Dr. Myers at the University of
Waterloo in the Department of Hedth Studies & Gerontology. 1 appreciate the
opportunity to speak to your group today about my thesis stiidy.
My thesis is l o o h g at the benefits of participating in Tai Chi and line dancing

classes - which are fairly new types of exercise, but becoming increasingly popular
in seniors' and recreational centres in Canada. This project has been approved by
your prograrn director and the Office of Research E h c s at the University of
Waterloo. Participation is completely voluntary. Al1 information will be kept
confidentid and results surnrnarized across participants ffom centres in Hamilton,
Burlington, and L W .
For this study, 1 am l o o h g for volunteers aged 55 and over who have not taken a
Tai Chi (or line dancing) class before, or not witlun the past year.
So what is involved? We are asiung for an hour of your t h e at the beginning, as
well as at the end of the current session. There are a few shori questionnaires on
your exercise, sleep and energy patterns and balance confidence--which will take
only 15 minutes or less to complete. Stations will be set up in a room at this centre
to assess your balance, strength, and flexibility, which will take about 45 minutes in
total. As you go through each assessment, 1 or rny assistant will explain how each
component is important for the things you normally do everyday. Two people cm go
through the stations together, so if you do it with a fiiend, you will have even more
fun! Refieshments will be served.

If you are interested in learning more about the study, please corne and speak to me
now for a few minutes. 1 have an information sheet and consent form that explains
the study in more detail and wodd be pleased to answer al1 your questions. 1 am
hoping to get volunteers over the next few days so we can assess people at the
beginning of their classes. We have already b k e d times and rooms at your centre
that we hope wili fit with your schedules. Your decision to participate or not or if
you decide to withdraw fiom the study will in no way impact your relationship with
this centre.
Besides helping me with my thesis, it is an opportunity to lem more about your
own functional abilities and how these change as a result of Tai Chi (or line
dancing). We believe you wiU find this an interesthg and fun experience.

Thank you very much for listening and 1 hope you will consider taking part.
For Lnterested Persons who corne up to speak to me:
Answer theù questions and give each the letter of domation. Also show them the
consent form and package of questionnaires. If interested, determine eligibility
through the screening questions below.

Tell them about the blocks of time aiready booked at theu centre if they would like
to book an appointrnent today (if so, give them a reminder postcard). If they cannot
make these times, but would like to participate, have them sign the consent form
giving permission to cal1 them to try and arrange an appointrnent.

1 Screening Questions:

1

As 1 mentioneâ, ths study is desiped to include persons 55 years of age or older.
May I ask if your age falls into that group?

If yes, go to B

If no, thank them for their interest

b) Have you previously taken a Tai Chi or (line dancing) class?
If yes, ask: lvas it during the past year?

If no, go to C

-

If no, go to C

if yes, "thank you but we are looking for new participants

c) "Are you enrolling in any other exercise programs or classes ths fall?"

J

If yes, ask "have you participated in
these exercises before?

no, eiîgible

if no, %e are looking for people who are not
starting any other new programs."

Appendix

P:

Recruitment Speech and Screening Protocol for
Non-exercise Class Participants at the Seniors' Centres

Recniitrnent Speech and Screening Protocol for Non Exercise Participants

Good moming (or afiernoon). My name is Trisha GaWi and I am a certified fitness
instnictor, currently working on my Ph.D. with Dr. Myers at the University of
Waterloo in the Department of Heaith Studies & Gerontology. 1 appreciate the
oppominity to speak to your group today about my thesis study.
My thesis is lookuig at the benefits of participahg in various types of recreational
classes. This project has been approved by your program director and the Office of
Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. Participation is completely voluntary.
All information will be kept confidentid and results surnmarized across participants
fiom centres in Hamilton, Burlington, and K-W.
For ths study, I am looking for volunteers, aged 55 and over, who are not involved
in a fomal exercise program.
So what is involved? We are askmg for an hour of your t-he at the beginning, as
well as at the end of the current session. There are a few short questionnaires on
your exercise, sleep and energy patterns and balance confidence-which will take
only 15 minutes or less to complete. Stations will be set up in a room at this centre
to m e s s your balance, strength, and flexibility, which will take about 45 minutes in
total. As you go through each assessment, I or my assistant will explain how each
component is important for the things you normally do everyday. Two people cm go
through the stations together, so if you do it with a fiiend, you will have even more
fun! Refieshrnents will be served.

If you are interested in leaming more about the study, please corne up and speak to
me now for a few minutes. I have an information sheet and consent fonn that
explains the study in more detail and wodd be pleased to answer al1 your questions.
1 am hoping to get volunteers over the next few days so we can assess people at the
beginning of their classes. We have already booked times and rooms at your centre
that we hope will fit with your schedules. Your decision to participate or not to
participate or if you decide to withdraw fiom the study, will in no way impact the
relationship that you have with this centre.
Besides helping me with my thesis, it is an opportunity to leam more about your
own funchonal abilities. We believe you will h d this an interesthg and fun
experience.
ïhank you very much for listeaiag and I hop you will consider taking part.

-

For Interested Persons who corne up to speak to me:
Answer their questions and give each the letter of Uifomation. Also show hem the
consent form and package of questionnaires. If interesteci, determine eligibility
through the screening questions below.
Tell them about the blocks of tirne already booked at their centre if they would like
to book an appointment today (if so, give them a reminder postcard). If b e y cannot
make these times, but would like to participate, have them sign the consent form
giving permission to cal1 them to try and arrange an appointment.

1 Screening Questions:

1

As 1 mentioned. this study is designed to include persons 55 y e m of age or older.

May I ask if your age falls into that group?
If yes. go to B

If no, thank hem for their interest

k e y ou enrolled in any exercise programs or classes this fall?

J
If no. eligible - tiy to
arrange an appointment

I
If yes, 'thank you but we are
looking for those not in an exercise class

Appendix Q:
Recruitment Speech for Experienced Tai Chi Participants
from the Taoist Tai Chi Society

Recniitment Speech for Experienced Participants
at the Taoist Tai Chi Society
Good morning (or dernoon). My narne is Trisha GaWi and 1 am a certified fitness
instructor, currently workmg on my Ph.D. with Dr. Myers at the University of
Waterloo in the Department of Health Studies and Gerontology. 1 appreciate the
opportunity to speak to your group today about my thesis study.
My thesis is looking at the benefits of parîicipating in Tai Chi and line dancing
classes-which are fairly new types of exercises, but becoming increasingly popular
in seniors' and recreational centres in Canada. niis project has been approved by the
medicai advisor of the Taoist Tai Chi Society, Dr. Jess Goodman and the Oflice of
Research at the University of Waterloo. Participation is voluntary. Al1 mfomation
will be kept confidential and results summarised across participants fiom centres in
Hamilton, Burlington, and K-W.
For ths study, I am looking for experienced Tai Chi volunteers who are enrolled in
the transition or continuhg classes and are aged 55 and over.

So what is involved? We are asking for an hour of your time within the next few
days. There are a few short questionnaires on your exercise, sleep and energy
patterns and balance confidence - which will take ody 15 minutes or less to
complete. Stations will be set up in a room at this centre to assess your balance,
strength, and flexibility, which will take about 45 minutes in total. As you go
through each assessment, 1 or my assistant will explain how each component is
important for the things you nomally do everyday. Two people can go through the
stations together, so if you do it witb a ffiend, you will have even more fun!
Refieshrnent will be served
If you are interested in leaniing more about the study, please corne up and speak to
me now for a few minutes. 1 have an information sheet aîid consent fom that
explains the study in more detail and would be pleased to answer ail your questions.
1 am hoping to get volunteers over the next few days. We have already booked tirnes
and rooms at your centre that we hope will fit with your schedules. Your decision to
participate or not to participate or if you decide to withdraw fiom the study, will in
no way impact the relationship that you have with this centre.
Besides helping me with my thesis, it is an opportunity to leam more about your
own hctional abilities and the long-term benefits of Tai Chi practice. We believe
you will h d this an interesthg ami fun experience.

Thank you very much for listening and 1 hope you will consider taking part.
For Interested Persons who corne up to speak to me:
Answer their questions and give each the letter of information. Also show them the
consent form and package of questionnaires. If interested, determine eligibility
through the screening questions below .

Tell them about the blocks of tirne already booked at their centre if they would like
to book an appointment today (if so, give them a reminder postcard). If they cannot
make these times, but would like to participate, have them sign the consent form
giving permission to cal1 them to try and arrange an appointment.
Screening Questions:
a) As 1 mentioned, this study is designed to include penons 55 years of age or older.
May 1 ask if your age falls into that group?

If yes, go to B

If no, thank them for their interest

** onfy one scmning question as Ini11be spccifically mruiting f'ron the transition and
continuing classes **

Appendix R:
Information Letter and Consent Forms
for Exercise Participants

Information Letter for Participants at the Seniors' Centres
Dear Participant:

My name is Trisha Gavin and 1 am a certified fitness instmctor, currently working
on my Ph.D. with Dr. Myers in the department of Health Studies and Gerontology at
the University of Waterloo. My thesis is looking at the benefits of participaihg in
Tai Chi and iine dancing classes-which are fairly new types of exercise, but
becoming increasingly popular in seniors' and recreational centres in Canada.
For this study, I am looking for volunteers aged 55 and over who have not taken a
Tai Chi (or line dancing) class before, or not within the past year.

We are asking volunteers for an hour of their time at the beginnuig, as well as at the
end of the cment session. If you volunteer, you will be asked to complete a few
short questionnaires which will be used to gather background uiforrnation (such as
gender and reasons for joining the program) as well balance confidence, energy
level and sleep patterns. These will take no more than 15 minutes and cm be
completed either here or at home.
We would dso like to schedule an appointment with each volunteer to return to this
centre over the next week. Stations will be set up to assess your balance, streogth,
and flexibility, which will take about 45 minutes in total. For exarnple, we will
assess the flexibility and strength of your upper and lower body and your balancing
abilities (such as the distance you cm step and reach). Al1 assessments will be
conducted by rnyself and my assistant. One-on-one s u p e ~ s i o nwill be provided to
ensure your saféty. As you go through each assessment, we will explain how each
component is important for the t h g s you nonnally do everyday. Two people can go
through the stations together, so if you do it with a fiiend, you will have even more
fun! Refieshments will be served
After your classes end, with your permission, we would like to c d you and anange
another appointment for you to return to this centre to reassess your balance,
flexibility, strength, sleep patterns and so on to determine the extent to which these
have improved following your exercise participation.

(please turn over)

Rest assured, your participation in this project is completely voluntary. Your
decision to participate or not to participate will in no way impact on your
relationship with the recreation center. You cm decide not to complete any of the
surveys or physical assessments (each will be fully explained and demonstrated
beforehand) during either the first or second assessment periods.
The results of the physical assessment and surveys will be kept totally confidential.
No individual will ever be identified in my publication or presentation resulting
fiom this study. The information collected will be summarized across participants
fiom Hamilton, Burlington, and K-W to provide a general description of the people
talung part in various types of recreational prograrns. Information wiil be kept
secured at al1 h e s . Once the data has been analyzed and published, it will be
shredded.
Ths project is Mly supported by the director of your centre and your program
instmctor. The study has been reviewed by and received ethics clearance through the
Office of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. If you have any concems
resulting from your participation in this study, please contact Dr. Sykes at the Office
of Research Ehcs at the University of Waterloo at (5 19) 888-4567 ext. 6005.
Thank you for considering our request. We believe you will find this study to be an
enjoyable and interesting experience. Please keep this letter of information and feel
free to cal1 me at my home number (905) 679-3985 if you have any questions or
comments.

Sincerely,

Trisha GaMn
Ph.D. Candidate
Department of Health Snidies and Gerontology
University of Waterloo

Participant Consent Form

1 feel that the purpose of ùiis project has been explained to my satisfaction. 1
understand that 1 will be asked to complete a physical assessment of my balance,
strength, and flexibility as well as complete surveys regardmg my basic background
information, balance confidence, vitality ,and current level of participation in
recreational activities. The researcher will be by my side during the assessments for
safety and 1 know that 1 cm refuse to perfom any measurement that 1 may feel
uncornfortable with. My participation in this project or refusal to complete any
assessment will not affect rny relationship with the centre.

1 understand that any information that 1 provide will be kept totally confidentid. 1
have had the opportunity to ask questions and, if so, have received acceptable
answers. By signing below, 1 am agree to have the information from my physical
assessment and survey analyzed and reported in the study in summary form,
together with the results from other people in other classes.

This project has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through, the Office
of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. 1 understand that if 1 have any
questions or concerns resulting fiom my participation in this study, 1 may contact
Trisha Gavin at (905) 679-3985 or Dr. Sykes, the Director at the Office of Research
Ethics at (5 19) 888-4567 ext. 6005. 1 am aware that I may withdraw fiom the study
without penalty at any time by advising the researchers of this decision. With full
knowledge of al1 foregoing, 1 agree, of my own fiee will, to participate in this study
Participaat's name (please print):

Signature:

Date:

Appendix S:

Information Letter and Consent Forms for
Non-exercise Participants

Information Letter and Consent Form for Nowxercise Participants

Dear Participant:

My name is Trisha Gavin and 1 am a certified fitness instnictor, currently working
on my Ph.D. with Dr. Myers in the department of Health Studies and Gerontology at
the University of Waterloo. My thesis is looking at the benefits of participahg in
various types of recreational progarns offered at seniors' centres.
For this study, 1 am looking for volunteers, aged 55 and over, who are not enrolled
in a formal exercise program.
We are asking volunteers for an hou. of theu time at the begmning, as well as at the
end of the current session. If you volunteer, you will be asked to complete a few
short questionnaires which will be used to gather background information (such as
gender and reasons for joining the program) as well balance confidence, energy
level and sleep pattems. These will take no more than 15 minutes and can be
completed either here or at home.
We would also like to schedule an appointment with each volunteer to r e m to this
centre over the next week. Stations will be set up to assess your balance, strength
and flexibility, which will take about 45 minutes in total. For example, we will
assess the flexibility and strength of your upper and lower body and your balancing
abilities (such as the distance you can step and reach). Al1 assessments will be
conducted by myself and my assistant. One-on-one supeMsion will be provided to
ensure your safety. As you go through each assessment, we will explain how each
component is important for the thuigs you nonndy do everyday. Two people can go
through the stations together, so if you do it with a fnend, you will have even more
fun! Refieshments will be served.

M e r your classes end, with your permission, we wodd like to cal1 you and arrange
another appointment for you to return to this centre to reassess your balance,
flexibility, strength, sleep patterns and so on to detemine the extent to which these
have improved following your participation in your recreational program.
(please tum over)

Rest assured, your participation in this project is completely voluntary. Your
decision to participate or not to participate will in no way impact on your
relationship with the recreation center. You can decide not to complete any of the
surveys or physical assessments (each will be Mly explained and demonstrated
beforehand) during either the first or second assessment periods.
The results of the physical assessment and surveys will be kept totally confidential.
No individual will ever be identified in any publication or presentation resulting
fiom this study. The information collected will be sumrnarized across participants
fiom Hamilton, Burlington, and K-W to provide a general description of the people
takmg part in various types of recreational programs. Information will be kept
secured at al1 times. Once the data has been analyzed and published, it will be
shredded.
This project is Mly supported by the director of your centre and your program
instructor. The study has been reviewed by and received ethics clearance Uuough the
Office of Research Ethcs at the University of Waterloo. If you have any concems
resulting fiom your participation in t h s study, please contact Dr. Sykes at the Office
of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo at (5 19) 888-4567 ext. 6005.

Thank you for considering our request. We believe you will fhd this study to be an
enjoyable and interesting experience. Please keep this letter of idonnation and feel
free to cal1 me at my home number (905) 679-3985 if you have any questions or
comments.
Sincerely,

Trisha GaWi
Ph.D. Candidate
Department of Heaith Studies and Gerontology
University of Waterloo

Participant Consent Form
1 feel that the purpose of ths project has been explained to my satisfaction. 1

understand that I will be asked to complete a physical assessment of my balance,
strength, and flexibility as well as complete surveys regarding my basic background
information, balance confidence, vitality, and current level of participation in
recreationd activities. The researcher will be by my side during the assessments for
safety and 1 know that 1 can refuse to perform any measurement that I may feel
uncornfortable with. My participation in this project or refusal to complete any
assessment wiil not affect my relationship with the centre.
1 understand that any infonnation that I provide will be kept totally confidential. 1
have had the opportunity to ask questions and, if so, have received acceptable
answers. By signing below, 1 am agree to have the information fiom my physical

assessment and survey analyzed and reported in the study in summw fonn,
together with the results from other people in other classes.

This project has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through, the Office
of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. 1 understand that if I have any
questions or concems resdting Erom my participation in this study, 1 may contact
Trisha GaWi at (905) 679-3985 or Dr. Sykes, the Director at the OfTice of Research
Ethics at (519) 888-4567 ext. 6005. 1 am aware that 1 may withdraw from the study
without penalty at any time by advising the researchers of this decision. With full
knowledge of dl foregoing, 1 agree, of my own fiee will, to participaie in this snidy
Participant's aame (please print):
Signature:

Date:

Appendix T:
Consent For Follow-up Contact

Consent for Follow-up Contact

If Trisha Gavh is unable to reach me during the last class of Fa11 session to arrange
for a follow-up assessment, 1 give my permission for het to contact me by phone to
arrange for ths second assessment. This assessment will be identical to the k t
assessment, with the exception of the background survey and the inclusion of a
follow-up questionnaire. If a convenient time cannot be arranged, or should 1 decide
at that time not to take part for any reason, no M e r contact will be attempted.
1 undentand that persona1 contact uifonation (name and phone number) will o n l ~

be used for Uus study. My name and phone nwnber will be kept totally secured by
the researcher and will
be given to any other parties.

This project has k e n reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through, the Office
of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. 1 understand that if 1 have any
questions or concerns resulting fiom my participation in this study, 1 may contact
Tnsha Gavin at (905) 679-3985 or Dr. Sykes, the Duector at the Office of Research
Ethics at (5 19) 888-4567 ext-6005. 1 am aware that 1 may withdraw ftom the study
without penalty at any tine by advising the researchers of d i s decision. With full
knowledge of dl foregoing, I agree, of my own fiee will, to participate in this study
Participant's nome (please print):
Signature:

Date:

Phone number:

Please indicate the most convenient times to cal1 (3 check the boxes).
Mon.
Moming
Afternoon
Early
evening

Tues.

Wed.

Thun. Fn.

Sat.

,,

Sun.

Appendix U:
Information Letter and Consent Forms for Participants at the
Taoist Tai Chi Society

Information Letter and Consent Fonn for
Taoist Tai Chi Society Participants
Dear Participant:

My name is Trisha Gavin and 1 am a certified fitness instructor, currentiy working
on my Ph.D. with Dr. Myers in the department of Health Studies and Gerontology at
the University of Waterloo. My thesis is loohg at the benefits of participating in
Tai Chi and line dancing classes-which are fairly new types of exercise, but
becoming increasingly popular in seniors' and recreational centres in Canada.
For this study, 1 am looking for experienced Tai Chi volunteers, aged 55 and over
who are enrolled in the transition or continuing classes at the Taoist Tai Chi Society.
We are asking volunteers for an hour of their t h e in the next few days. If you
volunteer, you will be asked to complete a few short questionnaires which will be
used to gather background Somation (such as gender and reasons for joining the
program) as well balance confidence, energy level and sleep patterns. These will
take no more than 15 minutes and c m be completed either here or at home.

We would dso like to schedule an appointment with each volunteer to retum to ths
centre over the next week. Stations will be set up to assess your balance, strength,
and flexibility, which will take about 45 minutes in total. For example, we will
assess the flexibility and strength of your upper and lower body and your balancing
abilities (such as the distance you can step and reach). Al1 assessments will be
conducted by myself and rny assistant. One-onsne supervision wiil be provided to
ensure your safety. As you go through each assessment, we will explain how each
component is important for the things you nomally do everyday. Two people can go
through the stations together, so if you do it with a fiiend, you will have even more
fun! Refieshrnents will be served.
Rest assured, your participation in this project is completely voluntary. Your
decision to participate or not to participate wdl in no way impact on your
relationship with the Taoist Tai Chi Society. You can decide not to complete any of
the surveys or physical assessments (each will be fidy explained anci demonstrated
beforehand) during the assessment period.
(please tum over)

The results of the physical assessment and surveys will be kept totally confidential.
No individual will ever be idenhfied in any publication or presentation resdting
fiom this study. The information collected will be summarized across participants
from Hamilton, Burlington, and K-W to provide a general description of the people
taking part in various types of recreational programs. Monnation will be kept
secured at al1 times. Once the data has k e n analyzed and published, it will be
shredded.
This project 1s fully supported by the medical advisor, Dr. Jess Goodman,of the
Taoist Tai Chi Society. The study has been reviewed by and received ethcs
clearance through the Office of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. If
you have any concerns resulting from your participation in this study, please contact
Dr. Sykes at the Office of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo at (519)
888-4567 ext. 6005.

Thank you for considering our request. We believe you will find this study to be an
enjoyable and interesting experience. Please keep ths letter of domation and feel
free to cal1 me at my home number (905) 679-3985 if you have any questions or
comments.

Trisha Gavin
Ph.D. Candidate
Department of Health Studies and Gerontology
University of Waterloo

Participant Consent Form
1 feel that the purpose of this project has been explained to my satisfaction. I
understand that I will be asked to complete a physical assessnient of my balance,
strength, and flexibility as well as complete surveys regarding my basic background
information, balance confidence, Mtality, and current level of participation in
recreational activities. The researcher will be by my side during the assessments for
safety and 1 know that 1 can refùse to perfom any measurement that 1 may feel
uncornfortable with. My participation in this project or refusal to complete any
assessrnent will not affect my relationship with the centre.

1 understand that any information that 1 provide will be kept totally confidential. 1
have had the oppominity to ask questions and, if so, have received acceptable
answers. By sigrung below, 1 am agree to have the information fiom my physical
assessrnent and survey analyzed and reported in the study in summary fom,
together with the results fiom other people in other classes.
This project has been reviewed by, and received ethcs clearance through, the Office
of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. 1 understand that if 1 have any
questions or concems resulting CTom my participation in ths study, 1 may contact
Trisha Gavin at (905) 679-3985 or Dr. Sykes, the Director at the Onice of Research
Ethics at (5 19) 888-4567 ext. 6005. 1 am aware that 1 may withdraw tiom the study
without penalty at any Lime by advising the researchen of this decision. With full
knowledge of al1 foregoing, 1 agree, of my own fiee will, to participate in this study
Participant's name (please print):
Signature:

Date:

Consent to Arrange an Assessrnent Appointment
1 am interested in possibly participating in ùus project but am unable to schedde an
assessrnent appointment at this hme. By signuig below, I am giving Tnsha GaWi
permission to contact me by telephone, within the next few days, to arrange a
convenient tirne. If a time cannot be arrange& or should 1 decide at that time not to
take part for any reason, no M e r contact will be attempted.
1 understand that persona1 contact uifonnation (name and phone number) will onlv

be used for this study. My name and phone nurnber will be kept totally secured by
the researcher and will
be given to any other parties.

This project has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through, the Office
of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. 1 understand that if 1 have any
questions or concerns resulting from my participation in this study, 1 may contact
Trisha Gavin at (905) 679-3985 or Dr. Sykes, the Director at the Office of Research
E h c s at (5 19) 888-4567 ext. 6005. 1 am aware that 1 may withdraw fkom the study
without penalty at any time by advishg the researchers of ths decision.
Participant's name (please print):
Signature:

Date:

Phone number:

Please indicate the most convenient time for an appointment
(3 check tbe boxes).
Mon.

Moniing

Aftemoon
Early
evening

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs. Fn.

Sat.

Sun.

Appendix V:
Appointment Slip

Appointment .Slip
For: Tai Chi Participants
tk

r

You are scheduled for the physical assessrnent on:
Date:
Start Time:

End Time:

Place:
Please arrive a few minutes early and wait in the entrance area until you
are called. See you then! !

For Line Dancing Participants
You are scheduled for the physical assessrnent on:
Date:

Start Time:

End Time:

Place:
Plcase arrive a few minutes early and wait in the entrance area until you
are called. See you then!!

1

Appendix W:

Practice Log

TAI CHI PRACTlCE LOG
Please mark with an X (did attend) or O (did not attend) the days of your scheduled Tai Chi class each week.
Put a 4 in the box for each day you practiced at home and the approximate nuinber of minutes that you practiced.
Sunday

,

Se t.17
Se t.24
Week 3
(Oct. 1)
Week 4
(Oct. 8)
Week S
(Oct. 15)
Week 6
( W . 22)
Week 7
(Oct. 29)
Week 8
(Nov. 5)
Week 9
(Nov. 12)
Week 10
(Nov. 19)

Monday

Tuesday

Appendix X:

Letter of Appreciation

Dear Participant

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your involvement in
this study. 1 hope you enjoyed the experience and had the opporhuuty to
leam about the components of fitness and how they contribute to daily living.
The information that you have provided will allow us ro develop a profile of
the participants enrolled in classes at community recreationd facilities and
address the benefits that may be gained fiom participation. As well, the resuits
of this study will contribute to the scholarly literature in the exercise field and
may assist planners in marketing and promoting such prograrns.

If you are interested, 1 will be leaving a summary of the results at the
information desk at your centre withn the next few months. Please check
with them and 1 know they would be happy to show you the report.

This project has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through, the
Office of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. If you have any
questions or concems resulting fiom your participation in ths study, please
contact Trisha Gavin at (905) 679-3985 or Dr. Sykes, the Director at the Office
of Research Ethics at (5 19) 888-4567 ext. 6005.
Once again, thank you for your participation. This study could not have been
completed without your help!!
Sincerely,

Trisha Gavin
Ph.D. Candidate
Department of Hedth Studies and Gerontology
University of Waterloo

Appendix Y:

Background Survey for Taoist Tai Chi Participants
- Study 2: Outcome Evaluation -

Background Survey for Tai Chi Participants
Instructions: The purpose of this survey is to l e m more about who is interested in
certain forms of exercise such as Tai Chi, and why. Simply check 4 the box or write in

a brief response. We wodd Idce people to answer dl of the questions if they feel
cornfortable doing so. Feel fiee to make any additional cornrnents in the masgins.

I Section A: First, A Few Questions About This Class

1

2) How or fiom whom did you hear about ths Tai Chi class?

2) Do you know anyone in this class?

CI No

O Yes

If yes, what is your relationship to this person(s) (example, spouse, fiend, etc.)

5) How do you normally travel to this center?

O Car

O Dnve myself

O Taxi

O Ride with a family member or fiend

D Bus

O mer:

6) How long does it take you, on average, to get 6om your home to this center?

minutes

5) What are your reasons for joining (or continuhg with) the Taoist Tai Chi Society?

6) a) When did you first join the Taoist Tai Chi Society?

number of years ago;
b) #en

date
nurnber of months ago

did you move from the beginner class to the transition (middle) class?

number of years ago;

number of months ago

7) Since September (not counting holiday breaks) approximately what proportion
of the classes, offered twice a week, have you attended?

give a percentage

For example: If you attended two classes a week since September - 100%
If you attended about once class a week since September - 50%
If you attended once class every second weck since September - 25%
8) a) Since September, approximately how oflen did you practice at home?

daily
number of tirnes per week

never
b) Ifyou did practice at home, how long were your average practice sessions?

number of minutes.

&

B: Tell Us About Other Pbysical Activities You Are Invohed In.
Y

J

1) Are you currently enrolled in any other physical activity classes or groups?

O Yes
If yes, what type(s)?
Number of times per week?

Where?
2) Do you currently do any otber types of physical activity, at least once a week, for
example: waiking, swimming, b i h g , tennis, curling?

O Yes
If yes, what are the activities?
Number of tirnes pet week?
3) How many days in an average week do you accumulate at least 30 minutes or
more of moderate intensity physicai activity (equivalent to a brisk walk)?
(Note: the 30 minutes can be done as a single bout or severd shorter bouts.)
days a week
4) Would you describe yourseifas a person who has always been involved in
exercise and/or sports?

O Yes, ail of my life

O m a n d on

O Not at al1

5) Are there any daily activities that you would iike to do but an aot currently
doing?

O Yes. Ifyes, what are the activities?

+

r

Section C: Tell Us About Your Health

1) In general, how would you descnbe your current, overall state o f health?

O Excellent
O Good
O Fair
O Poor
2) As diagnosed by a health professional do you currently have any of the
following? (Check al1 that apply)

O Heart trouble
O Chronic asthma, emphysema, or bronchitis
O Diabetes

O Osteoporosis
O Arthntis
O Wgh blood pressure
O Back problems
O Foot problems
O Hearing disorder
O Cataracts or other vision disorder
O Other hedth problems (Please specify:
3) Are you currently limited in the type or amount of physical activity (work or
leisure) you can do because of an illness, injury, or disability?

O Yes, because of a temponry illness or injury (example: flu, ffacture)
Please specifi

O Yes, because of a long-term illness, injury, or disability (example:
diabetes, arthritis, chronic foot, back or joint problems, heart disease)
Please spece

)

I ) Are you? O Female

O

Male

2) What is your age?
3) What is your current marital status?

O Single

O Separated or divorced

O Married

O Widowed

O other

7) What is your ethnic/culhiral heritage?
8) What is the highest level of educatioa you have completed?

O Elementary school
O Some hi& school
O High school diplorna

O Some post-secondary school
O Coilege or university diploma
O Graduate or Professional Degree

9) Are you currently retired?

O Yes, Mly retired
4) Semi-retired
5) No

If yes, do you consider yourself to be a busy person?

O Very much so
O Somewhat
O Not at dl
Thank you for completing this swey. If you found any questions unclear, please c d
Trish at (905) 679-3985, or write cornments in the margin beside the questions. Please
return this survey to your instructor in the envelope, along with your signed
consent fonn, at the next chss if possible.

Appendix Z:

CHAMPS Physical Activity Questionnaire for Older Adults

r

Instructions: read carefully

7

4. Think about the past 4 weeks. The next few pages list various activities you might have done. Before you begin, please
review the following steps and examples:
Step #I:

Number of times each week

Foreach activity, writeon the line provided how inany timeseach week, on average, youdid that activity.
If you did an activity less than once a week or not at dl, please write a zero "O" on the line provided.

For example, if you did not do the activitv at al1 or did it less than once a week during the past 4 weeks:
Example A
Step #I
Number of
3-4 112
5-6 1/2
Less than
1-2 112
7-8112
9ormore
times
a
week
hours
a
hours
a
hours
a
hours
a
Iiours a
1 houra
Activities:
(If none, write "O")
week
week
week
week
week
*Wben uTimes a week" is ~ O " , skip this part
Times a
c= a
f
b
c
d
e
h
Mow lawn .....................week
Step U2: Total tirne, on average, each week
If you did the activity at least oncs a week, circle one letter representing how much total time, on average,
you spent doing it each week (see Example B).
For example, if you did the activity on average 3 times a week for a total of 1 % Iiours eacli week:

Example B

1

Activi tics:

1
1

Step # I

l

Number of
times a week
(If none, write "O")

Times a
Go to the senior center... week

C=

S

t

e

p

#

1 Less than
1 1 hour a

1-2 112

3-4 112

hours a

week

week

hours a
week

2
5-6 I /2
hours a
week

a

b

c

d

2
7-8112
hours a
week
e

9ormorel
hours a 1
week

f

W

t=

Think about the past 4 weeks. For each activity, please write HOW MANY TIMES each week, on average, you did it.
Next, please circle one letter representing Iiow much TOTAL TIME, on average, you spent doing tliat activity each week.
--

Number of

Social Ac tivities:

times a week
(If none, wnte "O")

a. Visit with fiiends or family
(other than those you live with)

Times a
week
Times a

b. Go to the senior center.............. week

Times a
c. Do volunteer work.................... week

d. Attend ohurch or take part in

Times a
week

e. Attend other club or goup

Times a

church activities .......................
meetings

week

Recreation and Hobbies:

1

f. Use a cumputer......................... Times a
week

C

I

g. Dance (such as square, folk,

line, ballroom) (do net count
Times a
aerobic dance here) .................. week

C
*

1

Less thaii
I hour a

1 -2 1/2
hours a

week

week

hours a

5-6 1/2
hours a

7-8 1/2
hours a

week

week

week

3-4 1/2

9 or more
hours a
week

Think about the past 4 weeks. For each activity, please write HOW MANY TIMES each week, on average, you did it. Next, please circle one
letter representing how much TOTAL TIME, on average, you spent doing that activity each week.

c uni ber of
times a week

(If none, write "O")

Do woodworking, needlework, Times a
drawing, or other arts or crafis.. week
Times a
Play golf, riding a cart (count
walkine time only) ................... week

Play golf, canying or pullhg
your equipment (count-y

Times a

time oniy)

week

Times a
Attend a concert, movie,
lecture, or sport event ............... week

Times a
Play cards, bingo, or board
m e s with other people ........... week

Times a
Shoot pool or billiards .............. week

Play singles tennis (do
doubles)
Play doubles tennis (do
count singles)

count Times a
week
Times a
week

Less than
1 hour a
week

1-2 1/2

3-4 i/2

hours a
week

hours a
week

5-6 1/2
hours a
week

7-8 1/2

hours a
week

9 or more

hours a
week

Think about the past 4 weeks. For each activity, please wnte H O W M A N Y TIMES each week, on average, you did it. Next, please circle one letter
representing how much T O T A L TIME, on average, you spent doiny that activity each week.
-

-

&

-

-

-

-

-

-

1-2 1 /2

3-4 1/2

5-6 1/2

7-8 1/2

times a week

Less than
1 hour a

hours a

hours a

hours a

(If none, wnte "O")

week

week

week

week

hours a
week

Number of

Times a
p. Skate (ice, roller, in-line) ......... week

C

Times a
q. Play a musical instrument ......... week

C

Times a

r. Read

week

C

Work Around the House:
Do heavy work around the
Times a
house (such as washing
windows, cleaning gutters) ....... week

Do light work around the house
(such as sweeping or
Vauuuming)
Do heavy gardening (such as
spading, raking)........................

Times a
week
Times a
week

Times a
Do light gardening (such as
watering plants)........................ week

G

e
e=
C

9 or more
hours a
week

Think about the past 4 weeks. For each activity, please write HOW MANY TIMES each week, on average, you did it.
Next, please circle one letter representing Iiow mucli TOTAL TIME, on average, yoii speiit doing that activity each week.
Number of
tintes a week
(If none, write "O")

Times a
mower, or other machinery....... week

W. Work

on your car, truck, lawn

Walking and Jogging,
Includinn Treadmil:
Times a
X. Walk uphill or hike uphill
(count only uphill part). ............ week

Y* Walk leisurely for exercise or
pleasure
9

Times a
week

Walk to do errands (such as
t d h m a store or to take
children to school (count walk

Times a

4imumM

week

aa. Walk fast or briskly for exercise

(do a count walking leisurely
or uphill)

Times a
week

Times a

bb. Jog or ru0

week

C=

Less than

1 hour a
week

1 -2 1/2
hours a
week

3-4 1/2
hours a
week

5-6 1/2

7-8 1/2

9 or more

hours a

hours a

hours a

week

week

week

Think about the past 4 weeks. For each activity, please write HOW MANY TIMES each week, on average, you did it. Next, please circle one
letter representing how rnuch TOTAL TIME, on average, you spent doing that activity each week.

Other Types of Exercise:

Number of
times a week
(If none, write "O")

cc. Ride a bicycle or stationary
Times a
cycle using leils o n l ~................ week

dd. Do m b i c machines involving
s and legg (such as rowing

Times a
or cross-country ski machines). week
Times a
ee. Do stair or step machine ........... week

ff. Swim gently

Times a
week ,

Times a
gg. Swim moderately or fast ........... week

hh. Do watw exercises (do a

count other swimming).............

ii. Do stretching or flexibility
exercises (do
count yoga or
Tai-chi)

Times a
week
Times a
week
Times a

week

Less than
I hour a
week

1-2 1 /2
hours a
week

3-4 1/2

hours a
week

5-6 112
hours a

7-8 1 /2
hours a

9 or more
hours a

Think about the past 4 weeks. For each activity, please write HOW MANY TIMES each week, on average, you did it.
Next, please circle one letier represeniiny how much TOTAL TIME, on average, you spent doing that activity each week.
-

-

Number of
Times a week

(If none, write "O")

Less than
1 hour a
week

1-2 1/2
hours a
week

Times a

kk. Do aerobics or aerobic dancing week

11. Do moderate to heavy strength
training (such as hand-held
weights of more than 5 Ibs.,
Times a
weight machines, or push-ups) . week
mm. Do light strength training (such
as hand-held weights of 5 Ibs.

Times a
or less or elastic bands) ............ week

M.Do general conditionhg

exercises, such as light
calisthcnics or chair exercises
(do not count strength training)

oo. Play basketball, soccer, or
racquetball (do net count time
on sidelines)
pp. Do other types of physical
activity not previously
mentioned (please specify)

Times a

week
Times a
week

Times a
week

Thank you!

3-4 1/2
hours a
week

5-6 1/2
hours a
week

7-8 1/2
hours a
week

9 or more

hours a
week

Appendix AA:
Activity Specific Balance Confidence Scale

.

Activi ty-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) Scale

For each of the following activities. please indicate your level of self-confidence by choosing a
corresponding number from the following rating scale:

IO
No Confidence

OO/o

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100%

Completeiy confident

How confident are you that you can maintain your balance and remain steady when you...
walk around the house?
YO
walk up or down stain?
?%O
YO
bend over and pick up a slipper fiom the front of a closet floor?
YO
reach for a small can off a shelf at eye level?
stand on your tiptoes and reach for something above your head?
?40
stand on a chair and reach for something?
YO
sweep the floor?
?40
walk outside the house to a car parked in the dnveway?
YO
YO
get into or out of a car?
walk across a parking lot to the mall?
YO
. walk up or down a ramp?
YO
12. walk in a crowded mail where people rapidly waik past you?
%
13. are bumped into by people as you walk through the mall?
YO
14. step on or off an escalator while holding ont0 a railing?
%
15. aep on or off an escalator while holding parcels and cannot hold ont0 a railing?
?40
YO
16. walk outside on icy sidewalks?
Administering the ABC: The ABC can be self-administered or administered via personal or
telephone interview. Use a larger typeset font for self-administration, while an enlarged version of
the rating scale on an index card will facilitate in-person interviews. ~nstnictrespondents, "If you
do not cumntly do the activity in question, try to imagine how confident you would be if you
had to do the activity. If you normally use a walking aid or hold ont0 sorneone, rate your
confidence as if you were using these supports. If you have any questions, please ask."
h'Mructions for S c o ~ gTotal
:
the ratings (possible range = O to 1,600) and divide by 16 (or the
number of items completed) to get each person's ABC. If a person qualifies her response to items
2, 9, 1 1, 14, or 15, solicit separate ratings and use the lowest confidence of the two (as this will
limit the entire activity, e.g., likelihood of using stain). Total scores can be computed if at least 12
of the 16 items are answered and alpha does not decrease appreciably.
Note: from Powell and Myers (1995), Myers et al. (1996), and Myers et al. (1998)

Appendix BB:
Vitality Plus Scale

Vitality Plus Scale (VPS)
This scale looks at how you are currently feeling. For each statement, arcle a number from 1 to 5
that best describes you. For instance. if you usually fa11 asleep quickly then you want to circle 5.
Otherwise, circle a number frorn 1 to 4, depending on the extent to which you usually have
difficulty fdling asleep.
a) Take a long time
to fa11 asleep

Fall asleep quickly

b) Sleep pooriy or

Sleep well

rest lessly
C)

Tried or drowsy
during the day

Feel resteà

Excellent appetite

e) Often conaipated

Do not get
constipated

f ) m e n have

Have no aches and
pains

pains aches and pains

g) Low energy level

Full of pep and
energy

h) OAen stiff in the
moming

Not stiff in the
moming

i) Otten restless
and agitated

Feel relaxed

j) Often do not
feel good

Feel good

Instmctions for scoring: Each item is scored from 1 to 5 based on the respondent's rating.
Calculate a total Vitality Plus Score by summarizing the item scores. Total scores cm range âom
10 to 50 with higher scores indicating greater well-being. Do not compute total scores unless an
individual has answered at least 7 items. Subaitute the mean (total divided by number of items
answered) for the missing values to compute a total score.

Note: from "Measuringaccullldated heaith-related benefits of exercise participation by olda
aduits: The Vitdty Plus Scale" by Myers (1 999).

Appendix CC:
Follow Up Survey

Follow-up Survey for Tai Chi Participants

Instructions: The purpose of this survey is to l e m about any changes in your
activity patterns and health status since you began the program. Please take a few
moments to complete a few short sweys. Simply check 4 the box or write in a bnef
response. We would like people to answer al1 of the questions ifthey feel
cornfortable doing so. Feel 6ee to make any additionai comrnents in the margins.

1 ) How physically exerting did you find this Tai Chi class? (Circle a number).

1

-7

3

4

5

Moderately
Exerting

Not at al1
Exerting

Extremely
Exerting

2) How did you usually feel right d e r the class? (cùcle a nurnber)
I

Not at al1
Tired

2

3

Pleasantly
Tired

4

5

Unpleasantly
Tried

3) What have you personally gaineù from this class; what kept you coming back?

4) 1s there anythmg you would like to see changed about the class?

O No
O Yes,
If yes, what would you like to see changed?

5 ) Since joining this class, bave you started any other physical activities (classes,
or exercising on your own) outside the class?

O Yes
If yes, please complete the following chart.
Type of activity

How often
perweek

Wbere?
(e.g. home,seniors'centre,pool)

1.

6 ) How many days in an average week do you accumulate at least 30 minutes or
more of moderate intensity physical activity (equivalent to a brisk walk)?
(Note: the 30 minutes c m be done as a single bout or several shorter bouts)
days a week

10) Since you joined h s class, have any events caused a major disruption in
your normal patterns of activity (such as an illness or injury to yourself or

someone close to you, etc.

O Yes
If yes, please speciG

11)

Have you noticed any change in how you feel health-wse as a result of
taiung this class?

0 Yes
If yes, what changes have you noticed?

12)

a) Have you noticed any change in your physical abilities as a result of

taking ths class?

O Yes
If yes, what changes have you noticed?

b) If you feel your physical abilities have improved, is there anythmg that you
now attempt that may have been too physically challenging for you before?

O Yes
If yes, what changes have you noticed?

Thank you for compieting this survey. If you found any questions unclear, please
cal1 Trish at (905) 679-3985, or write comments in the margin beside the questions.
Please return this survey to Trish nt your physical assessrnent appointment

Appendix

DD:

Testing Protocols

Testing Protocol

BASIC PEIYSICAL ASSESSMENT
Height
For height, the participant was asked to stand erect (feet together) without footwear against the
wall, with their back against a vertical measuring tape and to look straight ahead. A setsquare was
placed on the participant's head. Participants were instructed to take a deep breath upon which a
mark was made on the lower border of the setsquare on the wall. The measurement was taken to
the nearest 0.5 cm.
Weight

Weight was measured on a scale to the nearea 0.1 kg. Participants were asked to stand erect,
wearing light dot hing and without shoes. until a reading was made.

BALANCE MEASURES
1) Single Leg Stance Time (SLST)

hiring the SLST assessment, the participant was asked to choose a leg to stand on (whichever
they felt the most cornfortable with), and balance on one leg for as long as possible or to a
maximum of 60 seconds. The length of time the participant was able to stand was recorded.

2) Tandem Walk
Participants were asked ro stand heel to toe with hidher preferred foot position for placement of
the front and back foot. Persons were asked to walk heel to toe along a 10 foot line
(approximately 15 steps cm be completed in this distance) as quickly as they could and without a
misstep. A misstep occurs when the participant fails to walk along the line or to follow a heel-totoe pattern. The number of missteps and walk time were recorded and averaged over three trials.
3) Multi-Directional Rcach Test (MDRT)
The protocol for the MDRT required an apparatus to be construc~ed- a yardstick mounted on a
tripod at shoulder height. Assessments of fonvard reach, backward lean, reach to the sides and
reach upward were completed. The protocol for each of these meanires @dl-Prevention-Project,
1998; Newton, 1998) is provideci, followed by a picture of the apparatus to be used in the
assessment .
Forward rerich

The participant was asked to stand next to the tripod structure. The participant raised their arm
horizontaiiy to shouider height, hand extended and palm facing medially. The location of the
middle finger on the yardstick was recorded. The participant was asked to lean forward as far as
possible without lifting their heels or bending their knees. The location of the middle hger at
maximal lean was recorded. The end point was nibtracted fiom the starting point to obtain the
number of inches reached.

Backward Iean
This assessment involveci the same set up as the foward reach; participant stood codortably close
to the yardstick with their ami extended horizontally in front of them. The participant was
instructed to lean back as far as possible without lifting any part of their foot or bending their
knees. The participant may rotate or extend the tmnk and retract the shoulder. The distance of
maximal backward lean was recorded and subtraaed fiom the start position to obtain the inches

reached.

Sidmays mach to the right and left

This assessment required the sarne set up as the fonvard reach and the backward lean however, the
participant stood perpendicular to the yardstick. The participant was instruaed to lean to the lefi
as far as possible. The distance of the maximal sideways lean to the left was recorded and
subtracted fiom the starting position. The protocol was repeated for sideways lean to the right.
Upwarâ Reach.

Participants were asked to stand next to the yardstick, which was âdjusted to the vertical position.
Participants were asked to comfortabty raise their am above their head, as close to the yardstick as
possible. Using the same sconng protocol, participants were instructed to reach their am upwards
as far as possible while keeping their feet on the ground.

Picture of Multi-Directional Reach Apparatus Used in Outcorne Study

4) Maximal and Rapid Sttpping Response

The maximal and rapid stepping response consists of two measures; maximal step length (MSL)
and the rapid step test (RST). The MSL was used in this project. A description of the RST is
provided under Appendiv ff:Pilot Protocols. The protocol for the MSL (Medell and Alexandar.
submitted for publication) is provided. A diagram of the stepping response is available below.
a) Maximal Step Lengtb Protocof

Participants were asked to cross their amis over theù chest (placing their hands on opposite
shoulders), to step maximally, and renim to the starting position in one step while keeping the
other leg on the floor. Participants were allowed to practice their steps until hdshe felt
cornfortable. The marimal step length of each participant was perfonned in the front, side. and
back directions. As suggested by the developers Medell and Alexander (2000) each of the aep
directions was tested five times and measured in inches.

Maximum S t e ~
Lentzth Diaararn

This is a diagr&n ofthe rna&nurn step length. The large feet in the center represent the initial
starting position. Each smailer foot in the front, side and back positions (both on the nght and on
the lefi) represent the maximum step length in each of those directions.

Source: Medell

- Protml for Testing

FLEXIBUITY MEASURES
a) Sit and Reach

The participant was instmcted to sit on the floor, without shoes, legs extended, and feet
approximately ten centimeters (cm) apart. A yardstick with a permanent crossbar at the 26-cm
mark was placed between the participants extended legs with the heels flush against the crossbar.
Keeping the knees Fully extended, arms evenly stretched, and palrns dowrt, participants were
instmcted to bend and reach forward, without jerking, as far as pcrssible. The maximum flexion
must be held for approximately two seconds. Participants were advised that lowenng the head
would rnaxirnize the distance reached. If the knees flexed than the trial was not be counted.
b) Extension and Flexion of the Shoulder
To determine the range of motion of shoulder flexion, a Fiexometer was strapped to laterd side of
the upper m. The participant was asked to stand with their arms at their sides at the projecting

corner of a wall. Their back, shoulder blades, buttocks, and heets touched the wall. Their arm
began in the vertical position, elbow locked, and the palm facing the lateral side of the leg. The
elbow rernained extended and the wrist maintained its starting position as the ami moved forward
and upward as far as possible. The pointer was locked and the reading was recorded. The
assessrnent of shoulder extension was identical to shoulder flexion., except the am is moved
bachward and upward as far as possible.
c) Anklt flexion (doni-flexion)

The Fiexometer was strapped to the medial side, at the media1 arch, of the foot being measured.
The participant was asked to sit on a bench, one foot resting on the floor and one-foot projecting
over the end of the bench. With the knee being kept as straight as possibie and the calf pressed
against the bench, the foot was tumed up and toward the knee as far as possible. The Fiexometer
was locked and a reading taken. The assessrnent of ankle extension (plantar-flexion) was identical
to flexion except the foot was tumed d o m toward the floor as far as possible. The knee was kept
straight and the calf pressed against the bench (Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, 1995).
STRENGTH MEASURES

Knee extension and anWe dorsi flexion were assessed. A six-second maximal voluntary
contraction was completed using the 'belt-resisted' method. A practice trial was provided prior to
the testing session to ensure a correct and codonable muscle contraction. Three trials of each test
were performed with 60 seconds of rest between each contraction.
a) Kncc extension
Pmicipants were asked to sit on a chair, with their feet flat on the floor, and their kmejoint at an
angle of 40". the dynamometer was placed on the antenor aspect of the d e (Desrosiers a al.,
1998a). The nylon belt was secured around a wooden board, slated for the purpose of this test, and
positioned around the dynamometer. The participant was asked to try to straighten the h e e and
push as hard as they could for approximately six seconds. Three trials were completed with the
average score being used in the analysis.

b) Ankit dorsifexion
Participants were asked to sit on a chair with their ankle foot resting comfortably on the floor and
their knee joint at 90" (positioned with a goniorneter). The dynamometer was aligned with the
third toe and placed on the dorsal surfiace of the foot (Desrosiers et al., 1998a). The belt was
secured around the dynamometer and the slated board. Participants were asked to raise their foot,
while keeping their heel on the ground.
c) Back strength (trunk extension)

Participants were asked to lie on their stomach (prone position), legs stabilized, and hands
positioned under the shoulders and pointing foward (similar as if they were doing a push up). The
participant was asked to extend their elbows to raise the trunk (lift their chest off the floor) and
extend the thoracolumbar spine. A tape measure was used to measure the distance (in inches)
between the sternal notch and the floor. This value provides the range of motion required for
assessing the grade of strengh
Assessrnent of Grade 3 Strength: In prone lying, with the legs stabilized and arms by the side of
the body, participants were asked to raise their chest off the floor. The distance fiom the stemal
notch and the floor was measured. If the distance was less than the first test than the test was
complete and the grade of strength detennined by use of the Conventional Strength Grading
System (see Appendix F- 1). If the participant reached their full range of motion, grade 4 level of
strengh was to be assessed. No none reached their full range of motion so the grade 4 level was
not needed.

Obtained hm:Clarkson and Gilewich (1989)

Appendix EE:
Conventional Strength Grading System

Conventional Strength Grading System
Numerals Letters

Against gravity tests
5

N (normal)

The patient is able to acsvely move through:
The full available ROM againa gravity and against
maximal resistance
The full available ROM against gravity and against
moderate resistance
Greater than 95 the available ROM against gravity
and against moderate resistance
Less than 1/2 the available ROM against gravity
and against moderate resistance

3

F (fair)

The full available ROM against gravity

3-

F-

Greater than

2+

P+

Less than Yi the available ROM against gravity

Graviîy-eliminuted tests

Y2

the available ROM against gravity

The patient i s able to actively move through:
The full available ROM gravity-eliminated
Greater than l/2 the available ROM gravityeliminated

1+

T+

Less than !A the available ROM gravity-eliminated

1

T (trace)

None of the available ROM gravity-eliminated and
there is a palpable or observable flicker of a muscle
contraction

O

O (zero)

None of the available ROM gravity-eliminated and
there is no palpable or observable muscle
contraction

Source: Clarkson & Gilewich (1989) and Clarkson (2000)

Appendix FF:
Pilot Protocols

Balance Measurcs
a) h p i d Step Time Protocol
The RST requires participants to step at least 80% of their maximal step length as fast as possible
and r e t m to the starting position. Therefore, for the RST,80% and 100% of the MSL for each of
the directions will be calculated and marked on the fioor with colored tape. At the time of testing,
the evaluator will verbally instruct each participant on the leg and direction for which they should
step. Participants will be asked to step as fast as possible and retum to their aarting position. A
total of 24 random repetitions, four steps in each leg-direction (e.g. lefi-front, right-back, left-side
etc.) will be completed three times.
b) Clinical Test OC Sensoy interaction in Balance (CTSIB) or the 'Foam and Donc'
The Foam and Dome examines the influence of sensory interaction on postural stability while in
the standing position. This test requires pariicipants to maintain standing balance for 30 seconds
under six different sensory conditions that eliminate input or produce inaccurate visual and
surface orientation inputs. Visual conditions include a blindfold for eliminating visual input and
a visual conflia dome hat for producing inaccurate visual information. Surface conditions involve
a firm flat surface to ensure accurate orientation information from the somatosensory system and a
firm cornpliant section of medium density foam that reduccs the accuracy of the orientation
information (Shumway-Cook & Horak, 1986).

Participants wili be assessed while maintaining a normal, and a one-foot stance throughout the
testing conditions. The six testing conditions included in the 'Foarn and Dome' are:
1) standing on a finn surface;
2) standing on a fim surface while wearing a blindfold;
3) standing on a finn surface and wearing the dome hat;
4) standing on the Foam
5) standing on the foam while wearing a blindfold; and
6) standing on the foam while wearing the dome hat.
Two techniques for quantimg the level of sway will be used. These consist of
a) Using condition 1 as the baseline reference, the amount of change and the direction of sway
will be observed over the 5 mbsequent sessions. A ranking system including: 1 = minimal
sway, 2 = mild sway, 3 = moderate sway, 4 = faIl will be used.

b) The arnount of time that balance is maintained (subject stands erect) to a maximum of 30
seconds will be recorded (Shumway-Cook & Horak, 1986)
6) Dyaamic Gait Inder
The Dynarnic Gait Index evaluates a participant's ability to rnodfi gait in response to changing
task demands and has been reported as an effective masure in preâicting the iikehood of falls in
older adults. The test consists of 8 tasks. Through visual obsewation, the scorer grades the
participant on their performance and places them h o one of 4 categories nomial, d d
impainnent, moderate impainnent, or severe Unpairment for each task. The tasks are:

-

1. Assessrnent of Gait on a level d a c e .

-

Walk at a n o d speed from here to the nexi mark (20').

2. Change in Gait Speed
Begin walking at nomal Pace (for 5') when 1 tell you go, walk as fast as you can (for 5'). When
1 tell you slow, walk as slowly as you can (for 5').
3. Gait with horizontal head turns
- Begin walking at your normal pace. When I tell you to look right, keep walking nraight but
turn your head to the right. Keep looking right until I tell you look left, then keep walking
straight and turn your head to the lefL Keep your head to the left untii 1 tell you to look
straight, then keep walking straight but retum your head to the centre.

-

4. Gait with vertical head turns

-

Begin walking at your normal pace. When 1 tell you to look up, keep walking straight, but tip
your head and look up. Keep looking up until I tell you, look down. Then keep walking straight
and turn your head down. Keep looking down until 1 tell you, look araight, then keep waiking
straight, but retum your head to the centre.
5 . Gait with pivot turn

-

Begin walking at your normal pace. When I tell you Nm and stop turn as quickly as you can to
face the opposite direction and aop.

6. Step over obstacle

-

Begin walking at your normal speed. When you come to the shoe box, step over it. not around
it, and keep walking.

7. Step around obstacles

-

Begin walking at your normal speed. When you come to the first cone (about o'away), walk
around the right side of it. When you come to the second cone (6' past first cone) walk around
it to the lefi.

8. Steps
Walk up these stairs as you would at home (using rail if necessary). At the top, turn around and
wdk dom.

-

STRENGTB MEASURES
a) EIip extension and flexion

Participants were instructed to lie on th& side with the hip in the neutral position. The
dynamometer was placed on the anterior (flexion) or posterior (extension) sides at the distal end of
the femur just proximal to the femoral condyles (Lazowsla et al., 1999)
b) Eip abduction and abductioir

Participants were asked to lie on their back (supine position) with their hip in the neutral position.
For abduction, the dynamometer was placed on the lateral side of the distai end of the fmur, jua
proximal to the h e e jouit. For adduction, the dynamometer was piaced on the medial side
(Lazowski et al., 1999).

Appendix GG:

Pre and Posttest Scores for All Outcome Variables

Tai Chi

Line Dancing

Pre
Knee
Extension

Ankle
Domiflexion
Total

166.7ûk47.00
143.33-190.08

1 22.26*4 1.33
101.70-142.81

Post
l63.7B43.17
142.25-185.19
1 17.78k31 .O5
10 1.84-132.72

Non Excrcisc

T

Experienced
Taois<Tai Chi
Score
177.4lk69.75
144.77-210.06

7
l36.58î45.86
105.1 1-148.05

Strength

k k
stmngtbt
Baseiine
Grade 3
wemrnent
Grade of
Stmngth
[cntegorical)
Sit and Rcach

Shoulder
Extension
Shoulder
Flexion
AnMe Dorsi
flexion

Ankle Pliintar
Ilexion

rots1
Flexibility
iiiid
Grade of strengt was detcrinincd by siibtractiiig tlic gr& 3 assessiiiciit score froiii the baselinc score arid iisitig the coiivciitioiiiil iiicthod l i ~ riisscs~i~ig
grading muscle strength, as descri bed by C larksori and Gilcwich ( 1989) and Clarksoii (2000) to cicterriiine the grde 01' streiigtli.

Appendix HH:
Sample Values in Cornparison to Other Study Samples

Samplt Values in Cornparison to Othcr Study Sampla

36% - homdday carc uscrs;

64% - rctircmcnt homç rcsidcnts;
70% - craR class;
77% wcllncss chic;
112% aquatics class;
90% - walking group;

-

(latcr thrcç groups compktcd prc and posttçst)
36.1VO - craft class;
37.9V7 - social groups**
39.0V8 - cxçrcise class;
40.3V5- wçllncss chic;
36.9V7 - walking group;
36.8V6 - aquatics class;
(later thrçe groups complctd prc and posttest)
1) Tai Chi group-right-46.1 sec.;leftlU.2 sec. '
Non Tai Chi - right-29.6 sec.; ICA-30.8sec.'
2) Healthy non-institutionalizçd men (60 to 90 yrs)
- right-20.7 sec; ICA-21.9"
Hcalthy non-institutionalizcd womcn (60 to 86 yrs)
- dominant leg-20.4~
a) Walk rimeu
8 . M -6 Unimpaircd oldcr womçn ( m m 69 yrs)
17.OQ3.6 Impairçd oldcr womçn

Posttcst values not avrrilablç - range 1Yr
cxtcnt of improvcmcnt rcportcd.
- 40Y0of wvçllncss clinic (walking, batance
dii st rcngth training) improvcd by 5% or
morc (group was prcviously sçdçntary)
- Aquatic and tvalking group did not
change (groups wcrc prcviously activç)
Posttçst valucs not availablç - rm8c &
cxtent of improvcmcnt rcportcd.
- 6 1% of wcllncss c h i c improvcd by
19 O / u
- approximately 40% of walking &
aquatic groups improvcd by 10%
NIA

a

b) Numbçr of misstc~s"
0.5M.5 Unimpaircd oldcr womcn
4.4k3.2
Impair4 oldcr womcn

8.92 Unimpaircd Oldcr Women
24.48 Impaircd Oldcr Womcii
ie, TA=Experienced Taoist pariicipants.
ct al. ( 1990); ' ~ r i g g s
1999); ?se & Bailey

'* ~ c d c land
l Alcxanhr

(2(M)o).

SiiniplcValues in Cornparison to Other Study
Sampla (continued)
...

Mauure
3

MDRT
Forward

-

I

I ) Oldcr adults at seniors ccntrc (mcan agc 74. 1)'
FBnuard 8.9f3.4
Hack
4.6k3.0
teB
6.2I3.0
Hiyht
6.6I2.8

2) Oldcr adults with mild balancc disordçr
(agc 20 to 76 years)"
Duncan's tùnctional rcach (forward rcach only)
1 I.69k4.15

Right Side

36-37 inchcs - Unimpaircd oldcr womcn"
25-26 inchcs - Impaircd oldcr womçn"

Maximai Stcp
Right Foward

AAcr a 8 wcck Tai Chi class - 12.1514.66

-

no diffcrcnw in direction

Right Ekck
Lefi Back
Wt Side

Left Side
I

L

cise, TA=Experienccd Taois1 participants, IS=lniiially scdcntary, SA=Soinewhatactive, AA=Already Active.
la M d l and Alcxanâar (2000); 'Newton (200 A); "Hain CI al ( 1999)

Note: TC=Tai Chi, LD==L

w
4
4-

ComparaMc Posttcit S o m

Companbîe P ~ e sScores
t
NIA
Hralth v Olrler CornmimiIV i>wcllinx ~&lt.s'

An&
Domifltrrion

(agc62-116 yars)
Right anklc - 193- 197
Lcfi d l c - 186-IY8
1) Adults (45-75 ycars) - 24.7I 1 1.4 cm
Men ( m a agc 57.8) - 2O.7f 10.7 cm
Womcn (mean age 59.0) - Z8.4f 10.9

Sit and Rcach

Shoulder Flxion
and ExtCllbliim

2) Adults involved in Tai Chi program - 13.3f5-3'
Control ~ r o u p1 1.9k5.6(agc 50-75 ycars)
Shortlder Fluxion
Shoulder Flexion
TC= l44.5 LD= 150.2 Long tcrm carc residcnts in fitncss pragramtC
NE=141.9 TA=ISI.S - 129.0I27.4; ROM program - 122,8328
Shoulder Extension

TC=45.06 LD46.07
NE=47.75 TA=45.3

After 16 wçcks of practicç
Tai Chi - 15.726.6;Control- 12.3I4.8

Shouldcr Flçxion
Lung tçrm carc rcsidcnts 145.0I27.5
ROM program 127.lf34.1

Young, nunathletic males -- 165 25.'

Young, nonathletic males

-- 57 f8"

Ankh f>t~r.r@xion
Young, Nonuthlcrtic, Maks

--

12-25 f 1-4

'

Ankle Plantarflexion
Ankle Ylanrurflexion

TC144.8 LD=54.3
NE46.6 TA=45.O
Notc: TC=Tai Chi. LD= ,inc Dsncc, NE=Non-cxcrc

Young, Nonathlctic, Males -- 56I6 '
iict ivc,

